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User's Manual for QWGRAF, Computer Programs 
for Water-Quality Graphics

By James C. Schornick and Michael C. Place

Abstract

QWGRAF is a collection of interactive programs with a common interface that provides 
statistical and graphical tools for management, review, analysis, quality assurance, and 
presentation of water-quality data. The software is written in ANSI Fortran and C and is 
designed for portability to UNIX workstations and personal computers. The programs 
that make up QWGRAF provide (1) Box and Whisker plots (boxplt); (2) probability plots 
(prbplt); (3) frequency plots (frqplt); (4) graphical means of performing the Lilliefors test 
for normality (lilifr); (5) Piper diagrams (piper); (6) Durov plots (durov); (7) Stiff 
diagrams (stiff); (8) boundary outline maps of the United States and its territories with 
quantitative representation of data on an areal or site specific basis (mapping); and 
(9) data-management capability for modifying data sets (datmgr). QWGRAF programs 
read and operate on files formatted in RDB. The programs also read and convert to RDB 
format other data formats, such as flat files, Fortran formatted files, PSTAT files, and 
U.S. Geological Survey National Water Information System 1 and * cards and QWDATA 
FLATOUT files. Flat files and Fortran formatted files can be accompanied by a file that 
defines the variable names, data types, variable descriptions, column delineation, and 
algorithms for calculating new variables. Censored data (data remarked with "less than" 
codes) and missing values are accommodated.

This document is a user's guide for QWGRAF programs.

Overview

QWGRAF is a group of selected graphics and data-management procedures for the 
management, review, analysis, quality assurance, and presentation of water-quality data. 
Input data can come in a variety of formats, which are converted automatically to the 
RDB format used internally by the programs. QWGRAF programs share a common user 
interface and many functional features to facilitate the learning curve (table 1).

Each program has a robust list of options (specifications) available for uniquely config 
uring a plot. Values for program options, once entered or selected by the user, are retained 
throughout each program session but can be changed at any time. This provides for rapid 
multiple scenario runs during a given session. Complex configuration scenarios can be 
saved in "Specifications" files, which can be read into the program in subsequent 
QWGRAF sessions, thus saving time in setting up similar program runs.

QWGRAF offers an extensive data-management capability, which includes the use of 
filters to convert other data formats to the RDB data formatting system used by 
QWGRAF programs. No special action is required of the user, other than appending the 
file name with an appropriate three-character extension, in order for a QWGRAF
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program to read one of the other formats. The program automatically invokes the filter 
associated with the file-name extension.

The data-management program "datmgr" provides an interactive interface to many 
commonly used data manipulation functions, which are normally accessed from the 
command line by using the complex syntax of a scripting language. The program 
provides functions for such operations as Boolean expressions for filtering data rows; 
selecting and ordering variables; creating new variables; sorting; grouping and aggregat 
ing rows of data; relational joins to other data sets; and concatenation of data sets. Script 
files, which contain instructions for processing primary input and intermediate files, can 
be created and used as input files to any QWGRAF program. Censored data (data 
remarked with "less than" codes) and missing values are accommodated.

Table 1 provides a brief description of the purpose and capability of each of the programs 
currently in QWGRAF.

Table 1 . QWGRAF programs
Program 

name Description

boxplt Skeletal box and whisker diagrams (box plots). .Options available for Quartiles or 
Fourths Box boundaries, and Tukey, Min-Max, or 10-90 Percentile Whisker placement. 
Special options for using censored data. Data partitioning by groups. Arithmetic and 
logarithmic y-axes scales.

prbplt Probability curves for up to six variables against one of the following probability 
distribution functions: plotting position, quantile deviates, exceedance and 
nonexceedance cumulative probability percentiles, and recurrence interval. Multiple 
arithmetic or logarithmic y-axes scales.

frqplt Frequency, relative frequency, cumulative frequency, cumulative relative frequency 
distributions, and the empirical distribution function (EOF).

lilifr Graphical means to perform the Lilliefors test for sample normality. The procedure 
compares a standard normal distribution function with the empirical distribution 
function of the sample. Cumulative relative frequency is plotted on the Y-axis and the 
normalized sample values on the X-axis. Confidence level bounds are used to indicate 
if the data are normal.

piper Trilinear and quadlinear Piper hydrochemical facies diagrams used to characterize or 
compare the chemical character of water bodies. User-defined nodes, including 
composite nodes. Partitioning of data with symbols within diagrams. Multiple diagrams 
on a page where each diagram represents a different set of variables or each diagram 
represents a partitioned group of values of a single set of variables. Binary and ternary 
mixing diagrams. Shaded density diagrams.

durov Durov diagrams - hydrochemical facies diagrams similar to quadlinear Piper diagrams 
where the intersection of points from two Piper triangles are projected to one or two 
additional variables in adjacent scaled rectangles.

stiff Stiff diagrams for comparing water type based on user-defined cation-anion pairs. User- 
defined nodes, including composite nodes. Multiple diagrams on a page representing 
either a unique set of variables for each diagram or a diagram for each subgroup of a 
single set of variables based on composite values of up to four partitioning variables.

mapping Outline maps of the United States, individual States, counties, and hydrologic unit 
boundaries with multiple overlay capability, including river reaches. Data is grouped 
into intervals and mapped to point locations or the data can be aggregated and 
represented as shaded areas. Extensive station labeling capability.

datmgr Provides interactive capability to modify the data in an input data file. Functions include 
sorting, creating new variables, aggregating rows, filtering selected rows, selecting and 
reordering columns, joining and concatenating files, transforming rows to columns and 
columns to rows, and computing of percentiles. Also provides for concatenating a series 
of operations in a script that can be used as the input file to QWGRAF programs.
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How QWGRAF Works

User Interface

Program interaction takes place in a screen 80 characters wide by 24 characters high. 
Figure 1 shows the basic screen layout. Each screen consists of a list of available 
commands displayed at the bottom of the screen and one or more boxed-in areas that are 
referred to as panels. Commands are used to obtain additional information and to move 
between screens. There are three types of panels data, assistance, and instruction. The 
data panel displayed at the top of the screen is always present. Data panels contain menus, 
forms, tables, and text to permit user interaction with the program. An assistance panel 
may be present depending on user or program assignments. When present, the assistance 
panel is displayed below the data panel (usually as the middle panel) and contains textual 
information, such as help messages, valid range of values, and details on program status. 
The instruction panel is displayed above the available commands when the user is 
expected to interact with the program. When present, the instruction panel contains infor 
mation on what keystrokes are required to interact with the program.

Each screen can be identified by a name and the path selected to reach the screen. The 
screen name appears in the upper left corner of the data panel, where the words "screen 
name" appear in figure 1. The first screen displayed by the program is named "Opening 
Screen." All subsequent screens are named on the basis of menu option or program 
sequence that caused the current screen to be displayed. Screen names are followed by 
"(path)," a string of characters that consist of the first letter(s) of the menu options 
selected in order to arrive at the current screen. In some cases, descriptive text may follow 
the path to further help identify the screen. The path can aid in keeping track of the posi 
tion of the current screen in the menu hierarchy. For example, "Open (FO)" indicates that 
the menu option Open was selected previously and that the path to this screen from the 
"Opening Screen" consisted of two menu selections File and Open.

Commands

The screen commands and their associated keystrokes are described in figure 1. A subset 
of the screen commands is available for any given screen. Most commands can be 
executed by pressing a single function key. (The designation for a function key is "F#" 
where # is the number of the function key.) All of the commands can be executed in 
"command mode." Command mode is toggled on and off by pressing the semicolon (;) 
key 1 . In command mode, any command can be executed by pressing the first letter of the 
command name; for example, "o" or "O" for the Oops command. When commands are 
discussed in this report, the command name is spelled out with the function key or 
keystroke given in parentheses. For example, Accept (F2) is the most frequently used 
command.

Use Help (Fl) and Limits (F5) to obtain additional information about the current screen 
and use Status (F7) to obtain information on the state of the program. Cmhlp (;c) will 
display information on the available commands. Use Quiet (F8) to close the assistance 
panel. To move between screens, use Accept (F2), Prev (F4), Intrpt (F6), Dnpg (;d), Uppg 
(;u), or Top (F10). To reset the values in the data panel, use Oops (;o). Xpad (F9) is used 
to save typed information in a file called XPAD.DAT.

1 On some systems the F3 key and (or) the escape key (Esc) may also work.
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screen name (path) program name and version

Data panel

assistance type

Assistance panel

instruction type

Instruction panel

Help:H! Accept :H3 PreviKI Limits:H3 IntrptiHa Status :Ot Quiet :Hs Cmhlp Oops

Command
Associated key 

strokes8 Description
Help Fl (or;h) Displays help information in the assistance panel. The help information is updated as the user 

moves from field to field in the data panel or to a different screen. The program automatically clos 
es the assistance panel if a screen is displayed for which no help information is available.

Accept F2 (or ;a) Indicates that you have "accepted" the input values, menu option currently highlighted, or text mes 
sage in the data panel. Selection of this command causes program execution to continue.

Cmhlp F3 c (or ;c) Displays brief descriptions of the commands available on the screen. 
Oops F3o (or ;o) Resets all data fields in an input form to their initial values.
Dnpg F3d (or ;d) Displays next "page" of text in data panel. Available when all of the text cannot be displayed at one 

time.
Uppg F3u (or ;u) Redisplays previous "page" of text in data panel. Available after execution of Dnpg (F3d).
Prev F4 (or ;p) Redisplays a previous screen. Any modifications in the data panel are ignored. Which screen is the 

previous one may be ambiguous in some cases.
Limits F5 (or ;1) Displays valid ranges for numeric fields and valid responses for character fields. As with the Help 

command, information on field limits is updated as the user moves from field to field in the data 
panel or to a different screen by using the arrow keys or the Enter (Return) key.

Intrpt F6 (or ;) Interrupts current processing. Depending on the process, returns the program to the point of 
execution prior to the current process or advances to the next step in the process. This key also 
activates the State/County/Hydrologic Unit cross reference function in the mapping program (see 
Area and Overlay 'screens).

Status F7 (or ;s) Displays program status information.
Quiet F8n (or ;q) Closes the assistance panel. Available when the assistance panel is open.
Xpad F9 (or ;x) Opens the assistance panel as a "scratch pad." Text entered in the scratch pad is saved in a file 

called "XPAD.DAT."
Top . F10 Returns to the Opening Screen

a. The function keys will execute the commands on most computer systems. On all computer systems, the semicolon 
key (";") followed by the first letter (upper or lower case) of the command can be used to execute the commands. The F3 
function key may not be available on some systems.

Figure 1. Basic screen layout and commands for QWGRAF programs.
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Data Panel
There are four types of data panels menu, form, table, and text. Menus offer a choice of 
two or more options. A form or table allows data values to be entered or modified in one 
or more data fields. General or specific information, program progress, messages, and 
results of analyses may be displayed in a text data panel. The data panel appears at the 
top of the screen, as shown in figure 1. There are 16 rows in the data panel when the assis 
tance panel is closed and 10 rows when the assistance panel is open.
A single option is selected from a menu that consists of two or more options. There are 
two ways to select a menu option. Either press the first letter (not case sensitive) of the 
menu option (if more than one menu option begins with the same letter, then press in 
sequence enough characters to uniquely identify the option) or use the arrow keys to 
move the cursor to the option and then execute Accept (F2).
Forms may contain any number and combination of character, numeric, file-name, or 
option fields. Character fields may be a variable entry, such as a descriptive text string 
(case sensitive), or they may require a specific entry, such as "yes" or "no" (not case sensi 
tive). The text string "none" in a field indicates that the field is currently undefined. 
Option fields are activated and deactivated by positioning the cursor in the option field 
and pressing any key, such as the space bar. Use arrow keys to move up, down, and later 
ally among fields. The Enter (Return) key is used to move forward through fields. Use 
Accept (F2) to accept the entered and modified data and continue with the program. The 
use of Oops (;o) sets all fields in the current screen to their initial values. The use of Prev 
(F4) will cause the data values entered on the current screen to be ignored and the previ 
ous screen to be displayed again.
Tables may contain any number and combination of character, numeric, and file-name 
columns. As with forms, character fields may require a specific entry or a variable entry. 
Use arrow keys to move up, down, and laterally among fields. The Enter (Return) key is 
used to move forward across rows and to the next row. Some tables may contain more 
rows than can be displayed in the 10 or 16 rows of the data panel. In these cases, the table 
is divided into multiple screens. Use Accept (F2) to move forward through each of the 
screens for the table and to continue with the program after the last screen of the table. 
The use of Oops (;o) sets all fields in the current screen to their initial values. The use of 
Prev (F4) will cause the data values entered on the current screen to be ignored and the 
previous screen to be displayed again. The use of Intrpt (F6) will cause the data values 
entered on the current screen to be ignored and the remaining screens in the table to be 
skipped. Use Quiet (F8) to close the assistance panel and view the 16 lines of the data 
panel.
A text data panel may contain a warning or error message, a tabular list of data, a progress 
message for an activity that may take more than a few seconds, or other general informa 
tion. Use Accept (F2) to continue to the next screen. In cases where the displayed text 
requires more lines than the number available in the data panel, the Prev (F4), Dnpg (;d), 
and Uppg (;u) commands may be available to move forward and backward (scroll) 
through the screens. Note that the up and down arrows also may be used to move through 
the screens. Intrpt (F6) may be available to permit skipping the remaining screens of text.
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Assistance Panel

The assistance panel provides information to help the user enter data in the data panel or to 
allow note taking during a program session. The panel appears in the middle of the screen 
below the data panel. A name corresponding to the type of assistance being provided is 
displayed in the upper left corner of the panel, where the words "assistance type" appear in 
figure 1. The Help (Fl), Limits (F5), Status (F7), Cmhlp (;c), and Xpad (F9) commands 
open the assistance panel. Programs may open the assistance panel to display status infor 
mation. Help (Fl) and Limits (F5) provide information about the current screen and data 
fields; Status (F7) provides information about the current process; Cmhlp (;c) provides 
information about the available commands; and Xpad (F4) provides a "note pad" for 
making notes in the file XPAD.DAT. Use Quiet (F8) to close the assistance panel.

Assistance panels display four lines at a time. In cases where the assistance information 
is more than four lines, the assistance panel becomes the active panel when one of the 
assistance type commands is invoked. Use the up and down arrow keys to scroll through 
the information. If the Page Down and Page Up keys are available, then they may be used 
to page through the information. To reactivate the data panel, toggle the command mode 
by pressing (;) or (F3).

instruction Panel

The instruction panel provides information on how to interact with the current screen, 
such as how to enter data or how to advance to another screen. This panel appears at the 
bottom of the screen just above the screen commands (fig. 1). The instruction panel is 
present whenever the program requires input from the user. Up to four lines of text are 
displayed in an instruction panel. If an invalid keystroke is entered, then the information 
in the instruction panel is replaced with an error message and the panel name (upper left 
corner) changes from "INSTRUCT" to "ERROR." Once a valid keystroke is entered, the 
Instruct panel is displayed again.

Special Files

Three files are associated with the interaction between the user and the program. System 
defaults that control how the program operates can be overridden by setting parameters 
in the optional TERM.DAT file. A session record is written to the PROC.LOG file, for 
example, PIPER.LOG, each time the program is run; all or portions of this file can be 
used as input to the program at a later time. Error and warning messages, as well as some 
additional information, may be written to the file ERROR.FIL.

System Defaults-TERM.DAT

Certain aspects of the appearance and operation of the program are controlled by param 
eters within the program. These parameters specify information such as the computer 
system type, graphic output type, terminal type, program response to the Enter key, and 
colors. Each parameter is set on the basis of preferences of users who tested the program. 
The preset values can be overridden by creating a TERM.DAT file in the directory where 
the program is initiated (the current working directory). The available parameters and the 
format of the TERM.DAT file are described in Appendix A. If a TERM.DAT file does not 
exist in the current directory, then the message "optional TERM.DAT file not opened, 
defaults will be used" is displayed briefly when the program starts. If the TERM.DAT file 
is present, then the message "reading users system parameters from TERM.DAT" is 
displayed.
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SessJon Record PROC.LOG
The keystrokes entered during a program session are recorded in the PROC.LOG file. 
Each time the program is run, a PROC.LOG file is created; if one already exists in the 
current directory, then it is overwritten. All or part of this file can be used as input to the 
program as a means of repeating the same or similar tasks. To do this, first save the 
PROC.LOG file under a different name. Modify the file to contain only the sequence of 
commands that need to be repeated. Then, at the appropriate point in a subsequent 
program session, press "@"; a small file-name panel appears. Type the name of the log 
file and press the Enter key. Appendix A describes the use and format of the PROC.LOG 
file.

Error and Warning Messages ERROR.FIL
Any error or warning messages produced during a program session are written to the 
ERROR.FIL file. Each time the program is run, an ERROR.FIL file is created; if one 
already exists in the current directory, then it is overwritten. Diagnostic and summary 
reports also may be written to this file. Examine ERROR.FIL if an unexpected program 
response is encountered.
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General Features of QWGRAF Programs________

Program Overview

For a general overview of a program, select and bring up the "Query for general informa 
tion" option from the "Opening Screen." If the overview has more than 16 lines, then use 
the Page Down key or type ";D" on the keyboard to scroll the next 16 lines. Use the Page 
Up key or type ";U" on the keyboard to scroll back. Use Accept (F2) to return to the 
"Opening Screen." If the word "ERROR" appears on the instruction screen, then toggle 
the Command Mode (press "F3" or ";") to reactivate the Data panel.

QWGRAF On-line Help

When a program is initially started, only the "Data Panel" and the "Instruction Panel" are 
presented on the screen. Use the Help (Fl) key to activate the center "Assistance Panel." 
With the "Help" panel activated, appropriate information about the option selected (high 
lighted) on the "Data Panel" is presented. If additional lines of help need to be screened, 
then use the Help (Fl) key again to put the assistance panel in scroll mode whereby the 
"Page Down" and "Page Up" keys can be used to scroll through the entire help message. 
Use the "F3" or ";" key to reactivate the "Data Panel" for data entry. The "Limits (F5)" 
key is sometimes used in conjunction with the Help (Fl) key to display allowable values 
for an option, such as the list of colors, line types, and fonts.

Tutorials

The programs in the QWDATA system share many similar functions and the interface has 
been designed to present these functions to the user in a consistent manner. However, the 
number of options available in the programs and the flexibility afforded the user in 
configuring a particular plot can initially make the programs appear to be difficult to learn 
and use. Therefore, interactive tutorials have been created for selected programs to guide 
the user through the basic elements of the programs. Instructions for using the tutorials 
are given in the discussions for "boxplt," "piper," "mapping," and "datmgr."

Return to Operating System

To exit from any program, return to the "Opening Screen" by using a combination of 
Accept (F2) and the "Return" option found in most screens. Use the arrow keys in the 
"Opening Screen" to select the "Return to operating system" option and press Accept (F2) 
or the Enter key.

Specification Files
Specification files are presaved lists of programs options that can be loaded (from "Get 
Specifications" option in "Opening Screen") at any time during a program session. These 
options overwrite any existing options, including default options, which produces a plot 
with a particular configuration. Options loaded in this manner can still be changed to 
meet user requirements. The Specifications file includes the name of the input data file 
open at the time the file was created. The use and creation of Specifications files is 
described in detail in the "Programs Specifications Files" discussion in the "Features 
Shared by QWGRAF Programs" section.
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Script Files

Input Data

Script files contain instructions for modifying an input data file and are generated by the 
QWGRAF "datmgr" program. Because the script includes the name of the original data 
file and keeps track of any subsequent files generated in the data modification process, a 
script file can be used as an input data file for any QWGRAF program. Script files are 
discussed in detail in the "datmgr" program section and in Appendix C under "The RDB 
System."

QWGRAF programs operate internally on RDB files. RDB files are basically ASCII files 
and can be created either manually in a text editor or by macros from spreadsheet or 
statistical programs. Data files in a variety of other formats (ASCII flat files, NWIS-I 
QWDATA FLATOUT files, 1 and * cards, PSTAT files, and FORTRAN formatted files) 
are read and converted to RDB by QWGRAF filter programs, which are transparent to 
the user. The appropriate filter is activated when a program attempts to read a file whose 
root file name has been appended with a special three-character extension. RDB files 
normally have the extension ".rdb"; however, any input file with no recognizable exten 
sion is assumed to be an RDB file.
See Appendix C for a discussion of "The RDB System" and Appendix D for a discussion 
of "Conversion of Data to RDB."

Missing Data
QWGRAF programs support missing data. With the exception of RDB files, all data file 
formats supported by the QWGRAF system may use any of the following as a missing 
data indicator:

ii * ii ii M ii _ ii ii _ ii ii __ ii ii _A_ ii ii _QQQQQQ "

Missing data in RDB files are indicated by consecutive TABS.

Censored Data
Censored data are indicated by the presence of the "less than" (<) remark code that 
precedes the value in the data file. With the exception of the "boxplt" and "datmgr" 
programs, QWGRAF programs, by default, exclude censored data from the analysis. The 
"boxplt" and "datmgr" programs, on the other hand, include censored data by default, as 
each program has an option for computing percentile values from the observed data. In 
the presence of censored values these programs activate a routine that simulates percen 
tile values below the designated "detection" level. The "boxplt" and "datmgr" programs 
each have unique pathways to the screens used to select the method by which censored 
data are treated. In the other programs the censored data options are found in the 
"Censored (MBC)" screen accessed by first selecting the "Modify" option in the "Open 
ing Screen" followed by the "Basic" option in the "Modify (M)" screen, and then the 
"Censored" option in the "Basic (MB)" screen.

Data Management
In some instances the input data file will be in a form suitable for use by a given 
QWGRAF program. In other cases, it may be necessary to modify the data before use, 
such as sorting the data or creating the normal form of cation and anion concentrations. 
Because RDB files are basically text files, they can be modified with text editors, statis 
tical packages, spreadsheet packages, or by using a scripting language, such as PERL or 
PYTHON. To learn the complex syntax for these various approaches ion order to modify
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data files can be quite tedious. QWGRAF provides an alternative approach for modifying 
data files to be used with QWGRAF programs or any other programs that utilize RDB 
files or simple ASCII files. The QWGRAF "datmgr" program provides a robust capabil 
ity to modify input data files by using the same user interface as the other QWGRAF 
programs. Little knowledge of RDB or a scripting language syntax is required to use the 
"datmgr" program, which provides options for sorting, filtering data rows with Boolean 
expressions, aggregating rows, creating new variables, selecting and reordering vari 
ables, relational joins and concatenation of data files, and row to column and column to 
row transformations.

The data-management process can result in the creation of either a new RDB file, a script, 
or both. Scripts are strings of data-management operations that can be executed to carry 
out the operations. Scripts are stored in special RDB files identified by the extension 
".rqs" appended to the file name. Script files contain no data but rather the information 
necessary to find the appropriate input data file, make any required modifications, and 
then make the data available to the program. Thus, script files can be used as input files 
to QWGRAF programs.

Selected data-management functions also are provided by individual QWGRAF 
programs. For example, all programs have a data filtering option that allows the user to 
specify a Boolean expression to retain or exclude selected rows from the input data file.

Some programs also have an option for grouping (partitioning) observations on the basis 
of composite values of up to four partitioning variables. Each of these logical groups is 
then the basis of a diagram on the plot page. These grouping operations do not result in 
a permanent change to the input data file; only the temporary RDB file created internally 
for use with the program is changed.

Conversion of Concentration Data to Equivalents
One of the most common data-management operations required for using data in 
QWGRAF programs is the conversion of cation/anion data, which is typically reported 
in units of milligrams per liter, to the milliequivalent form. The "piper," "durov," and 
"stiff1 programs are based on the assumption that the data are in the form of milliequiv- 
alents, and it is the user's responsibility to create the input data file with the data in the 
proper form. This can be done with a text editor and a calculator, command line use of a 
scripting language accessing RDB files, a spreadsheet program, or by using the facilities 
available in the QWGRAF system. The following scenario demonstrates the use of 
QWGRAF facilities to convert concentration data to milliequivalents (see discussion in 
Appendices C and D on the "RDB System" and "Conversion of Data to RDB," respec 
tively, for more background information).
If the input data file is an ASCII flat file of rows and columns and has a file-name exten 
sion of either ".dta" and "ftr" as described in Appendix D, then it can be accompanied by 
a "format definition file" ("dtv" or "ftv" file-name extension). One of the functional 
features of a format definition file is the ability to define algorithms for the creation of 
new variables. For example, the following line added to the end of a format definition file 
would (1) define a new variable called "CA_MEQ," (2) declare it a "real" variable, (3) 
indicate it has some values remarked (censored), and (4) define an algorithm to compute 
its values as milliequivalents of calcium on the basis of concentration values of variable 
"CA."

CA_MEQ <dtype>real <rmk> <perl>$CA * 0.04990.

The variable creation process using a format definition file occurs on the fly as the file is 
being read (and converted to RDB) by the program. The RDB file that is created is only 
a temporary file that disappears when the program session ends or a new input file is 
opened. The original input file is not changed.
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For the other data formats that can be read by QWGRAF programs, but that do not 
provide the algorithm definition option (qwd, str, pst file-name extensions), the "Create" 
operator in the "datmgr" program can be used to create the milliequivalent form of the 
required variables. This process does result in the creation of a new file (or script), which 
then is opened by one of the other QWGRAF programs.
In either case, the algorithms can be as complex as necessary; for example, new variables 
may be composites of two or more variables. See Appendix F (perltbl operator) for a 
discussion of the Perl syntax used for algorithm development. Appendix G provides a list 
of commonly used equivalent conversion factors for use in the algorithms.
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Getting Started

Starting the Program
QWGRAF programs are started by typing the name of the program from the command line:

piper
prbplt
frqplt
lilifr
piper
durov
stiff
mapping
datmgr

Each program consists of several screens in which the data panel at the top of the screen 
is used to present options to the user. These options can be fields where program argu 
ments are entered, or they can be triggers that tell the system to go to another screen 
where program arguments can be entered, or control can be passed on to still other 
screens.

Many of the options available to users of the QWGRAF system are common to all of the 
programs. These are discussed as a block in the section "Shared Features." Functions 
unique to each program are discussed in the appropriate program sections and are gener 
ally found in the "Modify" option accessible from the "Opening Screen" of each program.

Program Operation
There are eight steps routinely used to create plots with QWGRAF programs, but the 
system provides a great deal of flexibility as to which steps are used and in what order.

Step Program Access Point

1. Type program name From command line.
2. Load a Specifications file "Get - specifications from file" option

(from "Opening Screen").
3. Open an input file "Open - input data file" option

(from "Opening Screen").
4. Select variables to display "Name - variables" option

(from "Opening Screen").
5. Modify default plot specifications "Modify compute/plot" option

(from "Opening Screen").
6. Make the plot on the screen "Make - the plot" option

(from "Opening Screen").
7. Make and save plot to a file "Device" option (from "Modify (M)"

screen) followed by the "Make - the plot" 
option (from "Opening Screen").

8. Save plot specifications "Save - current specifications" option
(from "Opening Screen").

Simple exploratory plots with default options and minimal annotation can be generated 
by using steps 1,3,4 and 6 or steps 1,2 and 6. Step 2 is used only as needed and usually 
obviates the need for steps 3,4 or 5; however, it is permissible to modify the specifica 
tions from a loaded Specifications file. The input file (step 3) can be a data file or a script
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file. Step 5 is used to configure a plot to meet more specific and detailed needs. Step 7 is 
used to create plot files for use in displaying on alternate devices or for importing into 
drawing or word-processing programs. Step 8 involves the creation of Specifications files 
for use in future program sessions.

Selecting Program Options
QWGRAF screens usually present several options. An option can be either a data field 
for which a value must be entered, or a gateway to additional screens where program 
options are entered. Although there is usually a logical path from one screen to another, 
the system, in most cases, does not force the user to follow a particular path. In general, 
any option on a screen can be selected and processed in any order.
To select an option that initiates movement to a new screen, use either of the following 
steps:

1. Type the first letter or as many letters as required to form a unique text string 
(not case sensitive) of an option name. The next screen will appear directly.

or
2. Use the Tab and arrow keys to select (highlight) the option required. Then use 

the Accept (F2) or the Enter (Return) key to view the next screen.

Entering Program Options
Once a screen that contains fields for selecting options is displayed, use the arrow keys, 
the Enter key, or the Tab key to select (highlight) the option desired. A data entry field 
will be either blank or populated with a default value. After selecting a field, an alterna 
tive value can be entered in the field. For some options, the space bar is used to toggle the 
option "On," as indicated by the presence of an "X" in the field to the left of the option 
name, or "Off," as indicated by a "blank" field.
When selecting the list of variables from the input data file for use in a plot, the variables 
are usually selected in their intended plotting order by placing the appropriate sequence 
number in the "Order" field. The numbers need not be contiguous. A selected variable 
can be deselected by entering a "0" (zero).
When all options in a given screen are populated with appropriate values, use the Accept 
(F2) key to accept the selections for use in the program. All options, default or user modi 
fied, remain current throughout the program session until changed. If selected sets of 
program options need to be saved for use in other program sessions, then they should be 
saved in a "specifications" file (see the section "Program Specifications"). The system 
proceeds to the next screen, if applicable, or returns control to the previous screen.

Getting Started 13
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Features Shared by QWGRAF Programs

QWGRAF programs share the same consistent user interface. In addition, the programs 
share many common functions for setting specific program arguments. The first screen to 
appear after typing the program name is the "Opening Screen" and the user will notice 
that it is essentially the same for all QWGRAF programs. The "datmgr" program presents 
a slightly different "Opening Screen" that substitutes the "Basic operators" option for the 
"Open input data file" option. Common functions, such as selecting input files, naming 
variables, setting axis limits, and creating titles and footnotes, share the same procedural 
steps and similar screens from program to program. The pathway to these common 
features generally is consistent between programs. The following discussions describe 
the functions and associated screens common to all programs. They generally are not 
repeated in the individual program sections, which concentrate on the features unique to 
the program, but there are exceptions when minor variations in program functionality 
dictate clarification.

The "Opening Screen"
The first screen to appear after entering the program name is the "Opening Screen," 
which presents options for the following functions:

Open - input file
Name - variables
Get - specifications from file
Save - current specifications file
Modify - compute/plot specifications
Make - the plot
Query - for general information
Return - to operating system.

The general procedure is to "Open" a data file, "Name" the variables to be used, "Modify" 
the default plot specifications, and "Make" the plot. The alternative is to use (and possible 
modify) a "Specifications file and then "Make" the plot. Type in the first one or two char 
acters of the function name to bring up the next screen, or use the Tab and arrow keys 
followed by the Accept (F2) key to select a function.

 Opening Screen-
11. S. Geological Survey 

BOXPLT: 2.0 version, Novenber 1. 1997

-60XPLT 2.0-n

Select an inyut option- 

Ha«e- variables

Then:
Modify - compute/plot specifications 
Make - the plot

Specification Files (optional): Query - for general information 
Get - specifications fro* file 
Save - current specifications Return - to operating systea

r-HELP-

Select neu flat file containing data

r-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confira selection with the F2 key, or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:[U Accept :]S Quiet :[£ Xpad:|[] Cnhlp
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Open Input Data File
The "Opening Screen" of each QWGRAF program has an option for "Open input data 
file." Use the arrow keys to select this option and then use Accept (F2) or the Enter key. 
The "Open (O)" screen lists an option for selecting a data file and another option for filter 
ing the data before use in the program. Select the "Select a data file" option to bring up 
the "Select (OS)" screen.

r-Open (0)-

Filter - with Boolean "where" clause
Or:

Return - to opening screen

-PIPER 2.<H

r-HELP-

Select a flat file containing input data.

i-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confirm selection uith the F2 key, or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Accept :|g Top:[H3 Quiet :Qg Xpad.'jE Cihlp

-Select (OS>-

Directory: /ho«e/hass3/Jcschorn/qwgraf_ 
Select a file for input :j;

87 files aatch wildcard specification 
Use UpPg / DnPg to scroll through list

BXPLOT.doc detli«.co»pp.eval.rdb
chart.txt detlia.dta
concatl.dta detlia.dtv
concatl.dtv detli«.for«.lt.rdb
concat2.dta detlia.for«2.z.rdb
concat2.dtv flatl.dta 
detli«.co«p.rdb flatl.dtv

-PIPER 2.<H

INSTRUCT-
Enter a pathname of an existing file. 
Press F2 or RETURN to confirm selection.

Accept :jg Top:|EE Quiet :Jg Xpad:Jg Cihlp Dnpg

In the "Select (OS)" screen, check the "Wild" option in the upper right corner to ensure 
that the wildcard specification presents the files of interest. The default is to show all files 
in the directory. If necessary, edit this option by using the "regular expression" syntax of 
your system to create a new wildcard search criteria set. Press Enter and a new list of files 
will appear. Some examples of wildcard search criteria for files are as follow:

Regular Expression Will Present on the Screen

*.[a-z]* All files whose name includes a period (".") followed
by any alphabetic character.
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*field*
Anasqan
.rdb$
*.dta | *.qwd | *.rdb

All file names that contain "field".
All file names that begin with "nasqan".
All file names that end in ".rdb".
All ".dta" or ".qwd" or ".rdb" files (the "|" acts as an
"or" operator).

If an alternative directory is required, then use the arrow keys to select the "Directory" 
option and edit this field. Press Enter and a new list of file names appears.

Either type in the file name or use the arrow keys to select the file required. Use either 
Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept the selection and return control to the "Opening 
Screen."

Filter Input Data

Once the input data file has been selected, the user can select the "Filter" option from the 
"Open (O)" screen, which provides for specifying a Boolean logic expression to include 
or exclude selected rows from the active data file. This action does not change the input 
data file permanently, but results in the creation of a temporary file used by the program. 
As with any other option, the "Filter" option can be returned to as many times as neces 
sary during a given program session to create new variations of the input data file. Note 
that each time the "Filter" option is activated the search criteria is applied against the orig 
inal data file, not the current temporary file. New search criteria will produce a new 
temporary file.

Retain or Exclude Rows Meeting Search Criteria

From the "Open (O)" screen, select the "Filter (OF)" screen. Use the arrow keys to select 
the "Filter Type" option and then use the space bar to toggle on either "Exclusion" or 

! "Retention," as indicated by the appearance of an "X" in the field to the left of the option 
name. If "Exclusion" is selected, then rows that meet the criteria specified in the 
"Criteria" box will be excluded from the working data file; selection of the "Retention" 
option will result in the rows that meet the criteria being retained in the working file.

r-Filter (OF)                                    PIPER 2.0-,
Filter type: QQ9BSSEB ^-Retention

Criteria:[ 3 
[ 3 
[ 3 
[ 3 
<««««« USE INTRPT FOR LIST OF VARIABLES »»»»»»»»»> 
«««« REMEMBER TO BEGIN VARIABLE NftMES HITH ft * >»»»»»»

Comparison operators Connectors 
Numeric: ==!=<><=>= M, (logical AND) 
String: eq ne It gt le ge II (logical OR)

r-HELP-

Check this box if records matching the filter criteria ere to 
be excluded from the output file.

r-INSTRUCT-
Option field: use space bar to toggle between ON (X) and OFF ( ).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to wove between fields. 
Use 'Accept' coMand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:QD Accept :QQ Limits :|H Top:|Q IntrptrflQ Quiet :Qg Xpad:QQ Cahlp
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Specify Search Criteria

Use the arrow keys to select the "Criteria" option. Details of the syntax used to specify 
the search criteria are given in the "FILTER DATA ROWS" section of the "datmgr" 
program discussion. Begin each variable name with a "$" and precede function names 
with an "&." Use of operators and the "||" (OR) and "&&" (AND) logical connectors in 
combination with the available RDB functions permits complex search criteria to be 
specified based on the values of the variables in the input data file.

Example: SCALCIUM >= 5.0 && SSTCODE = 42. 

When finished, use Accept (F2) to accept the criteria and return to the "Opening Screen."

For details on the syntax to be used in specifying the search criteria, see the individual 
program documentation and Appendix C on "The RDB System," Appendix D on 
"Converting Data Formats to RDB," and Appendix F on the "Perltbl" operator. See also 
the textbook Programming Perl (Wall and Schwartz, 1991).

Name (Select) Variables
After the input data file has been selected (and filtered, if necessary), the "Name variable" 
option in the "Opening Screen" is highlighted. Use (F2) or the Enter key to accept this 
option. The form of the next screen to be displayed will depend on the number of vari 
ables that the program can use and whether the data can be partitioned into groups for the 
purpose of creating a diagram for each group. If the program requires just a simple list of 
one or more variables, then the next screen to appear is the "Name (N)" screen, which 
lists the variables in the input data file. To select a variable, enter a "1" in the "Select" 
column opposite the variable name. For more than one variable, enter sequential numbers 
in the order the variables are to be presented. Deselect a variable by entering a "0" (zero).

  nene vny                                                          rn«ri_i £.-v   

Select the plot variable by setting its "Select" value to 1.

Select Variable Select
0 CONDUCTANCE 0
OK 0
0 CL 0
0 FL 0
1 SODIUM J]
0 MAGNESIUM 0
0 NITRflTE 0

uri n

Variable
ALK
CA
S04
HC03
POTASSIUM
CHLORIDE
FLUORIDE

Select
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

  MtLr                           -                        

This field is used to mark the selection of the
Enter a 1 to select the
 ay be selected.

variable, 0 to deselect .

Variable
NA
MG
N03
BICARBONATE
CALCIUM
SULFftTE
SODIUM_POTAS

plot variable.
Only one variable

INSTRUCT                                                

Enter data in highlighted field(s).
Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and «ove betueen fields. 

Use 'Accept' command to go to next screen uhen done entering data.

Help:||] Accept :[H Liaits :[£ 6.uiet:|E Xpad:[£ Cahlp Oops Nindou Dnpg

The "prbplt" and "boxplt" programs can produce a diagram for each of one or more indi 
vidual variables or a single variable can be the basis of several diagrams, where each 
diagram represents a partitioned subgroup of values of the designated variable. For these 
programs the "Name (N)" screen presents the following options:

Individual - Select one or more variables. 
Partition - Group data by a partition variable.
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individual Variables

Selection of the "Individual" option brings up the "Individual (NI)" screen, which lists 
the variables in the data file. Use the Tab and arrow keys to select a variable for each 
diagram to be plotted. Select the variables in the order they are to be plotted by entering 
the appropriate sequence number in the "Order" column. A variable can be deselected by 
entering a "zero (0)" in the field.

i-Na»e
Speclfy variable selection Method:

one For each boxplot desired. 

Or 

Partition - Group data by a partition variable

Or= Return - to opening screen

-BOXPLT 2.0-1

r-HELP-

Select a different variable for each box in the plot.

r-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then conflr* selection ulth the F2 key. or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:[|J Accept :[£ TopiJE Quiet :|£ Xpad:Qg Cahlp

Select variables to plot by Indicating a plot order niwber.
Use 0

Variable

STATION
CNTYCODE
DECLAT
YEAR
SEDIMENT
ALK

to indicate that a variable Is not to be plotted.
Type

INT '
INT

REAL
INT

REAL
REAL

Order

m
0
0
0
1
0

Variable

STCODE
HUNIT
DECLON
MONTH
CONDUCTANCE
NA

Type

INT
INT

REAL
INT

REAL
REAL

Order

0
0
0
0
2
0

r-HELP-

This field indicates plotting order fro* left to right. 
Zero Indicates that the variable Is not to be plotted.

r-INSTRUCT                                                  
Enter data in highlighted fleld(s).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and >ove between fields. 
I Use 'Accept' coBBand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:|H Accept :QQ Prev:|JJ Lulls :[fi Top:||E Quiet :|£j Xpad:|£ Cahlp

Variable Sets (Varsets)

If the program provides for establishing one or more sets of variables, such as the cations 
and anions used in piper, durov, and stiff diagrams, then the "Name (N)" screen will 
present the "Varsets" option instead of the "Individual" option. Selection of the "Varsets" 
option brings up the "Varsets (NV)" screen and presents options for adding, editing, 
deleting, or clearing sets of variables. Normally, only one varset is required, but 
QWGRAF provides for as many as required. A diagram is produced for each variable set. 
Multiple diagrams can be placed on a plot page and multiple plot pages can be used.
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From the "Name (N)" screen, select the "Varsets" option to display to the "Varsets (NV)" 
screen. The following options are listed:

Add - a variable set
Edit - a variable set
Delete - a variable set
Clear - all variable sets
Return - to previous menu.

From the "Varsets (NV)" screen, either type "A" (or "a") or use the arrow keys to select 
the "Add a variable set" option. Use the Enter key to display the "Add (NIA)" screen. This 
screen may be used as many times as necessary to create the number of variable sets 
needed, one set for each diagram.

r-Na»e (N)-
Specifij variable selection Method: 

^^9^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ra 
one for each diagram desired.

Or

Partition - Group data by a partition variable 

Or: Return - to opening screen

-PIPER 2.0-,

r-HELP-

Select a different variable set for each diagram in the plot

-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confirm selection with the F2 key. or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:[H Accept :|jg TopigE Quiet :(jg Xped:Qg C»hlp

Add a Variable Set
The "Add (NIA)" screen lists the variables contained in the input data file. The variables 
should be selected in the order to be presented in the diagram. Use the Enter and arrow 
keys to select a variable and place the appropriate sequence number in the "Order" field. 
Deselect a variable by entering a "0" in the "Order" field.
The variable name fields also can be edited to produce a more suitable label for the vari 
able on the diagram. Highlight the field and type in the new name (12 characters or less). 
Note: This does not change the name of the variable in the data file, only the label used 
on the diagram. When finished, use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Individual (NI)" 
screen.

Edit a Variable Set
A variable set can be edited during the current session. From the "Individual (NI)" screen, 
type "E" (or "e") or use the arrow keys to select the "Edit a variable set" option and use 
the Enter key. The user is prompted for the number of the variable set to edit if there is 
more than one variable set. Make the necessary changes to the variable list and use 
Accept (F2) to accept the changes.

Delete a Variable Set
Unneeded variable sets can be deleted with the "Delete a variable set" option. From the 
"Individual (NI)" screen, type "D" (or "d") or use the arrow keys to select the "Delete a 
variable set" option and use the Enter key. From the "Delete (NID)" screen the user is
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prompted for the number of the variable set to delete. Use the Enter key to delete that 
variable set and return control to the "Individual (NI)" screen. If you elect not to delete a 
variable set, then blank out the number field before using the Enter key.

Clear All Variable Sets

To delete all defined variable sets, type "C" (or "c") or use the arrow key to select the 
"Clear all variable sets" option and use the Enter key. Use the "Return to the previous 
menu" function to return control to the "Name (N)" screen.

Change Variable Names

For those programs where the variable names are used as labels (boxplt, piper, durov, 
stiff), the names can be changed for presentation purposes. Select the field in the "Label" 
column and replace the default label (the input variable name) with a preferred label (12 
characters or less). This does not change the name of the variable in the data file; it 
changes only the form of the name used as a label by the program.

0 variable sets have been selected

Select

tdl^^a variable

Return

uiri r\

an option:

^Q] Delete a variable set 
set Clear all variable sets

to the previous

Select variables/labels for 
diagram to appear in the SB

 enu

another 
 e plot.

INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confirm selection with the F2 key. or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:[B ftccept :|£ Top:gE Quiet :||jj Xpad:[E Cnhlp

r-ftdd (NIft)                                            PIPER 2.0-n 
Select variables to plot by indicating a plot order number. Number the* 1-3 
clockwise from the left triangle base. Number the variables for the right 
triangle 4-6. Use F4 to abort the selection process. 

Variable Type Order Label

STftTION
STCODE
CNTYCODE
HUNIT
DECLflT

INT ffi
INT 0
INT 0
INT 0

REAL 0

STftTION
STCODE
CNTYCODE
HUNIT
DECLflT

r-HELP-

This field indicates plotting order 1-3 starting with the 
triangle base and continuing clockwise. Zero indicates that 
the variable is not to be plotted.

r-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter date and move between fields. 
Use 'ftccept* coMand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:|H ftccept :|E Prev:|E Limits :|B Top:|£] Quiet :|£ Xpadrjj] C«hlp
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Partitioned Variables

The alternative to creating a single diagram for each variable selected is to create a 
diagram for each subset of values from a single variable based on composite values of up 
to four "Partitioning" variables; for example, create boxplots of magnesium by State and 
by year.

From the "Name (N)" screen, select and bring up the "Partition (NP)" screen. The 
"Partition (NP)" screen lists the following options:

Select:

Diagram - variable 
Partition -variables 
Type -of partition

or 
Return to the previous menu.

Type the first letter of the option (not case sensitive) to -view the required option screen 
or use the arrow keys to select the option and use the Enter key.

Select Variable to be Diagramed

The "Diagram variable" option brings up the "Data (NPD)11 screen, which lists the vari 
ables in the input data file. Use the arrow keys and the Enter key to select the variable to 
be represented in the diagrams. Place a "1" in the appropriate "Select" field. A variable 
can be deselected by entering a "0" (zero).

The variable name field can be edited to produce a more suitable label for the variable on 
the diagram. Highlight the field and type in the new name (12 characters or less). Note: 
This does not change the name of the variable in the data file, only the label used on the 
diagram. Use Accept (F2) to return to the "Partition (NP)" screen.

Select Partition Variables

The "Partition variable" option brings up the "Partition (NPP)" screen, which lists the 
variables in the input data file. Use the arrow keys and the Enter key to select up to four 
variables. Each unique composite value of these variables forms the basis of a diagram. 
Nest the variables in appropriate order by entering 1,2,3, or 4 in the "select" column field 
to the left of the appropriate variable names. For example, STATE would receive a value 
of " 1" and COUNTY a value of "2." A variable can be deselected by reentering a "0" 
(zero).

Use Accept (F2) to return to the "Partition (NP)" screen.

Note: The selection of more than one partitioning variable is only appropriate if the 
"Automatic partitions" option is selected in the "Type (NPT)" screen.

Establish Interval Boundaries for Partitioning

The "Type of partition" option brings up the "Type (NPT)" screen, which is used to select 
the method by which the values of the partition variable(s) are used to group the values 
of the data variable. There will be one diagram for each group.

The methods are as follow:

Automatic - partitions 
Manual - partitions.
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Automatic Partitions

From the "Type (NPT)" screen, select the "Automatic partition" option if an interval is to 
be created for each unique value of a single partition variable or for each unique compos 
ite value of up to four partition variables. Text and real variables can be chosen as multi 
ple partition variables.

In most cases, the unique values of the partitioning variables adequately define the 
number of intervals. However, it is possible to extract a higher level partitioning from the 
partition variables. For example, in the case of the Hydrologic Unit Code, there are four 
accounting levels imbedded in the eight-digit integer number. If unique values of the 
entire number are used with the "Automatic partition" option, then the intervals would be 
based on the Hydrologic Cataloging Unit. By using a special extension of the "Automatic 
partition" option, it is possible to have the interval based on Hydrologic Region (the first 
two digits of the code), Hydrologic Subregion (the first four digits in the code), or the 
Hydrologic Accounting Unit (the first six digits in the code).

Acceptance of the "Automatic partition" option (use Accept (F2)) brings up the "Auto 
(NPTA)" screen in which an integer divisor is specified that is used by the system to trun 
cate the partition variable to form the higher level partitioning factor. For example, in the 
Hydrologic Unit Code case, use 1000000 for Region; 10000 for Subregion; and 100 for 
Accounting Unit. A divisor may be specified for each of the partition variables. After 
entering a divisor(s), if any, use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Partition (NP)" 
screen.

Manual Partitions

From the "Type (NPT)" screen, select the "Manual (NPTM)" screen. Use the arrow keys 
and the Enter key to enter minimum and maximum values of the partition variable for as 
many intervals as required. The intervals need not be contiguous and may overlap. Use 
Accept (F2) to return control to the "Partition (NP)" screen. Select the "Return to previ 
ous menu" option to return to the "Opening Screen."

Note: The "Manual" option is only applicable when a single partition variable has been 
selected.

i-Partition <NP)- -PIPER 2.<H

Select:

Partition - variables 
Type - of partition

Or:

Return to the previous Menu

r-HELP-

Select the variables to be plotted.

r-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confira selection uith the F2 key, or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:[H Accept :[£ Top:QQ[] Quiet :|||j Xpad:[£ Cahlp
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i-Type <NPT>- -PIPER 2.0-

Select:

AutoBatically define data partitions based on unique values of the 
partition variables.

,-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confira selection with the F2 key, or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:[j] Accept: Top:C Quiet :2{] Xpad:|£ Cahlp

r-Manual (NPTH)-

MiniBUB data value: 34.0 HaxiBUB data value: 42.0
Enter partition variable range and label for each interval. 

Nuaber HiniauB Haxiaun Label

-PIPER 2.<H

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0

0.0
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0

r-HELP-

This field contains the BiniBUB value for each interval.

-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrou keys to enter data and Bove between fields. 
Use 'Accept' co»end to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help--[JJ Accept :|g Liaits^ Top-'HE Quiet :|g Xpad:[£ Cahlp Oops Window

Program Specifications

System Default Program Specifications
For exploratory plots, the user needs only to (1) select an input data file; (2) name and 
order the variable(s) to be used; and (3) select the "Make the plot" option from the "Open 
ing Screen" to execute the program. System default arguments are used for program vari 
ables unless alternatives are entered by the user, either manually or by loading a 
specifications file.

Set Program Specifications
QWGRAF programs provide many options for specifying program specifications, such 
as plot types, variable selection, line types, symbols, titles, labels, and axes. There is no 
set path through the programs, and the user can navigate the option tables in any direction 
and as many times as needed to configure the program to produce the required output. 
Any option not specified by the user utilizes a system default value.
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Modify Program Specifications

After a QWGRAF program has been run with a given set of specifications, selected spec 
ifications can be changed and the program run again. This process can be repeated as 
often as necessary to produce the required plot variations.

Program Specifications Files
QWGRAF programs provide for saving and reusing sets of program specifications in 
files that can be recalled at any time during any QWGRAF session (see section below on 
"Saving Program Specifications Files"). Specifications files can save time in setting up 
and reusing complex program scenarios. Thus, as an alternative to manually entering 
program specifications as described above, the user can select the "Get specifications 
from file" option in the "Opening Screen" to load a set of previously saved specifications. 
These specifications include the name of the input data file in use at the time the specifi 
cations file was saved. The user can then invoke the "Make the Plot" option (see subse 
quent discussion) to execute the program. Loaded specifications can be changed at any 
time. Once a specifications file has been loaded and any modifications made, the new set 
of specifications can be saved as a new file or it can overwrite an existing specifications 
file, which includes the file just loaded.

Save Program Specifications Files

To save the current set of specifications, select the "Save specifications file" option in the 
"Opening Screen." The "Save (S)" screen is brought up and a file name (and pathname, 
if necessary) is entered into the highlighted field. The system appends a program's unique 
three-character extension to the file name.

There are three types of specifications files: Latest, User-Defined, Default.

r-Get (G)- -PIPER 2.0-n

Directory: /home/hassS/jcschorn/qwn raf 
Select a file for input:(

2 files natch wildcard specification

latest.ppr
piper.density.ppr

-INSTRUCT-
Enter a pathname of an existing file. 
Press F2 or RETURN to confira selection.

Accept :|E Xpad :[£ Cahlp

"Latest" Specifications File

Upon execution, a QWGRAF program saves the "latest" set of specifications in a speci 
fications file of the form latest.ppr, latest.prb, or latest.mpp. Thus, the user can invoke the 
program and recall the last set of specifications used for the program. The "latest" file is 
a safety valve in case the user fails to save a "user-defined' specifications file.
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'User-Defined" Specifications File

Any number of "user-defined" specifications files can be created for a given QWGRAF 
program and the "Save specifications file" option can be selected at any time during a 
program session, even multiple times if different sets of specifications are to be saved. 
User-defined specifications files would have the form user_file_name.bxp, 
user_file_name.ppr, or user_file_name.mpp. The system supplies the appropriate three- 
character extension when saving the file.

'Default" Specifications File

If the user wants a specific set of specifications loaded each time a given program is 
selected, then there is a third type of specifications file available. The user creates speci 
fications and then simply names the specifications file "default." The program appends 
the appropriate three-character extension for the program; for example, default.frq, 
default.prb, default.stf. Each program automatically looks for a "default" file each time it 
is invoked. If a default file is not located (it is not required to have one), then a file of 
system defaults is loaded.

r-Se

Enter name of save file:

(Note the suffix .ppr will be added automatically.)

-PIPER 2.0-,

HiELP-

Enter a name of a parameter specification file in uhich to 
save your current plot parameters.

-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrou keys to enter data and move between fields. 
Use 'Accept' command to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:B] Accept :|£ Prev:QQ Limits :[£ Quiet :|£ Xpad:[£ Cmhlp Oops

Select the Output Device
The "Device" option, which is found in the "Modify (M)" screen, allows the user to select 
the output device for presenting the graphic. The screen is the default device. Selection 
of an output file rather than the "screen" activates another screen that requests the user to 
supply a file name (a pathname can be included in the file name). The file types supported 
by QWGRAF programs include "postscript," "hpgl," and "cgm."

Postscript Files

Postscript files are generally used for printing on graphics supported printers such as laser 
printers. A postscript file can be converted to an "encapsulated" postscript file, which can 
facilitate the importing of the graphic into certain drawing and word-processing 
programs, but not FrameMaker. Utilities are available to read postscript files and present 
the graphic on the screen. See the "README" file supplied with the program for infor 
mation on utilities applicable to your platform.
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Postscript Files in Landscape Mode

Utilities may be available for converting a portrait mode postscript file to landscape 
mode. See the "README" file supplied with the program for information on utilities 
applicable to your platform. When outputting the graphic to a postscript file, the 
"page_height" and "page_width" options in the "Page (MBP)" screen might have to be 
adjusted to obtain the desired size and position of the plot on the plot page.

Postscript Color Files

When the graphic output to a postscript file includes color, it will be necessary to modify 
the TERM.DAT file so that the appropriate color related code is included in the file. If a 
TERM.DAT file has not been created in the current directory, then create one with an 
editor and add the appropriate lines of code. See the "README" file supplied with the 
program for information on the "GKSPRT" keyword parameter that controls color for 
postscript files.

 HPGL" Files

An "hpgl" file can be used for directing the plot to an on-line plotter as well as importation 
to drawing and word-processing programs, including FrameMaker. See Appendix G for 
an explanation of how to import "hpgl" files into FrameMaker documents.

 HPGL" Color Files

When the graphic output to a "hpgl" file includes color, it will be necessary to modify the 
TERM.DAT file so that the appropriate color related code is included in the file. See the 
"README" file supplied with the program for information on the "GKSPLT" keyword 
parameter that controls color for "hpgl" files.

"CGM" Files

"cgm" files can also be imported into drawing and word-processing programs. See 
Appendix G for an explanation of how to import "cgm" files into FrameMaker documents.

r-TJevice <MD)- -BOXPLT 2.0-,

Select an output device:

Laser - laser printer or dot Matrix printer or postscript file
Plotter - pen plotter
Meta - Cg* Beta file

r-HELP-
The graphics device Is set by a default code number which can be 
changed by adding the GKSDIS parameter to your TERH.DAT file. See 
site administrator or GKS Manual for the appropriate code nuaber.

-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confirm selection ulth the F2 key, or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:|H Accepting Top:[QJ Quiet :[E Xpad:[B Cahlp
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Make the Plot

The "Make plot" option, usually found in the "Opening Screen," but also found in selected 
other screens, is used to formally submit the program for execution. When this option is 
selected, the plot is generated on the device specified at that time. The plot can be regener 
ated on an alternative device (screen or file) without resetting any of the specifications as 
they remain active until they are changed during the current session of the program.

Common Plot Configuration Options

The following options relate to the general configuration of a plot, such as titles, axes, 
labels, and so forth, and are generally available in all QWGRAF programs. The gateway 
to the screens that sets the specifications for these options, as well as those options 
specific to a given program, is through the "Basic" option found in the "Modify (M)" 
screen. The "Page" option from the "Basic (MB)" screen is also a gateway to selected 

. page layout options, such as page size, borders, and diagram placement.

r-Modify (M)- -PIPER 2.0-,

Select an option:____________

Attributes - for data display. Sy«bol styles, shade patterns, etc. 
Basic - specify titles, footnotes, labels, axes options 
Device - specify device for graphics output

Return - to opening screen

r-HELP-

Select fro* TRILINEflR (3 variables) and QURDLINERR (6 variables) as well 
as A data display options: Individual points, point density, binary 
Mixing and ternary Mixing.

-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confirm selection with the F2 key. or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:|jJ Accept :|E Top:|£Q Quiet :flg Xpad:[£ Cihlp

r-Basic (MB)                      

Set or Modify plotting options:

Legend - options
Headings ~ for each diagram
Titles - above plot
FootNotes - belou plot
Labels - of Miscellaneous text
Page - layout options
Censored - data options

-PIPER 2.0-!

Then:
Make - the plot 

Or:

r-HELP-

Return to previous Menu.

-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confirm selection with the F2 key. or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:|H flccept:[JJ Top:|£Q Quiet:[E. Xpad:[JJ C«hlp
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Legends

Titles

For those programs where multiple symbols and lines can be presented in a given 
diagram, legends (explanation blocks) relate the symbol and line characteristics (type, 
size, color) presented in the plot to the variables and (or) the values of the variables they 
represent. Use the Enter and arrow keys followed by using the space bar to toggle the 
desired option "On" as indicated by the appearance of a "X" in the selected option field.
The "Legend" option in the "piper" program is more involved than in the other programs 
and is discussed in more detail in the piper program documentation. Unlike the other 
programs, the piper "Legends" option is accessed directly from the "Basic (MB)" screen.

The "Titles" option provides for specifying up to three titles to be placed above the plot. 
From the "Basic (MB)" screen, type "T" (or "t") or use the arrow keys to select the "Title 
(MET)" screen. The "Title (MBT)" screen provides options for specifying the length, text 
justification, text size, text color, and text font.

Text
A title may be up to 80 characters. 

Text Justification

Titles are centered by default. To left justify a title, preface text with a "<" sign. To right 
justify a title, preface text with a ">" sign.

Text Size

Use the arrow keys to select the text size specification field for each title. Enter the text 
size in decimal inches.

Text Color
Use the arrow keys to select the text color specification field for each title. Enter a color 
code for each title. Use Help (Fl) to bring up a list of colors and associated color codes.

Text Font
Use the arrow keys to select the text font specification field for each title. Enter a font 
code for each title. Use Help (Fl) to bring up a list of fonts and associated codes.

r-Titles (MBT>-

Enter up to 3 lines of title to appear above the plot: 
IHHHgBggUgffillffl

-PIPER 2.0-n

Size for each line? 0.25
Color for each line? FORE
Font for each line? I

0.25 0.25 
FORE FORE 
ll

r-HELP-
Titles are centered by default.
To left justify a title, preface text uith a "<" sign.
To right justify a title, preface text uith a ">" sign.

i-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrou keys to enter data and Hove between fields. 
Use 'Accept' coaaand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:[|] Accept :[£ Limits :[E Top:|§E Duiet:|E XpadiQQ Cahlp Oops
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Footnotes
The "Footnotes" option provides for specifying up to two footnotes to be placed below 
the plot. From the "Basic (MB)" screen type "F" (or "f') or use the arrow keys to bring 
up the "Footnote (MBF)" screen. The "Footnote (MBF) 11 screen, which is similar to the 
"Title (MET)" screen, provides options for specifying the footnote length, footnote text 
justification, footnote text size, footnote text color, and footnote text font.

Text
A footnote may be up to 80 characters. 

Text Justification
Footnotes are centered by default. To left justify a footnote, preface the text with a "<" 
sign. To right justify a footnote, preface the text with a ">" sign.

Text Size
Use the arrow keys to select the text size specification field for each footnote. Enter the 
text size in decimal inches.

Text Color
Use the arrow keys to select the text color specification field for each footnote. Enter a 
color code for each footnote. Use Help (Fl) to bring up a list of colors and codes.

Text Font
Use the arrow keys to select the text font specification field for each footnote. Enter a font 
code for each footnote. Use Help (Fl) to bring up a list of fonts and codes.

Labels of Miscellaneous Text
From the "Basic (MB)" screen, select the "Labels (MBL)" screen to enter up to five labels 
that can be placed at user-defined coordinates on the plot. The labels can be up to 40 char 
acters long and each can be broken into two or more lines by inserting carets ("A") into 
the text. The "X" and "Y" coordinates of the lower left comer of the text block are spec 
ified in decimal inches relative to the lower left comer of the plot page (not the plot 
frame), which has coordinate values of 0.0 and 0.0, respectively. Enter text size, color, 
font, and orientation angle (counterclockwise from the horizontal). Use the Enter and 
arrow keys to select the appropriate field. Use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Basic 
(MB) 11 screen.

Specify

Text

IIITI n

text and attributes for Miscellaneous labels:

X Y Size Color Font

0.0 0.0 0.14 FORE 1
0.0 0.0 0.14 FORE 1
0.0 0.0 0.14 FORE 1
0.0 0.0 0.14 FORE 1

Enter up to 40 characters of label text. 
Indicate a line break with a caret (") .

ftngle

0.0 
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

r-INSTRUCT                                                n 
1 Enter data in highlighted field(s). 

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and move between fields. 
Use 'Accept* co»end to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:QB flccept :J£ Li«its:QB Top:[H3 Quiet :QB Xpad:Qg Cahlp Oops Window
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Page Layout Options

From the "Basic (MB)" screen, select the "Page layout options" option to bring up the "Page 
(MBP)" screen. The options available in the "Page (MBP)" screen can vary to meet any 
unique requirements of a program, but in general, the following categories are available:

Page Height
Page Width
Font Style
Diagram Layout
Plot Page Border
Tick Marks Location
Horizontal Y-Axis Numbers
Plot Frame
Legends.

Paae Height

Use the Enter and arrow keys to select the "Page height" option. Specify the plot page 
height in decimal inches. The default page height is set at 8 inches.

Page Width

Use the Enter and arrow keys to select the "Page width" option. Specify the plot page 
width in decimal inches. The default width is set at 10.0 inches.

Font Style

Use the Enter and arrow keys to select the "Font style" option. If the "Help" panel is not 
already activated, then use Help (Fl) to bring up the "Help" panel, which presents the 
available fonts and their associated codes. Enter the code in the "Font style" field. This 
font is applied to all text on the plot, with the exception of titles, footnotes, and the 
miscellaneous text labels.

Diagram Layout

Most QWGRAF programs provide for presenting multiple diagrams on a page. The 
number of lines and the number of diagrams per line permitted on a page is program 
dependent, but the user can specify how many lines and diagrams per line are utilized, up 
to the maximum. The template defined for the first page of output is carried over to each 
subsequent page.

When multiple pages of output are created and the plots are displayed on the screen, use 
the Enter key to view subsequent plot screens. When a multiple page plot is output to a 
file (Postscript, HPGL, or COM), the individual pages are printed.

Plot Paae Border

To have a page border drawn around the plot, select this option by using the Enter and 
arrow keys followed by using the space bar to toggle "On" the option as indicated by the 
appearance of an "X" in the option field.

Tick-Mark Position

By default, tick marks for X- and Y-axes are placed on the inside of the axis scale line. 
To place tick marks on the outside of the axis scale line, select this option by using the 
Enter and arrow keys followed by using the space bar to toggle the option "Off1 as indi 
cated by the appearance of a "space" in the option field.
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Horizontal Y-Axis Numbers
For those programs where Y-axes are appropriate, Y-axis scale numbers are, by default, 
plotted horizontally on the plot. To plot these numbers vertically, select this option by 
using the Enter and arrow keys followed by using the space bar to toggle the option "Off1 
as indicated by the appearance of a "space" in the option field.

Plot Frame

"Plot Frame" options are available in those programs with an X- and (or) Y-axis. The 
options available generally determine whether a partial frame (one X-axis and one 
Y-axis) or a full frame (top X-axis and right side Y-axis added) is drawn and how the axes 
are to be annotated relative to tick marks and scaling.
To select an alternative framing, select the appropriate option by using the Enter and 
arrow keys followed by using the space bar to toggle the option "On" as indicated by the 
appearance of a "X" in the selected option field.

r-Page (MBP>- -BOXPLT 2.<H

Page height? 
Page uidth? 
Font style?

[ 10.03 
C 13

Max per page? [ 103
[Plot page border 

Tick«arks inside 
Horizontal Y axis numbers

Framing options: [Noi 
Ba 
Fr,

None 
aseline

r-HELP-

Enter the height of the plot page in inches. For Postscript landscape 
use 8.5. For Postscript portrait use 11.

i-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrou keys to enter data and Hove betueen fields. 
Use 'Accept* coMand to go to next screen uhen done entering data.

Help:QQ Accept :[£ Liaits :[£ Top:|H2 Quiet igj] Xpad:[£ C«hlp Oops
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Observed 
Data Percentiles

Filter 
Data Individual Partition Statistics

Censored 
Data Basic Device

1
ata 
 iable

Partition 
Variables

Partition 
Type

1
Box 

Boundaries Whiskers

BOXPLOT (boxplt)

The "boxplt" program produces skeletal box and whisker diagrams (boxplots). The 
program provides for up to 90 boxplots on multiple pages, where the diagrams can repre 
sent individual variables or subsets of values from a single variable that has been parti 
tioned based on the unique values of up to four user-selected partitioning variables. The 
spacing between boxes can be equal or proportional, that is, based on the range of values 
in the partition interval. Options are available for displaying the 95-percent confidence 
interval about the median, outliers, detached values, and the sample count. The whiskers 
can be Tukey (+/- 1.5 times box height), the minimum/maximum data limits, or 10/90 
percentiles. The box limits can be computed on the basis of quartiles or fourths. 
Remarked (or censored) data values can be included or excluded from the data set. If the 
data set includes remarked data and the quartiles box limit option is selected, then the 
percentile statistics for the remarked data are estimated by a routine that uses robust prob 
ability and distributional maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) techniques. The portion 
of the box and whisker below the detection limit can be blanked out or distinguished with 
a unique line type. The Y-axis scaling can be either linear or logarithmic and can be set 
automatically by the program or user defined. Tick-mark intervals are user defined. 
Options are provided for plot titles (up to three lines), footnotes (up to two lines), box 
labels, and X- and Y-axis labels. Up to five user-defined labels (up to 40 characters on 
multiple lines) can be positioned anywhere on the plot. Any number of plot specification 
files can be saved and used to facilitate plot specification in other "boxplt" sessions.
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Background
A boxplot is a graphical summary of the basic statistics of a data variable. The core of a 
boxplot is a rectangle whose top and bottom edges are referred to as hinges. Hinges can 
be defined as either fourths or quartiles, depending on the method of calculation relative 
to the median value. The median splits an ordered (ranked) batch of data in half and the 
fourths represent the middle summary values of each half of the data. The fourths are 
calculated from the formula d(H) = ([d(M)] + l)/2 where [d(M)] is the integer part of the 
depth of the median value. For example, if the batch of data has nine values, then the 
depth of the median is five, that is, the fifth value in the ordered list of numbers; if the 
number of values in the data batch is eight, then the depth of the median is four and one- 
half. The above formula then produces either an integer or an integer plus a half. In the 
latter case the hinge is the average of the two data values on either side of the hinge depth 
values; for example, the average of the second and third values and the average of the 
sixth and seventh values, respectively, in the eight-value batch example. Quartiles are 
similar to fourths, but are defined so that one quarter of the data lies below the lower quar- 
tile (25th percentile) of the data values and one quarter lies above the upper quartile (75th 
percentile). The differences between fourths and quartiles is small, with fourths lying 
somewhat closer to the median.
Extending from each hinge (or quartile) is a whisker, whose end point is computed on the 
basis of one of three models supported in the "boxplt" program. In the Tukey model the 
whiskers are extended to the data point on or just within one and one-half times the 
H-spread (the difference between the hinge values). In the MinMax model the whiskers 
are extended to the extremes of the data. In the percentile model, which requires the 
"QUARTILES" box boundary limits option, the whiskers are extended to the 10/90 
percentile values. In the Tukey model, outliers are data values that fall beyond one and 
one-half times the H-spread (the inner fences) but short of three times the H-spread (the 
outer fences). Data values that fall beyond the outer fences are called detached values.
When the input data file contains censored data values, as indicated by the "<" sign, 
computation of the summary statistics, including the percentile parameters, is based on a 
routine developed by Helsel (1990) that uses regression and a combination of robust 
probability and distributional MLE procedures for computing the mean, standard devia 
tion, median, and interquartile range (IQR).

Boxplot Options
The "boxplt" program provides options for the following boxplot related functions: 

Function Screen Sequence

Box boundaries Opening Screen, Modify (M), Statistics (MS) 
Whiskers Opening Screen, Modify (M), Statistics (MS) 
Boxplot annotation Opening Screen, Modify (M), Statistics (MS) 
Estimated parameters Opening Screen, Modify (M), Censored Data (MC) 
Axes Opening Screen, Modify (M), Basic (MB),

Y-Axis (MBY), X-axis (MBX) 
Boxplot explanation Opening Screen, Modify (M), Basic (MB),

Explanation (MBE).

Starting the "boxplt11 Program
The "boxplt" program is invoked by typing "boxplt" on the command line. The "Opening 
Screen" displays the options that serve as gateways to the screens used to set or modify 
the plot configuration options.
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Load a Specifications File
To use specifications from a previous "boxplt" session, load a "Specifications" file. From 
the "Opening Screen," select the "Get (G)" screen. A list of specifications files (extension 
".bxp") and a field for specifying the file name are presented. Type in a file name or use 
the arrow keys to select the required file and use either Accept (F2) or the Enter key to 
accept the selection. The "latest.bxp" file contains the program specifications used during 
the most recent execution of the "boxplt" program, whether in the current or previous 
session. Once the specifications file has been loaded, the "Make the Plot" option can be 
used to create the plot.

If any program options, including the input file name or output device, need to be 
changed, then proceed to the appropriate screens to make the changes. As appropriate, 
save sets of program options in specifications files using the "Save specifications" option 
in the "Opening Screen."

Open Input Data File
The "boxplt" program can read regular QWGRAF data files that contain raw observed 
data values or a specialized file format unique to the "boxplt" program.

Observed Data Values
For a data file that contains observed values, select the "Open" option in the "Opening 
Screen" followed by the "Observed data values" option from the "Open (O)" screen to 
bring up the "Observed (OO)" screen. Type in a file name or use the arrow, Page Down, 
or Page Up keys to select a data file. Use either Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept the 
file selection and return to the "Open (O)" screen.

Alternate Input File Format

Filter Data

The alternate file type available for "boxplt" consists of data already converted to percen- 
tiles. Also included in this file are a plot title, X- and Y-axis labels, and a detection limit. 
This format of this file, which is identified by the ".pet" file-name extension, is described 
in Appendix D. From the "Open (O)" screen select the "Percentiles - of data values" 
option to display the "Percentile (OP)" screen. Select or enter a file name with the ".pet" 
file-name extension and use Accept (F2) to accept the selection.

To subset the rows to be used in the analysis, select the "Filter" option from the "Open 
(O)" screen and create the row selection criteria statement in the "Filter (OF)" screen.

Name Variables
The program will create one boxplot for each variable selected or multiple boxplots based 
on subsets of values of a single variable whose values have been partitioned into groups 
based on unique composite values of up to four partitioning (grouping) variables. From 
the "Opening Screen," select and display the "Name (N)" screen and choose from the 
following options:

Individual - Select one or more variables, 
one for each boxplot desired.

or 
Partition - Group data by partition variable.

or 
Return - Return control to opening screen.
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Selection of the "Individual" option brings up the "Individual (NI)" screen from which 
the list of variables (boxplots) will be selected in the order they are to be plotted. Start 
with "1" and enter the plot order numbers in the "Order" column. Use Accept (F2) to 
accept the screen and bring up the "Labels (NIL)" screen, which provides for entering 
alternative labels for the diagrams (the input variable name is the default label). The 
labels can be up to 40 characters, and carets (A) can be placed in the field to force line 
breaks. The angle of the label, as presented below the X-axis, is 0.0 (horizontal) by 
default. Alternative angles (specified in a counterclockwise direction from the horizon 
tal), font and label size are set in the "X-Axis (MBX)" screen accessed from the "Basic 
(MB)" screen. Use Accept (F2) to accept the "Labels (NIL)" screen and return control to 
the "Opening Screen."

r-Open (0>-

Specify a data file ulth:
JJ^^^^^w^^^^^^nn
Percentiles - of data values

Filter - uith Boolean "iihere" clause

-BOXPLT 2.0-,

Or:
Return - to opening screen

r-HELP-

Select a flat file containing data. Order statistics uill be computed 
fron the data observations in this file to create the boxplot(s).

i-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrou keys 

then confirm selection uith the F2 key. or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:|H Accept :Qg Top:||E Quiet :|g Xpad:|£ Cnhlp

r-Labels (NIL>-
Enter an label to be placed belou the boxplot for each variable. 

Variable Label

SEDINENT 
CONDUCTANCE

-BOXPLT 2.<H

^HELP-

Enter a 40 character label to appear belou each boxplot. Use a caret (~) 
to indicate a line break.

i-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrou keys to enter data and move betueen fields. 
Use 'Accept* connand to go to next screen uhen done entering data.

Help:|H Accept :|g Prev:[J] Li«its:|Ig TopiJE Quiet :|£ Xpad:QB Cahlp
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Modify Plot Specifications
After the data file has been opened and the variables of interest named, the "Make the 
plot" option can be selected to generate the plot by using system default options. To anno 
tate the plot or activate other options, select the "Modify (M)" screen by typing "M" (or 
"m"), or use the Tab and arrow keys to select the "Modify compute/plot specifications" 
option followed by pressing Accept (F2) or the Enter key. The "Modify (M)" screen lists 
the following options:

Statistics - specify boxplot statistical options
Censored - specify censored data, detection limit options
Basic - specify title, footnotes, labels, and axes options
Device - specify device for graphics output.

r-Modify (M)- -60XPLT 2.0-1

Select an option:

         utuaBafiuBivBiKuUKiis
Censored - specify censored data, detection liMit options
Basic - specify titles, footnotes, labels, axes options
Device - specify device for graphics output

Return - to opening screen

r-HELP-

Select Method for computing box components

-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confim selection with the F2 key, or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:g] Accept :Qg Prev:[H Top'-BE Quiet :[jjj Xpad:Qg Cahlp

Boxplot Statistics

From the "Modify (M)" screen, select the "Statistics (MS)" screen, which lists the follow 
ing items relevant to boxplot statistics:

Box Boundaries 
Whiskers 
Sample Count 
Snap to data 
Optional Items 
Minimum Sample Size.

The default option for each item is indicated by the presence of an "X" in the field to the 
left of the option name. Use the arrow keys, Tab key, or the Enter key to select an alternate 
option for any item and then use the space bar to toggle "On" the new option. Use the 
space again to toggle "Off1 a selected option as indicated by a space in the field.

Box Boundaries

The options for "Box Boundaries" are as follow:

Quartiles 
Fourths.
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For sample sizes greater than about 35, the two options produce essentially the same 
hinge values. The "Quartiles" option is required if the "Percentiles" option under 
"Whiskers" is selected. The default setup tor a new session of boxplt is "Quartiles," 
"Percentiles," and "Retain censored data."
If censored data are retained in the analysis (see "Censored data options" in the "Modify 
(M)" screen), then selection of the "Quartiles" option and either the "Tukey" or "Percen 
tiles" whisker option invokes the Helsel disrributipnal MLE routine that estimates the box 
and whisker statistics that correspond to the portion of the diagram below the detection 
limit value.

Whiskers
Whiskers are drawn to a point on or just within a limiting value beyond the hinges as 
defined by one of the following methods:

Tukey -1.5 Multiple of Hinge Value
Min/Max - Minimum and Maximum Data Value
Percentiles - 10th and 90th Percentile Values.

Note: Only the "Tukey" or "Min/Max" whisker options are permitted if "Fourths" is 
selected as the "Box Boundary."

Snap to Pats
This option is only relevant for Tukey or 10/90 percentile whiskers. The default for this 
option is "On" as indicated by an "X" in the field to the left of the option name. Each whis 
ker will end at the actual data point closest to but within the computed whisker endpoint 
relative to the hinge. If this item is toggled "Off1 by pressing the space bar key, then a

"lisker end point will be plottedblank will replace the "X" in the field and the whisker end point will be plotted at the 
calculated end point, whether or not it represents an actual data point.

Sample Count
The number of data values for each variable can be displayed on the plot in two locations. 
The options available are as follow:

Omit
Over the Maximum Value (Default)
Above the Plot Frame.

Minimum Sample Size
The default minimal number of data values required for a boxplot is 10. This value can 
be set higher or as low as 9. If the number of data values in the data set is less than the 
specified minimum, then the box and whiskers are not plotted; but the individual data 
values are plotted as pluses (+).

Optional Items
In addition to the sample median, the following items can be added to the diagram:

Outliers and Detached Values
Sample Mean
95-percent Confidence Interval About the Median
Criteria Line.

Outliers and Detached Values

Data values that fall beyond the whiskers are represented on the plot as either asterisks 
or circles, depending upon the whisker model selected. The Min/Max whisker model has 
no values beyond the whiskers, which represent the extremes of the data. In the 10/90 
percentile whisker model, all data values beyond the whiskers are represented by aster 
isks. In the Tukey model, data values that fall between the whiskers and three times the 
H-value are called outliers and are represented by asterisks. Data values that fall outside 
three times the H-value are called detached values and are represented by circles.
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The default for this option is "On" as indicated by the presence of an "X" in the field to 
the left of the option name. This option is turned off by using the space bar to replace the 
"X" with a blank.

Sample Mean

The sample mean is represented on the plot by a dotted line within the box.
The default for this option is "Off1 as indicated by a blank in the field to the left of the 
option name. Use the space bar to rum this option "On" as indicated by the appearance 
of an "X" in the field.

95-Percent Confidence Interval About the Median

If this option is selected, then 95-percent confidence interval lines will be drawn on the 
plot as solid lines that extend slightly beyond the left and right boundaries of the box.
The default for this option is "Off1 as indicated by a blank in the field to the left of the 
option name. Use the space bar to rum this option "On" as indicated by the appearance 
of an "X" in the field.

Optional Criterion Line

If it is desired to indicate some other criterion value on the plot, then a horizontal line 
across the plot frame with its own unique attributes of line type, color, and thickness, can 
be drawn on the plot, along with an optional 20-character label.
The default for this option is "Off1 as indicated by a blank in the field to the left of the 
option name. Use the space bar to turn this option "On" as indicated by the appearance 
of an "X" in the field.
If this option is selected, then the "OC Line_type (MSO)" screen will be displayed after 
the "Statistics (MS)" screen is completed and accepted.
The "OC Line_type (MSO)" screen presents fields for entering the following attribute 
values for the optional criteria line:

Y intercept value
Line label (up to 20 characters)
Label Size.

Use the arrow keys or the Tab key to select an option. The label can be broken into multi 
ple lines by placing carets at appropriate places in the text; for example, CriteriaALine. 
Use the "Line" option in the "Basic (MB) screen to assign the other line attributes (style, 
color, thickness). Use Accept (F2) to return to the "Modify (M)" screen.

-Statistics (MS>- 
Box Boundaries

-BOXPLT 2.0-,
Hhlskers Sample count Optional items

tTukey 
Hln/Hax 
Percentile

-Omit
-Over Max value
-Above frame

Q-Snap to data

Minimum sample size: [ 10]

H-Outliers
 -Mean
1-951 confidence
[-Criteria line

Box boundaries determined by 25th and 75Z percentlles. 
Equivalent to FOURTHS for datasets with > 35 samples.

i-INSTRUCT-
Optlon field: use space bar to toggle between ON (X) and OFF ( ).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to move between fields. 
Use 'Accept' command to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:|f| Accept :|E Prev:|B Limits :(E Top:||E Intrpt:(E Quiet :|£ Cmhlp
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Censored Data
The "boxplt" program provides for treatment of censored data in the creation of a 
boxplot. By default, the program assumes censored values in the input data file and 
selects the "Quartiles" option for the box borders in the "Statistics (MS)" screen. Under 
these conditions the program activates the MLE technique, which estimates the boxplot 
statistics based on simulated replacements of the censored data values. The maximum 
detection limit value is used as the threshold value for the estimated percentile values that 
form the basis of the sample median and applicable hinge and whisker values.
The options available for treating censored data values are displayed by selecting the 
"Censored" option in the "Modify (M)" screen. Use the arrow keys or the Tab key to 
select the options desired and then the space bar to rum an option "On" as indicated by 
an "X" in the field to the left of the option name.

Censored Data Disposition
The following options are available:

Retain as Censored (Default) 
Use as Uncensored 
Treat as Missing.

Retain as Censored Values

Data values remarked with the "<" remark code are retained as censored and are used in 
the computation of the box statistics. Selection of this option is permitted only when the 
"Quartiles" option is selected in the "Statistics (MS)" screen.

Use as Uncensored Values

Remarked data values are treated as actual values without regard to the remark code. 

Treat as Missing Values
When the "Missing" option is selected, remarked data values are converted to "missing" 
value indicators; thus they are not used in the analysis.

Detection Limit Definition
Water-quality data often have multiple detection limits that result from new or improved 
analytical methods. When the box statistics are estimated, a detection limit line is drawn 
on the diagram. The user has the option of displaying this line as representing either the 
highest detection value (default) or the minimum.

Highest (Default) 
Lowest.

Single or Multiple Detection Limits
If the plot consists of multiple diagrams, either multiple variables or a single variable 
partitioned into several data intervals, then the user may elect to display either a single 
detection limit line for all diagrams or a detection limit line for each diagram.

Single (Default) 
Multiple.

Single
With the "Single" option, the maximum and minimum detection limit values are selected 
from the population of all values from all variables.

Multiple
With the "Multiple" option, a maximum and minimum detection limit value is selected 
from the population of values from each variable.
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Box and Whisker Line Type Below Detection Limit Line
When box statistics are estimated on the basis of censored data, it may be desirable to 
distinguish that part of the diagram associated with these computations from the rest of 
the diagram. The first option is to display that part of the diagram, possibly with line char 
acteristics different from the rest of the diagram. The second option is to the eliminate 
that part of the diagram from the plot. The following options are available:

No

No 
Yes.

Do not plot that part of the boxplot diagram based on estimated values, that is below the 
highest detection limit value.

Plot the entire boxplot diagram. If it is desired to distinguish that part of the diagram 
based on estimated values from the rest of the diagram that uses alternate line character 
istics, then select the "Line" option in the "Basic (MB)" screen in addition to the "Yes" 
option here.
Use Accept (F2) to return to the "Modify (M)" screen.

r-Censored Data <MC>- -BOXPLT 2.0-,

Censored data 
disposition

Detection li«it 
defined by

Draw below 
detection li«it?

aafli
Use as uncensored 
Treat as Missing

: Highest Lowest

: Single Multiple

Yes

r-HELP-

The presence of censored data ('<" remark codes) and the selection of 
the 'QUflRTILES' option for the box boundaries activates a routine 
that computes appropriate percentile values for the boxplot based on 
simulated replacements of the censored data values. If 'FOURTHS* is

r-INSTRUCT
Option field: use space bar to toggle between ON (X) and OFF ( ).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to Move between fields. 
Use 'Accept' coMand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:|E flccept :|£ Units :{£ Top'-JE Quiet :|£ Xpad:|fi Cahlp Oops

Basic Plot Parameters
From the "Modify (M)" screen, select the "Basic (MB)" screen, which lists the following 
options for modifying plot specifications:

Y-Axis - type, limits, label
X-Axis - spacing, label, variable label angle
Titles - above plot
Footnotes - below plot
Labels - of miscellaneous text
Page - layout options
Explanation - block options
Line - attribute options
Make - the plot
Return - to previous screen.

Type the first letter of any option or use the arrow keys or Enter key to select the screen 
for the option required.
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Y-Axi!

From the "Basic (MB)" screen, type "Y" (or "y") or use the arrow and Enter keys to select 
the "Y-Axis (MBY)" screen. The "Y-Axis" option provides for specifying the axis type, 
the upper and lower limits of the scale, the tick-mark interval, and a label for the Y-axis.

Type

The Y-axis scale can be either "linear" or "log;" the default is "linear." Use the arrow keys 
to select this option and then use the space bar to toggle "On" the required option as indi 
cated by the appearance of an "X" in the field to the left of the option name.

Scale Limits

"Auto" scaling is the default; the system computes and displays the upper and lower 
boundaries based on the range of the data. If the "Manual" scaling option is used, then the 
user can specify alternate upper and lower boundaries. Note: The initial scale limits listed 
for the "Manual" option do not correspond to the extremes of the data in the input data 
file. To set manual scale limits, select the "Lower limit" and "Upper limit" fields under 
the "Manual" option and enter appropriate values. In subsequent uses of the "Y-axis 
(MBY)" screen in the same session of "boxplt," scale limit values listed in the "Manual" 
option fields will be the last scale limits used by the procedure regardless of whether the 
"Auto" or "Manual" option was selected in the previous execution of "boxplt."

Tick-Mark interval

A default tick-mark interval is determined based on the range of the data. It also can be 
specified when the "Manual" option is selected.

Label

Use the arrow keys to select the Y-axis label field. Enter a label of up to 60 characters in 
this field. Use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Basic (MB)" screen.

r-Y-ftxis (MBY)- -BOXPLT 2.0-1
B-flUTOMflTIC 1-MflNUflL

Y axis Lower Upper Tick Lower Upper Tick
type liait liait interval liait liait interval

: Linear Log

Label: C

___ 500.0 100.0 
10.0 1000.0

|-Plot Grid

0.0 100.0
10.0 1000.0

10.0

r-HELP-

This is the Y axis lower limit which will be used for AUTO scaling.

r-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and «ove between fields. 
Use 'Accept* co»and to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:|H flccept :[£ Liaits :[£ Top:||Q Quiet :J£ Xpad:|B Cnhlp Oops
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From the "Basic (MB)" screen, type "X" (or "x") or use the arrow keys to select the 
"X-Axis (MBX)" screen. The "X-axis" option provides for specifying the spacing 
between diagrams, attributes for the labels to be placed beneath each diagram on the plot, 
and a label for the X-axis.

Spacing

Use the arrow keys to select either the "Equal" or "Proportional" options. Then use the 
space bar to toggle "On" the desired option as indicated by the appearance of an "X" in 
the field to the left of the option name. If the "Equal" option is selected, then the multiple 
boxes will be spaced equally along the X-axis. If the "Proportional" option is selected, 
then a boxplot diagram will be spaced along the X-axis at the midpoint value of each 
partition variable interval. The "Proportional" option is only applicable when the "Parti 
tion" option is selected in the "Name Variables" screen.

Box Labels

The following attributes can be specified for the labels beneath each diagram:
Text Size 
Text Angle 
Text Font.

Use the arrow keys to select the option desired. Use Help (Fl) or Limits (F5) to display 
allowable values for these attributes. Enter any new values to replace the default values.
The default text angle is "0" degrees (horizontal). Changing the angle forces the text to 
rotate counterclockwise on its pivot point, which is the right edge of the text.
The default variable labels, which originate as the variable names from the input data file, 
can be changed for plotting purposes. To change any variable name, first select the 
"Name" option from the "Opening Screen" followed by selecting either the "Individual" 
or "Partition" options. Then from either the "Individual (NI)" screen or the "Data (NPD)" 
screen, select a variable name in the "Label" column and enter a variable name of up to 
12 characters.

Label

Enter up to 60 characters for a label to be placed centered below the X-axis. Use Accept 
(F2) to return control to the "Basic (MB)" screen.

H<-Axis (MBX>- -BOXPLT 2.(H

X axis spacing:

: Equal Proportional

Box labels:

Size: [ 0.12D
Angle: [£282i]
Font: [ ID

Enter a label to plot along the X axis

r-HELP-

Enter the angle at uhich to plot the individual box labels. The angle 
Is specified In degrees counterclockwise fro* horizontal.

r-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and aove between fields. 
Use 'Accept* coMand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:|U Accept :[£ Li-its :[£ Top:|EG Quiet :[E Xpad:|g C.hlp Oops
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Explanation Diagram
From the "Basic (MB)" screen select and bring up the "Explanation (MBE)" screen, 
which provides for placing an explanatory boxplot on the plot. The options are as follow:

Box Placement Text Format

Omit (Default) Brief (Default) 
Right Side of Plot Verbose 
Below Plot.

Selection of the "Right" option for "Box Placement" will place the explanatory diagram 
to the right side and top of the plot frame. Selection of the "Below" option will center the 
explanatory diagram below the plot frame.
Selection of the "Verbose" text format option produces a more detailed definition of the 
boxplot components, but takes considerably more space.

The default box placement is "Omit" and the default text format is "Brief." To change the 
defaults, use the arrow keys, Tab key, and Enter key to select the option desired and 
toggle "On" this selection by pressing the space bar.

Explanation 
box placement Text format

i-0«lt B-Brief 
&QQQB3 (-Verbose

nn n

When checked the explanation box will 
side of the plot frame.

TWCTDIIPT

be placed to the upper right

Option field: use space bar to toggle between ON (X) and OFF ( ). 
Use carriage return or arrow keys to move between fields. 

Use 'Accept' command to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:QQ Accept:^ Limits :[ Quiet :|E Xpad:flE Cmhlp Oops

Line Attributes

From the "Basic (MB)" screen select the "Line" option and bring up the "Line (MBL)" 
screen, which provides options for specifying line attributes (color, style, thickness) for 
the following boxplot components:

Box & Whiskers
Median
Mean
Confidence Interval
Below Detection Limit
Detection Limit
Optional Criteria.

Use the arrow keys or the Tab key to select the attribute. Use "Limits (F5)" to display the 
allowable values for that attribute in the Help panel. Type in an alternate value as 
required.
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Specify the attributes of various lines used in the plot 
Line Color Style Thickness

r-HELP

Box & whiskers
Median
Mean
Confidence interval
Belou detect liait
Detection liait
Optional criteria

Select the line color

EfirmH
FORE
FORE
FORE
FORE
FORE
FORE

Use Li«its coaaand (F5) for a list

r-INST 

Us

nnr^T

SOLID
SOLID
DOT
DASH
DASH
SOLID
SOLID

of available

1.0
1.0

1.25
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

colors .

Enter data in highlighted field (s) . 
e carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and aove between fields. 
Use 'Accept* coaaand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:flH Accept :|B Li-its :[g Top: BE Quiet :[£ Xpad:[E Cahlp Oops Hindou

Paae Layout Options

From the "Basic (MB)" screen, select the "Page (MBP)" screen. The "Page (MBP)" 
screen provides the following options:

Page Height
Page Width
Font Style
Max per Page
Plot Page Border
Tick Marks Option
Horizontal Y-Axis Numbers Option
Plot Frame Options.

Most options in this list are discussed in the section "Page Layout Options" under "Steps 
to Using QWGRAF Programs."

r-Page (MBP>- -BOXPLT 2.0-,

Page height? C 
Page width? [ 10.0] 
Font style? C 1] 
Max per page? C 10]

Plot page border 
Tickaarks inside 
 Horizontal Y axis numbers

Fraaling options: l-None
l-Baseline 
Q-Fra«e

r-HELP-

Enter the height of the plot page in inches. For Postscript landscape 
use 8.5. For Postscript portrait use 11.

I
-INSTRUCT-

Enter data in highlighted field(s).
Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and aove between fields. 

Use 'Accept' coaaand to go to next screen uhen done entering data.

Help: [|] Accept :|B Liaits:|g Top:|Hg] Quiet :QQ Xpad:|£ Cahlp Oops
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Maximum Number of Diagrams per Page

"Boxplt" provides for distributing the diagrams on multiple screens or output pages as 
needed. Crowding can become a problem when the "Explanation" option is selected, 
especially the "Verbose Explanation." The order of the boxes to be presented is deter 
mined when selecting the variables to be plotted in the "Individual (NI)" screen accessed 
from the "Name" option in the "Opening Screen."
Use the Enter and arrow keys to select the "Max per Page" option. Enter the maximum 
number of boxes to appear on a single page. The system may reduce this number if it 
determines that the plot page size is too small to accommodate the maximum.
When the multiple page option is selected, the output will be presented on two or more 
screens or output pages in a file. Use the Enter key to view the subsequent plot screens. 
A multiple page plot can be output to a file (Postscript, HPGL, or COM), which will 
produce the individual pages when printed.

Plot Frame

Three options are available for framing the boxplot:
None - Y-Axis line only
Baseline - X-Axis baseline added to Y-Axis line
Frame - Full rectangular frame (Default).

The "Full rectangular frame" is the default framing for the plot. To select an alternative 
framing, select the appropriate option by using the Enter and arrow keys followed by 
using the space bar to toggle the option "On" as indicated by the appearance of a "X" in 
the selected option field.

Make the Plot
When all arguments for the boxplot have been specified and the appropriate device 
selected, return control to the "Opening Screen," select the "Make the plot" option, and 
use the Enter key. If a screen output was selected, then a graphics window opens and the 
boxplot is presented. If a file output was selected, then a message screen indicates that the 
output from the procedure has been saved.

boxplt Tutorial
An interactive tutorial is available to guide the user through the basic options of the 
"boxplt" program. The user first generates a basic plot with minimal annotation. The tuto 
rial then continues to guide the user through a series of enhancements, including saving 
the specifications for use in another "boxplt" session and creating an output postscript file 
for printing on a laser printer. The tutorial is activated by first typing "Shift @" in the 
"Opening Screen" of a new "boxplt" session. When the dialog box comes up, enter the 
file name found in the tutorial.doc file distributed with the QWGRAF programs. This file 
is located in the doc subdirectory, which provides specific details on using this and other 
QWGRAF tutorials.
The tutorial prompts the user for specific keystrokes. The program will only respond 
when the correct keystroke sequence is entered; that is, incorrect information cannot be 
entered. Text for labels, titles, and so forth, can be entered in either upper or lower case. 
The system converts everything to upper case.

Sample Plots
The following are examples of the types of plots that can be created with the QWGRAF 
"boxplt" program. These examples are intended to illustrate various options available in 
the program and do not necessarily conform to publication standards of the Geological 
Survey.
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Program: BOXPLT

Plot Specifications: Individual Variables; Quartile Hinges; 10/90 Percentile Whiskers; Outliers; Observa 
tion Count; Censored Data Estimations; Detection Limit Indicator; Y-Axis Label; Automatic Y-Axis 
Scaling; Angled Diagram Labels; Grid Lines; Two Titles; Brief Explanation Block

QWGRAF BOXPLOT
Censored Data Estimation Option
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QWGRAF Example Plots Boxplt

Program: BOXPLT
Plot Specifications: Individual Variables; Quartile Hinges; 10/90 Percentile Whiskers; Outliers; Mean; 
95-percent Confidence Interval; Observation Count; Snap Whisker to Data; Optional Criterion Line; 
Random Labels; Manual Y-Axis Scaling; Y-Axis Label; Y-Axis Grid Lines; X-Axis Label; 3 Titles; 
2 Footnotes; Brief Explanation
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Program: BOXPLT
Plot Specifications: Single Variable Partitioning; Fourths Hinges, Tukey Whiskers; Outliers and Detached 
Values; Observation Count; 2 Titles; Manual Y-Axis Scaling and Tick-Mark Interval; Y-Axis Grid Lines; 
Labels for Partitioning Variable Values
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Open 
Data File

Name 
Variables

Get 
Spec File

Save 
Spec File

Modify 
Plot Specs

Make 
Plot

Select 
Data File

Filter 
Data Individual Partition

Data 
Variable

Partition 
Variable

PROBABILITY PLOTS (prbplt)

The "prbplt" program plots values for one to six variables on multiple Y-axis scales 
versus a probability distribution function on the X-axis. The X-axis probability scale 
types include Plotting Positions, Quantile Deviates, Exceedance and Nonexceedance 
Cumulative Probability Percentiles, and Recurrence Intervals. Six plotting position 
models and three distribution types are available for computing the Plotting Positions, 
Quantile Deviates, and Cumulative Probability Percentiles. The Recurrence Interval 
scale type can be presented as either a linear or log scale. Remarked (censored) data 
values reported as the method detection or reporting limit can be included or excluded 
from the plotted data. Data may be ranked in ascending (nonexceedance) or descending 
(exceedance) order before the plotting position is computed. The Y-axes can be linear or 
logarithmic and can be scaled by the program or by user-defined limits. All Y-axis vari 
ables may use the same scale or each variable may have its own scale. For the multiple 
Y-axis scale option, a given Y-axis scale may be placed on either side of the plot frame 
in any order relative to the other Y-axis scales on that side of the plot frame. Tick-mark 
intervals are user defined. Grid lines for a single Y-axis scale and (or) the X-axis can be 
plotted. Each Y-axis scale can have its own label. There can be up to three title lines and 
two footnote lines each definable as to size, font, and centering. Up to five user-defined 
labels (up to 40 characters on multiple lines) can be positioned anywhere on the plot. Any 
number of plot specification files can be saved and used to facilitate plot specification in 
other "prbplt" sessions.

Background

The relative distribution of the values or groups of values of a measured or observed vari 
able defines a frequency distribution, which usually approximates one of several theoret 
ical distributions. A given value or group number will have a finite probability of 
occurrence relative to other values. A plot of the data values on the Y-axis versus the 
computed probabilistic statistic on the X-axis provides a means of comparing the
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distributions of different samples or a given sample with a theoretical distribution. The 
distribution function forms include:

Plotting Position
Quantile Deviates
Exceedance Cumulative Probability Percentiles
Nonexceedance Cumulative Probability Percentiles
Recurrence Interval (Linear or Logarithmic).

The probability distribution form can be computed by one of the following plotting posi 
tion models:

Standard - I/ N
Weibull - I/(N+1) (Default)
Blom - (I-0.375)/(N + 0.25)
Cunnane - (I - 0.4)/ (N + 0.2)
Gringorten - (I - 0.33)/ (N + 0.12)
Hazen - (I - 0.5)/ N

where: I = Rank of the Observations, and 
N = Total Number of Observations.

The result from the plotting position model is passed to a function representing one of 
three distributions supported in "prbplt11 Normal (Gaussian), Gumbel Extreme, and 
Log-Normal where the Quantile Deviates and Cumulative Probability Percentiles are 
computed. The Quantile Deviates usually range from -3.0 to +3.0 and the Cumulative 
Probability Percentiles from 0.01 to 99.99 (Exceedance Probability) or 99.99 to 0.01 
(Nonexceedance Probability). If the data fit the distribution, then the resulting plot will 
be a straight line. Left skewness in a sample produces a convex plot and right skewness 
in a sample produces a concave plot.

Probability Options
The options pertaining to the probability functions supported in the "prbplt11 program are 
found in the following screens:

Function Screen Sequence

Plot Position Opening Screen, Modify (M), Statistics (MS)
X-Scale Type Opening Screen, Modify (M), Statistics (MS)
Ranking Opening Screen, Modify (M), Statistics (MS)
Distribution Opening Screen, Modify (M), Statistics (MS)
Axes Opening Screen, Modify (M), Basic (MB), Axes (MBA).

Starting the "prbplt" Program
The "prbplt11 program is invoked by typing "prbplt" on the command line. The "Opening 
Screen" displays the options that serve as gateways to the screens used to set or modify 
the plot configuration options.

Load a Specifications File
To use specifications from a previous "prbplt" session, load a "Specifications" file. From 
the "Opening Screen," select the "Get (G)" screen. A list of specifications files (extension 
".prb") and a field for specifying the file name are presented. Type in a file name or use 
the arrow keys to select the required file and use either Accept (F2) or the Enter key to 
accept the selection. The "latest.prb" file contains the program specifications that were
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used during the most recent execution of the "prbplt" program, whether in the current or 
previous session. Once the specifications file has been loaded, the "Make the Plot" option 
can be used to create the plot.

If any program options, including the input file name or output device, need to be 
changed, then proceed to the appropriate screens to make the changes. As appropriate, 
save sets of program options in specifications files using the "Save specifications" option 
in the "Opening Screen."

Open Input Data File

Filter Data

To load a data file, select the "Open - input data file" option in the "Opening Screen" to 
display the "Open (O)" screen. From the "Open (O)" screen, select the "Select - a data 
file" option to display the "Select (OS)" screen. Type in a file name or use the arrow, Page 
Down, and Page Up keys to select a data file. Use either Accept (F2) or the Enter key to 
accept the file selection and return control to the "Open (O)" screen.

If it is necessary to restrict the data to be applied to the probability plots, then select the 
"Filter" option from the "Open (O)" screen to display the "Filter (OF)" screen. Specify a 
criteria statement for selecting the rows to be retained for the plot.

Name Variables
The "prbplt" program can produce a curve for each variable selected or a curve for each 
subset of values from a single variable that has been partitioned into subsets of values 
based on the composite values of up to four partitioning (grouping) variables. From the 
"Opening Screen," select the "Name (N)" screen and choose from the following options:

Individual - Select a set of individual variables
(one for each probability curve desired).

or
Partition - Select a data variable, a partition variable, and interval 

limits. One curve for each partition interval.
or 

Return - Return control to opening screen.

-Ne«e -PRBPLT 2.0-,

Specify variable selection nethod:

Partition - select a variable to partition a variable set

Or:
Return - to opening screen

r-HELP-

Select a different variable for each curve in the plot.

r-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrou keys 

then confirm selection with the F2 key. or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:[|] Accept :|£ Top:[f£] Quiet :QQ Xpad:[£ C«hlp
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Modify Plot Specifications

Statistics

After the data file has been opened and the variables of interest named, select the "Modify 
(M)" screen either by typing "M" (or "m") or use the Tab and arrow keys to select the 
"Modify compute/plot specifications" option followed by using Accept (F2) or the Enter 
key. The "Modify (M)" screen lists the following options:

Statistics - specify the statistical options for the probability plot
Curve - specify the curve type options for each variable
Basic - specify title, footnotes, labels, and axes options
Device - specify device for graphics output.

Type the first letter (not case sensitive) of the option desired to bring up the next screen 
immediately or use the arrow keys to select the option. Use Accept (F2) or the Enter key 
to accept the selection.

r-Modify (M)- -PRBPLT 2.0-

Select an option:
Statistics - specify the statistical options for the probability plot 
Curve - specify the curve type options for each variable 
Basic - specify titles, footnotes, labels, axes options 
Device - specify device for graphics output

r-HELP-

Return to previous Menu.

i-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys

then confirm selection uith the F2 key.
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:[fi Accept :[g Top:|H2 Quiet :j£ Xpad:[Q Cahlp

The "Statistics" option provides for the following probability related functions:

Plotting Position 
X-Scale Type 
Data Ranking 
Distribution Type.

Plotting Position

The "Plotting Position" option supports the following models:

Standard
Weibull
Blom
Cunnane
Gringorten
Hazen

II N
(Default)

- (I - 0.375V (N + 0.25) 
(I - 0.4)/ (N + 0.2)

- (I-0.33)/(N + 0.12)
- (I - 0.5V N

where: I = Rank of the Observations, and 
N = Total Number of Observations.
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Use the arrow keys to select the plotting position model desired and toggle this selection 
"On" by using the space bar. An "X" will appear in the field to the left of the selected 
option.

X-Scale Type

Six X-axis scale types are supported by the "prbplt" program:
Plotting Position
Quantile Deviate
Percentile Scale - Low to High (0.01 - 99.99) (Default)
Percentile Scale - High to Low (99.99 - 0.01)
Recurrence Interval with linear scale
Recurrence Interval with logarithmic scale.

Use the arrow keys to select the X-axis scale type desired and toggle this selection "On" 
by using the space bar. An "X" will appear in the field to the left of the selected option.

Data Ranking

The data can be ranked in ascending or descending order before the plotting position 
computations are made. Use the arrow keys to select the ranking order desired and toggle 
this selection "On" by using the space bar. An "X" will appear in the field to the left of 
the selected option.

Distribution Type

Three distribution models are supported:
Gaussian Normal 
Gumbel Extreme Value 
Log-Normal.

Use of these models is only applicable for the following "X-scale" types:
Quantile Deviate
Percentile Scale - Low to High (0.01 - 99.99)
Percentile Scale - High to Low (99.99 - 0.01).

Use the arrow keys to select a distribution model and then use the space bar to toggle the 
selection "On" as indicated by the appearance of an "X" in the field to the left of the 
option name.

r-Statistics (MS>- -PRBPLT 2.0-,
Plot Position X Scale Type Ranking Distribution

-Position l-Exceedance R-Nor«al
-Quantile 0-Nonexceedance |-Gu«bel
-Pct_Low_High |-Log_D
-Pct_High_Low 
Recurrence 
Log_Recurrence

r-HELP-
Helbull plot position = I / (N + 1) 

Hhere I is the # of sanples <= current sanple
N is the total * of sanples in the dataset

 -INSTRUCT                                                
| Option field: use space bar to toggle between ON (X) and OFF ( ).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to aove between fields. 
Use 'Accept' comand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help :[H Accept :QQ Li«its:|E Top:[iE Quiet :QQ Xpad:[£ Cnhlp Oops
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Curve
The "Curve" option in the "Modify (M)" screen displays the "Curve (MC)" screen used 
to define the characteristics of the plotted curve lines. The following characteristics can 
be defined for each curve:

Type
Line Color 
Line Pattern 
Symbol Type 
Symbol Size 
Line Width 
Legend Label.

Use the arrow and Enter keys to select the variable and curve option desired. Use 
Help (Fl) to bring up the "Help" panel, which lists the allowable values for the curve 
option selected. Use Limits (F5) to bring up the "Limits" panel, which presents any limits 
for the codes or values to be entered. Enter the appropriate value or code in the high 
lighted field. Note that the default legend label is the variable name or the values of the 
partitioning variable. Enter an alternative label (up to 16 characters) for each curve if you 
intend to display a legend for the plot.
When finished, use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Modify (M)" screen.

r-Curve (MO-

NuMber

Select options for each curve: 
Curve Plot Line Symbol Symbol Line Legend 
Type Color Style Type Size Width Label

-PRBPLT 2.0-,

FORE 
FORE

SOLID 
SOLID

0.1 
0.1

1.0 
1.0

SEDIMENT 
CONDUCTANCE

i-HELP-
1: Straight line 
2: Stepped line 
3: Cubic spline

4- Scatter diagre
5: Solid bars
6: Histograa

i-INSTRUCT-
Enter data In highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and Move between fields. 
Use 'Accept' coMend to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:[E Accept :|E Limits:flB Top:||Q Quiet :[£ Xpad:|£ Cmhip Oops Window

Basic Plot Parameters
From the "Modify (M)" screen, select the "Basic (MB)" screen, which lists the following 
options for modifying plot specifications.

Axes - X- and Y-axis type and limits
Titles - above plot
Footnotes - below plot
Labels - of miscellaneous text
Page - layout options
Censored - data options
Legend - options
Make - the plot
Return - to previous screen.

Type the first letter of any option or use the arrow and Enter keys to select and open the 
screen for the option required.
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Axes

From the "Basic (MB)" screen, type "A" (or "a") or use the arrow and Enter keys to bring 
up the "Axes (MBA)" screen. The "Axes" option provides for specifying axis type, upper 
and lower limits of the scale, tick-mark intervals, and axis labels. The following options 
are presented:

X - axis specifications
Global - Y-axis specifications
Individual - Y-axis specifications.

r-flxes (MBfl)- -PRBPLT 2.0-!

X axis specifications 
Global Y axis specifications 
Individual Y axis specifications

i-HELP-

Return to previous nenu

r-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrou keys

then confir« selection with the F2 key.
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:g| flccept :[£ Top: HE Quiet :[g Xped:[g Cahlp

X-Axis Specifications

From the "Axes (MBA)" screen, select the "X-axis (MBAX)11 screen. This screen speci 
fies a label to be placed beneath the X-axis. An option also is provided for placing X-axis 
grid lines on the plot. Use the arrow keys to select the X-axis label option. Enter a label 
of up to 72 characters. Use a caret (A) in the text to split the label into two lines.

To place an X-axis grid on the plot, select the "Plot X Grid" option and use the space bar 
to toggle the selection "On" as indicated by the appearance of an "X" in the field to the 
left of the option name. Use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Axes (MBA)" screen.

Global Y-Axis Specifications

The "Global" option provides for a single Y-axis to represent all of the variables (curves) 
to be plotted. From the "Axes (MBA)" screen, select the "Global Y (MBAG)" screen.

Scale Limits

"Auto" scaling is the default; whereby the system computes and displays the upper and 
lower scale boundaries based on the range of the data. By using the "Manual" scaling 
option, the user can specify alternate upper and lower boundaries. Note: The initial scale 
limits listed for the "Manual" option do not correspond to the extremes of the data in the 
input data file. To set scale limits in the manual mode, select the "Lower limit" and 
"Upper limit" fields under "Manual" and enter appropriate values. In subsequent uses of 
the "Y-Axis (MBAG)" screen in the same session of "prbplt," scale limit values listed in 
the "Manual" option fields will be the most recent limit values used by the procedure 
regardless of whether the "Auto" or "Manual" option was used in the previous execution 
of "prbplt."
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Axis Type

The Y-axis scale can be either "linear" or "logarithmic" with the default being "linear." 
Use the arrow keys to select this option and the space bar to toggle the required option 
"On" as indicated by an "X" in the field to the left of the selected option.

Tick Marks

A default tick-mark interval is determined based on the range of the data; it can be user 
specified when the "Manual" option is selected.

Y-Axis Label

Use the arrow keys to select the "Y-Axis label" option. Enter a label of up to 60 characters 
in this field.

Plot Grid

If Y-axis grid lines are desired, then use the arrow keys to select the "Plot Grid" option 
and then toggle this selection "On" by using the space bar. An "X" in the field to the left 
of the option name will indicate activation of this option. Use Accept (F2) to return con 
trol to the "Basic (MB)" screen.

Q-AUTOHATIC 
Y axis Lover Upper Tick 
type Unit limit interval

R-Linear JHKK]

Axis label t 

|-Plot Grid

Ljn n

This is the Y axis

500.0 50.0

louer linit uhich uill

I-HANUAL
Lower Upper Tick 
Unit Unit interval

0.0 500.0 50.0 

]

be used for AUTO scaling.

 -INSTRUCT                                                      1 
Enter data in highlighted field (s) . 

Use carriage return or errou keys to enter data and «ove between fields. 
Use 'Accept' couand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:[|] flccepttJE Li«its:JE Top:[HE Quiet :|g Xpad:(£ C.hlp Oops

Individual Y-Axis Specifications

This option is selected to have a Y-axis defined for each of the probability curves to be 
plotted. Each Y-axis can be specified in the same manner as a "Global Y-axis," with the 
added option to place an axis on either the left or right side of the plot frame.

From the "Axes (MBA)" screen, select the "Individual Yl (MBAI)" screen, which 
prompts for the sequence number of the variable for which a Y-axis is to be specified. 
Upon entering a number and using the Enter key, the "Individual Y2 (MBAI)" screen is 
brought up, which is similar to and populated in the same manner as the "Global Y 
(MBAG)" screen. To place the axis on the right side of the plot frame, select and toggle 
"On" the "Place on right side" option. An "X" will appear in the field to the left of the 
option name.

Repeat this process for each variable. Modifications to any Y-axis scale specifications can 
be made any number of times and in any order by specifying the variable number in the 
"Individual Yl (MBAI)" screen.
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Censored Data Options

By default the "prbplt" program excludes censored data from the analysis. To include 
censored data (remark codes are disregarded), use the arrow or Tab keys to select (high 
light) the "Include censored values" option in the "Censored (MBC)" screen. Use Accept 
(F2) to accept the selection and return control to the "Basic (MB)" screen.

Leaend Options

To place a legend on the plot describing the line type and symbol used for each curve, use 
the arrow keys to select the option desired. Toggle the option "On" with the space bar as 
indicated by the appearance of an "X" in the field to the left of the option name. The 
legend text label is defined in either the "Curve (MC)" screen or the "Labels (MPTAL)" 
screen when the partitioned data option is selected in the "Name (N)" screen.

r-Legend (MBD- -PRBPLT 2.0-i

[>tions

_ine - show line styles in the legend
Syabol - show plot symbols in the legend
Both - show line styles and plot symbols in the legend

Note: to change legend labels use the Curve (MC) screen.

r-HELP-

Select this option if no plot legend is desired.

r-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confirm selection with the F2 key. or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:[U Accept :|£ TopiQQ] Quiet :QQ Xpad:]£ C«hlp

Paae Layout Options

From the "Basic (MB)" screen, select the "Page (MBP)" screen, which provides the 
following functions:

Page Height
Page Width
Font Style
Plot Page Border
Frame Axis Border
Tick Marks Inside
Horizontal Y-Axis Numbers
Four-Sided Axis Options.

Most options in this list are discussed in the section "Page Layout Options" under "Steps 
to Using QWGRAF Programs."
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r-Page (MBP)-
Page height? 
Page width? 
Font style?

10.0
1

-Plot page border
-Fraae axis border
-Tickaarks Inside
-Horizontal Y axis numbers

-PRBPLT 2.0-,

4 sided axis options

:No fixes only

r-HELP-

Enter the height of the plot page In Inches.

-INSTRUCT-
Enter data In highlighted fleld(s). 

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and aove between fields. 
Use 'Accept' conand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:||] Accept :[£ Li»lts:|H Top:|fE] Quiet :]E Xpad:|H Cahlp Oops

Four-Sided Axis Options

The four-sided axis option duplicates the X- and Y-axes on the top and right side, respec 
tively, of the plot frame. This option is only applicable when the "Global Y-axis" option 
is used. The options are as follow:

No - two-sided axes only 
Full - fully annotated axes on all sides 
Axes only - fully annotated axis on the bottom and left, 

tick marks only on right and top.
Use the arrow keys to select the option desired and toggle the option "On" with the space 
bar as indicated by the appearance of an "X" in the field to the left of the option name.

Make the Plot
When all arguments for the probability plot have been specified and the appropriate 
device selected, return control to the "Opening Screen," select the "Make the plot" option, 
and use the Enter key. If a screen output was selected, then a graphics window opens and 
the probability plot is presented. If a file output was selected, then a message screen indi 
cates that the output from the procedure has been saved.

Sample Plots
The following are examples of the types of plots that can be created with the QWGRAF 
"prbplt" program. These examples are intended to illustrate various options available in 
the program and do not necessarily conform to publication standards of the Geological 
Survey.
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Program: PRBPLT
Plot Specifications: Two Variables; Weibull Plotting Position Model; Percentile Low-High X-Axis Scale 
Type; Nonexceedance Ranking; Normal Distribution; Automatic Axis Scaling; Individual Y-Axes; Y-Axes 
Labels; Default X-Axis Label; Explanation Block; Single Title
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Program: PRBPLT
Plot Specifications: Two Variables; Weibull Plotting Position Model; Quantile Scale Type; Nonexceedance 
Ranking; Gumbel Distribution; Automatic Axis Scaling; Individual Y-Axes; Y-Axes Labels; Default 
X-Axis Label; Explanation Block; Single Title
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Program: PRBPLT
Plot Specifications: Single Variable Partitioned by State; Weibull Plotting Position Model; Percentile Low- 
High Scale Type; Nonexceedance Ranking; Normal Distribution; Explanation Block; Global Y-Axis Scale; 
Manual Scale Limits; Y-Axis Grid Lines; Y-Axis Label; Default X-Axis Scale Label; Single Title
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Program: PRBPLT
Plot Specifications: Weibull Plotting Position Model; Recurrence Interval X Scale Type; Nonexceedance
Ranking; Automatic Y-Axis Scaling; Y-Axis Grid Lines; Y-Axis Label; Default X-Axis Label; Single Title
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Open 
Data File

Name 
Variable

Get 
Spec File

Save 
Spec File

Modify 
Plot Specs

Make 
Plot

Select 
Data File

Filter 
Data

Plot 
Type Intervals Line Basic Device

Axes Titles Footnotes Labels
Page 

Layout
Censored 

Data

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION PLOTS (frqplt)___________

The "frqplt11 program plots frequency distribution functions on the Y-axis versus the data 
on the X-axis. The frequency distributions available include: FREQUENCY, RELATIVE 
FREQUENCY, CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY, CUMULATIVE RELATIVE 
FREQUENCY, and the EMPIRICAL DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION (EDF). Data are 
partitioned into one of three interval class types user-defined intervals, equal intervals, 
or quantile intervals. The plot can consist of straight lines that connect the user-defined 
plotting position location of each class, a histogram of each class, or both. The plotting 
position can be the Lower Bound of the Class, the Midpoint of the Class, or the Upper 
Bound of the Class. Remarked (censored) data values reported as a limit of quantitation 
or detection limit can be included or excluded from the plot data set. The Y-axis can be 
scaled by the program or by user-defined min/max limits. Tick-mark intervals can be user 
defined. Grid lines can be plotted based on the tick-mark interval. There can be up to three 
title lines and two footnote lines each definable as to size, font, and centering. Up to five 
user-defined labels (up to 40 characters on multiple lines) can be positioned on the plot. 
Any number of plot specification files can be saved and used to facilitate plot specifica 
tion in other "frqplt" sessions.

Background
Several methods are available for presenting the frequency distribution patterns of the 
observations in a data set. These methods consist of two elements. The first element parti 
tions the data into interval classes or groups. For user-defined intervals, an appropriate 
number of intervals is selected and then each interval is manually assigned upper and 
lower boundary values. For equal intervals the number of classes is selected and the 
width of each class is determined by dividing the difference between the minimum and 
maximum values of the data (or by assigning the upper and lower boundaries) by the 
number of intervals; that is, each interval has the same data width. Quantile intervals have 
the same number of observations in each interval. The second element involves the 
computation of a distribution statistic by one of five models for each interval. The data is 
plotted on the X-axis, and the statistic is plotted on the Y-axis. Rectangular histograms 
that encompass each interval are plotted and lines can be drawn to connect the lower 
bound, midpoint, or upper bound points of each histogram. The five models include: 
(1) FREQUENCY, the number of sample observations within each class; (2) RELATIVE 
FREQUENCY, the number of sample observations within each class (the frequency) 
divided by the total number of observations in all of the classes (the sample);
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(3) CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY, the total number of observations in all classes less 
than or equal to either the lower or upper bound of a given class; (4) CUMULATIVE 
RELATIVE FREQUENCY, the cumulative frequency divided by the total number of 
observations in all of the classes (the sample); and (5) EMPIRICAL DISTRIBUTION 
FUNCTION, a stairstep plot of the cumulative relative frequency of each observation on 
the Y-axis versus the data value on the X-axis; that is, each observation becomes a class.

Frequency Plot Options
The options that pertain to the frequency functions supported by the "frqplt" program are 
found in the following screens:

Function Screen Sequence

Frequency Type Opening Screen, Modify (M), Plot (MP) 
Plotting Position Model Opening Screen, Modify (M), Plot (MP) 
Data Intervals Opening Screen, Modify (M), Intervals (MI) 
Frequency Distribution Line Opening Screen, Modify (M), Line (ML) 
Axes Opening Screen, Modify (M), Basic (MB),

Axes (MBA).

Starting the "frqplt" Program
The "frqplt" program is invoked by typing "frqplt" on the command line. The "Opening 
Screen" displays the options that serve as gateways to the screens used to set or modify 
the frequency plot configuration options.

Load a Specifications File
To use specifications from a previous "frqplt" session, load a "Specifications" file. From 
the "Opening Screen," select the "Get (G)" screen. A list of specifications files (extension 
".frq") and a field for specifying the file name are presented. Use the arrow keys to select 
the required file and use either Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept the selection. The 
"latest.frq" file contains the program specifications that were used during the most recent 
execution of the "frqplt" program, whether in the current or previous session.

The "Specifications" file includes the name of the input data file active at the time the 
specifications file was created. If a new input data file is required, then select the "Open 
(O)" screen from the "Opening Screen" and select a new input data file.

The "Make the Plot" option can be selected immediately or any of the newly loaded spec 
ifications can be changed. Any altered specifications set can be saved to a new file or an 
old file can be overwritten.

Open Input Data File
From the "Opening Screen," select the "Open (O)" screen. From the "Open (O)" screen, 
select the "Select (OS)" screen. Type in a file name or use the arrow, Page Down, and 
Page Up keys to select a data file. Use either Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept the 
file selection and return control to the "Open (O)" screen.

Filter Data

criteria for selecting the rows to be retained for the plot.

To restrict the data to be applied to the frequency diagram, use the "Filter" option from 
the "Open (O)" screen to display the "Filter (OF)" screen, which is used to specify the
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Name Variable
From the "Opening Screen," select the "Name (N)" screen. Use the arrow and Enter keys 
to select one variable for the frequency plot. Use Accept (F2) to accept the selection and 
return control to the "Opening Screen."

Modify Plot Specifications

Plot Types

After the data file has been opened and the variable of interest named, select the "Modify 
(M)" screen by typing "M" (or "m") to bring up the screen directly or use the Tab and 
arrow keys to select the "Modify compute/plot specifications" option followed by using 
Accept (F2) or the Enter key. The "Modify (M)11 screen lists the following options:

Plot - specify frequency plot type
Intervals - specify data intervals
Line - specify characteristics of lines to be plotted
Basic - specify title, footnotes, labels, and axes options
Device - specify device for graphics output.

Type the first letter (not case sensitive) of the option to view the next screen or use the 
arrow keys to select the option and use either Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept the 
selection.

r-Hodify (M)-

Select an option:
Plot - specify frequency plot type
Intervals - specify data intervals
Line - specify characteristics of line to be plotted
Basic - specify titles, footnotes, labels, axes options
Device - specify device for graphics output

-FRQPLT 2.0-,

r-HELP-

Return to previous menu.

Select an option using arrow keys 
then confim selection uith the F2 key. 

Type the first letter of an option.
or

Help:!] Accept :Qg Top:gE Quiet :[£ Xpad:|£ Cnhlp

From the "Modify (M)" screen, select and bring up the "Plot (MP)" screen, which lists 
the frequency plot types and the plotting position models supported by the program. The 
frequency plot types supported by the "frqplt" program are as follow:

Frequency 
Relative frequency 
Cumulative frequency 
Cumulative relative frequency 
Empirical distribution function.

Use the arrow keys to select the frequency type and toggle the selection "On" by using 
the space bar key. An "X" will appear to the left of the option description.
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Plotting Position Models
The plotting position model specifies where the line makes contact within the data inter 
val. The plotting position models supported are as follow:

Lower bound 
Midpoint 
Upper bound.

Use the arrow keys to select the plotting position model, and use the space bar to toggle 
this selection "On" as indicated by the appearance of an "X" in the field to the left of the 
option description. Use Accept (F2) to accept these selections and return control to the 
"Modify (M)" screen.

r-4>lot (HP)               ^                    FRQPLT 2.0-,
Select a frequency type and a plotting position ulthin the data interval:

Frequency type: Plot position:

frequency 
ative frequency

atlve frequency 
 pirical

 Louer bound 
Midpoint
 Upper bound

r-HELP-
Data Is grouped into intervals (see Data Intervals screen). Data
Magnitude (X) is plotted vs absolute frequency (Y).
A frequency polygon can be produced by selecting FREQUENCY
and specifying POSITION = MIDPOINT in the Data Intervals screen.

r-INSTRUCT-
Option field: use space bar to toggle betueen ON (X) and OFF ( ).

Use carriage return or arrou keys to «ove betueen fields. 
Use 'Accept* couand to go to next screen uhen done entering data.

Help:|H Accept :|H Li«its :|B Top:(2E) Quiet :|B Xpad:|E C«hlp Oops

Data Intervals
The data are ranked and grouped into intervals. Each interval is represented on the 
frequency plot as a rectangle; the upper and lower bounds of the interval are the right and 
left edges of the rectangle, respectively. The "Intervals (MI)" screen is used to specify the 
method to be used to create and populate the intervals.
From the "Modify (M)" screen, select the "Intervals (MI)" screen, which provides three 
options for computing the data intervals:

Equal - intervals (Equal data ranges in all intervals)
Quantile - intervals (Equal number of observations each interval)
User - intervals (User-defined interval ranges).

Type the first letter (not case sensitive) of the option to view the next screen or use the 
arrow keys to select the option and then use the Enter key.
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NOTE

,-HELP                                                  

Select data interval type:

Quantile - intervals
User - intervals

Or:
Return - to previous «enu

: Intervals are not applicable to EMPIRICAL plots

Intervals uill be based on equal intervals of the X axis variable. 
Specify nimber of intervals and Bin/Max value in the next screen.

pINSTRUCT      
Select an option using arrou keys 

then confirm selection uith the F2 key. or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:|H Accept :[£ Top:[jQjj] Quiet :[£ Xpad:[|J] Cahlp

Equal Intervals

Selection of the "Equal intervals" option brings up the "Equal Intervals (MIE)" screen, 
which provides for selecting the number of intervals to be used and the range of the data 
values to be divided equally into those intervals. The program determines and displays 
the actual maximum and minimum data values for the variable. These values are used by 
the program to select an upper and lower bpundary for the X-axis, when the "Automatic" 
option is selected. If the "Manual" option is selected, then only those values that fall 
inclusively within the range specified by the user will be used to create the equal range 
values for the number of intervals specified. Note that the initial "Manual" minimum and 
maximum values are system defaults and have no relation to the actual range of data in 
the input data file. Therefore, the values must be changed to user specifications if the 
"Manual" option is selected. Also note, in subsequent uses of the "Equal Intervals" screen 
in the current session of "frqplt," the minimum and maximum values displayed in the 
"Manual" area will be the values used in the last execution of the program, regardless of 
whether the "Automatic" or the "Manual" option was selected.
Use the arrow keys to select the "Number of Intervals" option and enter the number of 
intervals to be used. Use the arrow keys to select either the "Automatic" or "Manual" 
option. Use the space bar to toggle the selection "On," as indicated by an "X" in the field 
to the left of the option. For the Manual" option, use the arrow keys to select the "Mini 
mum" or "Maximum" option. Enter the appropriate values. If this concludes the "Inter 
val" selection process, then use the Enter key or Accept (F2) to accept the selections and 
return control to the "Modify (M)" screen.
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Minima data value: 0.100004

,-HELP-

pINSTR 

Use

Nuaber of

Q-AUTOMATIC 
Miniaua value:
Maxiaua value:

MaxiauB data value: 3.095776

intervals: MUG

0.0
4.0

Enter the nuaber of

I-MANUAL
Miniaua value: 0.0
Maxiaua value: 100.0

equally spaced intervals.

UCT                                                     1 
Enter data in highlighted field(s) . 

carriage return or arrou keys to enter data and aove between fields. 
Use 'Accept' coaaand to go to next screen uhen done entering data.

Help:[§] Accept :[H Liaits:[H Top:|Q Quiet :|B Xped:[fi Cahlp Oops

Quantile Intervals

Selection of the "Quantiles" option brings up the "Quantile Intervals (MIQ)" screen. The 
only input requirement for this screen is the number of intervals to be used. Based on the 
number of intervals specified, the program attempts to set interval limits such that each 
interval contains approximately the same number of data values. It is usually not possible 
to achieve the same number of values in all intervals. When this is not the case, data 
values are assigned to intervals in a manner that minimizes the Root Mean Square (RMS) 
error between the quantized interval cumulative distribution and the ideal cumulative 
distribution. Consider a case with 23 unique data values grouped into 5 intervals. The 
ideal population of each interval is 4.6 (23/5), which is physically not possible. The ideal 
cumulative distribution for each interval is 4.6,9.2,13.8,18.4, and 23. To minimize the 
RMS error, the population of the first interval is defined as:

QP[1] = INT( IC[1] + 0.5 ),

where QP[1] is the quantized population of the interval 1,
IC[1] is the ideal cumulative distribution of interval 1, and
INT is the integer truncation function.

The remaining populations (2-N) are defined as:

QP[n] = INT(IC[n] + 0.5)-QP[n-l].

The quantized interval populations for this example are: 5,4, 5,4, and 5. Enter the 
number of intervals required and use Accept (F2) to accept this value and return control 
to the "Intervals (MI)" screen. If this concludes the "Interval" selection process, then use 
the Enter key or Accept (F2) to accept the selections and return control to the "Modify 
(M)" screen.

User-Defined Intervals

Selection of the "User Intervals" option brings up the "User Intervals (MIU)" screen. This 
screen is used to specify specific interval ranges for the frequency plot. Use the arrow 
keys to select and define the minimum and maximum values for as many intervals as 
required. These intervals need not be contiguous or in any particular order.
When finished, use Accept (F2) to accept these specifications and return control to the 
"Intervals (MI)" screen. If this concludes the "Interval" selection process, then use the 
Enter key or Accept (F2) to accept the selections and return control to the "Modify (M)" 
screen.
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-User intervals (MIU)                           

frqplt

HiniBUB data value: 0.100004 MaxiBUB data
Nuaber

1
2
3
4
5
6

HFI r>

This field contains

MiniBUB MaxiBUB

HH^BfKK] o.
0.0 0.
0.0 0.
0.0 0.
0.0 0.
0.0 0.

QWGRAF

          FRQPLT 2.0-,

value: 3.095776

0
0
0
0
0
0

the BiniBUB value for each interval.

,-INSTRUCT                                                     , 

Enter data in highlighted field(s) . 
Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and Bove between fields. 

1 Use 'Accept* co»and to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:|H Accept :[H Liaits :|g Top:[|E Quiet :|£ Xpad:|£ Cahlp Oops Window

Line Characteristics
The frequency plot consists of a frequency distribution line, a histogram of the intervals, 
or both. The "Line" option in the "Modify (M)" screen provides for specifying the 
pattern, color, and thickness of the lines that form these figures.
From the "Modify (M)" screen, select the "Line (ML)" screen. Use the arrow keys to 
select an option and enter the appropriate value. Use Help (Fl) to bring up the "Help" 
panel for each option. A list of allowable values (codes or numbers) is presented. Use one 
of these values to populate the option field. Enter a value of "0" (zero) in the "Pattern" 
field to omit the line from the plot.

i-Line (ML>-
Line specifications 

Type Pattern Color Thickness

-FRQPLT 2.0-n

Frequency ___ 
Histogram SOLID

FORE 
FORE

1.0 
1.0

NOTE: Histogram line not available for EMPIRICAL plot

r-HELP-

Select the style of the line.
Use LiBits couand (F5) for a list of available styles.

r-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and Bove between fields. 
Use "Accept' couand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:|H Accept :[H Liaits :|g Toping Quiet :|E Xpad:|£ Cahlp Oops

Basic Plot Parameters
From the "Modify (M)" screen, select the "Basic (MB)" screen, which lists the following 
options for modifying plot specifications:

Axes - X- and Y-axis type and limits 
Titles - above plot
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Axes

Footnotes - below plot
Labels -of miscellaneous text
Page - layout options
Censored - data options
Make - the plot
Return - to previous screen.

Type the first letter (not case sensitive) of any option or use the arrow and Enter keys to 
select and open the screen for the option required.

,-Basic (MB)- -FRQPLT 2.(H

Set or Modify plotting options:

- X & Y axis type Halts
- above plot

Axes
Titles
FootNotes - below plot
Labels - of Miscellaneous text
Page - layout options
Censored - data options

Then:
Make - the plot 

Or:

r-HELP-

Return to previous »enu.

i-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confirm selection with the F2 key. or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Helprg] flccept :|£ Top :(|£] Quiet :|g Xpad:|Q C«hlp

From the "Basic (MB)" screen, type "A" (or "a") or use the arrow and Enter keys to bring 
up the "Axes (MBA)" screen. The "Axes" option provides for specifying the axis type, 
the upper and lower limits of the scale, the tick-mark interval, and the axis labels. The 
following options are presented:

X-axis specifications 
Y-axis specifications.

X 
Y

axis specifications 
axis specifications

LJITI n

TNCTIJI IPT

Return to previous «enu

Select an option using arrow keys 
then confirm selection with the F2 key. or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:g] Accept :|jj Top:(i£] Quiet :|g Xpad:Qg C«hlp
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X-Axis Specifications

From the "Axes (MBA)" screen, select the "X-axis (MBAX)" screen. 

Axis Limits

Note: Optional X-axis limits are only applicable for the "Empirical" plot type option (see 
"Plot (MP)" screen).

The limits of the X-axis scale can be determined by the program or set by the user. Use 
the space bar to toggle the selection "On" as indicated by the appearance of an "X" in the 
field to the left of the option name. Use the arrow keys to select the "Lower limit," "Upper 
limit," and "Tick interval" options and enter appropriate values. The "Tick interval" 
should be an equal increment of the X-axis range.

Axis Label

To place a label beneath the X-axis, use the arrow keys to select the X-axis label option. 
Enter a label of up to 60 characters.

Grid Lines

To place X-axis grid lines on the plot, select the "Plot Grid" option and use the space bar 
to toggle the selection "On" as indicated by the appearance of an "X" in the field to the 
left of the option name. Specify a color for the grid lines with the "Color" option. Use 
Help (F1) to bring up the "Help" panel, which lists the available colors and corresponding 
codes. Specify a line pattern for the grid lines with the "Line Pattern" option. Use Help 
(Fl) to bring up the "Help" panel, which lists the available line patterns and correspond 
ing codes. When finished, use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Axes (MBA)" screen.

r-X axis (MBAX>-
NOTE: X axis Units are only applicable to EMPIRICAL plots

I-AUTOMATIC Q-MANUAL
Lower Upper Tick Lower Upper Tick 
liMit liMlt interval liait linit interval

-FRQPLT 2.0-,

0.0 4.0 

Axis label [

|-Plot Grid

0.4 0.0 4.0

r-HELP-

Enter the interval between numbered ticknerks on the X axis. 
The units are determined by the data to be plot'ted.

-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and Move between fields. 
Use 'Accept' comand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:[H Accept :|g Limits :|5 Top:[fQ Quiet :|Q Xpad:|£ Cahlp Oops

Y-Axis Specifications

From the "Axes (MBA)" screen, select the "Y-axis (MBAY)" screen. The limits of the 
Y-axis scale can be determined by the program or set by the user. To set the axis limits 
manually, use the Enter or arrow keys to select the "Manual" option. Toggle this selection 
"On" by using the space bar as indicated by the appearance of an "X" in the field to the 
left of the option name. Use the arrow keys to select the "Lower limit," "Upper limit," 
and "Tick interval" options and enter appropriate values. Note, the "Tick interval" should 
be an equal increment of the X-axis range.
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Axis Label

The "frqplt" program provides default labels for the Y-axis depending on the plot type 
selected (see "Plot (MP)" screen). These labels are as follow:

Plot Type

Frequency 
Relative Frequency 
Cumulative Frequency 
Cumulative Relative Frequency 
Empirical

Y-Axis Label

FREQUENCY 
RELATIVE FREQUENCY 
CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY 
CUMULATIVE RELATIVE FREQUENCY 
CUMULATIVE RELATIVE FREQUENCY

To place an alternate label to the left of the Y-axis, use the arrow keys to select the Y-axis 
label option. Enter a label of up to 60 characters.

Grid Lines

To place Y-axis grid lines on the plot, select the "Plot Grid" option and use the space bar 
to toggle the selection "On" as indicated by the appearance of an "X" in the field to the 
left of the option name. Options for "Line Color" and "Line Pattern" also appear when 
the grid line option is toggled "On." Specify a color for the grid lines with the "Color" 
option. Use Help (Fl) to bring up the "Help" panel, which lists the available colors and 
corresponding codes. Specify a line pattern for the grid lines with the "Line Pattern" 
option. Use Help (Fl) to bring up the "Help" panel, which lists the available line patterns 
and corresponding codes. When finished, use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Axes 
(MBA)" screen.

r-Y axis (HBfiY)-
Q-AUTOMATIC 

Upper Tick 
linit interval

I-MANUAL
Upper Tick 
linit interval

-FRQPLT 2.0-n

0.04 0.4 0.04

Axis label C

|-Plot Grid

^HELP-

This is the Y axis upper linit which will be used for AUTO scaling.

r-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and move between fields. 
Use 'Accept' command to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:||| Accept :|H Limits ̂  Top:|f£] Quiet :[£ Xpad:JE Cmhlp Oops

Censored Data Options

By default the "frqplt" program excludes censored data from the analysis. To include 
censored data (remark codes are disregarded), use the arrow or Tab keys to select (high 
light) the "Include censored values" option in the "Censored (MBC)" screen. Use Accept 
(F2) to return control to the "Basic (MB)" screen.
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Jt Options
From the "Basic (MB)" screen, select the "Page (MBP)" screen, which provides the 
following functions:

Page Height
Page Width
Font Style
Plot Page Border
Frame Axis Border
Tick Marks Inside
Horizontal Y-Axis Numbers
Four-Sided Axis Options.

Most options in this list are discussed in the section "Page Layout Options" under "Steps 
to Using QWGRAF Programs."

,-Page (MBP)  
Page height? «|___ 
Page width? 10.0 
Font style? 1

B-Plot page border 
 ~Fra»e axis border 
Ef-Tick»arks Inside 
Q-Horizontal Y axis numbers

-FRQPLT 2.0-,

4 sided axis options

-No

ix es only 
Full

Enter the height of the plot page in inches.

rINSTRUCT                                                  Enter data in highlighted field(s).
Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and Move between fields. 

Use 'Accept' co»and to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:[|| Accept :[£ Limits :|J Top:[iE Quiet :[E Xpad:QQ C»hlp Oops

Four-Sided Axis Otions

he four-sided axis option provides for duplicating the X- and Y-axes on the top and right 
ide, respectively, ofthe plot frame. The options available are as follow:

The four- 
side,

No - two-sided axes only 
Full - fully annotated axes on all sides 
Axes only - fully annotated axis on the bottom and left, 

tick marks only on right and top.
Use the arrow keys to select the option desired, and toggle the option "On" with the space 
bar as indicated by the appearance of an "X" in the field to the left ofthe option name.

Make the Plot
When all arguments for the frequency plot have been specified and the appropriate device 
selected, return control to the Opening Screen," select the "Make the plot1 option, and 
use the Enter key. If a screen output was selected, then a graphics window opens and the 
frequency plot is presented. If a me output was selected, men a message screen indicates 
that the output from the procedure has been saved.

Sample Plots
The following are examples ofthe types of plots that can be created with the QWGRAF 
"frqplt" program. These examples are intended to illustrate various options available in 
the program and do not necessarily conform to publication standards ofthe Geological 
Survey.
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Program: FRQPLT
Plot Specifications: Frequency Option; Frequency Line and Histogram; System Computed Equal Intervals
and Number of Intervals; Automatic X-Axis Scaling; X-Axis label; Default Y-Axis Label; Single Title

EXAMPLE FREQUENCY PLOT

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500

SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE, IN uS/CM AT 25 DEGREES CELSIUS
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Program: FRQPLT
Plot Specifications: Cumulative Relative Frequency Option; Midpoint Plot Position; System Computed 
Equal Intervals; User Specified Number of Intervals; Histogram Only; Automatic X-Axis Scaling; X-Axis 
Label; No Grid Lines; Default Y-Axis Label; Single Title

Example Cumulative Relative Frequency Plot

1.0

o 0.8
LJ

LJ 

L_

£ 
S

0.6

0.4

0.2

0 25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 225 250 275 300 325 350 375 400 425 450 475 500

SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE, IN uS/CM AT 25 DEGREES CELSIUS
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Program: FRQPLT
Plot Specifications: Empirical Distribution Function Option; Automatic X-Axis Scaling; No X-Axis Label;
Default Y-Axis Label; Single Title; Single Footnote

1.0

0.6

LJo: 0.4

0.2

O

Example Frequency Distribution Plot

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500

SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE IN MICROS IEIVENS PER CENTIMETER

Cumulative Distribution Function Option
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Open 
Data File

Name 
Variable

Get 
Spec File

Save 
Spec File

Modify 
Plot Specs

Make 
Plot

1
Line 
Type

Confidence 
Intervals Basic Device

1
Axes Titles Footnotes Labels

1
Page 

Layout
Censored 

Data

LILLIEFORS TEST FOR NORMALITY (lilifr)___________

The "lilifr" program provides a graphical means of determining if a sample is normally 
distributed. The plot consists of the cumulative relative frequency on the Y-axis and a 
normalized standard sample values (deviates) on the X-axis. The Empirical Distribution 
Function (EDF) line for the data and an EDF reference line are user defined relative to 
line type, color, and thickness. Up to five confidence level lines can be drawn (80 percent, 
85 percent, 90 percent, 95 percent, or 99 percent) with options for line type, color, line 
thickness, and labels. Remarked (censored) data values reported as a limit of quantitation 
or detection limit can be included or excluded from the plot data set. Tick-mark intervals 
and grid lines are user-defined options. Axes can be drawn on two or four sides with 
optional annotation. There can be up to three title lines and two footnotes, each definable 
as to size, font, and centering. Up to five user-defined labels (up to 40 characters on multi 
ple lines) can be positioned on the plot. Any number of plot specification files can be 
saved and used to facilitate plot specification in other "lilifr" sessions.

Background
The Lilliefors Test for Normality compares the standard normal distribution function 
with the sample EDF. The Lilliefors plot is created by plotting the cumulative relative 
frequency on the Y-axis and the normalized standard sample values as deviates on the 
X-axis. Computation of the standardized sample values (normalization) is accomplished 
by subtracting the sample mean from each value and dividing the result by the sample 
standard deviation, that is:

Z = (X - Mean)/Std Dev.

The dashed curve in the middle of the Lilliefors diagram represents a standard normal 
distribution. This curve is bounded by dotted curves that represent Lilliefors bounds at 
user-selected confidence levels relative to the sample size of the data set. If the sample 
EDF (solid line) strays outside the confidence level bounds, then the sample population 
should be considered not normal. The Lilliefors bounds for this program were taken from 
tables created from Monte Carlo Methods whereby sets of randomly generated normal 
deviates were examined for various sample sizes.
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Lilliefors Options
The options that pertain to the Lilliefors functions supported by the "lilifr" program are 
found in the following screens:

Function Screen Sequence

EDF & Reference Lines Opening Screen, Modify (M), Line (ML) 
Confidence Level Bounds Opening Screen, Modify (M), Confidence (MC) 
Axes Opening Screen, Modify (M), Basic (MB),

Axes (MBA).

Starting the "lilifr" Program

The "lilifr" program is invoked by typing "lilifr" on the command line. The "Opening 
Screen" displays the options that serve as gateways to the screens used to set or modify 
the Lilliefors plot configuration options.

Load a Specifications File
To use specifications from a previous "lilifr" session, load a "Specifications" file. From 
the "Opening Screen," select the "Get (G)" screen. A list of specifications files (extension 
".Ifr") and a field for specifying the file name are presented. Use the arrow keys to select 
the required file and use either Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept the selection. The 
"latest.lfr" file contains the program specifications that were used during the most recent 
execution of the "lilifr" program, whether in the current or previous session.

The "Specifications" file includes the name of the input data file active at the time the 
specifications file was created. If a new input data file is required, then select the "Open 
(O)" screen from the "Opening Screen" and select a new input data file.

The "Make the Plot" option can be selected immediately or any of the newly loaded spec 
ifications can be changed. Any altered specifications set can be saved to a new file or an 
old file can be overwritten.

Open Input Data File

Filter Data

From the "Opening Screen," select the "Open (O)" screen. From the "Open (O)" screen, 
select the "Select (OS)" screen. Type in a file name or select the input data file desired. 
Use the arrow, Page Down, and Page Up keys to select a data file. Use either Accept (F2) 
or the Enter key to accept the file selection and return control to the "Open (O)" screen.

To restrict the data to be used for the Lilliefors diagram, the "Filter" option from the 
"Open (O)" screen can be used to display the "Filter (OF)" screen used to specify the 
criteria for selecting those rows that will be retained for use with the program.

Name Variable
From the "Opening Screen," select the "Name (N)" screen. Use the arrow and Enter keys 
to select one variable for the Lilliefors plot. Place a " 1" in the "Select" field to the left of 
the variable name. Use Accept (F2) to accept the selection and return control to the 
"Opening Screen."
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Modify Plot Specifications
After the data file has been opened and the variable of interest named, select the "Modify 
(M)" screen by typing "M" (or "m") to bring up the screen directly; or use the Tab and 
arrow keys to select the "Modify compute/plot specifications" option followed by using 
Accept (F2) or the Enter key. The "Modify (M)" screen lists the following options:

Line - specify line type for EDF
Confidence - specify confidence interval options
Basic - specify title, footnotes, labels, and axes options
Device - specify device for graphics output.

Type the first letter (not case sensitive) of the option to view the next screen or use the 
arrow keys to select the option and use either Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept the 
selection.

r-Hodify <H>- -LILIFR 2.0-,

Select an option:
Line - specify line type for empirical distribution function 
Confidence - specify confidence interval options 
Basic - specify titles, footnotes, labels, axes options 
Device - specify device for graphics output

r-HELP-

Return to previous aenu.

r-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys

then con-fira selection uith the F2 key.
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:[H flccept :[ Quiet :[£ Xpad:[E Cahlp

Line Type
The "Line" option in the "Modify (M)" screen provides for specifying the pattern, color, 
and thickness of the sample EDF line for the Lilliefors plot. From the "Modify (M)" 
screen, select the "Line (ML)" screen. Use the arrow keys to select an option and enter 
the appropriate value. Use Help (Fl) to bring up the "Help" panel for each option. A list 
of allowable values (codes or numbers) is presented. Use these values to populate the 
option field.
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H-ine (ML>- -LILIFR 2.0-n

Line Specifications 
Pattern Color Thickness

EOF 
Reference SOLID

FORE 
FORE

1.0 
1.0

r-HELP-

Select the style of the Empirical Distribution Function (EOF) line 
Use Limits contend (F5) for a list of available styles.

-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and nove between fields. 
Use 'Accept' coMand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:|U ficcept :[£ Limits :[£ Top:||Q Quiet :[£ Xpad:|£ C«hlp Oops

Confidence Interval

The Lilliefors plot provides for bracketing the sample EDF line with confidence interval 
lines. Up to five confidence level lines (80 percent, 85 percent, 90 percent, 95 percent, or 
99 percent) can be plotted. The line type, color, and thickness of these lines can be spec 
ified. In addition, a label that indicates the confidence level can be specified.

From the "Modify (M)" screen, select the "Confidence (MC)" screen. Use the arrow keys 
to select as many confidence level lines as desired and enter the appropriate value as 
percent in the field.

For each confidence level selected, use the arrow and Enter keys to select the "Line 
pattern," "Line color," "Line thickness," and "Label" options. Use Help (Fl) to bring up 
the "Help" panel for each option. A list of allowable values (codes or numbers) is 
presented. Use these values to populate the fields.

i-Confidence (MC>-
Confidence interval specifications

Line Line Line 
Level Pattern Color Thickness Label?

-LILIFR 2.<H

8
0
0
0
0

SOLID
SOLID
SOLID
SOLID
SOLID

FORE
FORE
FORE
FORE
FORE

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

r-HELP-

Enter the confidence level for this line or 0 to indicate end of list. 
Valid confidence levels are 80. 85. SO, 95 and 991.

-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s). 

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and nove between fields. 
Use 'Accept' conand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:QD Accept :[g Limits :|E Top:||Q Quiet :[£ Xpad:QQ Cahlp Oops Window
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Basic Plot Parameters

Axes

From the "Modify (M)" screen, select the "Basic (MB)" screen, which lists the following 
options for modifying plot specifications:

Axes - X- and Y-axis type and limits
Titles - above plot
Footnotes - below plot
Labels -of miscellaneous text
Page - layout options
Censored - data options
Make - the plot
Return - to previous screen.

Type the first letter of any option or use the arrow and Enter keys to select and open the 
screen for the option required.

The "Axes" option provides options for axis labels, tick-mark intervals, and grid lines for 
both the X-axis and the Y-axis. From the "Basic (MB)" screen, type "A" (or "a") or use 
the arrow and Enter keys to bring up the "Axes (MBA)" screen. The following options 
are presented:

X-axis specifications 
Y-axis specifications

r-fixes (MBfl)- -LILIFR 2.<H

X axis specifications 
Y axis specifications

-4 LP-

Return to previous nenu

rINSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrou keys 

then confirm selection uith the F2 key, or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:|H Accept :Qg Top:HE Quiet :Qg XpacUQg Cahlp

X-Axis Specifications

From the "Axes (MBA)" screen, select the "X-axis (MBAX)" screen. This screen 
provides options for axis labels (top and bottom), tick-mark intervals, and grid lines for 
the X-axis.

Labels

The "lilifr" program provides several default labels for the X-axis depending on whether 
any confidence interval lines are drawn. If a single confidence interval line is specified 
(for example, 95 percent), then the top label would default to the following:

95% LILLIEFORS BOUNDS FOR NORMAL SAMPLES.
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This label would be drawn regardless of the four-sided axis specification (see "Page 
(MBP)" screen). If there is more than one confidence interval specified, then the top label 
would default to the following:

LILLIEFORS BOUNDS FOR NORMAL SAMPLES. 

(This label also would be drawn regardless of the four-sided axis option.)
If the user supplies text for the top label, then it is drawn regardless of the four-sided axis 
option.
If there are no confidence intervals specified, then the following top X-axis label (same 
as the bottom) is drawn if the four-sided axis option is selected:

STANDARDIZED SAMPLE VALUE.

To place an alternate label in either position, use the arrow keys to select the X-axis label 
option desired and enter a label of up to 60 characters.
To delete the label in the top X-axis position, type "BLANK" or "blank" in the "Bottom 
X-axis label" field.

Tick-Mark Intervals

Use the arrow keys to select the "Tick-mark interval" option. Enter a tick-mark interval 
value. The X-axis scale represents standard deviates with a typical range of-4 to +4.

Grid Lines

To place X-axis grid lines on the plot, select the "Plot Grid" option and use the space bar 
to toggle the selection "On" as indicated by the appearance of an "X" in the field to the 
left of the option name. Use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Axes (MBA)" screen.

r-X axis (MBflX)-
Top X axis label

-LILIFR 2.0-1

Bottom X axis label 

Tickaark interval: 1.0

|-Plot Grid

i-HELP-

Enter a 60 character label to appear above the top X axis. Leave blank to 
get a default label. Enter BLANK to o«it the top X axis label.

^INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrou keys to enter data and Move between fields. 
Use 'Accept* conaand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:JJ Accept :|g Limits :|£ Top:[|Q Quiet :|£ Xpad:|£ C«hlp Oops

Y-Axis Specifications

From the "Axes (MBA)" screen, select the "Y-Axis (MBAY)" screen. This screen 
provides options for an axis label, tick-mark interval, and grid lines for the Y-axis.

Label

In the absence of a user-supplied Y-axis label, the following default label is plotted on the 
Y-axis:
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CUMULATIVE RELATIVE FREQUENCY.

To choose an alternate Y-axis label, use the arrow keys to select the Y-axis label option 
and enter a label of up to 60 characters. The Y-axis label is duplicated on the scale if either 
the "Axes only" or the "Full" axis option is selected (see "Page (MBP)" screen).

Tick-Mark interval

Use the arrow keys to select the "Tick-mark interval" option. Enter a tick-mark interval 
value. The Y-axis scale represents the cumulative probability with a range of 0 to 1.0.

Grid Lines

To place Y-axis grid lines on the plot, select the "Plot Grid" option and use the space bar 
to toggle the selection "On" as indicated by the appearance of an "X" in the field to the 
left of the option name. Use Accept (F2) to accept the selections to return control to the 
"Axes (MBA)" screen.

r-Y axis (HBflY)-
Y axis label

-LILIFR 2.<H

 3

Tickaark interval: 0.2

|-Plot Grid

^HELP-

Enter a 60 character label to appear beside the Y axis.

r-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrou keys to enter data and «ove between fields. 
Use 'Accept' comand to go to next screen uhen done entering data.

Help:|B flccept :(£ Li«its:|H Top:||Q Quiet :(H Xpad:Qg Cahlp Oops

Censored Data Potions

By default the "lilifr" program excludes censored data from the analysis. To include 
censored data in the plot (remark codes disregarded), use the arrow or Tab keys to select 
the "Include censored values" option in the "Censored (MBX)" screen. Use Accept (F2) 
to accept this selection and return control to the "Basic (MB)" screen.

Paae Layout Potions

From the "Basic (MB)" screen, select the "Page (MBP)11 screen. The "Page (MBP)" 
screen provides the following functions:

Page Height
Page Width
Font Style
Plot Page Border
Frame Axis Border
Tick Marks Inside
Horizontal Y-Axis Numbers
Four-Sided Axis Options.
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Most options in this list are discussed in the section "Page Layout Options" under "Steps 
to Using QWGRAF Programs."

r-Page (MBP)   
Page height? ___ 
Page uidth? 10.0 
Font style? 1

B-Plot page border 
 ~Fra«e axis border 
H-Tick«arks inside 
^-Horizontal Y axis numbers

-LILIFR 2.<H

4 sided axis options

 -NO
B-flxes only 
l-Full

r-HELP-

Enter the height of the plot page in inches.

r-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrou keys to enter data and Move betueen fields. 
Use 'Accept' co»and to go to next screen uhen done entering data.

Help:|E Accept :|B Li«its:|H Top:|Q Quiet :[£ Xpad:||j] C«hlp Oops

Four-Sided Axis Options

The four-sided axis option provides for duplicating the X- and Y-axes on the top and right 
side, respectively, of the plot frame. The options are as follow:

No - two-sided axes only 
Full - fully annotated axes on all sides 
Axes only - fully annotated axis on the bottom and left, 

tick marks only on right and top.
Use the arrow keys to select the option desired, and use the space bar to toggle the option 
"On" as indicated by the appearance of an "X" in the field to the left of the option name.

Make the Plot
When all arguments for the Lilliefors plot have been specified and the appropriate device 
selected, return control to the "Opening Screen," select the "Make the plot" option, and 
use the Enter key. If a screen output was selected, then a graphics window opens and the 
Lilliefors plot is presented. If a file output was selected, then a message screen indicates 
that the output from the procedure has been saved.

Sample Plots
The following are examples of the types of plots that can be created with the QWGRAF 
"lilifr" program. These examples are intended to illustrate various options available in the 
program and do not necessarily conform to publication standards of the Geological 
Survey.
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QWGRAF Example Plots LILIFR

Program: LILIFR
Plot Specifications: 95-percent Confidence Level Line; Confidence Level Label; Top X-Axis Scaling; Top
X-Axis Label; Single User-Defined Label; Single Title

Example Lilliefors Plot

95% LILLIEFORS BOUNDS FOR NORMAL SAMPLES 
-1012

Sediment Concentration 
In Milligrams per Liter

0 1
STANDARDIZED SAMPLE VALUE
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Open 
Data File

Name 
Variables

Get 
Spec File

Save 
Spec File

Modify 
Plot Specs

Make 
Plot

Select 
Data File

Filter 
Data

Add

Variable 
Sets

Delete

Diagram 
Variable

1 Partition 
Data

Edit

Partition 
Variables

Clear

Partition 
Type

Individual 
Points

ot 
'pe

Plot 
Attributes Basic De\

PIPER DIAGRAMS (piper)

A Piper diagram is a hydrochemical facies diagram used to characterize a water body or 
to compare the chemical character of several water bodies. The "piper" program provides 
for both Trilinear and Quadlinear diagrams. In addition to the standard display of individ 
ual data points, options are provided for displaying reference locations in the form of 
binary or ternary mixing diagrams. The data also can be displayed as shaded density 
diagrams where the shading of each minor triangle within the main triangle represents the 
percentile ranking of the sum of points within the minor triangle relative to the sums of 
points in the other minor triangles. Each node of the diagram is user defined and can 
represent a single chemical constituent or a composite of two or more constituents. Data 
within a diagram can be differentiated on the basis of up to three grouping variables that 
use combinations of symbols, symbol size, and color. The program provides for up to 90 
diagrams on multiple pages. Each page can have up to three lines of diagrams and three 
diagrams per line. With multiple diagrams there is the option to utilize a different set of 
variables for each diagram (individual variables can be repeated between sets) or to use 
one set of variables that has been partitioned into groups of values on the basis of compos 
ite values of up to four partition variables. Each group is then represented by a Piper 
diagram on the plot page. Remarked (censored) data values reported as a limit of quanti- 
tation or detection limit can be included or excluded from the plot data set. Titles for each 
diagram and labels for each node of each diagram are user defined. There can be up to 
three title lines and two footnote lines each definable as to size, font, and centering. Grid- 
line options include none, 10 percent, and 20 percent. Up to five user-defined labels (up 
to 40 characters on multiple lines) can be positioned on the plot. Sets of plot specifications 
can be saved to files and used to facilitate plot configuration in other "piper" sessions.
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Background

Hydrochemical facies are distinct zones that have cation and anion concentrations 
describable within defined composition categories. Trilinear and Quadlinear Piper 
diagrams are a graphical means of presenting these categories. A Trilinear Piper diagram 
is a triangular plot of three variables (single or composite) where each side of the equilat 
eral triangle is the axis for one of the variables. Each axis is labeled from 0 to 100 percent. 
Because concentrations, expressed as mass per unit volume, between chemical constitu 
ents are not additive, the variables are expressed in the normal form; for example, as 
milliequivalents, which are additive. All three variables, expressed in the normal form, 
are assumed to sum to 100 percent for each observation. Thus, there are only two degrees 
of freedom, and each observation can be mapped into a single position within the triangle. 
The plotted point for each observation is the intersection of three lines, each drawn from 
its proportionate percentile point on its variable axis, parallel to the axis opposite the 100- 
percent (or apex) point for that variable. The length of the line drawn from its location in 
the triangle perpendicular to the axis opposite its apex point is also a measure of that vari 
able's proportionate percentile.The relative positioning of the points within the triangle 
defines the water types or shows similarities between different water types. A Quadlinear 
Piper diagram is formed by projecting the points from the two side-by-side triangles into 
a central diamond, whose upper sides combined with the outer sides of the two triangles 
form an equilateral triangle. Six variables are required for a quadlinear plot.

Piper Diagram Options

The "piper" program supports the following piper related functions: 

Function Screen Sequence

Trilinear/Quadlinear Opening Screen, Modify (M), Plot (MP)
Data Display Type Opening Screen, Modify (M), Plot (MP)
Point Attributes Opening Screen, Modify (M), Point Attributes (MA)
Point Density Attributes Opening Screen, Modify (M),

Density Attributes (MA) 
Mixing Diagram Attributes Opening Screen, Modify (M),

Mixing Diagram Attributes (MA)
Diagram Partitioning Opening Screen, Name (N), Partition (NP) 
Variable Partitioning Opening Screen, Modify (M), * Attributes (MA)

(* = Point or Mixing Diagram) 
Legends (Explanations) Opening Screen, Modify (M), Basic (MB),

Legend (MBL).

Input Data Requirements

The "piper" program assumes that the data to be displayed in the Piper diagrams are in 
the equivalent form. See the discussion of "Data Management" in the "General Features 
of QWGRAF programs" section for suggestions on how to convert concentration data to 
equivalents.

Starting the "piper" Program

The "piper" program is invoked by typing "piper" on the command line. The "Opening 
Screen" displays the options that serve as gateways to the screens used to set or modify 
the plot configuration options.
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Load a Specifications File

To use specifications from a previous "piper" session, load a "Specifications" file. From 
the "Opening Screen," select the "Get (G)" screen. A list of specifications files (extension 
".ppr") and a field for specifying the file name are presented. Use the arrow keys to select 
the required file and use either Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept the selection. The 
"latest.ppr" file includes the program specifications that were used during the most recent 
execution of the "piper" program, whether in the current or previous session.

The "Specifications" file includes the name of the input data file active at the time the 
specifications file was created. If a new input data file is required, then select the "Open 
(O)" screen from the "Opening Screen" and select a new input data file.

The "Make the Plot" option can be selected immediately or any of the newly loaded spec 
ifications can be changed. The revised set of programs specifications can be saved to a 
new file or an old file can be overwritten.

Open Input Data File

From the "Opening Screen," select the "Open (O)" screen. From the "Open (O)" screen, 
select the "Select (OS)" screen. Type in a file name or select the input data file desired. 
Use the arrow, Page Down, and Page Up keys to select a data file. Use either Accept (F2) 
or the Enter key to accept the file selection and return control to the "Open (O)" screen.

Filter Data

To restrict the data to be applied to the Piper diagram, use the "Filter" option in the "Open 
(O)" screen to specify the criteria for selecting those rows to be retained for use with the 
program.

Name Variables

From the "Opening Screen," select the "Name (N) 11 screen. The "Name (N)" screen 
provides the following options:

Varsets - Select one or more sets of variables 
(one for each Piper diagram desired).

or
Partition - Select a variable set, a partition variable, and interval 

limits. One diagram for each partition interval.
or 

Return - Return to opening screen.

A single Trilinear Piper diagram requires three variables, while a single Quadlinear Piper 
diagram requires six variables (three for cations and three for anions). A single set of three 
or six variables results in a single diagram on the plot page (Varsets option). The Varsets 
option also can be used to define multiple sets of variables (individual variables can be 
repeated between sets) for the purpose of placing multiple Piper diagrams on a page. The 
more common approach to multiple diagrams is to take a single set of variables and parti 
tion the values into groups on the basis of composite values of up to four partitioning vari 
ables (Partition option). Each group is the basis of a Piper diagram. For example, produce 
a Piper diagram for each State. The "Varsets" and "Partition" functions are described in 
more detail under "Name (Select) Variables" in the "Shared Features" section.
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Modify Plot Specifications
After the data file has been opened and the variables of interest named, select the "Modify 
(M)" screen by typing "M" (or "m") or use the Tab and arrow keys to select the "Modify 
compute/plot specifications" option followed by pressing Accept (F2) or the Enter key. 
The "Modify (M)" screen presents the following options:

Plot - specify plot type
Attributes - for data display, symbol styles, shade patterns, etc.
Basic - specify titles, footnotes, labels, and axes options
Device - specify device for graphics output
Return - to opening screen.

.-Modify <H>- -PIPER 2.0-,

Select an option:

9£^_______
Attributes - for data display. Syabol styles, shade patterns, etc. 
Basic - specify titles, footnotes, labels, axes options 
Device - specify device for graphics output

Return - to opening screen

i-HELP-
Select fro. TRILINEflR (3 variables) and QUADLINEAR (6 variables) as well 
as 4 data display options: Individual points, point density, binary 
 ixing and ternary Mixing.

-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confirm selection with the F2 key, or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:|H Accept :|Q Top:[|B Quiet :QQ Xpad:flj] Cahlp

Plot
From the "Modify (M)" screen, select the "Plot (MP)" screen, which presents options for 
selecting the type of plot and the method of displaying the data in the plot.

Plot Type

Two plot types are available:

Trilinear 
Quadlinear (Default).

Use the arrow keys to select the option desired. Use Help (Fl) to obtain a brief description 
of each diagram type. Use the space bar to toggle "On" the option desired as indicated by 
a "X" in the field to the left of the option name.

Data Display Method

Four methods of displaying the data in a Piper diagram are available:

Individual points plotted (Default) 
Point density shaded 
Binary mixing diagram 
Ternary mixing diagram.

Use the arrow keys to select the option desired. Use Help (Fl) to obtain a brief description 
of each display method. Use the space bar to toggle "On" the option desired as indicated
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by a "X" in the field to the left of the option name. Use Accept (F2) to accept the selection 
and return control to the "Modify (M)" screen.

r-Plot (MP>- -PIPER 2.<H

Select type of plot:

 unnfflBiBBjnc
Jj-Quadlinear dlagraa

Select Method of data display:

P
ndlvldual points plotted 
olnt density shaded 
inary Mixing diagram 
ernary Mixing diagram

i-HELP-

The trilinear diagraa plots 3 variables 
in a single equilateral triangle.

-INSTRUCT-
Optlon field: use space bar to toggle between ON (X) and OFF ( >.

Use carriage return or arrow keys to «ove between fields. 
Use 'Accept' comand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:|H Accept :|B Li«its:|H Top:||Q Quiet :|H Xpad:|£J Cahlp Oops

Plot Attributes

Each of the "Data Display Methods" listed in the "Plot (MP)" screen has its own set of 
screens relative to the "Attributes" option in the "Modify (M)" screen. Once a "Data 
Display Method" is selected, selection of the "Attributes" option activates the sequence 
of screens appropriate for that method.

Individual Points Plotted

"Individual Points Plotted" is the default method of presenting Piper diagrams; individual 
data points are represented by a symbol that can be user defined as to type, size, and color. 
Data within a diagram can be represented by a single set of symbol attributes, or the data 
can be grouped and each group will then have its own set of symbol attributes. Data can 
be grouped on the basis of unique composite values of up to three grouping variables. 
Each grouping variable can control up to three symbol attributes but only if a given 
symbol attribute is not controlled by one of the other grouping variables. If more than one 
diagram is to be plotted, then all diagrams can share the same symbol attributes or each 
diagram can be specified individually.

If the data within a single diagram is to be presented as a single group, that is, all data 
points will have the same symbol attributes, then the user can return control to the "Open 
ing Screen" and select the "Make" option to generate the plot by using system-default 
symbol attributes. Otherwise, the user must proceed through the options presented on the 
"Point Attributes (MA)" screen. From the "Modify (M)" screen, select the "Attributes" 
option to view the "Point Attributes (MA)" screen.

Note: The partitioning of the data to create multiple diagrams by using either the 
"Varsets" or "Partition" option in the "Name (N)" screen and the grouping of data within 
the Piper diagram by using the "Group variable" option in the "Point Attributes (MA)" 
screen are two independent processes.

Point Attributes

The "Point Attributes (MA)" screen lists the following options for grouping the data 
within a Piper diagram and assigning symbol attributes to each group:
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Group - specify variable(s) for grouping data within diagrams
List - specify single or multiple group lists
Specify - symbol type, size, and color.

i Point Attributes <MA>- 

Select an o, tion:

-PIPER 2.<H

List - specify single or Multiple group lists 
Specify - syabol type, size and color

Return - to previous Menu

i-HELP-
Select a Integer or text variables uhlch can be used to eliminate 
data observations end assign unique syibol attributes to groups 
of observations.

INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrou keys

then confirm selection ulth the F2 key.
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:|H Accept :[H Top:[|E Quiet :[H Xpad:|E Cihlp

Group Variable

Use the arrow keys to select the "Group" option and use Accept (F2) or the Enter key to 
view the "Group (MAG)" screen. Use the Tab, Enter, and arrow keys to select up to three 
variables to be used as the basis for grouping the data within the diagram. For each group 
ing variable, enter a number to indicate the combination of symbol attributes (type, size, 
or color), which will distinguish the groups. Select a combination of symbol attributes for 
each variable selected such that the sum of the numbers entered is seven or less and that 
a given symbol attribute is assigned no more than once. The following list and examples 
demonstrate how the combinations are used:

0: deselect Irtype 2: color 3:type+color
4: size 5: type+size 6: color+size 7: type+color+size.

If a single grouping variable is selected and assigned a value of seven, then data points 
associated with each unique value of the grouping variable will be distinguished by a 
unique combination of symbol type, color, and size. If a single grouping variable is 
selected and assigned a value of five, then data points for a unique value of the grouping 
variable will be distinguished by a unique combination of symbol type and size, but all 
symbols will have the same color.

If two grouping variables are selected and the first variable is assigned a value of one and 
the second variable assigned a value of two, then data points that represent a unique value 
of the first variable will be distinguished by symbol type. Data points for each unique 
value of the second grouping variable will have the same color assigned to all symbols. 
In this case, all symbols will have the same user-defined size. For two grouping variables, 
the following combinations are allowed:

1 & 2 or 2 & 1 
1&4 or4&l 
1 & 6 or 6 & 1 
2&4 or4&2 
2 & 5 or 5 & 2 
3&4 or4&3.

(Size is constant) 
(Color is constant)
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If three grouping variables are selected, then one variable should be assigned the value 
"1" (type), a second variable should be assigned the value "2" (color), and the third vari 
able should be assigned the value "4" (size).

r-Group (MAG>- -PIPER 2.<H
Select 1-3 group variables by setting "Select" values to the SUM of the 
attributes controlled by the variable. l'-sy»bol, 2:color, 4:size 

Select Naae Type Select Na»e Type

|: STATION
0 CNTYCODE
0 YEAR

INT 
INT 
INT

0 STCODE
0 HUNIT
0 MONTH

INT 
INT 
INT

r-HELP                                                    
0: deselect l:type 2:color 3:type+color 
4: size 5:type+slze 6:color+size 7:type+size+color 
This field Is used to Mark the selection of 1-3 group variables. Enter 1-7 
to select the variable, 0 to deselect. A 1 Beans the variable uill control

-INSTRUCT-
Enter data In highlighted fleld(s).

Use carriage return or arrou keys to enter data and aove between fields. 
Use 'Accept* conand to go to next screen uhen done entering data.

Help:(H Accepting Limits :[H Top:[|E Quiet :[E Xpad:[B C.hlp Oops Hindou

List Single or Multiple Group List

If either multiple "Varsets" or the "Partition" options are selected in the "Name (N)" 
screen, then multiple diagrams will be produced. The "piper" program provides for 
assigning a single list of symbol attribute specifications to all diagrams or each diagram 
can be specified separately. From the "Point Attributes (MA)" screen, select the "List 
(MAL)" screen. Use the arrow keys to select either "single" or "multiple." Use Accept 
(F2) to return control to the "Point Attributes (MA)" screen.

H-ist (MAD-

Select the syNbol list type:

^v^^^^^^^^^^^^fl^^B^^^^^^n]
Ltlple - a different list for each diagram

-PIPER 2.<H

-UELP-

You >ay specify a single list of symbol attributes uhlch will 
be used for each piper dlagraa in the plot.

r-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrou keys 

then conflra selection with the F2 key, or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:[B Accept :J5 Top:[|E Quiet :[E Xpad:[E C«hlp
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Specify Symbol Type. Size, and Cotor

If "single" was selected in the "List (MAL)" screen, then selection of the "Specify symbol 
type, size, and color" option in the "Point Attributes (MA)" screen will present a single 
set of "Specify symbol (MAS)" screens for assigning symbol attribute values uniformly 
to all diagrams. If "Multiple" was selected, then a symbol attribute screen set will be 
presented for each diagram to be plotted. The number of "Specify symbol (MAS)" 
screens to be presented within a screen set will depend on the number of grouping vari 
ables selected and the combination of symbol attributes assigned to each variable. If there 
are symbol attributes that remain after the grouping variables have been assigned their 
attributes and attribute values, then a final "Specify symbol (MAS)" screen is used to 
assign values to the remaining attributes. These values will be applied to all points in the 
diagram.

Use the Tab and arrow keys to select a symbol attribute and enter a value in the field. 
When the values of the "Group Variable" are entered, the system does not search the data 
file and list all unique values of the variable. The user is responsible for providing the list 
of values. Any number of values in any order can be entered. The value "REST" can be 
entered at the end of the "Group Variable" value list to indicate that all data points not 
represented by the previously entered group variable values will be represented by the 
symbol attribute value assigned to the "REST" value.

For each symbol attribute, use Help (Fl) to bring up the "HELP" panel that lists the allow 
able values for that attribute. When the symbol type attribute is presented, the user has 
the option of entering a label (up to 24 characters), which is used in the explanation box 
on the plot; for example, if the value of the variable STCODE was 34, then "New Jersey" 
could be entered in the label field.

If the "HELP" panel has more than four lines of information available for a given symbol 
attribute, then press Help (Fl) again to activate the Page Up and Page Down functions 
(the "Instruct" panel will reflect the change to the page scrolling option). The "Data" 
panel becomes inactive for data entry. Scroll through the "HELP" panel until the attribute 
value that is needed is found. Use (F3) to reactivate the Data panel and enter the symbol 
attribute value in the appropriate field. Use Accept (F2) to go to the next "Specify symbol 
(MAS)" screen or return control to the "Point Attributes (MA)" screen. Use "Return" to 
return control to the "Modify (M)" screen.

 -Specify syabol type (MAST>- -PIPER 2.0-1

ALL diagrams: Syabol is controlled by STATION 
Group value Label Symbol

OQSffiffBE^f^M
01553500
01438500
01335770
01463500

| Station A
Station B
Station C
Station D
Station E

7
8
9
6
4
7

i-HELP-

Enter a 1-16 character unique group variable value. Enter REST at the end of 
the the list to specify attributes for points which fall in no other group.

r-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and Move between fields. 
Use 'Accept* couand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:|H Accept :|B Prev:|J] Units :QQ Intrpt:[£ Quiet :|E Xped:(H C«hlp
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r-Specify symbol size,color (MflSSO- -PIPER 2.<H

Specifications for ALL diagrams 

Group value Size Color 

ALL FORE

r-HELP-

Specify the size in inches for this syabol.

I
-INSTRUCT-

Enter data in highlighted field(s).
Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and nove between fields. 

Use 'Accept' comand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:QQ Accept :[£ Prev:|g] Li«its:|H Intrpt:|H Quiet :|£ Xpad:|£ Cahlp

Point Density Shaded Diagrams

Point Density Shaded Piper diagrams use grid lines (independent of the normal grid line 
designation specified in the "Page (MBP)" screen) to form a user-defined number of trian 
gular subdivisions within the main triangle, which are shaded according to the ranking of 
the number of data points in the triangle relative to the other triangles. The number of data 
points in each small triangle is computed and this number is ranked with the numbers 
from the other triangles. The ranked data are distributed into a user-defined number of 
percentile intervals (up to 10). Each percentile interval can be specified as to color and 
shade pattern. From the "Plot (MP)" screen, select the "Point density shaded" option. Use 
Accept (F2) to return control to the "Modify (M)" screen.

Density Attributes

From the "Modify (M)" screen, select the "Density Attributes (MA)" screen, which lists 
options for selecting the number of axis divisions to use and for specifying the shading 
intervals and attributes.

r-Qensity Attributes (MA>- -PIPER 2.0-,

Shading-specify shading Intervals and atiribut

Return - to previous nenu

r-HELP-
Specify the lumber of axis divisions. This determines the size and 
nunber of discrete areas which will be shaded. The nunber of areas 
in both the triangle and the diamond will equal the square of the 
nuaber of divisions.

r-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys

then confira selection with the F2 key.
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:QQ Accept :[£ Top:QQ] Quiet :|UJ Xpad:|£ C«hlp
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Axis Divisions

From the "Density Attributes (MA)" screen, select the "Axis (MAA)" screen. The 
number of axis divisions (default 5) is used to determine the size and number of discrete 
areas that will be shaded. For a Quadlinear diagram, the number of areas in both the trian 
gles and the diamond will equal the square of the number of divisions specified (default 
25). Use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Density Attributes (MA)" screen.

r-flxis (Mftft)- -PIPER 2.<H

Enter the number of axis divisions:

r-HELP-
Specify the nunber of axis divisions. This determines the size and 
number of discrete areas which will be shaded. The nuaber of areas 
in both the triangle and the diamond will equal the square of the 
number of divisions.

i-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and move between fields. 
Use 'Accept' command to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:gJ Accept:flE Limits :flg Top:|JE Quiet :|E Xpad:|£ C»hlp Oops

Shading Intervals and Attributes

From the "Density Attributes (MA)" screen, select the "Shading (MAS)" screen, which 
provides for selecting and characterizing the percentile intervals to be represented on the 
plot. The default number of intervals is six and each interval is assigned a default maxi 
mum interval value, color, and shading pattern. Use the Tab and arrow keys to select the 
items to be changed. A maximum often intervals can be specified. Use Accept (F2) to 
return control to the "Density Attributes (MA)" screen. Use "Return" to return control to 
the "Modify (M)" screen.

  oneaing vnno/                    
MaxiMUM 
Percentile

:smfUMM

50.0
75.0
90.0
95.0
100.
0.0

Shading 
Color

RED
GREEN
BLUE
CYAN
MAGENTA
YELLOH
BACK

                          rjLrc.i\ t.v  

Shading 
Pattern

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

r-HELP                                                  
Specify the  axi»u» Xile value for this area. The  ini»un Zile will be Just 
above the next lowest Maxinua or 0. Areas which fall within this intervals 
 in/Max percentile ranking for point density will be shaded using its 
specified color and pattern. You Must provide an interval with nax=100.

-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and Move between fields. 
Use 'Accept' coMend to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:QQ Accept :|Q Limits :[E Top:||E Quiet :[Q Xped:|E Cnhlp Oops Hindou
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Binary and Ternary Mixing Diagrams

Mixing diagrams are regular Piper diagrams on which selected reference points (2 for 
binary and 3 for ternary) are connected by a line. Data points that fall on the line that 
connects the binary reference points or within the triangle formed by the ternary reference 
points are considered to be mixtures of the two or three sources represented by the refer 
ence points (see Briel (1993) for additional discussion of mixing diagrams).

Mixing Diagram Attributes

From the "Modify (M)" screen, select the "Attributes" option to view the "Mixing 
Diagram Attributes (MA)" screen. The following options are listed:

Partition - data into reference and test sets
Group - specify variable(s) for grouping test data within diagrams
List - specify single or multiple group lists
Specify - symbol type, size, and color
Return - to previous menu.

With the exception of the "Partition data into reference and test sets" option, this screen 
is processed exactly the same as the "Point Attribute (MA)" screen used for the "Individ 
ual points plotted" option selected in the "Plot (MP)" screen; and the "Group," "List," and 
"Specify" option discussions will not be repeated here. Selection of the "Partition" vari 
able in the subsequent "Partition (MAP)" discussion is a process independent from the 
selection of the "Grouping" variable in the "Group (MAG)" screen, even though the vari 
able selected in each case could be the same.

r-Mixing Diagram Attributes (Hfl)- -PIPER 2.0-,

Select an option:
Partition - data into reference and test sets

List - specify single or Multiple group lists
Specify - symbol type, size and color

Return - to previous Menu

r-WELP-
Select a integer or text variables uhich can be used to eliminate 
data observations and assign unique symbol attributes to groups 
of observations.

INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys

then confira selection uith the F2 key.
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:|H Accept :[£ Top:QQQ Quiet :[£ Xpadrjg C»hlp
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Partition Data into Reference and Test Sets

From the "Mixing Diagram Attributes (MA)" screen, select the "Partition (MAP)" screen. 
The following options are listed:

Variable - select partition variable
Intervals - specify partition variable values for each group
Attributes - specify reference symbol and line attributes
Return - to previous menu.

Use the arrow keys to select the option required and use Accept (F2). When finished, use 
Return to return control to the "Mixing Diagram Attributes (MA)" screen.

,-Pertition (MftP>- -PIPER 2.<H

Select option^

Intervals - speci-fy partition variable values for each group 
Attributes - specify reference synbol and line attributes

Return - to previous nenu

r-HELP-

Select the variable which uill control the partitioning of your 
data into 2 or 3 reference groups and a single test group.

r-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys

then confirm selection with the F2 key.
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:|H Accept :|B ~Fop :[|E Quiet :|H Xpad:(B C.hlp

Select Partition Variable

From the "Partition (MAP)" screen, select the "Variable (MAPV)" screen. Select, by plac 
ing a "1" in the "Select" column, a single variable whose values will be used to partition 
data points as reference points or test data points. Use Accept (F2) to accept the selection 
and return control to the "Partition (MAP)" screen.

Specify Partition Variable Values

From the "Partition (MAP)" screen, select the "Intervals (MAPI)" screen. Enter a mini 
mum and a maximum value of the partition variable to indicate data points to serve as the 
first reference point. Do the same for the second and, if necessary, a third reference point 
(ternary diagram). Similarly, define a range of values to encompass the test data points. It 
is not necessary to use the entire data set. Additional prefiltering of the data can be done 
from the "Filter" option in the "Open (O)" screen or by using the filtering option in the 
"datmgr" program. Use Accept (F2) to accept the selections and return control to the 
"Partition (MAP)" screen.
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r-Intervals (HflPD-
Enter partition variable range and label for each interval. 

Group NiniMUM Naxiaua

-PIPER 2.(H

Reference 1 
Reference 2 
Test points

0.0 
0.0

0.0 
0.0 
0.0

r-HELP-

This field contains the Biniaua value for each interval.

r-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and Move between fields. 
Use 'Accept' conand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:|B Accept :|E Liaits :[£ Top:|JE Quiet :[E Xpad:QQ Cahlp Oops Hindow

Specify Reference Symbol and Line Attributes

From the "Partition (MAP)" screen, select the "Attributes (MAPA)" screen to specify the 
attributes of the reference points symbol and the line(s) that connect them on the plot. Use 
Help (Fl) to list allowable values for these attributes. Make any required changes to the 
default values listed, including the text to be used in the legend.
If the "HELP" panel has more than four lines of information available for a given symbol 
attribute, then press Help (Fl) again to activate the Page Up and Page Down functions 
(the "Instruct" panel will reflect the change to the page scrolling option). The Data panel 
becomes inactive for data entry. Scroll through the "HELP" panel until the attribute value 
that is needed is found. Press F3 to reactivate the Data panel and enter the symbol 
attribute value in the appropriate field. Use Accept (F2) to accept the selections and return 
control to the "Mixing Diagram Attributes (MA)" screen.
Process the "Group," "List," and "Specify" options that follow the instructions given in 
the section "Point Attributes" for the "Individual points diagrams" data display method.

Use Return to return control to the "Modify (M)" screen.

i-flttributes (NAPA)-
Specify plot attributes for reference points 
and the line(s) connecting thea

-PIPER 2.0-,

Symbol attributes Line attributes

Type:
Color: [FORE ]
Size: [ 0.1]

Style: [SOLID ]
Color: [FORE ]
Hidth: C 1.0]

Legend: [REFERENCE POINTS

r-HELP-
Enter the symbol number. Choose froa the following list: 
1 = dot (.) 2 = plus (+) 3 = asterisk (") 
4 = circle 5 = cross (X) 6 = box 
7 = triangle 8 = diaaond 9 = octagon

-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and «ove between fields. 
Use 'Accept' conand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:|H Accept :(£ Liaits :[fi Top:|JE Quiet :[g Xpad:[£ Cahlp Oops
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Basic Plot Parameters

From the "Modify (M)" screen, select the "Basic (MB)" screen, which lists the following 
options:

Legend - options
Headings - for each diagram
Titles - above plot
Footnotes - below plot
Labels - of miscellaneous text
Page - layout options
Censored - data options
Make - the plot
Return - to previous screen.

Type the first letter of any option or use the arrow and Enter keys to select the screen for 
the option required.

r-Basic CUB)                     
Set or Modify plotting options:

Legend - options
Headings - for each diagram
Titles - above plot
FootNotes - below plot
Labels - of Miscellaneous text
Page - layout options
Censored - data options

-PIPER 2.<H

Then:
Hake 

Or:
- the plot

i-HELP-

Return to previous menu.

i-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confirm selection with the F2 key. or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:|B Accept :|E Top:QQ»] Quiet :|j] Xped:|E Cmhlp

Legends

Legends can be added either to point symbol or point density piper diagrams. In addition, 
a statistical block can be added that displays a median value for up to three variables from 
the data set (not necessarily the cations and/or anions that are displayed in the diagram), 
the ionic balance, and the period of record. The period of record can be computed from 
the data set (be sure to have a date variable in the YYMMDD format in the data set) or 
an arbitrary begin date and end date can be entered if the data set does not have a date 
variable.

From the "Basic (MB)" screen, select the "Legend (MBL)" screen, which lists the follow 
ing three options:

Point - symbol legend options
Density - shading legend options
Statistical - explanation block options.
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r-Legend (MBD- -PIPER 2.<H

Select an option:
Point - symbol legend options 
Density - shading legend options 
Statistical - explanation block options

i-HELP-

Return to previous Menu.

-INSTRUCT-
Select .an option using arrow keys 

then confirm selection with the F2 key. or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:[B Accept :|H Top:[Q] Quiet :QQ Xpad:|£ C.hlp

Point Symbol Legend

From the "Legend (MBL)" screen, use Accept (F2) to select the "Point (MBLP)" screen. 
The "Include legend" option is, by default, selected and toggled "On" as indicated by an 
"X" in the field to the left of the option name. Use the space bar to toggle this option "Off," 
as indicated by a "blank" in the field to the left of the option name.

Use the arrow keys to select the appropriate location (upper left, upper right, split) for the 
station symbol legend. Use the space bar to place an "X" in the field to the left of the 
option name. When the "split" option is selected, the station symbol legend will be evenly 
split between the upper left and upper right quadrants of the diagram.

Use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Legend (MBL)" screen.

r-Point (MBLP)- -PIPER 2.0-,

Specify location:

UpperLeft
UpperRight
Split

r-HELP-

Check this box to include a station syabol legend on the diagra*. 
Clear the box to oait the legend.

-INSTRUCT-
Dption field: use space bar to toggle between ON (X) and OFF ( ).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to Move between fields. 
Use 'Accept' coMand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:[H Accept :|H Limits :[£ Top: HE Quiet :[£ Xpad:Qg Cahlp Oops

Density Shading Legend

From the "Legend (MBL)" screen, select the "Density (MBLD)" screen. The "Include 
legend" option is, by default, selected and toggled "On" as indicated by an "X" in the field 
to the left of the option name. If a legend for the density diagram is not desired, then use
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the space bar to toggle this option "Off1 as indicated by a "blank" in the field to the left 
of the option name.

Annotation

Use the arrow keys to select the "annotation" option for the density legend. The "Percen- 
tile" option annotates the diagram with the percentile ranking intervals selected in the 
"Shading (MAS) screen (see "Attributes" option in "Modify (M) " screen). Selection of 
the "Count & percentile" option adds the range of sample counts to be found in a given 
percentile interval. Each shaded polygon of a given color will have a sample count within 
the range computed for its assigned percentile interval. Use the space bar to toggle "On" 
the appropriate option as indicated by an "X" in the field to the left of the option name.

Location

Use the arrow keys to select the appropriate location (upper left or upper right) for the 
density legend. Use the space bar to toggle this option "On" as indicated by an "X" in the 
field to the left of the option name.
Use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Legend (MBL)" screen.

r-Oensity (MBLD)- -PIPER 2.0-n

Annotate with: 
 -Percentile 
g-Count & percentile

cify location: 
-UpperLeft 

perRlght

r-HELP-

Check this box to include a point density shading legend on the dlegre 
Clear the box to oait the legend.

-INSTRUCT-
Optlon field: use space bar to toggle betueen ON (X) and OFF ( ).

Use carriage return or arrou keys to >ove betueen fields. 
Use 'Accept' cowand to go to next screen uhen done entering data.

Help:|U Accept :|H Li-its :QQ Top:QQ| Quiet :[£ Xpad:]j] C.hlp Oops

Statistical Explanation Stock

From the "Legend (MBL)" screen, select the "Statistical (MBLS)" screen. By default, the 
"Include legend" option is selected and toggled "Off1 as indicated by a blank in the field 
to the left of the option name. If a statistical block, including computed median values, 
ionic balance, and the period of record, is desired, then use the space bar to toggle this 
option "On" as indicated by a "X" in the field to the left of the option name.

Statistical Block Location

Use the arrow keys to select the appropriate location (upper left or upper right) for the 
location of the Statistical Block legend. Use the space bar to toggle this option "On" as 
indicated by an "X" in the field to the left of the option name.

User-Specified Period of Record

With this option the user enters a begin date and end date (YYMMDD format) that is 
placed on the plot independent of the presence, if any, of a date variable in the data set.
Use the Tab and arrow keys to select the "User specified" Period of Record option and 
then use the space bar to toggle the option "On" as indicated by an "X" in the field to the 
left of the option name.
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Compute Period of Record from Data

With this option the system computes a begin date and end date from the date variable in 
the input data file. The date variable must be an integer in the YYMMDD format. The 
date variable is specified in the "Statistics legend labels (MBLS)" screen (see below). Use 
the Tab and arrow keys to select the "Compute from data" option from the "Period of 
Record" list. Use the space bar to toggle the option "On" as indicated by an "X" in the 
field to the left of the option name.

Select Statistical Legend Variables

If either the "User specified" or the "Compute from data" option is selected for the "Statis 
tical block" option, pressing Accept (F2) brings up the "Statistical legend variables 
(MBLSV)" screen, which is used to select up to three variables whose mean values will 
be computed and displayed in the legend. In the case of the "Compute from data" option, 
this screen also is used to specify the date variable.

Select up to three variables for the mean value computation by entering a "1,2, or 3" in 
the "Select" field to the left of the variable name of each variable desired. In the case of 
the "Compute from data Period of Record" option, select the date variable by entering a 
"4" in the "Select" field.

(-Statistical (MBLS)- -PIPER 2.0-,

MmainiB«imai«i

Location: 
0-UpperLeft 
1-UpperRight

Period of Record:
-Omit
-User specified
-Compute fro» data

Start date: [ 
End date: [

0] 
0]

r-HELP-
Check this box to include a statistical legend on the diagram. This legend 
contains the Median values of 3 user specified variables (e.g. dissolved 
solids, specific conductance. pH), an ionic balance li»it test and the 
period of record. Clear the box to o»it this legend.

-INSTRUCT-
Option field: use space bar to toggle betueen ON (X) and OFF ( ).

Use carriage return or arrou keys to »ove betueen fields. 
Use 'Accept' co»»and to go to next screen uhen done entering data.

Help: |D Accept :[£ Prev:[g] Li»its:[E Top:[fE Intrpt:[fi Quiet :|£j Cahlp

Variable Labels

After the variables are selected in the "Statistical legend variables (MBLSV)" screen, use 
Accept (F2) to bring up the "Statistics legend labels (MBLSL)" screen. This screen is 
used to specify alternate descriptions of the variable names that might be specified as part 
of the variable description supplied with the data set. Use the Tab and arrow keys to select 
the "Description" field and enter up to 24 characters of descriptive information about the 
variable. Next select the "Unit" field and enter up to eight characters to describe the unit 
of measurement for the variable. The displayed format would look like the following:

Median Dissolved Solids: 223.0 mg/L.

Note that the term "Median" and the median value (: 223.0) are inserted by the system. 

Use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Legend (MBL)" screen. 

Use Accept (F2) again or Return to return control to the "Basic (MB)" screen.
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Headings

A heading (up to 40 characters) can be specified for each Piper diagram. From the "Basic 
(MB)" screen, type "H" (or "h") or use the arrow keys to select the "Headings (MBH)" 
screen. For each diagram to be plotted, enter a heading. When finished, use Accept (F2) 
to return control to the "Basic (MB)" screen. If the diagrams are based on the partitioning 
of a single set of variables (see "partition" option in the "Name (N)" screen), then the 
diagram headings also can be specified in the "Headings (MPTAH)" screen accessed from 
the "Type" option in the "Partition (NP)" screen. Diagram headings that are specified 
when the partitioning option is invoked will revert to default values (the value of the parti 
tioning variable) whenever any option that affects the partitioning of the data is changed. 
Use the "Heading (MBH)" screen to reset the desired headings when this occurs.

r-Weadings <MBH>-
Specify a 40 character heading to be plotted above each diagra*. 

Diagraa Heading

1

-PIPER 2.0-

i-HELP-

This field initially contains the default diagra* heading label. 
You May enter an alternative heading label of up to 40 characters.

r-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and *ove between fields. 
Use 'Accept' comand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:|| Accept :|fj Limits :|B TopiJE Quiet :(E Xpad:|J] Cahlp Oops Hindow

Page Layout Potions

From the "Basic (MB)" screen, select the "Page (MBP)" screen. The "Page (MBP)" 
screen provides the following functions:

Page
Height 
Width

Axis Label 
Height 
Offset

Diagram Title 
Height 
Offset

Diagrams in Row 1 
Diagrams in Row 2 
Diagrams in Row 3

Font Style 
Grid Level 
Plot Page Border.
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Most options in this list are discussed in the section "Page Layout Options" under "Steps 
to Using QWGRAF Programs."

-Page (MBP>- -PIPER 2.<H
Page: 

Height: 
Hldth:

Axis label 
Height: 
Offset:

10.0

1.0 
1.0

Diagraa title: 
Height: 1.0 
Offset: 1.0

* of Diagrams in: 
Row 1: 1 
Row 2: 0 
Row 3: 0

Font style: 1 
Grid Level: 1

|-Plot page border

r-HELP-

Enter the height of the plot page in inches. For Postscript 
landscape use 8.5. For Postscript portrait use 11.

r-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and move between fields. 
Use 'Accept' coaaand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help: QH Accept :[B Limits :|£ Top:[Q] Quiet :Qgj Xpad:Qgj Cahlp Oops

Axis Label 

Height

The labels associated with the variables selected for presentation in the Piper diagram (as 
assigned in the "Add (NIA)" screen for varsets or the "Diagram (NPD)" screen for parti 
tioned data) are assigned a default size by the system. This size can be changed, but only 
on a relative basis. Use the Tab or arrow keys to select the "Axis Label Height" option. 
Enter an alternative factor to replace the default value of " 1." A value of 2 would double 
the height of the label.

Offset

The space that separates the axis label from the diagram axis is preset by the system. This 
distance can be changed, but only on a relative basis. Use the Tab or arrow keys to select 
the "Axis Label Offset" option. Enter an alternative factor to replace the default value of 
11 1." A value of 2 would double the offset distance.

Diagram Title 

Height

The size of the diagram title specified in the "Heading (MBH)" screen is predefined by 
the system. This size can be changed, but only on a relative basis. Use the Tab or arrow 
keys to select the "Diagram Title Height" option. Enter an alternative factor to replace the 
default value of "1." A value of 2 would double the height of the label.

Offset

The space that separates the diagram title from the top of the diagram is preset by the 
system. This distance can be changed but only on a relative basis. Use the Tab or arrow 
keys to select the "Diagram Title Offset" option. Enter an alternative factor to replace the 
default value of "1." A value of 2 would double the offset distance.

Number of Diagrams

The "piper" program provides for up to 90 diagrams on multiple pages. Each page may 
contain up to nine diagrams distributed in three rows of three diagrams each. The number 
of pages required will depend on the total number of diagrams and the number of
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diagrams the user wants on each page. Thus, 48 diagrams could be distributed on 48 
pages of 1 diagram each, 16 pages of 3 diagrams on each page, 8 pages of 6 diagrams on 
each page, and so forth.
Use the Enter and arrow keys to select the rows on which diagrams will be placed. Enter 
the number of diagrams to be placed on each row. If zero is selected for all three rows, 
then the system will select a default organization.

Grid Level

Use the Enter and arrow keys to select the "Grid level" option. If the "HELP" panel is not 
already activated, then use Help (Fl) to select the "HELP" panel, which presents the 
following options that are available for drawing grid lines on the Piper diagram:

0: No grid line, and tick marks and numbers at 20-percent intervals. 
1: Grid lines, and tick marks and numbers at 20-percent intervals. 
2: Grid lines, and tick marks and numbers at 10-percent intervals. 
3: Tick marks and numbers at 20-percent intervals, and water-type grid.

Enter the appropriate code number in the "Grid level" field. 

Censored Data Options

From the "Basic (MB)" screen, select the "Censored (MBC)" screen to view the options 
for censored data. By default the "piper" program excludes censored data from the anal 
ysis. To include censored data, use the arrow or Tab keys to select (highlight) the "Include 
censored values" option. Use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Basic (MB)" screen.

Make the Plot
When all arguments for the Piper diagram have been specified and the appropriate device 
selected, return control to the "Opening Screen" and select the "Make the plot" option. 
Use the Enter key. If a screen output was selected, then a graphics window opens and the 
Piper diagram is presented. If a file output was selected, then a message screen indicates 
that the output from the procedure has been saved.

piper Tutorial
An interactive tutorial is available to guide the user through the basic options of the 
"piper" program. The user will be guided through the steps required to create several 
quadlinear Piper diagrams on a page. The data will be partitioned to create a diagram for 
each State. The diagrams will be annotated with a symbol legend and a summary statistics 
legend for alkalinity and specific conductance. The tutorial is activated by first typing 
"Shift @" in the "Opening Screen" of a new "piper" session. When the dialog box comes 
up, enter the file name found in the tutorial.doc file distributed with the QWGRAF 
programs. This file is located in the doc subdirectory, which provides specific details on 
using this and other QWGRAF tutorials.
The tutorial prompts the user for specific keystrokes. The program will only respond 
when the correct keystroke sequence is entered; that is, incorrect information cannot be 
entered. Text for labels, titles, and so forth can be entered in either upper or lower case. 
The system converts everything to upper case.

Sample Plots
The following are examples of the types of plots that can be created with the QWGRAF 
"piper" program. These examples are intended to illustrate various options available in 
the program and do not necessarily conform to publication standards of the Geological 
Survey.
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Program: PIPER
Plot Specifications: Quadlinear Piper Diagram; Data Partitioning Within Diagram; User-Defined Symbols
and Sizes; Explanation Block; 20-percent Grid Lines; Two Titles

Example Piper Diagram 
Station Grouping Within Diagram Option

EXPLANATION 
NeW Jerseyo 
New York n 

PennsyI van I a A

CALCIUM CHLORIDE
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Program: PIPER
Plot Specifications:Quadlinear Piper Diagram; Multiple Diagrams; Data Partitioning Within Diagram; 
Explanation Blocks; User-Defined Diagram Labels; Three Titles: 20-percent Grid Lines; User-Specified 
Symbols and Sizes

Example Piper Diagram
Multiple Diagrams (Partitioning by State) 

Partitioning Within State by Year

PENNSYLVANIA
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Program: PIPER
Plot Specifications: Quadlmear Piper Diagram; Density Option; User-Specified Percentile Ranges and
Shading; Explanation Blocks; 20-percent Grid Lines; Three Titles

Example Piper Diagram
Densi ty Opt ion 

Each Shading Level Represents a Percentile Range of the Data

% RANGE SAMPLES/CELL 
NO DATA n
0-25 Hi 1 - 1 

25 - 50 IE 2-6 
50 - 75 a 7-21 
75 -100 E3 22 -42

X RANGE SAMPLES/CELL 
NO DATA n
0-25 Ml 1 - 1 

25 - 50 EH 2-6 
50 - 75 d 7-10 
75 -90 E3 11 -23 
90 -100   24 -25

X RANGE SAMPLES/CELL 
NO DATA n
0-25   1-1 

25 -SOB 2-5 
ft 50 - 75 d 6 -14 

Hi* 75 -100 E3 15 -28' \

CALCIUM
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Program: PIPER
Plot Specifications: Quadlinear Piper Diagram; Data Partitioning Within Diagram by Partitioning Variable;
User-Specified Symbols and Sizes; Explanation Block; Statistical Legend; 20-percent Grid Lines; One Title

Example Piper Diagram 
Optional Statistical Legend

Median Specific Conductance: 186.0 uS/cm 
Median Alkalinity, as CaC03: 46.0 mg/L

Ion-Balance Limit: 5 % 
11 passed 62 failed

EXPLANATION 
New Jerseyo 

New York D 
PennsyI van Ia A

CALCIUM CHLORIDE
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Program: PIPER
Plot Specifications: Quadlinear Piper Diagram; Binary Mixing Option; Data Partitioning Within Diagram 
by Partitioning Variable (State FIPS Code); User-Specified Symbols and Sizes; Explanation Block; 
20-percent Grid Lines; Two Titles

Example Piper Diagram
Binary Mixing Model 

Alternate Grid Line Option

EXPLANATION 
REFERENCE POINTS*

New Jersey A
New York Q

PennsyI van i a O

CALCIUM CHLORIDE
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durov

I

Open Name Get 
Data File Variables Spec File

Save 
Spec File

Modify 
Plot Specs

Make 
Plot

Add Delete Edit Clear

Diagram 
Variable

Partition 
Variables

DUROV DIAGRAMS (durov)

The "durov" program produces Durov diagrams, which are hydrpchemical facies 
diagrams similar to a Quadlinear Piper diagram, except that the intersection of points 
projected from the two trilinear diagrams are projected to form one of the axes on each 
of two adjacent x-y plots. The other axis on each of the x-y plots represents another vari 
able from the input data file. Each node of the two trilinear diagrams is user defined and 
can represent a single chemical constituent or a composite of two or more constituents. 
Data within a diagram can be differentiated on the basis of a single grouping variable, 
whose unique values are represented by symbols of user-defined type, size, and color. 
The program provides for multiple diagrams on a page (up to three fines with up to three 
diagrams per line). With multiple diagrams there is the option of utilizing a different set 
of variables for each diagram (individual variables can be repeated between sets) or using 
one set of variables that has been partitioned into groups or values on the basis of the 
values of up to four partition variables. Each group is represented by a Durov diagram on 
the plot page. Remarked (censored) data values reported as a limit of quantitation or 
detection limit can be included or excluded from the plot data set. Titles for each diagram 
and labels for each node of each diagram are user defined. There can be up to three title 
lines and two footnote lines each definable as to size, font, and centering. Grid options 
include none, 10 percent, and 20 percent. Up to five user-defined labels (up to 40 charac 
ters on multiple lines) can be positioned on the plot. Sets of plot specifications can be 
saved to files and used to facilitate plot configuration in other "durov" sessions.

Background
Hydrochemical facies are distinct zones that have cation and anion concentrations 
describable within defined composition categories. In a Durov plot, two trilinear 
diagrams are arranged so that one side of one triangle is at a 90-degree angle to one side 
of the other triangle. The data points from the two triangles are projected until they
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intersect in a central square. These intersection points are then projected as one of the two 
axes on each of two x-y coordinate plots located at the side and bottom of the central 
square. The other axes on the x-y graphs are represented by other variables from the input 
data file, such as total dissolved solids, specific conductance, pH, or hardness.

Durov Options
The "durov" program supports the following Durov functions: 

Function Screen Sequence

Group Data Opening Screen, Modify (M), Group (MG)
Symbol Attributes Opening Screen, Modify (M), Symbol (MS)
Rectangle Axes Opening Screen, Modify (M), Basic (MB), Axes (MBA).

Input Data Requirements
The "durov" program assumes that the data to be displayed in the Durov trilinear 
diagrams are in the equivalent form. See the discussion of "Data Management" in the 
"General Features of QWGRAF programs" section for suggestions on how to convert 
concentration data to equivalents. The data to be displayed in the side and bottom x-y 
coordinate rectangles are normally in standard concentration units.

Starting the "durov" Program
The "durov11 program is invoked by typing "durov" on the command line. The "Opening 
Screen" displays the options that serve as gateways to the screens used to set or modify 
the plot configuration options.

Load a Specifications File
To use specifications from a previous "durov" session, load a "Specifications" file. From 
the "Opening Screen," select the "Get (G)" screen. A list of specifications files (extension 
".drv") and a field for specifying the file name are presented. Use the arrow keys to select 
the required file and use either Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept the selection. The 
"latest.drv" file includes the program specifications that were used during the most recent 
execution of the "durov" program, whether in the current or previous session.

the time the 
select the "Open

The "Make the Plot" option can be selected immediately or any of the newly loaded spec 
ifications can be changed. Any altered specifications set can be saved in a new file or an 
old file can be overwritten.

Open Input Data File

Filter Data

From the "Opening Screen," select the "Open (O)" screen. From the "Open (O)" screen, 
select the "Select (OS)" screen. Type in a file or select the input data file desired Use the 
arrow, Page Down, and Page Up keys to select a data file. Use either Accept (F2) or the 
Enter key to accept the file selection and return control to the "Open (O)" screen.

To restrict the data to be applied to the Durov diagram, use the "Filter" option in the 
"Open (O)11 screen to specify the criteria for selecting those rows to be retained for use 
with the program. This process does not alter the original data file but results in a tempo 
rary data file for use with the program. A permanent copy of the filtered data file can DC 
obtained by using the "Filter" option in the "datmgr" program and saving the output in an 
RDB file.
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Name Variables
From the "Opening Screen," select the "Name (N)" screen. The "Name (N)" screen 
provides the following options:

Varsets - Select one or more sets of variables
(one for each Durov diagram desired).

or
Partition - Select a variable set, a partition variable, and interval 

limits. One diagram for each partition interval.
or 

Return - Return to opening screen.

A single Durov diagram requires eight variables three variables for the cation list, three 
variables for the amon list, and two additional variables for the side and bottom rectan 
gles. Normally, a single set of variables is defined that results in a single diagram on the 
plot page (Varsets option). However, the Varsets option also can be used to define multi 
ple sets of variables for me purpose of placing multiple Durov diagrams on a page. Indi 
vidual variables can be repeated between sets. The more common approach to multiple 
diagrams is to take a single set of variables and partition the values into groups on the 
basis of composite values of up to four partitioning variables (Partition option). Each 
group is the basis of a Durov diagram; tor example, a Durov diagram can be produced 
for each State. The "Varsets" and Partition" functions are described in more detail under 
"Name (Select) Variables" in the section "Shared Features" at the beginning of the report.

Modify Plot Specifications

After the data file has been opened and the variables of interest named, select the "Modify 
(M)" screen by typing "M" (or "m") or use the Tab and arrow keys to select the "Modify 
compute/plot specifications" option followed by using Accept (F2) or the Enter key. The 
"Modify (M)" screen presents the following options:

Group - specify variable for grouping data within diagram
Symbol - specify symbol for each group within diagram
Basic - specify titles, footnotes, labels, and axes options
Device - specify device for graphics output
Return - to opening screen.

-Modify (M>- -DUROV 2.0-,

Select an option:

_________ _____
- specify syabol for each group within diagram 

Basic - specify titles, footnotes, labels, axes options 
Device - specify device for graphics output

Return - to opening screen

r-HELP-
Select an integer or text variable which can be used to eliminate 
data observations and assign unique symbol attributes to groups 
of observations.

r-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys

then confira selection with the F2 key.
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:JE Accept :]E Top: BE Quiet :|£] Xpad:|£ Cahlp
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Grouping Variable
The unique values of the "Grouping Variable" are used to provide partitioning of the data 
points within the Durov triangles. This would commonly oe used to distinguish samples 
or stations. Each unique value of the "Grouping Variable" is represented by a set of 
symbol attributes (see "Symbol" option from the "Modify (M) screen).
From the "Modify (M)11 screen, select the "Group (MG)" screen. Use the arrow and Enter 
keys to select the variable to be used to partition the data. When finished, use Accept (F2) 
to accept the selection and return control to the "Modify (M)11 screen.

 Group (MG)                                         
Select the grouping variable by setting its "Select" value to 1.

-OUROV 2.0-,

Select Variable
0 STATION
0 HUNIT

Select
Qo

Variable
STCODE
YEAR

Select 
0 
0

Variable 
CNTYCODE 
MONTH

r41ELP-
This field is used to mark the selection of the partition variable. 
Enter a 1 to select the variable, 0 to deselect. Only one variable 
 ey be selected.

-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted fleld(s).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and Hove between fields. 
Use 'Accept' comand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:U Accept :|B Limits :|g Top:||E Quiet :|g Xpad:QQ C.hlp Oops Hlndow

Group Symbol
The "Symbol" option from the "Modify (M)" screen is used to select the specific values 
of the grouping variable to be represented in the diagrams. Each value is assigned a 
symbol type, size, and color. Any combination of type, size, and color can be assigned as 
long as tne combination is unique for each unique value of the filter variable.
From the "Modify (MY1 screen, select the "Symbol2 (MS)" screen. The default under 
"Station number" is "All," which provides for all points in the diagram to be represented 
by the same symbol with default symbol type, size, and color. An optional label (up to 24 
characters) can be specified, as can an alternative symbol type, size, and color.
To assign symbol characteristics to each unique value of the "Station number," use the 
arrow and Enter keys to select the appropriate items and enter the information required. 
Once an item is selected, use Help (Fl) and Limits (F5) to display the list of allowable 
values or codes for that item. To page through the list of allowable values, use the Help 
(Fl) again; this allows you to use the Page Down and Page Up keys to scroll through the 
list. When finished, use (F3) to reactivate the "Data" panel. As many "Station number" 
values as needed can be specified; the values need not be inclusive, contiguous, or in any 
particular order. When finished, use Accept (F2) to accept the selections and return 
control to the "Modify (M)" screen.
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rSy«bol2 <MS>-
Speclfy list of up to 10 itemized stations:

-DUROV 2.0-,

Station number

36
42

Label
Neu Jersey
Neu York
Pennsylvania

Syabol
22
23
24
7
7
7
7

Size
.10
.10

0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08

Color
FORE
FORE
FORE
FORE
FORE
FORE
FORE

r-HELP-
Enter a 1-16 character unique station identifier. Enter ALL to specify 
the symbol type, size and color for all stations. ALL Hay be used only 
for the 1st station in the list.

r-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s). 

Use carriage return or arrou keys to enter data and move between fields. 
Use 'Accept* comand to go to next screen uhen done entering data.

Help:|H Accept :[g Limits :|g Top:gE Quiet :g5] Xpad:|E C.hlp Oops Windou

Basic Plot Parameters

From the "Modify (M)" screen, select the "Basic (MB)" screen, which lists the following 
options:

Axes - type and limits for side and lower box
Headings - for each diagram
Titles - above plot
Footnotes - below plot
Labels -of miscellaneous text
Page - layout options
Censored - data options
Make - the plot
Return - to previous screen.

Type the first letter of any option or use the arrow and Enter keys to select the screen for 
the option required.

r-Basic CMB>- -flUROV 2.0-,
Set or Modify plotting options:

Axes - type & liaits for side & louer box
Headings - for each diagram
Titles - above plot Then:
FootNotes - belou plot
Labels - of Miscellaneous text
Page - layout options
Censored ~ data options

Or:
Make - the plot

r-flELP-

Return to previous aenu.

rINSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrou keys 

then confirm selection with the F2 key, or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help :|E] Accept :[£ Top: BE Quiet :"g Xpad:|£ Cahlp
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Axes for Side and Lower X-Y Plots

C
irs 
an

The Durov plot involves two x-y coordinate rectangles onto which the cation/anion pai 
from the two trilinear diagrams are projected. The other axis of each rectangle, which a 
be linear or logarithmic, represents another variable from the data file.
From the "Basic (MB)" screen, select the "Axes (MBA)" screen. Select the "Scaling 
Method" option to view the "Scaling (MBAS)" screen. Use the arrow keys to select either 
the "Automatic" or "Manual" option.
If "Automatic" was selected, then use of Accept (F2) or the Enter key brings up the 
"Automatic (MBASA)" screen. Enter either "Linear (default) or "Log" for each box 
selected. Use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Basic (MB)" screen.
If "Manual" was selected, then use of Accept (F2) or the Enter key returns control to the 
"Axis (MBA)" screen. In turn, select both trie "Side Box Limits" and the "Lower Box 
Limits" options to bring up a two screen sequence for specifying the axis type, the axis 
scale lower limit, the axis scale upper limit, and tick-mark interval. The first screen to 
appear is "Limits 1," which queries for the diagram number. This is only applicable when 
multiple diagrams have been specified by either defining multiple yarsets or when the 
data are being partitioned. The second screen to appear is the "Limits (MBASL)" screen 
where the actual axis limits are specified.

Axis Type

Use the arrow keys to select the axis type desired (linear or logarithmic) and then use the 
space bar to toggle this selection "On as indicated by the appearance of an "X" in the 
field to the left of the option name.

Lower Limit

Use the Enter or arrow keys to select the "Lower Limit" option. Enter a value for the 
lower limit.

Upper Limit

Use the Enter or arrow keys to select the "Upper Limit" option. Enter a value for the 
upper limit.

Tick-Mark Interval

Use the Enter or arrow keys to select the "Tick-Mark Interval" option. Enter a value for 
the tick-mark interval.
Use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Axis (MBA)" screen. When finished with the 
manual axis definition process, use Accept (F2) or the "Return" option to return control 
to the "Basic (MB)" screen.

r-flxes (MBfi)- -OUROV 2.0-,

Scaling Method 
Side Box Limits 
Lower Box Limits

r-WELP-

Return to previous menu

^INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confira selection with the F2 key. or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:||] Accept :[£ Top:[|£J Quiet :[E Xpad:[£ Cahlp
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pScaling (MBAS>- -OUROV 2.0-,

Box Scaling Method

limits mill be oetermil
Manual- user specified linits

r-HELP-

The axis liaits and tickaark intervals will be set automatically 
according to the data that you have selected.

r-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrou keys 

then confirm selection uith the F2 key, or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help: [H Accept :[g Top:^ Quiet :[£ Xpad:|£ Cahlp

r-ftutoaatic (MBASft)- -DUROV 2.0-,

Side Box Axis Type: Ei 

Bottoa Box Axis Type: LINEAR

i-HELP-

Select LINEAR or LOG

Enter data in highlighted field(s).
Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and aove between fields. 

Use 'Accept' coaaand to go to next screen uhen done entering data.

Help:[B Accept :[£ Prev:[E Liaits:[|g Top:BE Quiet :[£ Xpad:|£ Cahlp

r-Li«its (MBASD-

Hiniaua data value: 28.0 Maxiaua data value: 435.0 

Side Box Liaits - Diagraa 1

-OUROV 2.0-,

Axis 
type

Lower 
liait

i : Linear Log

Upper 

100.0

Tick 
interval

0.0

^HELP-

This is the lower lisit for the axis.

-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrou keys to enter data and «ove between fields. 
Use 'Accept' coaaand to go to next screen uhen done entering data.

Help :2] Accept :[£ Liaits:[ Quiet :[£ Xpad:|£ Cahlp Oops Dnpg
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Headings

A heading (up to 40 characters) can be specified for each Durov diagram. From the "Basic 
(MB)" screen, type "H" (or "h") or use the arrow keys to select the "Headings (MBH)" 
screen. For each diagram to be plotted, enter a heading. When finished, use Accept (F2) 
to return control to the "Basic (MB)" screen. If the diagrams are based on the partitioning 
of a single set of variables (see "partition" option in the "Name fN)" screen), then the 
diagram headings also can be specified in the "Headings (MPTAH)" screen accessed from 
the "Type" option in the "Partition (NP)" screen. Diagram headings specified when the

.-.-  .       1 i 'it .. ir* -t. * x.i T r» . i .   .    /alu

'Heading (MBH) .eadings

pHeedings (MBH)                                      
Specify a 40 character heading to be plotted above each diegraa.

-OUROV 2.0-1

Diagre
1

Heading

r-HELP-

This field contains the digra» heading. 
It May be up to 40 characters in length.

r-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrou keys to enter data and Move between fields. 
Use 'Accept' co»»and to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:|H Accept :JH Limits :[Q Top: Kg Quiet :|H Xpad:QQ Cahlp Oops Hindow

Paae Layout Potions

From the "Basic (MB)" screen, select the "Page (MBP)" screen. The "Page (MBP)" 
screen provides the following functions:

Page Height 
Page Width 
Font Style 
Grid Level 
Plot Page Border

Diagrams in Row 1 
Diagrams in Row 2 
Diagrams in Row 3

Most options in this list are discussed in the section "Page Layout Options" under "Steps 
to Using QWGRAF Programs."

Grid Level

Use the Enter and arrow keys to select the "Grid level" option. If the "Help" panel is not 
already activated, then use Help (Fl) to bring up the "Help" panel, which presents the 
options available for drawing grid lines on the Durov diagram. These options are as follow:

0: No grid line and tick marks and number at 20-percent intervals. 
1: Grid lines, tick marks and numbers at 20-percent intervals. 
2: Grid lines and tick marks and numbers at 10-percent intervals.

Enter the appropriate code number in the "Grid level" field.
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pfage (MBP)    

Page height? 

Page uidth? 10.0 

Font style? 1 

Grid Level? 1

-DUROV 2.0-

* diagrams in Roy 1? 1

* diagrams In Roy 2? 0

* diagrams In Roy 3? 0

|-Plot page border

r-«ELP-

Enter the height of the plot page in Inches.

r-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and Move between fields. 
Use 'Accept* coMand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:[E Accept :flg Limits :[E Top:gE Quiet :[E Xpad:|E Cahlp Oops

Diagrams in Row 1

Use the Enter and arrow keys to select the "Diagrams in row 1" option. Enter the number 
of diagrams to be placed on the first row of the plot page (up to three). Enter zero if you 
want a default.

Diagrams in Row 2

Use the Enter and arrow keys to select the "Diagrams in row 2" option. Enter the number 
of diagrams to be placed on the second row of the plot page (up to three). Enter zero if 
you want a default.

Diagrams in Row 3

Use the Enter and arrow keys to select the "Diagrams in row 3" option. Enter the number 
of diagrams to be placed on the third row of the plot page (up to three). Enter zero if you 
want a default.

Censored Data Options

From the "Basic (MB)" screen, select the "Censored (MBC)" screen to view the options 
for censored data. By default the "durov" program excludes censored data from the anal 
ysis. To include censored data, use the arrow or Tab keys to select (highlight) the "Include 
censored values" option. Use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Basic (MB)" screen.

Make the Plot
When all arguments for the Durov diagram have been specified and the appropriate 
device selected, return control to the "Opening Screen," select the "Make the plot" option, 
and use the Enter key. If a screen output was selected, then a graphics window opens and 
the Durov diagram is presented. If a file output was selected, then a message screen indi 
cates that the output from the procedure has been saved.

Sample Plots
The following are examples of Durov plots that can be produced with the QWGRAF 
"durov" program. These examples are intended to illustrate various options available in 
the program and do not necessarily conform to publication standards of the Geological 
Survey.
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Program: DUROV
Plot Specifications: Durov Diagram; No Data Partitioning; Automatic Scaling of Side Boxes

Example Durov PLot

CHLORIDE

500

a
W

0 250 500 
CONDUCTANCE
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Program: Durov
Plot Specifications: Durov Plot with Side and Bottom Boxes; Data Partitioning by Station (One
Diagram Per Station); Automatic Scaling of Side Boxes; Diagram Labels; 2 Titles

Example Durov Plot 
Partitioning by Station

01642300 01653900

01438600 01335700
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Add Delete Edit Clear

Diagram 
Variable

STIFF DIAGRAMS (stiff)

The "stiff1 program produces Stiff diagrams, which are a graphical means of comparing 
the concentrations of anion/cation pairs. Each diagram can display up to five cation/anion 
pairs. Each node of the diagram is user defined and can represent a single chemical 
constituent or a composite of two or more constituents. The program provides for plotting 
up to 15 diagrams on a page three lines of up to five diagrams per line. With multiple 
diagrams there is the option of utilizing a different set of variables for each diagram (indi 
vidual variables can be repeated between sets) or of using one set of variables that has 
been partitioned into groups of values on the basis of composite values of up to four parti 
tion variables. Each group is then represented by a Stiff diagram on the plot page. 
Remarked (censored) data values reported as a limit of quantitation or detection limit can 
be included or excluded from the plot data set. Titles for each diagram and labels for each 
node of each diagram are user defined. There can be up to three title lines and two foot 
note lines each definable as to size, font, and centering. Up to five user-defined labels (up 
to 40 characters on multiple lines) can be positioned on the plot. Any number of plot spec 
ification files can be saved and used to facilitate plot specification in other "stiff1 sessions.

Background

A Stiff diagram is a graphical means of comparing the concentrations of major cation/ 
anion pairs, expressed in milliequivalents. The cation/anion pairs are plotted on horizon 
tal axes (one cation/anion pair per axis) that extend on each side of a vertical axis that 
represent zero concentration. The points (or nodes) are connected to form an irregular 
polygon whose shape is a representation of the chemical content of the water body.
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Stiff Diagram Options
The "stiff1 program supports the following Stiff diagram related functions: 

Function Screen Sequence

Data Aggregation Method Opening Screen, Modify (M), Aggregate (MA) 
Diagram Headings Opening Screen, Modify (M), Basic (MB),

Headings (MBH) 
X-Axis Opening Screen, Modify (M), Basic (MB),

X-Axis (MBX).

Input Data Requirements
The "stiff1 program assumes the data to be displayed in the Stiff diagrams are in the 
equivalent form. See the discussion of "Data Management" in the "General Features" 
section for suggestions on how to convert concentration data to equivalents.

Starting the "stiff" Program
The "stiff1 program is invoked by typing "stiff1 on the command line. The "Opening 
Screen" displays the options that serve as gateways to the screens used to set or modify 
the plot configuration options.

Load a Specifications File
To use specifications from a previous "stiff1 session, load a "Specifications" file (see 
discussion of "Specifications Files" in the section "Steps to Using QWGRAF Programs"). 
From the "Opening Screen," select the "Get (G)" screen. A list of specifications files 
(extension ".stf') and a field for specifying the file name are presented. Use the arrow 
keys to select the required file and use either Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept the 
selection. The "latest.stf' file includes the program specifications used during the most 
recent execution of the "stiff1 program, whether in the current or previous session. There 
may or may not be other user-defined specifications files available.
The "Specifications" file includes the name of the input data file that was active at the 
time the specifications file was created. If a new input data file is required, then select the 
"Open (O)" screen from the "Opening Screen" and select a new input data file.
Program specifications, whether entered via the key board or retrieved from a "Specifi 
cations" file, can be changed during the current session. The user may choose to over 
write an existing "Specifications" file or create a new one (see "Save Specifications" 
option).

Open Input Data File
From the "Opening Screen," select the "Open (O)" screen. From the "Open (O)" screen, 
select the "Select (OS)" screen. Type in a file name or select the input data file desired. 
Use the arrow, Page Down, and Page Up keys to select a data file. Use either Accept (F2) 
or the Enter key to accept the file selection and return control to the "Open (O)" screen.

Filter Data
To restrict the data to be used for the Stiff diagram, the "Filter" option from the "Open 
(O)" screen can be used to specify the criteria for selecting those rows that will be 
retained for use with the program. This process does not alter the original data file but 
results in a temporary data file for use with the program. A permanent copy of the filtered
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data file can be obtained by using the "Filter" option in the "datmgr" program and then 
saving the output in an RDB file.

Name Variables
From the "Opening Screen," select the "Name (N)" screen, which presents the following 
options:

Varsets - Select one or more sets of variables 
(one for each Stiff diagram desired).

or
Partition - Select a variable set, a partition variable, and interval 

limits. One diagram for each partition interval.
or 

Return - Return to opening screen.

A single Stiff diagram requires at least two cation/anion pairs and can have a maximum 
of five pairs. A single set of cation/anion pairs produces a single diagram on the plot page 
(Varsets option). The Varsets option also can be used to define multiple sets of variables 
(individual variables can be repeated between sets); one Stiff diagram for each set. An 
alternative approach to multiple Stiff diagrams is to take a single set of cation/anion pairs 
and partition the values into groups on the basis of composite values of up to four parti 
tioning variables (Partition option). Each group is the basis of a Stiff diagram. For exam 
ple, produce Stiff diagrams by state and year. The "Varsets" and "Partition" functions are 
described in more detail under "Name (Select) Variables" in the "Shared Features" section.

Modify Plot Specifications
After the data file has been opened and the variables of interest named, select the "Modify 
(M)" screen by typing "M" (or "m") or use the Tab and arrow keys to select the "Modify 
compute/plot specifications" option and then use Accept (F2) or the Enter key. The 
"Modify (M)" screen lists the following options:

Aggregate - specify method of data aggregation
Basic - specify titles, footnotes, labels, and axes options
Device - specify device for graphics output
Return - to opening screen.

r-Jtodify (M)- -STIFF 2.0-,

Select en option:
>) data aggregation

Sasic 
Device

- specify titles, footnotes, labels, axes options
- specify device for graphics output

Return - to opening screen

r-HELP-

Selection Method of combining data records 
into e single value for each variable.

r-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys

then confirm selection with the F2 key.
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:[IJ Accept :|E Top :OBG Quiet :[EJ Xpad-'IE C-hlp
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Aggregate Data
The value used at a node of a Stiff diagram represents a composite value of all the obser 
vations in the data file for the constituent (or composite constituent) represented by that 
node. The "stiff1 program provides several methods for aggregating the data to a compos 
ite value. These methods are as follow:

Mean (Average) (Default)
Sum
Median
Range
Maximum
Minimum
Observation Count
Standard Deviation
Variance
Coefficient of Variation (Std Dev/Mean).

From the "Modify (M)" screen, select the "Aggregation (MA)" screen. Use the arrow 
keys to select the aggregation method desired and then use the space bar to toggle the 
selection "On" as indicated by the presence of an "X" in the field to the left of the option 
description. Use Accept (F2) to accept the selection return control to the "Modify (M)" 
screen.

r-flggregat <Mfl>- -STIFF 2.0-

Select data aggregation aethod:

Su«
Median
Range

Count
Standard Deviation
Variance
Coefficient of Variation

r-HELP-

Use the average of all observations In each interval.

i-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confirm selection with the F2 key. or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:|H Accept :(B Top:|Q] Quiet :]§ Xpad:]j] C.hlp

Basic Piot Parameters
From the "Modify (M)" screen, select the "Basic (MB)" screen, which lists the following 
options:

X-axis - limits and label
Headings - for each diagram
Titles - above plot
Footnotes - below plot
Labels - of miscellaneous text
Page - layout options
Censored - data options
Make - the plot
Return - to previous screen.

Type the first letter of any option or use the arrow and Enter keys to select the screen for 
the option required.
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r-Basic (MB)                      
Set or Modify plotting options:

X-axis - limits and label
Headings - for each diagran
Titles - above plot
FootNotes - below plot
Labels - of niscellaneous text
Page - layout options
Censored - data options

-STIFF 2.0-,

Then:
Make 

Or:
- the plot

r-HELP-

Return to previous Menu.

-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confirn selection with the F2 key. or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:|fS Accept :(B Top:[Q] Quiet :|E XpadiQg C.hlp

Each Stiff diagram has an axis at the bottom the diagram, effectively a two-sided axis, 
the left side of the diagram (normally for, but not necessarily restricted to, anions) and 
the right side of the diagram (normally for, but not necessarily restricted to, cations). The 
scale numbering extends from "0" at the midpoint of the scale to appropriate limiting 
values at each end of the scale. The scaling for this axis can be done by the system or its 
limits can be specified by the user. An axis label also can be specified.

From the "Basic (MB)" screen, select the "X-axis (MBX)11 screen. To specify the scaling 
method, select the "Scaling (MBXS)" screen. Select the scaling option desired and use 
the space bar to toggle the selection "On" (an "X" appears to the left of the selected 
option). To specify a label for the axis, use the arrow keys to select the "Axis label" option 
and enter a label (up to 20 characters). Use Accept (F2) to accept the selections and return 
control to the "X-axis (MBX)" screen. If "Manual" scaling was selected in the "Scaling 
(MBXS)" screen, then select the "Axis (MBXA)11 screen to set the axis limits for each 
diagram. Use the "Return" option to return control to the "Basic (MB)" screen.

r-X-axis (MBX>- -STIFF 2.0-,

Specify:

Scaling Method & axis label

Axis liMits

Or:

.fa..... ..-.i.^r.nv.--, u»n

i-HELP-

Return to the basic options Menu.

-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confirM selection uith the F2 key. or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:|U Accept :0g Top:[Q] Quiet :|E Xpad:Qg C«hlp
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c

ur-i n

The BaxiBiM axis value

TMf*Tm ir*~r

Scaling Bethod:

Axis label:
]

will be determined by the selected data.

Option field: use space bar to toggle between ON (X) and OFF ( ). 
Use carriage return or arrow keys to «ove between fields. 

Use 'Accept* comand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:||] Accept :|H Limits :[H Top:|Q Quiet :[£ Xpad:|gj] Cahlp Oops

r-Axis <MBXA>-
Enter the Maxiaua data values for each diagran.

Number Maxiaua 
1

-STIFF 2.<H

r-HELP-

Enter the  axi«u* expected data value for each diagran.

r-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted Field(s). 

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and >ove between fields. 
Use 'Accept' coMand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:|B Accept :|H Limits :|H Top=||E Quiet :|j5j Xpad:^ Cahlp Oops Window

Headings
A heading can be specified for each Stiff diagram. From the "Basic (MB)" screen, type 
"H" (or "h") or use the arrow keys to select the "Headings (MBH)" screen. For each 
diagram to be plotted, enter a heading (up to 40 characters). When finished, use Accept 
(F2) to return control to the "Basic (MB)" screen.
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p-Headings (MBH)                                   
Specify a 40 character heading to be plotted above each diagrf

-STIFF 2.0-,

Diagrc 
1

Heading

r-HELP-

Thls field contains the dlgran heading. 
It nay be up to 40 characters In length.

r-INSTRUCT-
Enter data In highlighted fleld(s).

Use carriage return or arrou keys to enter data and nove between fields. 
Use "flccepf conaand to go to next screen uhen done entering data.

Help:[H Accept :Qg Limits :|H Top:QQ] Quiet :||| Xpad:|£ Cnhlp Oops Window

Paae Layout Potions

From the "Basic (MB)" screen, select the "Page (MBP)" screen. The "Page (MBP)" 
screen provides the following functions:

Page Height 
Page Width 
Font Style 
Plot Page Border

Diagrams in Row 1 
Diagrams in Row 2 
Diagrams in Row 3.

Most options in this list are discussed in the section "Page Layout Options" under "Steps 
to Using QWGRAF Programs."

r-Page (MBP)    

Page height? 

Page width? 10.0 

Font style? 1 

|-Plot page border

-STIFF 2.0-,

* diagrams In Row 1? 1

* diagrams In Row 2? 0

* diagrams In Row 3? 0

Symbol type? 6

I-HELP-

Enter the height of the plot page In Inches.

r-INSTRUCT-
Enter data In highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrou keys to enter data and nove between fields. 
Use 'flccepf connand to go to next screen uhen done entering data.

Help:!] Accept:[}g Lii.it s^ TopiQQ] Quiet :[jg Xpad:[£ Cnhlp Oops
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Diagrams in Row 1

Use the Enter and arrow keys to select the "Diagrams in row 1" option. Enter the number 
of diagrams to be placed on the first row of the plot page (up to five). Enter a value of 
zero (0) for a default organization.

Diagrams in Row 2

Use the Enter and arrow keys to select the "Diagrams in row 2" option. Enter the number 
of diagrams to be placed on the second row of the plot page (up to five). Enter a value of 
zero (0) for a default organization.

Diagrams in Row 3

Use the Enter and arrow keys to select the "Diagrams in row 3" option. Enter the number 
of diagrams to be placed on the third row of the plot page (up to five). Enter a value of 
zero (0) for a default organization.

Plot Page Border

To draw a page border around the plot, use the Enter and arrow keys to select this option 
and then use the space bar to toggle the option "On" as indicated by the appearance of an 
"X" in the option field.

Censored Data Options
From the "Basic (MB)" screen, select the "Censored (MBC)" screen to view the options 
for censored data. By default the "stiff1 program excludes censored data from the analy 
sis. To include censored data, use the arrow or Tab keys to select (highlight) the "Include 
censored values" option. Use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Basic (MB)" screen.

Make the Plot
When all arguments for the Stiff diagram have been specified and the appropriate device 
selected, return control to the "Opening Screen," select the "Make the plot" option, and 
use the Enter key. If a screen output was selected, then a graphics window opens and the 
Stiff diagram is presented. If a file output was selected, then a message screen indicates 
that the output from the procedure has been saved.

Sample Plots
The following are examples of the types of plots that can be created with the QWGRAF 
"stiff1 program. These examples are intended to illustrate various options available in the 
program and do not necessarily conform to publication standards of the Geological 
Survey.
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Program: STIFF
Plot Specifications: Single Variable Set (No Data Partitioning); Data Aggregation by Mean; Single Title;
User-Defined Node Labels; Automatic X-Axis Scaling; X-Axis Label

Example Stiff Diagram

SOD IUM

POTASS IUM

CALCIUM

MAGNESIUM

CHLORIDE

NITRATE

SULFATE

BICARBONATE

MILL I EQUIVALENTS
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Program: STIFF
Plot Specifications: Data Partitioning by State; Data Aggregation by Mean; Two Titles; User-Defined
Diagram Headings; Automatic X-Axis Scaling; X-Axis Label

SODIUM

MAGNESIUM

10

EXAMPLE STIFF DIAGRAM 
Partitioning by State

t W JERSEY YORK

CHLORIDE

NITRATE

SULFATE

BICARBONATE

SODIUM

POTASSIUM

CALCIUM

MAGNESIUM

CHLORIDE

NITRATE

SULFATE

BICARBONATE

Median, Meq Median, Meq

PENNSYLVANIA

SODIUM

POTASSIUM

CALCIUM

MAGNESIUM

CHLORIDE

NITRATE

SULFATE

BICARBONATE

Median, Meq
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1
?en 
i File

Name 
Variables

Get 
Spec File

Save 
Spec File

Modify 
Plot Specs

Make 
Plot

MAPPING (mapping)

The "mapping" program produces boundary outline maps of the United States and 
selected territories, States, counties, hydrologic regions, subregions, accounting units, 
and cataloging units. It also produces user-defined rectangles based on user-supplied lati 
tude/longitude coordinates. Several common map projections are available. The primary 
boundary can be supplemented with multiple overlays, which include the EPA River 
Reach file. The "mapping" program has a facility for cross-referencing State and county 
names with their respective FIPS codes, as well as hydrologic unit codes and names. Each 
overlay can be defined in terms of line type, thickness, and color. Overlays can be blanked
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or not blanked at the primary boundary. Data can be quantitatively represented on the 
maps as symbols or bar charts at point locations or by bar charts or shading patterns 
within areas. The program provides for labeling site locations that utilize values of a vari 
able from either the input data file or a separate variable label file. Label attributes (size, 
color, font, and angle) can be declared globally or obtained as site-specific values from 
either the input data file or the variable label file. Remarked (censored) data values 
reported as a limit of quantisation or detection limit can be included or excluded from the 
plot data set. Up to five user-defined labels (up to 40 characters on multiple lines) can be 
positioned anywhere on the plot. There can be up to three title lines and two footnotes, 
each definable as to size, font, and centering. Any number of plot specification files can 
be saved and used to facilitate plot specification in other "mapping" sessions.

Mapping Options
The "mapping" program provides options for the following mapping related functions: 

Function Screen Sequence

Map Type Opening Screen, Modify (M), Map (MM) 
Primary Boundary Opening Screen, Modify (M), Area (MA) 
Overlay Boundaries Opening Screen, Modify (M), Overlay (MO) 
Data Display Opening Screen, Modify (M), Data (MD) 
Station Labeling Opening Screen, Modify (M), Station (MS) 
Axes/Grids Opening Screen, Modify (M), Basic (MB),

Axes (MBA) 
Map Projection Opening Screen, Modify (M), Basic (MB),

Projection (MBP).

Starting the "mapping" Program
The "mapping" program is invoked by typing "mapping" on the command line. The 
"Opening Screen" displays the options that serve as gateways to the screens used to set 
or modify the plot configuration options.

Input Data Requirements
The "mapping" program requires an input data file if data are to be mapped or if station 
locations are to be plotted. An additional file can be accessed to provide labeling infor 
mation (label variable, font, color, size, and presentation angle) for site locations when 
such information is not available in the data file. A single variable is specified for point 
symbol and trend maps and up to four variables are selected for "Area Bar" and "Point 
Bar" maps. Quantitative mapping of data to point locations or plotting station locations 
requires the data set to have variables for decimal latitude (DECLAT) and decimal longi 
tude (DECLON). Variables for latitude and longitude in degrees, minutes, and seconds 
can be converted to DECLAT and DECLON by using the "Create" function in the 
"datmgr" program. If the input data file is from the NWIS QWDATA system in the 
FLATOUT format and is accompanied by the "PARNAMES" format definition file, then 
the LATLG variable is automatically converted to the DECLAT and DECLON variables 
when read by a QWGRAF program (remember to append the QWFLATOUT files with 
the ".qwd" and ".qwv" file-name extensions, respectively). The input data file also should 
contain variables for State code (STCODE), county code (CNTYCODE), and hydrologic 
unit code (HUNIT) if individual or groups of States, counties, or hydrologic units are to 
be used as either primary boundaries or overlays. These variables also are used as the 
basis for aggregating data to these levels for use in "Area Shade" maps. They also can be
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used as partitioning variables for computing data intervals. NOTE: These variable names 
must be in upper case.

Load a Specifications File
To use specifications from a previous "mapping" session, load a "Specifications" file. 
From the "Opening Screen," select the "Get (G)" screen. A list of specifications files 
(extension ".mpp") and a field for specifying the file name are presented. Use the arrow 
keys to select the required file and use either Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept the 
selection. The "latest.mpp" file contains the program specifications that were used during 
the most recent execution of the "mapping" program, whether in the current or previous 
session. There may or may not be other user-defined specifications files available.
The "Specifications" file includes the name of the input data file (if one was used) active 
at the time the file was created. If a new input data file is required, then select the "Open 
(O)" screen from the "Opening Screen" and select a new input data file.
The "Make the Plot" option can be selected immediately or any of the newly loaded spec 
ifications can be changed. Any altered specifications set can be saved in a new file or an 
old file can be overwritten.

Open Input Data File
The default map type upon opening the "mapping" program is a "No Data" map. This 
map type is used for displaying polygon maps of the States, counties, hydrologic units, 
and user-defined polygons with various overlays. With this option, no input data file is 
required. For other map types ("Point Symbol," "Area Shade," "Three-Dimensional 
(3-D) Bar", and "Trend"), a data file that contains the data to be mapped must be speci 
fied. An additional file may be opened from the "Open (MSO)" screen for use with the 
"Station labeling" option (see "Station" option in "Modify (M)" screen). This option 
allows a station location to be labeled by using the value of a "label variable" and the 
selection of four other variables to define the font, color, size, and angle of the label. This 
option can be used with a "No Data" map, a "Point Symbol" map, or a "Trend" map. For 
example, in a "Point Symbol" map, the interval data range might be indicated by the size 
and color of the symbol while the exact value within the interval could be represented in 
the label.
From the "Opening Screen," select the "Open (O)" screen. From the "Open (O)" screen, 
select the "Select (OS)" screen. Type in a file name or select the input data file desired. 
Use the arrow, Page Down, and Page Up keys to select a data file. Use either Accept (F2) 
or the Enter key to accept the file selection and return control to the "Open (O)" screen.

Filter Data
To restrict the data to be used for the map, the "Filter" option from the "Open (O)" screen 
(filter a data file) or the "Open (MSO)" screen (filter a label file) can specify the criteria 
for selecting those rows that will be retained for use with the program.

Name Variables
From the "Opening Screen," select the "Name (N)" screen. If the map type is "No Data," 
which is the default when the mapping program is started, then a message is presented 
indicating that the "No Data" map has been selected. If any other type of map is to be plot 
ted, then return control to the "Opening Screen" and select the "Modify (M)" screen. 
From the "Modify (M)" screen, select the "Map (MM)" screen to select the appropriate 
map type. A map type other than "No Data" must be selected before a variable to map is 
selected.
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If the map to be plotted is a "Point Symbol" map, "Area Shade" map, or "Trend" map, 
then a single variable from the input data file must be specified. For a "3-D Bar" map, up 
to four variables may be selected; each variable is represented as one element in a stacked 
three-dimensional bar. The bars can be plotted at either specific latitude/longitude loca 
tions ("Point Bar") or at the centroids of the selected polygons ("Area Bar").

Use the Enter and arrow keys to select the variables to be mapped. A variable can be dese 
lected by entering a "0" (zero) in the "Select" field. When finished, use the Accept (F2) 
key to accept the selection(s) and return control to the "Opening Screen."

Modify Plot Specifications

Map Type

After the data file has been opened and the variables of interest named, select the "Modify 
(M)" screen by typing "M" (or "m") or use the arrow keys to select the "Modify compute/ 
plot specifications" option followed by using the Enter key. The "Modify (M)" screen 
lists the following options:

Map - select the type of map
Area - select the area to be displayed
Data - select data display options
Overlay - select polygon or river overlays
Station - select station labeling attributes
Basic - specify title, footnotes, labels, and axes options
Device - specify device for graphics output.

Type the first letter(s) (not case sensitive) of the selected option or use the arrow keys to 
select the option and use either Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept the selection.

r-Modify (M)-
Select an option:______________

Area - select the area to be displayed
Data - select data display options
Overlay - select polygon or river overlay(s)
Station - select station labelling attributes
Basic - specify titles, footnotes, labels, axes options
Device - specify device for graphics output

Return - to opening screen

-HOPPING 2.<H

r-HELP-

Select the Method by which your map uill display data.

r-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrou keys 

then confirm selection uith the F2 key. or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:|]B Accept :j£ Top=[|B Quiet :|§ Xpad:[J] Cahlp

The "mapping" program supports the following map types:

No Data
Point Symbol
Area Shade
3-D Bar (point or area)
Trend (point).
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From the "Map (MM)" screen, use the arrow keys to select the map type desired and use 
the space bar to toggle this selection "On" as indicated by the appearance of an "X" in the 
field to the left of the option name.
When finished, use Accept (F2) to accept the selection and return control to the "Modify 
(M)" screen.

r-Map (MM>- -MflPPING 2.0-,

Select the type of map-

bol (point)
-Shaded (area)
-3D Bar (point or area)
-Trend (point)

r-HELP-

The nap will contain no data. However it «ay contain station labels. For 
 ore information see the Station (MS) screen.

-INSTRUCT-
Option field: use space bar to toggle between ON (X) and OFF ( ).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to «ove between fields. 
Use 'flccept* coMand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:|H flccept :Qg Li«its:[H TopiJE Quiet :Qg Xpad:|£ Cahlp Oops

No Data Maps
"No Data" maps are plots of primary polygons (USA, States, counties, hydrologic units, 
or user-defined rectangles) with up to eight optional overlays (see "Overlay" function).

Point Symbol Maps
"Point Symbol" maps present an aggregated (composite) value of a single variable at 
specific latitude/longitude locations. The input data file must have the variables DECLAT 
(decimal latitude) and DECLON (decimal longitude). The data are represented on the 
map in the form of symbols; the type, size, and color of the symbol represent the range 
that contains the value of a summary statistic computed for that site (see "Select data 
display" option for a discussion of the methods available for computing the aggregated 
values, the number of intervals, and the range of the aggregated values within each 
interval).

Area Shade Maps

"Area Shade" maps present color-shaded polygons; each color represents a range of 
values for an aggregated variable composited for locations within the polygon. For exam 
ple, the color red might indicate that the mean concentration of nitrate values in a county 
falls within the interval 5 to 9.9 mg/L, and the color blue would represent the interval 10.0 
to 14.9 mg/L. For shading purposes the geographic level to which the data are aggregated 
and presented may be independent of any primary boundary or overlays. Thus, the color 
shadings may form their own outlines.

Three-Dimensional Bar Maps
"Three-Dimensional (3-D) Bar" maps present stacked bars that represent up to four vari 
ables either at point locations or at the centroids of polygons. The height and color of each 
bar in the stack represents the range that contains the value of the computed statistic for 
a given site or polygon. The map can be adjusted relative to elevation and azimuth angle.
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The height of the bars can be scaled by the program or the user can define the maximum 
data value to be used for each variable included in the stack.

Trend Maps
"Trend" maps are similar to "Point Symbol" maps except that the data are presented as 
either a triangle or an arrow whose size and direction (up or down) are used to indicate 
the trends magnitude and direction (positive or negative), respectively. The variable used 
for this map type should contain appropriate trend data. The mapping program cannot 
compute trend statistics.

Primary Map Display Areas
The following geographic boundaries may be selected as the primary boundary for a map:

Contiguous 48 States
Contiguous 48 States plus Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico
Latitude/Longitude Rectangle
List of States
List of Counties
Hydrologic Unit Regions
Hydrologic Unit Subregions
Hydrologic Unit Accounting Units
Hydrologic Unit Cataloging Units.

From the "Modify (M)" screen, select the "Area (MA)" screen. Type the first letter(s) of 
the option or use the arrow keys to select the option and use the Enter key.

r-firea (MA>-

Priaery boundary currently defined by: contiguous US

-MAPPING 2.0-,

Contiguous - 48 states 
Territories - US + territories 
LatLon - rectangle 
States - List of states 
Counties - List of counties

Regions - List of regions
Subregions - List of subregions
AcctUnits - List of accounting units
CtlgUnits - List of cataloging units

r-HELP-

Return to the Modify «enu.

INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrou keys 

then confira selection uith the F2 key, or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:||] Accept :|E Top:[|E Quiet :JB Xpadijg C.hlp

Contiguous 48 States or Contiguous 48 States Plus Alaska. Hawaii, and Puerto Rico
Selection of the "Contiguous 48 States" or the "Contiguous 48 States plus Alaska, 
Hawaii, and Puerto Rico" option produces an outline of the 48 States or of the 48 States 
plus Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico (in the lower left corner of the map), respectively.
Type the first letter(s) of the "Contiguous" (or the "US + Territories") option to select and 
accept that selection and return control to the "Area (MA)" screen (or the "Territories 
(MAT)" screen if the "Territories" option was selected). Additionally, the arrow keys can 
be used to select the option. Then use the Enter key to accept the selection. If the "Contig 
uous" option is selected, then the system returns control to the "Area (MA)" screen. If the 
"Territories" option is selected, then the system brings up the "Territories (MAT)" screen.
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The "Territories (MAT)" screen is used to select the territories of Guam, Saipan, and 
Moen. Use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Area (MA)" screen. Use Accept (F2) 
again to return control to the "Modify (M)" screen.

Latitude/Longitude Re'ctanqle

Selection of the "Latitude/Longitude Rectangle" option brings up the "LatLon (MAL)" 
screen, which is used to set coordinates for a user-defined rectangle.

Use the arrow keys and the Enter key to select each of the four latitude/longitude coordi 
nate fields and enter an appropriate latitude or longitude in decimal degrees. When 
finished, use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Area (MA)" screen.

Lists of States. Counties, and Hvdroloaic Units

Selection of any of the following six options brings up an appropriately named screen 
from which the specific list of polygon codes can be selected: States (MAS), Counties 
(MAC), Regions (MAR), SubRegions (MAS), AcctUnits (MAA), CtlgUnits (MAC).

Use the arrow keys to select up to 50 fields (24 for hydrologic regions) and enter the 
appropriate (FIPS) codes for the States, counties, or hydrologic units desired.

Xref - Cross-reference names of political and hydrologic units with FIPS codes

If the FIPS codes are not known, then use Intrpt (F6) to activate the "Xref Help" screen, 
which provides a cross reference of the names of political or hydrologic units and their 
respective FIPS codes. This screen also may be used for determining which political units 
intersect a particular hydrologic unit or which hydrologic units intersect a particular 
political unit.

Select the "Lookup Name" option to view the "Find Name/Code" screen. Toggle "On" 
the polygon type and then use the arrow keys to select the "Enter name or code" field. 
Enter either a name (not case sensitive) or a code for the polygon desired. The system 
returns the name and code of the polygon. Repeat as required.

Select the "List Political" option to view the "Xref Polit" screen, which provides for find 
ing political units that intersect with a particular hydrologic unit. Use the arrow keys to 
select the hydrologic unit type of interest. Use the space bar to toggle "On" the selection. 
Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to the "Enter hydrologic unit code" field and enter 
the two-, four-, six-, or eight-digit hydrologic unit code for region, subregion, accounting 
unit, and cataloging unit, respectively. Next, move the cursor to the appropriate "select 
political unit type" field and use the space bar to toggle "On" the selection. When 
finished, use Accept (F2) to bring up the "Xref List" screen that lists the political units 
that intersect the selected hydrologic unit. Use Accept (F2) to return to the "Xref Help" 
screen. When finished, use Return to return control to the respective FIPS code screen 
(State (MAS), Regions (MAR), and so forth), and enter the required FIPS codes.

Select the "List Hydrologic" option to view the "Xref Hydro" screen, which provides for 
finding hydrologic units that intersect a particular political unit. Use the arrow keys to 
select the political unit type of interest. Use the space bar to toggle "On" the selection. 
Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to the "Enter political unit code" field and enter 
the two-digit (State) or five-digit (State/county) political unit code. Next, move the cursor 
to the appropriate "select hydrologic unit type" field and use the space bar to toggle "On" 
the selection. When finished, use Accept (F2) to bring up the "Xref List" screen that lists 
the hydrologic units that intersect the selected political unit. Use Accept (F2) to return to 
the "Xref Help" screen.When finished entering the FIPS codes, use Accept (F2) to return 
control to the "Area (MA)" screen. Use either Accept (F2) or the Enter key to return 
control to the "Modify (M)" screen.
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Enter a list of up to 50 2 digit FIPS codes for the states 
which will define your nap boundary. Use the Interrupt 
function to get help on state naaes & codes.

j-HELP-

pINSTR

u,

Kl
0
0
0
0

Enter

MfT

0
0
0
0
0

a

0
0
0
0
0

valid 2

0
0
0
0
0

digit

0
0
0
0
0

FIPS code

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

for a US state

0
0
0
0
0

or

0
0
0
0
0

territory .

0
0
0
0
0

Enter data in highlighted f ield(s) . 
carriage return or arrou keys to enter data and move between fields. 
Jse 'Accept' command to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:[E Accept :[g Limits :[B TopiJE Intrpt:QQ Quiet :|0 Xpad:|B Cnhlp

pXref Help- -MflPPING 2.0-,

Lookup : 

List:

Or:

Political - units intersecting a hydrologic unit 
Hydrologic - units intersecting a political unit

Return - to previous nenu

r-HELP-

Find code given na»e or vice versa.

r-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrou keys 

then confirm selection Hith the F2 key, or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:|H Accept :[£ Prev:|Q Top:|||2 Intrpt:|E Quiet :|jj Xpad:|B Cnhlp

pXref Hydro-
Select political unit type:

(-County

-MflPPING 2.0-,

Enter political unit code:

Select hydrologic unit type:

t Region |-AcctUnit 
Subregion f-CtlgUnit

r-HELP-

Find hydrologic units intersecting a state.

r-INSTRUCT-
Option field: use space bar to toggle between ON (X) and OFF ( ).

Use carriage return or arrou keys to move between fields. 
Use 'Accept* command to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:|B Accept :|B Prev:|Q Limits :[E TopiJE Intrpt:|0 Quiet :Jg C*hlp
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r-Xref Polit- -MflPPING 2.0-,
Select hydrologic unit type:

gpIBBtifB |-flcctUnit
J-Subregion (-CtlgUnit

Enter hydrologic unit code: 0

Select political unit type:
Q-State (-County

i-HELP-

Find political units intersecting a hydrologic region.

-INSTRUCT-
Option field: use space bar to toggle between ON (X) and OFF ( ).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to »ove between fields. 
Use 'Accept' co»»and to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:|£ ficcept :QQ Prev:|£ Li»its :QQ Top:|||jj] Intrpt:[Ig Quiet :QQ C»hlp

Data Display

When data are to be mapped, whether to a point location or to a particular polygon level 
for area shading, the values of a single plot variable are first aggregated to one of nine 
summary statistics, such as mean. For "Point Symbol" and "Area Shade" maps, the range 
of the computed statistic is divided into intervals. Each point location is represented by a 
symbol whose type, color, and size represent a particular data interval. In "Area Shade" 
maps the data are not only aggregated to a summary statistic but also to a particular 
geographical level, such as State, county, or one of the hydrologic unit levels. The 
geographical level of the data aggregation is independent of the primary or overlay poly 
gons, thus the shading pattern can define its own geographical overlay. An optional 
legend can be drawn for relating the data intervals and the symbols or polygon shades.

For "3-D Bar" maps (point or area), the data for up to four variables are also aggregated, 
but the computed statistics are not intervalized. After the data aggregation method and 
geographical aggregation level ("3-D area" map only) are defined, another screen is 
brought up in which the color and the scaling method for the bar heights are determined. 
The elevation and azimuth angles for the "3-D" maps can also be modified. An optional 
legend can be drawn for relating the data variables and the associated bar colors.

From the "Modify (M)" screen, select the "Data" option. For "Point Symbol" or "Area 
Shade" maps, a "Data (MD)" screen will appear that displays the following options:

Interval Types 
Interval Attributes 
Aggregation Options.

For "3-D Point Bar" and "3-D Area Bar" maps, the data interval options are not applica 
ble; thus, the "Data (MD)" screen is skipped and the "Aggregation (MDA)" screen, which 
is normally brought up by selecting the "Aggregation options" option in the "Data (MD)" 
screen, is brought up immediately and displays the following options:

Data aggregation method 
Aggregation level (Area maps only).

Following the "Aggregation (MDA)" screen for "3-D Point Bar" and "3-D Area Bar" 
maps, a different "Data (MD)" screen appears in which the specifications for bar scaling 
and three-dimensional view angles are set.
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r-Oata <MD)-

Specify intervals for point symbol Map

-HflPPING 2.<H

Select data interval type:

Quantlle - Intervals 
User - intervals

Then specify:
Interval - attributes 
Aggregation - options

Or:
Return - to previous Menu

r-HELP-

Intervels uill be based on equal intervals of the data variable. 
Specify nuaber of intervals and «in/«ex value in the next screen.

^INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confirm selection uith the F2 key, or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:|H Accept :Qg Top:QQg] Quiet :QQ Xpad:[£ Cahlp

interval Types

The following interval types are supported:

Equal 
Quantile
User

- intervals (equal data ranges in all intervals)
- intervals (equal number of observations each interval)
- intervals (user-defined interval ranges).

Eaual Intervals

The "Equal Intervals" option computes a summary statistic of the plot variable for each 
site or polygon. The computed statistic values are then sorted and divided into a user- 
specified number of equal-sized intervals. The data range used for computing the inter 
vals can be determined by the program or the user can specify the minimum and maxi 
mum values from the extremes of the computed statistic.

From the "Data (MD)" screen, select the "Equal (MDE)" screen. The minimum and maxi 
mum values of the computed statistic of the plot variable are presented on the first line. 
The minimum and maximum values used to establish the interval limits are determined 
from those values by the program and are displayed under the "Automatic" option. 
Default values presented under the "Manual" option have no relation to the actual data 
values. These numbers should be changed if the "Manual" scaling option is selected. 
Note that for subsequent uses of the "Equal (MDE)" screen during the current session of 
the "mapping" program, both the "Automatic" and "Manual" options will be populated 
with the minimum and maximum values used in the most recent execution of the 
program, regardless of whether "Automatic" or "Manual" scaling was chosen.

Use the arrow keys to select the "Number of intervals" option and enter the number of 
intervals desired. If the minimum and maximum values of the computed statistic are to 
be manually specified, then use the arrow keys to select the "Manual" option and use the 
space bar to toggle "On" this selection as indicated by the appearance of an "X" in the 
field to the left of the option name. Use the arrow keys to select the "Minimum value" 
and "Maximum value" options and enter the values. These values may represent any 
range within the actual range of values.

When finished, use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Data (MD)" screen.
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r-Equal (HDE>-

No data has been selected

Nuaber of intervals:

Q-flUTOMflTIC
Hiniaua value: 0.0 
Haxiaua value: 100.0

|-HflNUflL 
Hiniaua value: 
Haxiaua value:

-MOPPING 2.0-1

0.0
100.0

r-UELP-

Enter the nuaber of equally spaced intervals.

-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and «ove between fields. 
Use 'flccept' comand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:||] Accept :[g Li«its:[jQ Top:|Q] Quiet :|B Xpad:[B Cahlp Oops

Quantile Intervals

Selection of the "Quantiles" option displays the "Quantile (MDQ)" screen. The only 
input requirement for this screen is the number of intervals to be used. Based on the 
number of intervals specified, the program sets interval limits such that each interval 
contains approximately the same number of data values. It is usually not possible to 
achieve the same number of values in all intervals. Data values are assigned to intervals 
in a manner that will minimize the Root Mean Square (RMS) error between the quantized 
interval cumulative distribution and the ideal cumulative distribution. Consider a case 
with 23 unique data values grouped into five intervals. The ideal population of each inter 
val would be 4.6 (23/5), which is not physically possible. The ideal cumulative distribu 
tion for each interval is 4.6, 9.2, 13.8, 18.4, and 23. To minimize the RMS error, the 
population of the first interval is defined as:

QP[1] = INT(IC[1] + 0.5),

where QP [ 1 ] is the quantized population of interval 1,
IC[1] is the ideal cumulative distribution of interval 1, and
INT is the integer truncation function.

The remaining populations (2-N) are defined as:
QP[n] = INT(IC[n] + 0.5)-QP[n-l]. 

Thus, for the above example, the quantized interval populations are 5,4, 5,4, and 5.
Enter the number of intervals required and use Accept (F2) to accept this value and return 
control to the "Data (MD)" screen.
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r-Quantile (HDQ)- -HAPPING 2.0-,

Nuaber of intervals:

r-HELP-
Enter the nuaber of quart tile intervals. Interval limits will be 
automatically selected so as to equalize the interval populations 
to the  axiaua extent possible.

-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and Move between fields. 
Use 'Accept' comand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:[fi Accept :|E Halts :[B Toping] Quiet :{£ Xpad:|E Cahlp Oops

User-Defined Intervals

The "User-Defined Intervals" option permits the user to define the number of intervals to 
be used and the boundaries of each interval. The intervals need not be contiguous and the 
interval ranges need not be uniform.
From the "Data (MD)" screen, select the "User (MDU)" screen. The extremes of the 
computed statistic are listed in the first line. Use the arrow keys to select the "Minimum" 
and "Maximum" fields and enter the appropriate values. When finished, use Accept (F2) 
to return control to the "Data (MD)" screen.

No
Nuaber

1
2
3
4
5
6

data has been
MiniMUH

ifl^HiER)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

selected
MaxiMUM

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

r-HELP-

This field contains the  ini>u> value for each interval.

INSTRUCT                                                  
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and Move between fields. 
Use 'Accept' coMand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:[fi Accept :[H Li«its:[B Top:|§E Quiet :{£ Xpad:|£ Cahlp Oops Window
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Interval Attributes

The "Interval Attributes" option specifies the attributes of the symbols to be used to repre 
sent the data intervals on the map. The following symbol attributes are specified:

Type 
Color 
Size.

From the "Data (MD)" screen, select the "Interval (MDI)" screen. For the number of 
intervals specified, use the arrow and Enter keys to select the field and enter the appro 
priate symbol type, color code, and size in decimal inches.

Use Help (Fl) to view the "Help" panel. Once the "Help" panel is activated, a new Help 
panel screen appears as each field is selected, listing the appropriate codes for that field.

When the "Help" panel requires more than one page to present additional lines of allow 
able values, the "Data" panel is deactivated temporarily, which allows the use of the Page 
Down and Page Up keys for paging through the additional lines. Use (F3) to reactivate 
the "Data" panel. To reactivate the Page Down and Page Up functions in the "Help" 
panel, use Help (Fl). When finished, use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Data (MD)" 
screen.

Point Symbol Interval Attributes

Interval Symbol type Color Size

LIETI Ft

3 = asterisk («)
6 = box 
9 = octagon

TUCTni lf*T

1
2

1 =
4 =
7 = 

10 =

j£i RED 0
3 GREEN 0

dot (.) 2 
circle 5
triangle 8 
downward triangle 11

.08

.08

= plus (+) 
= cross (X)
= diamond 
= uatei   surface sy«bol

Enter data in highlighted field(s) . 
Use carriage return or arrou keys to enter data and Move betueen fields. 

Use 'Accept' coMand to go to next screen uhen done entering data.

Help:[B Accept :[fi Li.its^ Top:|H9 Quiet :[fi Xpad:|£ C.hlp Oops Hindou

Aggregation Options

The "Aggregation" option provides the following functions:

Data Aggregation Method 
Geographic Level of Aggregation

Note: The "Geographic Level of Aggregation" option is applicable only to "Area Shade" 
and "Area 3-D Bar" maps.

Data Aggregation Method

"Data Aggregation" specifies the method used to reduce the number of plot variable 
values associated with a given site (or area) to a single summary statistic value. The value 
of this statistic is presented at a point location on the map as a symbol whose type, color, 
and size reflect the magnitude of the value, or as a shaded polygon, whose color indicates 
the magnitude. The summary statistics available are as follow:
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Mean (average)
Median
Sum
Minimum
Maximum
Range
Standard Deviation
Variance
Coefficient of Variance (Std Dev * 100/Mean).

Select the "Aggregation (MDA)" screen from either the "Data (MD)" screen ("Point 
Symbol" or "Area Shade" maps) or by way of the "Data" option from the "Modify (M)11 
screen ("Point Bar" and "Area Bar" maps). Use the arrow keys to select the "Data Aggre 
gation" method and use the space bar to toggle "On" this selection as indicated by the 
appearance of an "X" in the field to the left of the option name.

Geographic Aggregation Level

If the map type specified in the "Map (MM)11 screen is either an "Area Shade" or "3-D 
Area Bar" map, use the arrow keys to select the geographic level to which the data aggre 
gation will be computed. Use the space bar to toggle "On" the selection. The optional 
geographic levels are as follow:

State 
County
Hydrologic Region 
Hydrologic Subregion 
Hydrologic Accounting Unit 
Hydrologic Cataloging Unit.

The aggregation level specified here does not have to coincide with either the primary 
boundary (see "Area (MA) 11 screen) or any of the overlay boundaries specified in the 
"Overlay (MO)11 screen. In such cases the color shading acts as its own border delinea 
tion. Use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Modify (M)11 screen ("Point Symbol" and 
"Area Bar" maps) or proceed to the "Data (MD)" screen for bar scaling and view angle 
specification ("3-D Point Bar" and "3-D Area Bar" maps).

 flggregetion (MDfl)- -HAPPING 2.0-,

Data regation
ledian 

 Range 
Variance

ethod 
Miru

CofVar

Aggregation level (AREA Maps only) 
State |-Region |-AcctUnit 
County |-Subregion |-CtlgUnit

r-HELP-

Aggregate by the Mean value.

r-INSTRUCT-
Option field: use space bar to toggle between ON (X) and OFF ( ).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to Move between fields. 
Use 'Accept* coMand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:||] Accept :|H Limits :|H Top:|Q Quiet :[£ Xpad:|£ Cahlp Oops
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Three-Dimensional Bar Scaling and View Angles

Bar Scaling

The "Data (MD)" screen for "3-D Point Bar" and "3-D Area Bar" maps is displayed after 
using Accept (F2) to accept the "Aggregation (MDA)" screen. Use the Tab and arrow keys 
to select either "Automatic" or "Manual" scaling for the bars. In manual scaling, by setting 
the scaling maximum greater than the actual maximum used in automatic scaling, the net 
effect is to reduce the relative height of the bar on the map. By setting a smaller scaling 
maximum, a higher bar is produced. Each of the up to four variables is scaled separately.

Elevation Angle and AzfrHMth Angle

The default values for elevation angle (30 degrees) and azimuth angle (45 degrees) 
should be suitable for most applications but can be changed to suit user needs. The eleva 
tion angle must be set between 5 degrees and 85 degrees. The azimuth angle can have a 
minimum value of 0 degrees and a maximum value of 90 degrees. Use Help (Fl) and 
Limits (F5) to review view angle specifications.
Use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Modify (M)" screen.

Polygon Overlays
The primary geographic polygon (see "Area (MA)" screen) can have up to eight overlays 
specified. An overlay, which can be the primary polygon itself, can be used to specify an 
alternate line color, pattern, or line thickness. Each overlay has options for the following:

Overlay type
Line specifications
Polygon blanking
Polygon labeling
Selective polygons within a given geographic level.

r-Overlay (H0>- -WflPPING 2.0-,

0 overlays have been defined 

Select an option:

Edit - an overlay
Delete - an overlay 
Clear - all overlays

Return to the previous Menu

r-HELP-

fidd another polygon or river overlay to your Map

r-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confirm selection with the F2 key. or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:|H ficcept :(£ Top:[|Jj] Quiet :{£ Xpad:{£ C.hlp

From the "Modify (M)" screen, select the "Overlay (MO)" screen. Use this screen for 
each overlay desired. This screen provides four options for creating and maintaining 
geographic overlays. These options are as follow:

Add - a new overlay
Edit - an overlay
Delete - an overlay
Clear - all overlays.

The "Add" discussion applies to either adding or editing an overlay.
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Add an Overlay

From the "Overlay (MO)" screen, type "A" (or "a") or use the arrow keys to select the 
option and then use the Enter key.
The following overlay types are supported:

State 
County
Hydrologic Region 
Hydrologic Subregion 
Hydrologic Accounting Unit 
Hydrologic Cataloging Unit 
USA Border 
River Reaches.

Use the arrow and Enter keys to select the overlay and use the space bar to toggle "On" 
the selection, as indicated by the appearance of an "X" in the field to the left of the option 
name.
If the "River Reaches" overlay is selected, then the screen (in the lower half of the data 
panel) presents options for specifying the river reach level and the minimum length of 
reach to be included in the overlay.

Line Specifications

Line specifications include color, pattern, and relative thickness. The value entered for 
the "Thickness" option is not an absolute thickness, but rather a multiplication factor of 
a default thickness.
Use the arrow keys to select a line specification and enter an appropriate code. Use Help 
(Fl) to bring up the "Help" panel. As each line specification field is highlighted, the 
"Help" panel changes to list the codes and code descriptions available for that option.

Polygon Blanking

The following blanking options are supported:
POLYGON - Overlay arcs will be clipped at the map boundary polygon 
RCTNGL - Overlay arcs will be clipped at the bounding rectangle. 
NONE - Each overlay polygon that intersects the map boundary will be 

plotted in its entirety.
Use the arrow keys to select the "Blanking" option. Use the "Help" panel and type in a 
blanking option.

Polygon Labeling

The following polygon labeling options are supported:
NAME - Polygon name will be plotted at the centroid.
CODE - Polygon code will be plotted at the centroid.
NONE - No polygon labels will be plotted (default).

Use the arrow keys to select the "Labels" option. Use the "Help" panel and type in a 
polygon labeling option.

Selective Polygons Within a Given Geographic Level

A list of individual polygons within a geographic level overlay, such as counties within 
States, can be specified. Use the arrow keys to select the "ITEMIZE" option. Enter "YES" 
in the field and use the Enter key to view the "Itemize" screen. Enter a list of individual 
FIPS codes.
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If the FIPS codes are not known, then use Intrpt (F6) to activate the "Xref Help" screen, 
which provides a means of cross referencing the political or hydrologic unit names with 
their respective FIPS codes. See the previous discussion of the "Xref function under the 
"Area" function accessed through the "Modify (M)" screen.

River Reach Specifications

If the "River Reach" option is selected as the overlay type, then two new options appear 
in the lower right corner of the "Add (MOA)" or "Edit (MOE)" screen. The "Max level" 
option specifies the level of the stream relative to the ocean. For example, the Mississippi 
River is level one (it flows into the ocean), the Missouri River is level two (it flows into 
the Mississippi), and the Platte River is level three (it flows into the Missouri).

The "Min length" option specifies the minimum length of the streams that will be 
included in the overlay. This option can be used to eliminate short tributaries. Use the 
arrow keys to select the option desired and enter a value. When finished, use Accept (F2) 
to return control to the "Overlay (MO)" screen.

Edit an Overlay

From the "Overlay (MO)" screen, type "E" (or "e") or use the arrow keys to select the 
option and use the Enter key. If more than one overlay has been created, then the user is 
prompted for the number of the overlay to be edited.

Delete an Overlay

From the "Overlay (MO)" screen, type "D" (or "d") or use the arrow keys to select the 
option and use the Enter key. The user is prompted for the number of the overlay to be 
deleted. After the number has been entered, use either Accept (F2) or the Enter key to 
return control to the "Overlay (MO)" screen.

Clear All Overlays

From the "Overlay (MO)" screen, type "C" (or "c") and use the Enter key. All existing 
overlays are cleared and control is returned to the "Overlay (MO)" screen. When finished 
with the "Overlay (MO)" screen, use either Accept (F2) or the "Return to previous 
screen" option to return control to the "Modify (M)" screen.

r-fldd <NOA>- -HflPPING 2.0-,

Overlay type:
_Specifications for overlay 1

"egion |-flcctUnitl-c :US border River reach-County |-Subregion §-CtlgUnit 

Line specs- Color: FORE Pattern: SOLID Thickness: 1.0

Polygon specs- Blanking: POLYGON
Labels: NONE
Itealze: NO

r-HELP-
Include a state overlay In your «ap or If your «ap boundary Is defined 
by a list of states, set line color, pattern and uldth for the 
 ap boundary.

r-INSTRUCTHJi, ,                                                                                                              

Option field: use space bar to toggle between ON (X) and OFF ( ).
Use carriage return or arrow keys to «ove between fields. 

Use 'Accept* conand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:[f] Accept :[E Prev:|H Limits :[E Top: [HE Quiet :[£ Xpad:|E Cahlp
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Station Labeling
The "Station Labeling" option provides for defining labels to be plotted at site locations 
on the map. Labels can be used with any of the map types, including "No Data" maps. 
The text plotted in the labels is based on values of either a text or numerical variable. The 
label characteristics (color, size, font, and presentation angle) can be defined globally (all 
labels have the same characteristics) or each label can be defined individually based on 
the values of other label characteristic variables.
If station label variables are used, they can be either in the input data file used for "Point 
Symbol," "3-D Bar," or "Trend" maps, or in a separate file designated as the label file. If 
the input data file contains the label information variables and the data variable to be 
mapped, then the label text variable and the data variable can be the same or different vari 
ables. With or without station labels, site locations can be indicated on a "No data" map 
by specifying a symbol type, color, and size. The decimal latitude and decimal longitude 
variables, "DECLAT" and "DECLON," must be in the label file, if used, or the data file.
From the "Modify (M)" screen, select the "Station (MS)" screen, which lists the follow 
ing options:

Open - station label file
Filter - with Boolean "where" clause
Name - label variables
Specify - station attributes.

i-Station (MS)-

Filter- with Boolean "where1' clause
Ns«e - variables
Specify - station attributes

-MOPPING 2.0-,

Or:
Return - to the previous

r-HELP-
Select the file containing station label data to be displayed on your map. 
The station label data will cone fro« your quantitative data file if 
you do not select a station data file.

INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys

then confirm selection with the F2 key.
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:[H flccept:JE Top:QQ3 Quiet :g§ XpachJI] Cnhlp

Open Station Label File
If a separate label file is required, then select the "Open (MSO)" screen. Use the arrow 
keys to select the file and use Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept the selection and 
return control to the "Station (MS) screen.

Filter Data in Label Variable File
As in a regular input data file, the data in a separate label file can be filtered by using a 
Boolean logic clause to select which rows are retained for use in the current application. 
From the "Station (MS)" screen, select the "Filter (MSF)" screen. This is the screen used 
for filtering an input data file. Use the arrow keys to select the "Exclude" or the "Include" 
function and toggle this selection "On" by using the space bar. An "X" will appear in the 
field to the left or the selection. Use the arrow keys to select the "Criteria" field and enter 
a Boolean clause to specify which rows to retain or exclude. Begin each variable name 
with a "$" sign. Use Intrpt (F6) to view a list of the variables in the label variable file. 
When finished with the variable list screen, use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Filter 
(MSF)" screen to complete the Boolean clause.
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Name Label Variables
To name the variable whose values will show up in the station labels, select the "Name 
(MSN)" screen from the "Station (MS)" screen. Use the arrow keys to select the label 
variable and enter a "1" in the "Select" field to the left of the variable name. If values for 
label attributes are to be obtained from the label file (or input data file), then enter a "2" 
in the select field for the font variable, a "3" for the color variable, a "4" for the size vari 
able, and a "5" for the angle variable. Global values to these attributes are assigned in the 
"Label Stations" option in the "Specify (MSS)" screen described subsequently.

Specify Station Attributes
From the "Station (MS)" screen, select the "Specify (MSS)" screen. This screen initially 
lists two main options:

Plot station locations 
Label stations.

Use the space bar to toggle "On" either or both of these options as indicated by the 
appearance of an "X" in the field to the left of the option name. After an option is turned 
"On," additional options appear below the option name to specify the symbol that indi 
cates the site locations, and the label and label attributes, respectively.

Plot Station Locations

Use the arrow keys to select the options desired and enter an appropriate code. Use Help 
(Fl) to bring up the "Help" panel, which lists the descriptions and code values for the 
selected attribute.

Label Stations

If the attributes for the station labels are being obtained from either the input data file or 
a separate label file, then use the arrow keys to select the "from variable" fields that come 
from that file (right side of page). Toggle each appropriate selection "On" by using the 
space bar. An "A" will appear in the field to the left of the attribute name.
If the label attributes are to be assigned globally, that is, the same attribute values will be 
used for all site locations, then use the arrow keys to select the attribute fields on the left 
side of the page and enter an appropriate value. Use Help (Fl) to bring up the "Help" 
panel, which fists the descriptions and code values for the selected attribute.
When finished with the "Specify (MSS)" screen, use Accept (F2) to return control to the 
"Station (MS)" screen. Then use "R" (or "r") or use the arrow keys to select the "Return 
to previous menu" option and use the Enter key.

-Specify (MSS>- -MflPPING 2.0-,
Q-Plot station locations 

Symbol #'- 1 Syabol Size: 0.08 Symbol Color: FORE

Label Font: 
Label Color: FORE 
Label Size: 0.1 
Label Angle: 0.0

Font (label) frcrom variable
-Color (label) fro» variable
-Size (label) fro« variable
-Angle (label) fro« variable

Check box next to "Plot station locations" to enable plotting of station

r-HELP-

Check this field if you want to plot station labels.

,-INSTRUCT-
Optlon field: use space bar to toggle between ON (X) and OFF ( ).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to «ove betueen fields. 
Use 'Accept' coMand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:[H Accept :[g Li«its:[E Top:[§E Quiet :[fi Xpad:QQ Cahlp Oops Dnpg
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Basic Piot Parameters

From the "Modify (M)" screen, select the "Basic (MB)" screen, which lists the following 
options for modifying plot specifications:

Axes - and grid lines
Project - resolution and scaling
Titles - above plot
Footnotes - below plot
Labels - of miscellaneous text
Page - layout options
Censored - data options
Make - the plot
Return - to previous screen.

Type the first letter of any option or use the arrow and Enter keys to select and open the 
screen for the option required.

r-Basic (HB>- -MflPPING 2.0-,

Set or aodlfy plotting options  

fixes - and grid
Projection - resolution and scaling
Titles - above plot
FootNotes - below plot
Labels - of Miscellaneous text
Page - layout options
Censored ~ data options

Then:
Hake - the plot 

Or:

r-HELP-

Return to previous aenu.

r-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confira selection with the F2 key. or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:||| flccepf- Quiet :|HJ Xpad:QQ Cahlp

Map Axes and Grid

A map can be annotated with latitude/longitude axes and grid lines. From the "Basic 
(MB)" screen, select the "Axes (MBA)" screen. Use the arrow keys to first select the "Plot 
axes" option and then use the space bar to toggle "On" this option as indicated by the 
appearance of an "X" in the field to the left of the option name. When this option is 
toggled "On," additional options appear on the right side of the screen for specifying the 
intervals in degrees between the latitude and longitude tick marks.

To specify grid lines at selected latitude and (or) longitude intervals, use the arrow keys 
to select the "Draw grid" option and then use the space bar to toggle "On" this option. 
When this option is toggled "On," additional options appear on the right side of the screen 
for specifying the intervals in degrees between the latitude and longitude tick marks 
where grid lines will be drawn. When finished, use Accept (F2) to return control to the 
"Basic (MB)" screen.
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r-flxes (MBfl)-

Latitude / longitude axis & grid options

-MflPPING 2.<H

)-Draw grid

i-HELP-

Check this box if you want annotated latitude/longitude axes on your map.

r-INSTRUCT                                                
Option field: use space bar to toggle between ON (X) and OFF ( ).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to aove between fields. 
Use 'Accept' command to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:|H Accept :|£ Limits :|B Top:Q Quiet :|E Xpad:QQ Cmhlp Oops

Map Projection
It normally should not be necessary to modify the system defaults for the map projection. 
The Albers Equal Area projection with system-determined values for the Central Merid 
ian and Standard Parallels are the default specifications. For those with a need for (and 
knowledge about) other map projections, the following options are provided:

Map projection
Central Standard True Scale 
Meridian Parallels Latitude

Geodetic (Orthogonal Lat/Long) n/a n/a n/a
Albers Equal Area (default) X X n/a
Lambert Conformal Conic X X n/a
Mercator X n/a X

From the "Basic (MB)" screen, select the "Projection (MBP)" screen. Use the arrow keys 
to select the projection and use the space bar to toggle "On" this selection. If applicable, 
use the arrow keys to select the meridian and latitude options and enter the appropriate 
values.

Map Scale Units

The default for map scale units is to fill the available area. If specific scale units are 
needed, then the following options are available:

None - Fill available plot frame (default)
Miles/inch
Kilometers/inch -
Absolute -1:24000, 1:100000, etc.

From the "Projection (MBP)" screen, use the arrow keys to select the scale units option 
and use the space bar to toggle "On" this selection as indicated by the appearance of an 
"X" in the field to the left of the option name. Then, if applicable, use the arrow keys to 
select the "Map scale" option and enter a value.

Resolution

The default resolution for a map is 100 digitized points per inch (dpi). Higher dpi 
numbers give more detail, but decrease the plot speed.
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From the "Projection (MBP)" screen, use the arrow keys to select the "Resolution" option 
and enter an alternate value. When finished with the "Projection (MBP)" screen, use 
Accept (F2) to return control to the "Basic (MB)" screen.

.-Projection (HBP>- -MAPPING 2.0-,

Hap Projection:
^fflESQBEB Q-Albers Central Meridian:
(-Lambert |~Hercator Standard parallels:

-360.0 
-90.0 -90.0

Scale Units:

!one l-Miles/inch 
H/Inch l-Absolute

Resolution: 100 Points/inch

r-flELP-

Coordinates are not projected. They are plotted on an orthogonal 
Latitude/longitude grid.

r-INSTRUCT-
Option field: use space bar to toggle between ON (X) and OFF ( ).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to «ove between fields. 
Use 'Accept* coMand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:[|] Accept :|B Limits :|H Top:[|Q Quiet :fjj Xpad:|fi] C.hlp Oops

Paae Layout Options

From the "Basic (MB)" screen, select the "Page (MBP)11 screen. The "Page (MBP)11 
screen provides the following functions:

Page Height 
Page Width 
Font Style 
Plot Page Border 
Legend Options.

Most options in this list are discussed in the section "Page Layout Options" under "Steps 
to Using QWGRAF Programs."

r-Page (MBP)- -MAPPING 2.0-1

Page height? ___ 
Page width? 10.0

Font style? 1 
J-Plot page border

Legend options

None 
Default
light

r-UELP-

Enter the height of the plot page in Inches.

-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and Move between fields. 
Use 'Accept' coaaand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:[|] Accept :|fi LiBits:[H Top:[|E Quiet :JQ Xpad:|B C.hlp Oops
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Legend Potions

This option is used to plot a legend that describes the data intervals as represented by the 
type, size, and color of plotted symbols. Use the arrow keys to select the option desired 
and toggle the option "On" with the space bar as indicated by the appearance of an "X" 
in the field to the left of the option name.

Censored Data Options

From the "Basic (MB)" screen, select the "Censored (MBC)" screen to view the options 
for censored data. By default the "mapping" program excludes censored data from the 
analysis. To include censored data, use the arrow or Tab keys to select (highlight) the 
"Include censored values" option. Use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Basic (MB)" 
screen.

Make the Plot

When all arguments for the map have been specified and the appropriate device selected, 
return control to the "Opening Screen," select the "Make the plot" option, and use the 
Enter key. If a screen output was selected, then a graphics window opens and the map is 
presented. If a file output was selected, then a message screen indicates that the output 
from the procedure has been saved.

mapping Tutorial

An interactive tutorial is available to guide the user through both basic and selected 
advanced options of the "mapping" program. The tutorial will use a script file from the 
"datmgr" program (see tutorial for "datmgr" program), which processes a raw data file 
through a series of modifications to make it suitable for use by the "mapping" program to 
create a map of mean pH values at National Atmospheric Deposition Program sites 
throughout the United States, Hawaii, Alaska, and Puerto Rico. The station labeling func 
tion of the "mapping" program is highlighted. The tutorial is activated by first typing 
"Shift @" in the "Opening Screen" of a new "mapping" session. When the dialog box 
comes up. enter the file name found in the tutorial.doc file distributed with the QWGRAF 
programs. This file is located in the doc subdirectory, which provides specific details on 
using this and other QWGRAF tutorials.

The tutorial prompts the user for specific keystrokes. The program will only respond 
when the correct keystroke sequence is entered; that is, incorrect information cannot be 
entered. Text for labels, titles, and so forth, can be entered in either upper or lower case. 
The system converts everything to upper case.

Sample Plots

The following are examples of the types of plots that can be created with the QWGRAF 
"mapping" program. These examples are intended to illustrate various options available 
in the program and do not necessarily conform to publication standards of the Geological 
Survey.
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Program: MAPPING
Plot Specifications: No Data Map; Contiguous 48 States; State Overlay; 2 Titles

EXAMPLE POLYGON MAP
STATE OVERLAY 

NO STATION OR DATA REPRESENTATION
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Program: MAPPING
Plot Specifications: No Data Map; USA + Territories; State Overlay; Station Location; Station Labeling
With Value of Variable; 2 Titles

EXAMPLE STATION LOCATION MAP
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Program: MAPPING
Plot Specifications: 3-D Point Symbol Map; 2 Variables; 3 Titles; List of States, Hydrologic Accounting
Unit Overlay; Explanation Block

EXAMPLE 3-D STACKED BAR MAP
SELECTED LIST OF STATES 

HYDROLOGIC ACCOUNTING UNIT OVERLAY

EXPLANATION 
EZ3S04 
CZ1CA
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Program: MAPPING
Plot Specifications: Point Symbol Map; Equal Data Intervals; List of States; County Overlay; 2 Titles;
1 Footnote; Explanation Block

EXAMPLE POINT SYMBOL MAP
Select List of States

County Overlay

EXPLANATION
  0-100
  100 - 200
  200 - 300
  300 - 400

Figure 1. Sediment concentration, mg/L
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Program: MAPPING
Plot Specifications: Area Shade Map; List of States; County Overlay; Data Aggregation by County Mean;
1 Title (Centered); 1 Footnote (Left Justified); Explanation Block

EXAMPLE AREA SHADE MAP 
Data Aggregation by County

EXPLANATION 
^8-10 
^10-12
mm 12 - 14

14 - 16
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Program: MAPPING
Plot Specifications: No Data Map; Script File Used as Input File for Station Location and Station Labeling
Information; USA + Territories Primary Boundary; State Overlay; Two Titles

Example Station Label Map 
Station Locations Labelled With Value of Data Variable

4.5

"** S~*~\ \
r\\. \ v^K *
^J* .«  \ "X

*S >»^W M,
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Transpose
Evaluate 

Computed 
Variables

Compute 
Ranks

*These functions are available for all 
"Basic Operators" functions and 
"Remarked Data."

Row
to

Group

Group
to

Row
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DATA MANAGER (datmgr)

Data Manager (datmgr) is an interactive program providing a toolkit for modifying data 
files used with QWGRAF programs or other programs that use RDB files (see "The RDB 
File" discussion in Appendix C). The "datmgr" program is actually an interface to the 
RDB system, which consists of ASCII files in the RDB file format and a library of data 
manipulation operators. Scripting languages, such as Perl and Python, can be used with 
the RDB system. The interface, which has the same look and feel as the other QWGRAF 
programs, minimizes the need to learn and use the complex syntax of a scripting language 
to access the files. Output from the "datmgr" program is either or both an RDB data file 
or a script file; both of which can be used as input files for QWGRAF programs.

datmgr Tutorial
Four interactive tutorials are available to guide the user through many of the options 
available in the "datmgr" program. A tutorial is activated by first typing "Shift @" in the 
"Opening Screen" of a new "datmgr" session. When the dialog box comes up, enter the 
file name found in the tutorial.doc file distributed with the QWGRAF programs. This file 
is located in the doc subdirectory, which provides specific details on using this and other 
QWGRAF tutorials.
The first tutorial is based on an actual case study where a raw data file containing "junk" 
text in the data fields is processed through several steps to produce a script file to be used 
as input to the QWGRAF mapping program (see description of tutorial for the mapping 
program). The steps involve sorting, filtering out inappropriate observations, creating 
some new variables, aggregating the data to an "average" value, joining with an auxiliary 
site location file, and outputting the result as a script file, which is used as the input file 
to the mapping program.
The second tutorial converts a QWFLATOUT file (".qwd" file extension) and its associ 
ated format definition file (".qwv" extension) to RDB format.
The third tutorial converts an ASCII file (".dta" file extension) and its associated format 
definition file (".dtv" extension) to RDB format. New variables defined in the format defi 
nition file, but not actually in the data file, are computed and added to the RDB file.
The fourth tutorial also converts the same ASCII file above to RDB, however, this time 
the new variables defined in the format definition file are not computed and added as 
columns in the RDB file. Instead, the algorithms themselves are transferred to the header 
definition line in the RDB file. A QWGRAF program then computes these variables as 
needed in the procedure.
The tutorials prompt the user for specific keystrokes. The programs will only respond 
when the correct keystroke sequence is entered; that is, incorrect information cannot be 
entered. Text for labels, titles, and so forth, can be entered in either upper or lower case. 
The system converts everything to upper case.

The "Opening Screen"
The Data Manager program is invoked by entering "datmgr" on the command line. The 
first screen to appear is the "Opening Screen," which lists the following options:

Get - specifications from file
Save - current specifications
Basic - operators
Remarked - data options
Execute - a script
Query - for general information
Return - to operating system.
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The "Basic - operators" option is the main gateway to the eleven primary operators 
supported by the "datmgr" program. The other options apply to all of the primary opera 
tors in a global sense, especially the "Remarked - data options" option, which should be 
used before any of the primary operators to retain or delete remark codes.

 Opening Screen-
11. S. Geological Survey 

DATMGR: 2.0 version. November 1. 1997

-DflTMGR 2.0-,

File Manipulation functions

Remarked - data options 

Execute - a script

Specification Files (optional)
Get - specifications froa file 
Save - current specifications

Query - for general information 
Return ~ to operating system

^HELP-

- Sort, aggregate, filter, concatenate, etc.

r-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confira selection with the F2 key, or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:[U Accept :|£ Quiet :|£ Xpad:|£ Cahlp

Basic Operators
The "datmgr" program provides eleven operators for modifying data files. These opera 
tors utilize RDB operators and functions, and thus, are available in command line mode 
(see Appendix F for a complete description of the functions and their usage syntax). 
Within a given "datmgr" session, each operator can be invoked in any sequence as many 
times as required. Output from each operator is either an RDB file or a Script file, or both. 
Output from one operator usually is used as input to the next operator. Script from the 
current operator is appended to script from the previous operator, which was appended to 
script from its preceding operator in repeating series. Thus, care should be taken to 
sequence the operators logically when creating a complex script.

From the "Opening Screen," select the "Basic (B)" screen. The following operators are 
listed:

Sort - a file
Aggregate - a file
Row - filtering
Variable - subset/reorder
Create - new variables
Evaluate - computed variables
Modify - variable attributes
Transpose - row to group / group to row
Merge - files (join, subtract, or concatenate)
Delete - duplicate rows
Compute - ranks (percentiles)
Return - to opening screen.

From the "Basic (B)" screen, enter the first letter(s) (not case sensitive) of the operator or 
use the arrow keys to select the operator and then use Enter.

When finished, type "R" (or "r") to return control to the "Opening Screen" or use the 
arrow keys to select the "Return to opening screen" option and use Enter.
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r-Basic (B>- -DftTMGR 2.0-,
Select a function:

Sort - a file
Ron - filtering
Create - neu variables
Modify - variable attributes
Merge - files
Compute - ranks (percentlles)

Aggregate - rows in a file 
Variable - subset/reorder 
Evaluate - computed variables 
Transpose - rou2grp / grp2rou 
Delete - duplicate rows

i-HELP-

Return to previous Menu

r-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys

then confir-B selection with the F2 key.
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:[fJ Accept :[£ Top:|Q Quiet :|£ Xpad:|£ Cahlp

Get Specifications
To use specifications from a previous "datmgr" session, load a "Specifications" file (see 
discussion of "Specifications Files" in the section "Steps to Using QWGRAF Programs"). 
From the "Opening Screen," select the "Get (G) lf screen. A list of specifications files 
(extension ".dmg") and a field for specifying a file name are presented. Use the arrow 
keys to select the required file and use either Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept the 
selection. The "latest.dmg" file includes the specifications used for the most recent execu 
tion of the "datmgr" program, whether in the current or previous session.

The "Specifications" file includes the name of the input data file used when the file was 
created. If a new input data file is required, select the new file using the "Open input data 
file" option from the "Opening Screen."

Save Specifications

Input Files

Program specifications, whether manually entered or retrieved from a "Specifications" 
file, can be changed as many times as required during the current session. Specifications 
can be saved for reuse by either overwriting an old "Specifications" file or creating a new 
one. From the "Opening Screen," select the "Save (S)" screen. Enter a file name or path 
name and file name. Use either Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept the file name. The 
system prompts the user for permission to overwrite an existing file.

Each of the primary operators available in the "datmgr" program requires that an input 
file be specified. The input file can be a data file in one of the formats supported by 
QWGRAF, including RJDB, or a script file discussed subsequently. For the first operator 
invoked during a given "datmgr" session, the field used to specify the input file name in 
the respective "File (B*F)" screen will be blank and a file name must be entered and 
selected. For each subsequent operator invoked in the current session of "datmgr," the 
output file from the last operator becomes the default input file for the new operator. The 
default file name can be changed. NOTE: If the user stays within a given operator after 
executing an operator and creating an output file of the results, the input file name for the 
next execution of the operator is the original input file name, not the output file name just 
created. The user must return to the "File (B*F)" screen to specify and select the input 
file required.
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Output Options
The "datmgr" program provides an output option for each operator. For example, if 
"remarked (censored)" data are removed from the input file using the "Remarked Data 
Options" operator; then selected columns are removed from the file using the "Subset and 
order variable" operator followed by aggregating the data by State code using the 
"Aggregate" operator; it will be necessary to specify an output option for each of these 
operators. The output can be either an RDB data file or a script file (see discussion subse 
quently). Note that the actual file manipulation process is initiated when the name of the 
output file is accepted. To abort the execution of the current operator, blank out the output 
file name with a single space followed by using Accept (F2) or Enter, or respond with 
"no" to the prompt asking permission to overwrite a file.

RDB Script Files
An alternative to specifying an RDB data file as output is to create a script file. A script 
file is an RDB file (.rqs extension) but contains no data lines. Scripts of the RDB opera 
tors and arguments are stored in sequence in the RDB comment lines at the beginning of 
the file. The script is created in a continuous background process, whether or not an actual 
script file is created. The script is appended as each operator is invoked. If the input file 
used for a "datmgr" operator also is a script file, it is appended with the script generated 
in the current operator. Thus, if the output file is also to be a script file and the name spec 
ified is the same as the input script file, then the new file contains the original script plus 
the appended script from the current operator.

Execute a Script File
Once a "Script" file has been created, "datmgr" provides an option for executing the script 
in order to review the results before the script is used as an input file for another "datmgr" 
operator or QWGRAF program. The "Execute - a script" option in the "Opening Screen" 
creates an RDB file containing the final form of the data as processed by the script. Any 
new variables created as a result of the scripting process, but whose values are not actu 
ally required by the scripting process are not evaluated. The algorithm(s) used to create 
these variables, along with the variable characteristics (name, data type, precision), 
however, are stored in the RDB file header lines as described in the discussion of the RDB 
system and its WRD extensions in Appendix C. Computed variables are only evaluated 
when specifically required by a QWGRAF program.
From the "Opening Screen," select the "Execute - a script" option to bring up the 
"Execute (E)" screen. Select the "Input - script file" option to bring up the "Input (El)" 
screen, which lists the script files (".rqs" extension) in the current directory. Type in or 
select the script file to be executed. When the file selected is accepted (use Accept (F(2) 
or Return), control is returned to the "Execute (E)" screen. Execute the script by selecting 
and accepting the "Execute - a script" option. The system will display the "Execute (EE)" 
screen in which you will enter a name for the RDB file that will contain the results of the 
script process. The system automatically adds the ".rdb" extension.
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r-Execute (E)- -OflTMGR 2.0-,

Select:
Input - script file 

Then:
Execute - the script 

and

r-HELP-

Return to the previous menu.

-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys

then confirm selection with the F2 key.
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:|H Accept :|H Top:[HJ] Quiet :|g Xpad:|£ Cmhlp

r£xecute (EE)-

Enter name of rdb file:

(Note the suffix .rdb uill be added automatically.)

-TJATHGR 2.0-]

i-HELP-

Enter a name of an rdb file to receive the data.

-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and move between fields. 
Use 'Accept' command to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:|] Accept :|H Limits :|£ Top:[HJ] Quiet :[£ Xpad:|£ Cmhlp Oops

Executing the Script from Command Line

A script can be executed from the command line as in the following examples: 

rdbqry <file_name.rqs

rdbqry <file_name.rqs | ptbl

Output to screen
(computed variables not evaluated) 
Pipe to "ptbl" for output to screen 
(computed variables not evaluated) 

rdbqry <file_name.rqs | compcol -v | ptbl Pipe to "compcol" to evaluate
computed variables; pipe to "ptbl".

Script Files as Input Files to QWGRAF Programs

A script file can be used as input to any QWGRAF program. When the program is 
executed, the script is executed first reconstructing the data manipulation operators used 
to produce the required data file.
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Remarked (Censored) Data Options
The "Opening Screen" provides an option for remarked (censored) data. This option is 
different than similar options available in the other QWGRAF programs because it 
provides for modifying or removing the remark codes assigned to the censored values as 
opposed to just including or excluding the data from an analysis. From the "Opening 
Screen," select the "Remarked (R)" screen.

Select Input Data File for Censored Data
From the "Remarked (R)" screen, select the "File (RF)11 screen. The file selected here 
could be a script file to which additional script will be added. If a data file or script file 
was created by a previous "datmgr" operator, its file name will appear in the "Enter file 
name" field; otherwise this field will be blank. Select or type in a new file name and use 
either Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept the file name and return control to the 
"Remarked (R)" screen.

Remarked Data Options
The following options are provided for handling censored data values, including values 
computed from censored values:

Keep remark codes - Remark codes will be retained with the detection
limit (reporting) values. 

Delete remark codes - The remark codes will be removed from the data.
If this option is selected, one of the following
options must be specified, 

a. Retain value - The detection (reporting) limit values will be
retained and considered real values, 

b. Set as missing - The value is removed from the file and the field is
set as "missing." 

Set ingest default - Use the above specification as the remark handling
option for the filters converting other data formats to
RDB.

From the "Remarked (R)" screen, select the "Remark (RR)" screen from which the 
remarked data options are specified. Note that when the "Delete remark codes" option is 
selected and toggled "On" with the space bar, the screen changes to bring up two addi 
tional options. When finished, use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Remarked (R)" 
screen. Use Accept (F2) again to return control to the "Opening Screen."
The option selected can be applied to just the current session of "datmgr" or it can be set 
as the default remark handling option when other data formats are converted to RDB. To 
set this option, use the space bar to Toggle "On" the "Set ingest default" option. This 
option will remain in effect until changed in another "datmgr" session.
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i-ReBarked <R>- -DflTMGR 2.0-n

Select:
File - to process

and 
Reaark - handling option

Save as:
Data - save new data file

or 
Script - save RDB script

r-HELP-

Return to previous Menu

r-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confirm selection with the F2 key, or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:|H Accept :QQ Top:QDB Quiet :QQ Xpad:QQ C«hlp

i-Reaark <RR>- -OfiTMGR 2.0-

reaark codes

tain censored value Magnitude 
lark censored values as Missing

Q-Set above spec as ingest default

i-HELP-

Eliainate reaark codes fro« file. If you select this box you Must 
also specify the disposition of censored values in the file.

-INSTRUCT-
Option field: use space bar to toggle between ON (X) and OFF ( ).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to Move between fields. 
Use 'Accept' conand to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:[H Accept :[£ LiMits:|£ Top:HQ Quiet :Qg Xpad:|fi] Cahlp Oops

Save an RDB Data File from "Remarked Data" Option
To create an output data file from the "Remarked Data options" process, select the "Data 
(RD)" screen from the "Remarked (R)11 screen. Enter a me name in the field. Use either 
Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept the selection. The system appends the ".rdb" exten 
sion to the file name. The system prompts the user for permission to overwrite an existing 
file. Pathnames may be used to place the resultant file in a selected directory.

Save an RDB Script File from "Remarked Data" Option
To save the script from the "Remarked data options" operator, save it to a new script file 
or append it onto an existing script file. From the "Remarked (R)" screen, select the 
"Script (RS)" screen. If the input file to this operator was an RDB script file, its file name 
will appear in the entry box. Use Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept this selection. 
The new script file will contain the old script with the new script appended. If a new script 
file is required, enter a new file name and use Accept (F2) or the Enter key. The system 
appends the ".rqs" extension to the file name. The system prompts the user for permission 
to overwrite an existing file. Pathnames may be used to place the resultant file in a 
selected directory.
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Sort a Data File
The "Sort" operator provides for sorting a data file by one or more variables. Each sort 
field can be designated as either "ascending" or "descending." From the "Basic (B)" 
screen, select the "Sort (BS)" screen.

r-Sort <BS>- -DATMGR 2.0-1

Select:
File - to sort

and 
Variables - to sort by

Save as:
Data - save sorted data

or 
Script - save RDB script

r-HELP-

Return to previous nenu

r-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys

then confirm selection with the F2 key,
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:[|] Accept :[£ Top:[IQ Quiet :[EJ Xpad:|E Cnhlp

Select a File to be Sorted
From the "Sort (BS)" screen, select the "File (BSF)" screen for selecting the data file to 
be sorted. This file could be a script file to which additional script for the sort operator 
will be added. If a data file or script file was created by a previous "datmgr" operator, its 
file name will appear in the "Enter file name" field; otherwise this field will be blank. 
Select or type in a new file name and use either Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept the 
file name and return control to the "Sort (BS)" screen.

Select Sort Variables
From the "Sort (BS)" screen, select the "Variables (BSV)" screen for naming the sort vari 
ables. The sort variables are marked for selection in the order of nesting with the highest 
level (or primary) sort variable being given a value of "1" in the "Select" column. For an 
ascending sort, the sort order value is preceded with a"+" sign (the plus sign is optional), 
while a descending sort order value is preceded with a "-" (minus) sign. Use Enter to 
highlight the next variable.

Save an RDB Data File
To create an output data file from the "Sort a data file " operator, select the "Data (BSD)" 
screen from the "Sort (BS)" screen. Enter a file name in the field and use either Accept 
(F2) or the Enter key to accept the selection. The system appends the ".rdb" extension to 
the file name. The system prompts the user for permission to overwrite an existing file. 
Pathnames may be used to place the resultant file in a selected directory.

Save an RDB Script File
To save the script from the "Sort" operator, save it to a new script file or append it onto 
an existing script file. From the "Sort (BS)" screen, select the "Script (BSS)" screen. If 
the input file to this operator was an RDB script file, its file name will appear in the entry 
box. Use Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept this selection. The new script file will 
contain the old script as well with the new script appended. If a new script file is required,
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enter a new file name and use Accept (F2) or the Enter key. The system appends the ".rqs" 
extension to the file name. The system prompts the user for permission to overwrite an 
existing file. Pathnames may be used to place the resultant file in a selected directory. 
Select the "Return to previous menu" option to return control to the "Basic (B)" screen.

Aggregate a Data File

Aggregation is the process whereby rows of a data set are grouped by the values of a 
partitioning (grouping) variable and then condensed to a single row where the value of 
each observation in a column is a computed statistic of the condensed rows, such as 
mean, median, or observation count. The determination of the number of groups to be 
created and the value ranges of the partitioning variable that these groups represent can 
be accomplished in the following ways:

1. The number of groups can be set equal to the number of unique values of the 
partitioning variable.

2. The range of values of the partitioning variable can be divided into a user- 
defined number of groups, each group of which has an equal range of values 
of the partitioning variable. The minimum and maximum values of the 
partitioning variable can be determined by the system or the user can select the 
minimum and maximum values.

3. Specific interval ranges are defined, where the ranges between intervals 
(groups) need not be the same and can even overlap. The number of intervals 
is equal to the number of individual ranges defined.

From the "Basic (B)" screen, select the "Aggregate (BA)" screen, which lists the follow 
ing functions:

File - to aggregate
Variable - to control aggregation
Method - for combining records
Intervals -of aggregation
Censored - data option
Save - data file
Save - script file.

Select: 
File 
Variable 
Method 
Intervals 
Censored

upi rt

.-INSTRUCT     

Save as : 
- to aggregate Data - save aggregated data 
- to control aggregation or 
- for combining records Script - save RDB script 
- of aggregation 
- data option

Return to previous Menu

Select an option using arrow keys 
then confirm selection with the F2 key. or 

Type the first letter of an option.

Help: HI Accept :|£ Top:|Q Quiet :[£ Xpad:|jl C«hlp
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Select Input File to Aggregate

From the "Aggregate (BA)" screen, select the "File (BAF)" screen from which the input 
data file is selected. This file could be a script file to which additional script for the aggre 
gate operator will be added. If a data file or script file was created by a previous "datmgr" 
operator, its file name will appear in the "Enter file name" field; otherwise this field will 
be blank. Select or type in a new file name and use either Accept (F2) or the Enter key to 
accept the file name and return control to the "Aggregate (BA)" screen.

Select Variables to Control Aggregation

From the "Aggregate (BA)" screen, select the "Variable (BAV)" screen from which the 
partitioning or grouping variables are selected. Use the arrow keys and the Enter key to 
select up to four variables. For more than one partition variable, order the variables from 
the highest to the lowest level of nesting by entering 1,2, 3, or 4 in the "select" column 
field to the left of the appropriate variable names. A variable can be deselected by enter 
ing a "0" (zero). If more than one aggregation variable is selected, the only "Interval type" 
option available is "Unique." Use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Aggregate (BA)" 
screen.

Caution: The aggregation process can have unexpected results when using "real" vari 
ables as aggregation variables. The system only uses a certain number of digits in a real 
number and any number with a larger number of digits is truncated to the number of digits 
used by the system. Thus, using large real variables as aggregation variables can result in 
aggregation groups containing numbers not appropriate for that group. This situation 
may occur when an integer number, such as a date or station ID, is declared a real vari 
able. Such numbers with different digits in the last few positions can be considered 
"equal" by the system, resulting in their being assigned to the wrong group, such as when 
the group is based on "unique" values of the aggregation variable. To avoid this situation, 
use double precision real or integer variables.

Method of Combining Records

From the "Aggregate (BA)" screen, select the "Method (BAM)" screen to select whether 
a single aggregation method is to be applied globally to all variables or whether each vari 
able is to be assigned its own method. A global method should be selected first followed 
by assigning alternate methods to selected variables, if required.

Single (Global) Aggregation Method

Select the "Global (BAMG)" screen, which lists the following methods of aggregation:

Average (Mean) (AVG) Minimum (MIN)
Sum (SUM) Observation Count (CNT)
Median (MED) Standard Deviation (STD)
Range (RNG) Variance (VAR)
Maximum (MAX) Coefficient of Variation (COV).

Use the arrow keys to select the method desired and use Accept (F2) to accept the selec 
tion and return control to the "Method (BAM)" screen. Select "Return to previous menu" 
option to return control to the "Aggregate (BA)" screen.
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r-Hethod (BflM)- -OflTMGR 2.<H

Select:
Global - nethod to use for all variables

and/or 

Then:
Individual - nethod for each variable

i-HELP-

Return to the previous menu

-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confira selection with the F2 key, or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:|H flccept :QQ Top:|Q Quiet :QB Xpad:|J] Cahlp
J

i-Global (BflMG)-

Select data aggregation aethod:

SUM
Median
Range

Count
Standard Deviation
Variance
Coefficient of Variation

-OftTMGR 2.0-,

r-HELP-

Use the average of all observations in each interval.

i-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confirm selection with the F2 key, or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:[H Accept :|£ Top:|IE Quiet :[£] Xpad:[E Cahlp
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Individual Variable Aggregation Method

Select the "Individual (BAMI)" screen. For each variable to be aggregated by a method 
other than the default method indicated in the "default" column, type in the selected 
three-character code. Use Help (Fl) to view the "Help" panel with a list of the three-char 
acter codes. Use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Method (BAM)" screen. Select 
"Return to previous menu" option to return control to the "Aggregate (BA)" screen.

-iiiuiviuutii vDnru./ 
Set the "Method" field to the aggregation Method for each

Method
SSB
MAX
AVG
MAX

Nane
na«e
typ
cnt
amt

Type
TEXK6)
TEXK4)

REAL
TEXT(4)

Method
MAX
MAX
MAX
AVG

Naae
nr
amt
typ

     un i nun c. , v   
variable .

Type
TEXT (2)
TEXT(4)
TEXT (4)

,-HELP                                                      
AVG. SUN. NED Uedian). RNG (-ax - .in), MAX. MIN. CNT (observation count). 
STD (standard deviation). VAR (variance) and COV (coefficient of variation). 
Only MAX and HIN nay be used for text variables.

r-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and «ove between fields. 
Use 'Accept' co««and to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:|B Accept :|H Liaits :[E Top:|||g Quiet :|J§ Xpad:Qg C-hlp Oops Hindow

Establish Interval Boundaries for the Aggregation

From the "Aggregate (BA)" screen, select the "Intervals (BAI)" screen to select the 
method to determine the number of intervals to be computed and the range of values in 
each interval. The "Interval" methods are as follow:

Unique - values of aggregation variables
Equal - size intervals
User - defined intervals.

Select interval type:

Equal - size intervals 
User - defined intervals

Return - to previous nenu

un n

TMQTDI IfT

One interval is defined for each unique combination of 
aggregation variable (s) .

Select an option using arrow keys 
then confirn selection with the F2 key. or 

Type the first letter of an option.
fS \

Help:|H Accept: HE Top :[JE Quiet :Qg Xpad:|£ Cahlp
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Unique Values of Aggregation Variables

From the "Intervals (BAI)" screen, select the "Unique" option if an interval is to be 
created for each unique value of the combination of aggregation variables. Note that 
"Unique" is the only interval option allowed when more than one variable is used to 
define the aggregation grouping.

In most cases, the unique values of the partitioning variables adequately define the 
number of intervals. However, it also is possible to farther partition the unique values of 
any or all of the partition variables. For example, in the case of the Hydrologic Unit Code, 
there are four levels imbedded in the eight-digit integer number. If unique values of the 
entire number are used with the "Unique" option, the intervals would be based on the 
Cataloging Unit (eight digits). By using a special extension of the "Unique" option (select 
the "Unique (BAIU)" screen), it is possible to have the interval based on Region (the first 
two digits of the code), Subregion (the first four digits in the code), or Accounting Unit 
(the first six digits in the code). In the "Unique (BAIU)" screen, an integer divisor can be 
specified to truncate the eight-digit number to form the higher level partitioning factor; 
for example, use 1000000 for Region; 10000 for Subregion; and 100 for Accounting 
Unit. A different divisor can be specified for each partition variable. Use Accept (F2) to 
return control to the "Intervals (BAI)" screen.

r-Unique (BfllU)-
Enter an optional divisor for each variable. The variables will 
be truncated to an Integer Multiple of the divisor before being 
used. To use the variable unmodified, enter 0 for the divisor. 

Variable Divisor

-DflTMGR 2.<H

r-HELP
This feature is especially useful to select digits fro» an Integer 
variable. For example to select the subregion number fro* a hydrologic 
unit code, use a divisor of 10000.

i-INSTRUCT-
Enter data In highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and move between fields. 
Use "Accept* coMand to go to next screen when done entering data.

HelprgJ Accept :|jjj Li-its :(£ Top:|fQ Quiet :[£ Xpad:[£ C.hlp Oops Window

Equal Intervals

From the "Intervals (BAI)" screen, select the "Equal (BAIE)" screen. Use the arrow keys 
to highlight the "Number of Intervals" option. Change the default value as required. If the 
"Automatic" option is selected, the system will compute the range of the partitioning 
variable and divide this range into the number of intervals specified. Each interval will 
have an approximately equal range of values of the partitioning variable.

If the "Manual" option is selected, the user specifies the minimum and maximum values 
(range) of the partitioning variable. This range is then divided by the specified number of 
intervals to determine the equal magnitude range of each interval. Use Accept (F2) to 
return control to the "Intervals (BAI)" screen.
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r-Equal CBAIE)- -DftTHGR 2.0-1

data value: 1991.0

Number of intervals:

Q-AUTOMATIC
alue: 1500.0 

HaxlBUB value: 2000.0

MaxiBUB data value: 1992.0

0.0 
0.0

I-HANUAL
MiniBUB value: 
MaxiBUB value:

r-WELP-

Enter the nuaber of equally spaced intervals.

-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and BOVC between fields. 
Use 'Accept' coMend to go to next screen uhen done entering data.

Help:!) Accept :[B Limits :[£ Top:[|E Quiet :|£ Xpad:[E C.hlp Oops

User-Defined Intervals

From the "Intervals (BAI)" screen, select the "User (BAIU)" screen. Use the Enter and 
arrow keys to enter minimum and maximum values for as many intervals as required. The 
intervals need not be contiguous. Use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Intervals 
(BAI)" screen. Select the "Return to previous menu" option to return control to the 
"Aggregate (BA)" screen.

-User (BftlU)-

MiniBUB data value: 1991.0 Mexi«u» data value: 1992.0 
Number MiniBUB MaxiBUB

-DftTHGR 2.0-,

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0

Thls field contains the BiniBUB value for each Interval.

r-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and >ove between fields. 
Use 'Accept* conand to go to next screen uhen done entering data.

:m Accept :BJj LiBlts :[£ Top:|Q Quiet :[£ Xpad:[£ Cahlp Oops Window

Censored Data Option

By default, the aggregate operator excludes censored data from the analysis. To include 
censored data in the aggregation, from the "Aggregate (BA)" screen, select the "Censored 
(BAG)" screen and then use the arrow or Tab keys to select (highlight) the "Include 
censored data" option. Use Accept (F2) to accept the selection and return control to the 
"Aggregate (BA)" screen.
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Save an RDB Data Fiie
To create an output data file from the "Aggregate" operator, select the "Data (BAD)" 
screen from the "Aggregate (BA)" screen. Enter a file name in the field. Use either Accept 
(F2) or the Enter key to accept the selection. The system appends the ".rdb" extension to 
the file name. The system prompts the user for permission to overwrite an existing file. 
Pathnames may be used to place the resultant file in a selected directory.

Save an RDB Script File
To save the script from the "Aggregate" operator, save it to a new script file or append it 
onto an existing script file. From the "Aggregate (BA)11 screen, select the "Script (BAS)11 
screen. If the input file to this operator was an RDB script file, its file name will appear 
in the entry box. Use Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept this selection. The new file 
will contain the old script with the new script appended. If a new file is required, enter a 
new file name and use Accept (F2) or the Enter key. The system appends the ".rqs" exten 
sion to the file name. The system prompts the user for permission to overwrite an existing 
file. Pathnames may be used to place the resultant file in a selected directory. Select the 
"Return to previous menu" option to return control to the "Basic (B)" screen.

Filter Data Rows
The "Row" operator provides a filtering process for selecting rows in a data file that meet 
certain criteria. The criteria are specified in the form of Boolean expressions entered in 
the "Criteria (BRC)" screen. A comprehensive suite of Boolean Logic operators and 
connectors is available for constructing the filtering criteria. The criteria statement can be 
as simple or complex as required with appropriate use of connectors and parenthetical 
groups. Provision is made to either include or exclude rows on the basis of the criteria 
statement. From the "Basic (B)11 screen, select the "Row (BR)" screen.

Select Input Data File
From the "Row (BR)" screen, select the "File (BRF)11 screen. This file could be a script 
file to which additional script for the filter operator will be added. If a data file or script 
file was created by a previous "datmgr" operator, its file name will appear in the "Enter 
file name" field; otherwise this field will be blank. Select or type in a new file name and 
use either Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept the file name and return control to the 
"Row (BR)" screen.

Filter Criteria Syntax
From the "Row (BR)11 screen, select the "Criteria (BRC)" screen. Although at this time 
the syntax used for the "datmgr11 filter criteria operator is based on the Perl scripting 
language, usually only the basic arithmetic operators and connectors are needed to 
construct the required search criteria. For a detailed description of Perl programming, see 
the textbook Programming Perl (Wall and Schwartz, 1991). The filter criteria syntax 
entered in the "Criteria (BRC)" screen is passed to an RDB operator, "perltbl" written in 
Perl. This operator is described in the RDB Operators section of Appendix C; Appendix 
C also provides details on the available operators and the usage syntax.
To view a list of variable names from the current input data file (or script) that might be 
used in constructing the filter criteria, use Intrpt (F6). Use Accept (F2) to return control 
to the "Criteria (BRC)" screen.
To view a list of the functions, operators, and connectors that are available for construct 
ing the filter criteria, use Help (Fl) if the "Help" panel is not already activated. Use the 
down-page key, Dnpg (;d), and the up-page key, Uppg (;u), to scroll through the list. 
When finished, use (F3) to reactivate the data panel. Note: depending on when the "Help" 
panel is activated, use Help (F1) again to activate the Dnpg and Uppg functions, the status 
of which is indicated in the "Instruct" panel at the bottom of the screen.
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The name of each variable used in the criteria expression must be prefaced with a "$" 
sign. Some functions are prefaced with an "&" while others are not. The "&" prefaced 
functions are nonstandard Perl functions created especially for the "perltbl" operator.

RDB Functions

The following is a list of the commonly used RDB functions: 

Function Description

+ - * / Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division
$a%$b Modulo division (remainder of variable $a divided by variable $b)
| & A Bitwise "or," "and," and exclusive "or"
» « Bitwise shift right, and bitwise shift left
** Exponentiation
$a . $b String concatenation (Append string variable $b to variable $a)
$a x $b Value of variable $a strung together b times
++$a Increment variable $a by 1
~$a Decrement variable $a by 1
|| && Logical "or," "and"
! $a Logical "not" (True if variable $a is not true)
== |= Numeric equality and numeric inequality
eq ne String equality and string inequality
< > Numeric less than and numeric greater than
It gt String less than and string greater than
<= >= Numeric less than or equal to and numeric greater than or equal to
le ge String less than or equal to and string greater than or equal to.

RDB Numeric Functions

The following is a list of the commonly used numeric functions available:

Numeric 
Function

sin(X)
tan(X)
&acos(X)
atan2(Y,X)
exp(X)
&loglO(X)
&max(X...)
&floor(X)
rand(X)

Description

sine of X 
tangent of X 
inverse cosine of X 
inverse tangent of Y/X 
e to the power of X 
base 10 log of X 
maximum value 
nearest integer <= X 
random number (0-X)

Numeric
Function Description

cos(X) cosine of X
&asin(X) inverse sine of X
&atan(X) inverse tangent of X
sqrt(X) square root of X
log(X) natural (base e) log of X
&min(X...) minimum value
&nint(X) nearest integer to X
int(X) integer part of X

RDB String Functions

The following is a list of the commonly used string functions available: 

String Function Description

len(string) 
substr(string, length)

index(string, substring)

Get length of a string value.
Get a substring. If length is omitted, then get to end
of string.
Get position of substring in string.
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Date/Time Functions

The date function provides considerable flexibility for formatting a variable containing a 
date or a date and time. The variable should be a text variable where the date is listed first 
followed by time (optional). Any of the following forms would be recognizable by the 
date/time functions listed subsequently:

Oct 12,1994 
15 November 86 
01/01/94 
941217 
06/17/85 16:45

(October 12,1994) 
(November 15,1986) 
(January 1,1994) 
(December 17,1994) 
(4:15pm on June 17, 1985).

Date/Time Function 

&canonical_date($date)

&year($date)
&month($date)
&day($date)
&hour($date)
&minute($date)
&water_year($date)
&dow($date)
&date_parts($date)

&days($date) 

&date_time (Sdays)

Data Validation Functions

Function

&isNumber(expr) 
&is Date(expr)

Description

Convert a date to canonical form
(yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss).
Extract the year from the date.
Extract the month from the date.
Extract the day from the date.
Extract the hour from the date.
Extract the minute from the date.
Extract the water_year from the date.
Get the day of the week (1-7) from the date.
Get array of date components from date and place
in listed variables ($y, $m, $d, $h, $mn, $s).
Get the number of days between 1901/01/01 and
Sdate.
Get the date that is Sdays later than
1901/01/01.

Description

Tests whether expression is a number. 
Tests whether expression is a date.

Syntax Example - An example of the filter criteria syntax as entered in the "Criteria 
(BRC)" screen follows:

Filter Type: Retain

Criteria: &isNumber($RAINFALL) &&
&isNumber($PH) && SRAINFALL >= 0.01 && 
$PH>=0.01

Explanation: Retain a row in the file if the variable RAINFALL is a
number greater than or equal to 0.01 AND if the variable PH 
is a number greater than or equal to 0.01; otherwise, remove 
the row from the output file.

Use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Row (BR)fl screen.
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l-Criteria (BRC)

Criteria :
Filter type: ^-Exclusion [-Retention

-DflTMGR 2.0-n

_______________________________^^^^HP
] 
] 
]

USE INTRPT FOR LIST OF VARIABLES »»»»»»»»>» 
«««« REMEMBER TO BEGIN VARIABLE NflMES HITH A $ »»»»»>»

Comparison operators Connectors 
Numeric: ==!=<><=>= W, (logical AND) 
String: eq ne It gt le ge II (logical OR)

^HELP-
Enter a line of filter criteria. Remember to begin each variable 
na«e with S. You nay use parentheses to force evaluation order.

Operators: 
11 && Logical OR. AND

I
-INSTRUCT-

Enter data in highlighted field(s).
Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and move between fields. 

Use 'Accept' command to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:QB Accept :|E Limits :QQ Top:[|Q Intrpt:QQ Quiet :QQ Xpad:[£ Cahlp

Save an RDB Data File
To create an output data file from the "Row filtering" operator, select the "Data (BRD)" 
screen from the "Row (BR)" screen. Enter a file name in the field. Use either Accept (F2) 
or the Enter key to accept the selection. The system appends the ".rdb" extension to the 
file name. The system prompts the user for permission to overwrite an existing file. Path 
names may be used to place the resultant file in a selected directory.

Save an RDB Script File
To save the script from the "Row filtering" operator, save it to a new script file or append 
it onto an existing script file. From the "Row (BR)" screen, select the "Script (BRS)" 
screen. If the input file to this operator was an RDB script file, its file name will appear 
in the entry box. Use Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept this selection. The new file 
will contain the old script with the new script appended. If a new script file is required, 
enter a new file name and use Accept (F2) or the Enter key. The system appends the" .rqs" 
extension to the file name. The system prompts the user for permission to overwrite an 
existing file. Pathnames may be used to place the resultant file in a selected directory. 
Select the "Return to previous menu" option to return control to the "Basic (B)" screen.
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Variable Subset/Reorder
The "Variable Subset/Reorder" operator provides a process to select certain variables 
(columns) from the input data file, reorder them, and place them in a designated output 
data file or provides for their selection in a script.

r-Variable (BV)- -OflTHGR 2.0-1

Select:
File - to subset

and
Variables - to retain 
Include - all variables 
Clear - all selections

Save as:
Data - save subsetted/reordered data

or 
Script - save RDB script

i-HELP-

Return to previous Menu

,-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys

then confirm selection with the F2 key.
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:!] Rccept:|H Top:|U3 Quiet :Qg XPad:|J] Cahlp

Select Input Data File
From the "Basic (B)11 screen, select the "Variable (BV)11 screen. From the "Variable (BV)11 
screen, select the "File (BVF)" screen. This file could be a script file to which additional 
script for the subset/reorder operator will be added. If a data file or script file was created 
by a previous "datmgr" operator, its file name will appear in the "Enter file name" field; 
otherwise this field will be blank. Select or type in a new file name and use either Accept 
(F2) or the Enter key to accept the file name and return control to the "Variable (BV)11 
screen.

Select Variables to Retain
From the "Variable (BV)" screen, select the "Variables (BCV)" screen. From the list of 
variables, use the arrow keys to highlight the variables to be retained in the output data 
file. Order the variables by populating the "Select" field with the appropriate numbers 
(1-N). Deselect any unneeded variables by entering a "0" (zero) in the "Select" field. If 
the "Include all variables" option is used initially to include all variables, deselecting 
variables not to be retained may be easier than selecting individual variables.
To start over, use the "Clear all variables" option to deselect all variables.

Save an RDB Data File
To create an output data file from the "Variable subset/order" operator, select the "Data 
(BVD)" screen from the "Variable (BV)11 screen. Enter a file name in the field. Use either 
Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept the selection. The system appends the ".rdb" exten 
sion to the file name. The system prompts the user for permission to overwrite an existing 
file. Pathnames may be used to place the resultant file in a selected directory.

Save an RDB Script File
To save the script from the "Variable subset/reorder" operator, save it to a new script file 
or append it onto an existing script file. From the "Variable (BV)11 screen, select the 
"Script (BVS) 11 screen. If the input file to this operator was an RDB script file, its file
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name will appear in the entry box. Use Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept this selec 
tion. The new script file will contain the old script with the new script appended. If a new 
script file is required, enter a new file name and use Accept (F2) or the Enter key. The 
system appends the ".rqs" extension to the file name. The system prompts the user for 
permission to overwrite an existing file. Pathnames may be used to place the resultant file 
in a selected directory. Select the "Return to previous menu" option to return control to 
the "Basic (B)" screen.

Create New Variables
The "Create" operator provides for the creation of new variables (columns) in the output 
data file. A full range of mathematical functions and comparison operators are available 
to construct the required computational algorithms. Any number of new variables can be 
added to a file. In a given "datmgr" session, newly created variables can have the algo 
rithms edited or deleted. Variables created in other "datmgr" sessions are modified using 
the "Modify" operator in the "Basic (B)" screen.
Output options include the following:

1. Define, compute, and store the values for the new variables in the output data 
file.

2. Define the variable and algorithm, but do not compute the values. The resulting 
data file will have the variable definitions and algorithms stored in the 
"Column definition" lines of the RDB file, but there will be no data columns 
for the new variables. If this file type is used as an input file for another 
QWGRAF program, the program makes the necessary computations if a 
computed variable is needed for the program.

3. Create a script file containing the algorithm. See discussion of script files in 
the section "Output an RDB Script File."

r-Create (BO- -OftTMGR 2.0-,

0 new variables have been defined
Select: Save RDB file:

File - to receive variable Conpute - save conputed values
Add - a new variable or
Edit - an added variable Fornula - save fornula only
Delete - an added variable Or:
Clear - all added variables Script - save RDB script

Return to previous nenu

Select an option using arrow keys 
then confirm selection with the F2 key, or 

Type the first letter of an option.

Help: [§] Accept :QQ Top:[HJJ Quiet :QQ Xpad:|£ C«hlp

Select a File to Receive New Variable
From the "Basic (B)" screen, select the "Create (BC)" screen. From the "Create (BC)" 
screen, select the "File (CF)" screen. This file could be a script file to which additional 
script for the "Create" operator will be added. If a data file or script file was created by a 
previous "datmgr" operator, its file name will appear in the "Enter file name" field; 
otherwise this field will be blank. Select or type in a new file name and use either Accept
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(F2) or the Enter key to accept the file name and return control to the "Create (BC)" 
screen.

Add a New Variable
From the "Create (BC)" screen, select the "Edit (BCE)" screen in which the characteris 
tics and algorithm of the new variable will be defined.

Variable Name
Use the arrow keys to position the cursor in the "Name" field and enter the name for the 
new variable (12 characters or less). This name should not conflict with the name of an 
existing variable in the file.

Variable Type
Use the arrow keys to position the cursor in the desired "variable type" field and use the 
space bar to place an "X" in the field. Use the left arrow and Enter keys to reposition the 
cursor if the variable type is to be changed.

Variable Description
Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to the "Description" field and enter a description 
of the new variable (optional).

Variable Code
Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to the "Code" field, which will contain the algo 
rithm definition code. As an aide to constructing the algorithm, use Intrp (F6) to view a 
list of variable names from the current input data file (or script) that might be in the algo 
rithm. After viewing the variable names, use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Edit 
(BCE)" screen.
Enter the name of the new variable preceded by a "$" and followed by an " = " sign. Enter 
the algorithm to compute the new variable utilizing Perl syntax. To view a list of opera 
tors and functions available for creating algorithms, see the previous discussion in the 
"Row Filtration" section or use Help (Fl) to activate the "Help" panel. Use Dnpg (;d) and 
Uppg (;u) to scroll through the list. When finished, use (F3) to return control to the data 
panel. See also the section "ASCII Flat Files to RDB" in Appendix C and the discussion 
of the RDB operator "perltbl" in Appendix E. The following syntax rules apply to the 
creation of algorithms:

1. Precede each variable name used in the algorithm with a "$" sign.
2. Multiple lines are permitted, but each line must end with a semicolon (;).

Note: The use of semicolons as line terminators in algorithm construction (see 
also datmgr "Modify" operator) is in conflict with use of the semicolon as 
the escape character for QWGRAF screen functions (see discussion of the 
"User Interface" in the "How QWGRAF Works" section). To reconcile 
this conflict, override the function key escape character by placing either 
of the following lines in your TERM.DAT file in the current directory.

TRMDLM 35 (#) becomes the escape character 
TRMDLM 33 (!) becomes the escape character

It is a good idea to remove the above line from the TERM.DAT file when 
no longer needed.

3. It is not necessary to enclose either individual variables or the entire
computational statement in parentheses, but parentheses can be used to define 
selected preference.
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4. for loops - The following is an example of the syntax used for a "for loop":

for ($i=l; $i<10;$i++) {$x = sqrt(y * 115.6); $y = loglO; $s = $x + $y};

Explanation: for $i equal 1 to 9, with increments of 1, compute values of x, y, 
and s; that is, while i is less than 10, increment by 1 ......

Note: The $i++ syntax is shorthand for $i =$i +1 
$i+=2 would be shorthand for $i = $i + 2

5. if/then/else clauses - The following is an example of an if/then/else clause:

if(x gt 100.0) {y = 100.0 + x; j = j +1} else if (x gt 500); (y = 200 + x; 
j=j + 2}else {y = x;j= 1};

Some examples of algorithm syntax are as follow: 

$na(meq)= $na * 0.04348 

SDECLAT = Slatdeg + $latmin/60. + $latsec/3600. 

Explanation: Decimal latitude computed from 3 variables

SDECLAT = int($latdms/10000) + int(($latdms%10000)/100)/60. + ; 
($latdms%100)/3600.

Explanation: Decimal latitude from a single six-digit integer number using 
"Modulo" (%) and integer (int) functions to extract and format 
components into decimal form; for example, 483202 to 
48.53389. Note use of semicolon to break up line.

Use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Create (BC)" screen. If one or more of the 
source variables contains at least one remarked value, use of Accept (F2) brings up the 
"Remark (BCER)" screen to specify a censored data option for the variable just created.

r-Edit <BCE)     
Na»e:

Description: C

Type: |-Int Q-Real |-Dble |-Text
-DATMGR 2.0-,

Code: [f

r-HELP-
Enter the 1st line of the new variable code in peri syntax. Re»e»ber to 
precede each variable na»e with a dollar sign (S) and to end each line 
with a semicolon.

Operators

-INSTRUCT                                                  
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and Move between fields. 
I Use 'Accept' coMMand to go to next screen when done entering data.
r
Help:|H Accept :Q Prev:D LiMits:fl Top: Intrpt:[B Quiet :[HJ C»hlp
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Censored Data Options

By default, an algorithm used to compute a new variable does not consider remark codes 
that may be associated with any of the source variables used in the computation. Thus, 
computed values are based on the values of the source variables and are not remarked. 
This is true whether the new variable is created on ingest by the ".dta" and ".ftr" data 
conversion filters (see discussion of the ".dtv" and ".ftv" format definition files in Appen 
dix E) or by the "Create" operator in the "datmgr" program. If remarked data are detected 
in any of the variables used in the algorithm, the "Remark (BCER)" screen is presented 
with the following options for treating the computed values:

Omit - Do not include remark codes for this variable (Default)
Less than - Use < as a remark code
User defined - Use the remark code specified below

Remark code: [Z].

Use arrow keys to select an option. A user-defined remark code can be any single print 
able character (Z is default). Remarked values can be included or excluded from any 
subsequent "datmgr" operator or QWGRAF program using the "Censored data" option. 
Use Accept (F2) to return control to the "Create (BC)" screen.

r-Remark (BCER)- -DftTMGR 2.0-,
One or More of the variables in your formula contain remark codes. 
Please specify what, if any. remark code to use for the computed 
variable if one or more input variables contains a non-blank code.

E - Do not include remark codes for this variable 
than - Use < as a remark code 
defined - Use the remark code specified below

Remark code: 12 3

i-HELP-

Check this box if you do not want the computed variable to contain 
a remark code field.

r-INSTRUCT-
Option field: use space bar to toggle between ON (X) and OFF ( ).

Use carriage return or arrow keys to move between fields. 
Use 'Accept* command to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:gl Accept :|B Prev:[J] Limits :|£ Top:gE Quiet :|H] Xpachgj] Cmhlp

Edit a New Variable

Variables created in the current session of "datmgr" can be edited. Note: do not use the 
"Modify" operator to edit variables created in the current "datmgr" session; use the 
"Modify" operator for variables created in a previous session. From the "Create (BC)" 
screen, select the "Edit" option to bring up the "Edit (BCE)" screen (it is the same screen 
used in the "Add" option). Change the variable characteristics as desired. When modify 
ing any of the code lines, place the cursor at the beginning of the line and type the new 
line in its entirety. The cursor cannot edit individual characters or words. Use Accept (F2) 
to accept the changes and bring up the "Remark (BCER)" screen. Use the arrow keys to 
make changes to the censored data options. Use Accept (F2) to return control to the 
"Create (BC)" screen.
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Delete a New Variable

To delete a variable created in the current "datmgr" session, select the "Delete (BCD)" 
screen. The system prompts the user for the number of the variable created in the current 
session and then to verify that the variable is to be deleted. Enter "0" (zero) to return 
control to the "Create (BC)" screen without deleting a variable.

Clear All New Variables

To remove all variables created in this session, select the "Clear (BCC)" screen. The 
system prompts the user to verify that all created variables are to be deleted. If no new 
variables have been created, then the system returns control to the "Create (BC)" screen 
with the "Add a new variable" option highlighted.

Save an RDB Data File

If a new data file is required after new variables are created, two options are available. 

Save Computed Values

The output RDB file from the "Create" operator can be populated with the original data 
values and computed values for any variables defined by algorithms. These algorithms 
could have been defined in the current session of "datmgr" or previously defined in the 
algorithm extension (<perl> keyword) of the format definition line of the input RDB file 
(see also the discussion in Appendix D on algorithm definition in format definition files 
for the ".dta" and ".ftr" file types).

Save Formula

In the interest of saving disk space, the output file need not be populated with the 
computed variables but rather with algorithms defined to compute the values for these 
variables stored in the column definition line of the output RDB file. If the computed vari 
ables are required in a subsequent QWGRAF program, the values are computed.

From the "Create (BC)11 screen, select either the "Compute (BCC)11 or "Formula (BCF)11 
screen. The system prompts for the name of the output RDB file to be saved. The system 
appends the ".rdb" extension to the file name. The system will query for permission to 
overwrite an existing file. Pathnames may be used to place the resultant file in a selected 
directory.

Save an RDB Script File

To save the script from the "Create new variables" operator, save it to a new script file or 
append it onto an existing script file. From the "Create (BC)" screen, select the "Script 
(BCS)" screen. If the input file to this operator was an RDB script file, its file name will 
appear in the entry box. Use Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept this selection. The 
new file will contain the old script with the new script appended. If a new script file is 
required, enter a new file name and use either Accept (F2) or the Enter key. The system 
appends the ".rqs" extension to the file name. The system will query for permission to 
overwrite an existing file. Pathnames may be used to place the resultant file in a selected 
directory. Select the "Return to previous menu" option to return control to the "Basic (B)" 
screen.
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Evaluate Computed Variables
The "Evaluate" operator provides an opportunity to convert a script or RDB file contain 
ing algorithms for creating variables to a data file with columns populated with the 
computed values.

Select Input Data File to be Evaluated
From the "Basic (B)11 screen, select the "Evaluate (BE)" screen. From the "Evaluate 
(BE)" screen, select the "Input (BEI)" screen. If a script file was created by a previous 
"datmgr11 operator, its file name will appear in the "Enter file name" field; otherwise this 
field will be blank. Use the arrow and Enter keys to select an input file name or type in a 
new file name. Use either Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept the file name and return 
control to the "Evaluate (BE)11 screen.

Evaluate the Input Data File
From the "Evaluate (BE)" screen, select the "Evaluate (BEE)" screen. Enter a file name 
in the field and use either Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept the selection. The system 
appends the ".rdb" extension to the file name. The system prompts the user for permission 
to overwrite an existing file. Pathnames may be used to place the resultant file in a 
selected directory.

Modify Variable Attributes
The "Modify" operator provides for changing the name, data type, description, or algo 
rithm of a variable created in a previous session of "datmgr." Use the "Edit" function in 
the "Edit (BCE) screen" from the "Create - new variables" operator to edit variables 
created in the current session of "datmgr."

r-Modify <BM>- -OflTMGR 2.0-,

Select:
File - to «odify

Next:
Choose - a variable to Modify

or 
Brouse - through all variables

Save as:
Data - save Modified data

or 
Script - save RDB script

Then:

r-HELP-

Return to previous Menu

i-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confirm selection uith the F2 key. or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:|fJ Accept:]B ToP :|Q] Quiet :[B Xpad:[B C«hlp

Select input Data File
From the "Basic (B)11 screen, select the "Modify (BM)" screen. From the "Modify (BM)" 
screen, select the "File (BMF)" screen. The file to be selected could be a script file to 
which additional script for the modify operator will be added. If a data file or script file 
was created by a previous "datmgr" operator, its file name will appear in the "Enter file 
name" field; otherwise this field will be blank. Select or type in a new file name and use 
either Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept the file name and return control to the 
"Modify (BM)" screen.
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Choose a Variable to Modify

From the "Modify (BM)" screen, select the "Choose a variable to modify" option to view 
the "Variable (BMV)" screen. Select one variable to modify by entering a " 1" in the 
"Select" field. Use Accept (F2) to select the variable and bring up the "Edit (BMVE)" 
screen (same screen used for the "Create" operator). Use the Enter and arrow keys to 
highlight the fields to be modified. Enter any new text or field values. Use the space bar 
to toggle "On" or "Off1 the variable type option required. When changing the algorithm 
code, the entire field must be reentered. The arrow keys cannot be used to selectively 
position the cursor to enter or replace characters.

Note: Changing the variable name does not create a new variable, it just changes the 
name of the existing variable. Use Accept (F2) to accept the changes.

Note: Use of multiple lines in the definition of an algorithm requires the use of a semi 
colon to terminate each line, which is in conflict with use of the semicolon as the function 
key escape character. Change the escape character by placing a line in the TERM.DAT 
file in the current directory (see discussion in "Create Variables" section).

Modify Censored Data Option

If the modified variable contains remarked values, use the Accept (F2) key in the "Edit 
(BME)" screen to bring up the "Remark (BMER)" screen. Use the arrow keys to select a 
censored data option and toggle "On" that option using the space bar. Use Accept (F2) to 
return control to the "Modify (BM)" screen. Use the arrow keys to select the "Return to 
previous menu" option and use Return to return control to the "Basic (B)" screen.

Browse Existing Variables

If several variables are to be changed, it may be more efficient to use the "Browse" oper 
ator to move from one variable to another. Select the "Modify (BMV)" screen. The first 
variable is presented and appropriate changes can be made to the variable attributes. Use 
Accept (F2) to view the next variable. Use Prev (F4) to move backward in the list of vari 
ables. Use Intrpt (F6) to exit the "Browse" operator.

Save the Modified RDB Data File

To create an output data file from the "Modify variable attributes" operator, select the 
"Data (BMD)" screen from the "Modify (BM)" screen. Enter a file name in the field. Use 
either Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept the selection. The system appends the ".rdb" 
extension to the file name. The system prompts the user for permission to overwrite an 
existing file. Pathnames may be used to place the resultant file in a selected directory.

Save an RDB Script File

To save the script from the "Modify variable attributes" operator, save it to a new script 
file or append it onto an existing script file. From the "Modify (BM)" screen, select the 
"Script (BMS)" screen. If the input file to this operator was an RDB script file, its file 
name will appear in the entry box. Use Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept this selec 
tion. The new file will contain the old script with the new script appended. If a new script 
file is required, enter a new file name and use Accept (F2) or the Enter key. The system 
appends the ".rqs" extension to the file name. The system prompts the user for permission 
to overwrite an existing file. Pathnames may be used to place the resultant file in a 
selected directory. Select the "Return to previous menu" option to return control to the 
"Basic (B)" screen.
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Transpose
The "Transpose" operator provides for splitting a row of data into multiple rows, 
"row2grp," or merging several rows into a single row, "grp2row."

In "row2grp" (Row to Group), selected variables (columns) are split into groups, each 
containing an equal number of variables. Each "split" group may be defined as a specific 
set of variable names or the groups may be defined on the basis of pattern searches. 
Caution should be used when using multiple search patterns (one for each group) to 
ensure that the pattern criteria will result in the same number of variables being assigned 
to all groups. The variables assigned to each group need not be contiguous in the input 
file. The output file will have a column created for each "split" group plus a column for 
each of the other variables as selected by the user. The latter are referred to as "collected" 
variables.
The number of rows in the output data file will be equal to the number of variables spec 
ified for the "split" groups multiplied by the number of rows in the input data file. If the 
"split" groups contain three variables, then three rows will be created in the output file for 
each row in the input file. Each row in the output data file will contain one value from 
each "split" group plus the value of each "collected" variable from that same row. 
Collected values, thus, get repeated in each of the rows originating from a given row in 
the input file.
For example, if the input data file has two "split" groups of three variables each, plus two 
additional "collected" variables, there will be four columns in the output file, one column 
for each "split" group and one column for each of the "collected" variables. If the input 
file consists of four rows, there will be 12 rows in the output file.

In "grp2row" (Group to Row) rows from the input file are grouped, each group forming 
the basis of a single row in the output file. The number of rows and columns produced in 
the output file depends on the method used to collect the rows. The number of columns 
created is also based on which variables are declared "collected" and which are declared 
"carried." Variables not collected are considered carried. Normally, carried variables are 
assumed to have the same value in all rows of the input data file that get grouped into a 
given row of the output file. If this is not the case, the output from the group2row operator 
will result in lost data for these variables. Such variables should either be declared 
"collected" or removed from the input data file (the "Variable" operator in "datmgr" can 
be used to remove selected variables from a file). One column is created in the output file 
for each carried variable.
In the first approach to collecting rows, the row collection groups are based on a repeating 
sequence of a fixed number of rows in the input file as specified by the user. One row will 
be created in the output file for each group of collected rows. The number of columns 
created will be equal to the number of collected variables multiplied by the number of 
rows in a row collection group. A column also will be created for each variable not listed 
in the "collect" list, that is, each carried variable. The names of the columns based on the 
collected variables are created by concatenating a sequential row group number to the 
collected variable names, for example, flow_l, flow_2, year_l, year_2.
An alternative approach to collecting rows is to base the groups on the unique values of 
an indexing or label variable and a set of grouping (by) variables upon which the file is 
sorted. The user can specify a subset of the index variable values. The index variable may 
be in the current input file or an alternative file. A column is created for each user-desig 
nated collected variable multiplied by the number of unique index variable values. The 
column names from this process are created by appending the value of the index variable 
to the name of the collected variable; for example, flow_013981, flow_013982, 
sediment_013981, sediment_013982. Additional columns are created for each carried 
variable, each grouping (by) variable, and the index variable. The number of rows created
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in this approach is based on the number of unique composite values of the sort variable(s) 
and the number of repeated index values that equate to a given sort value.
For further discussion and some examples of the "Group to Row" and "Row to Group" 
operators, see the discussion on the operators "row2grp" and "grp2row" in Appendix C.
From the "Basic (B)" screen, select the "Transpose (BT)" screen, which lists the two row/ 
column transposition options available:

Row to Group 
Group to Row.

From the "Transpose (BT)" screen, select either the "Row (BTR)" screen or the "Group 
(BTG)" screen.

i Transpose (BT)- -DflTMGR 2.0-1

Select :
Row - to group 
Group - to row

Or:

r-HELP-

Return to previous Menu.

Select an option using arrow keys 
then confirm selection with the F2 key. or 

Type the first letter of an option.

Help:[JH Accept :|E ToptflQj] Quiet :|§ Xpad:|g C«hlp
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Row to Group

The "Row (BTR)" screen lists the following options available for the "Row to Group" 
operator.

File
Variable 
Pattern 
Index 
Save Data 
Save Script

- to process
- splits
- splits
- variable (optional)
- save data in RDB file
- save RDB script.

The main option to be specified in the "Row to Group" operator is the method used to 
create the split groups, which ultimately determines the number of columns in the output 
file, as well as the number of rows. The "Variable splits" option sets the user-determined 
number of groups and the list of variables to be included in each group. The "Pattern 
splits" option creates groups based on fitting one or more text patterns to all available 
variable names. In either case, all groups must have the same number of variables.

r-Rou (BTR>- -DflTMGR 2.<H

Select:
File - to process

Variable - splits
or 

Pattern - splits

Index - variable (optional)

Save as:
Data - save data in rdb file

or 
Script - save RDB script

Then:

r-HELP-

Return to previous Menu

r-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrou keys 

then confira selection with the F2 key, or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:[H Accept :|B Top:|£] Quiet :[H Xpad:|£ Cahlp

Select Input File

From the "Row (BTR)" screen, select the "File (BTRF)" screen. This file could be a script 
file to which additional script for the transpose operator will be added. If a data file or 
script file was created by a previous "datmgr" operator, its file name will appear in the 
"Enter file name" field; otherwise this field will be blank. Select or type in a new file name 
and use either Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept the file name and return control to 
the "Row (BTR)" screen.

Variable Splits

From the "Row (BTR)" screen, select the "Variable (BTRV)" screen, which provides the 
following options for creating and managing the groups of variable names:

add - a new group of variables 
v,v«i. - a group of variables 
delete - a variable group 
clear - all variable groups.
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r-Variable (BTRV)-

0 variable groups have been defined

-OflTMGR 2.0-

Select: 
Add 
Edit

- a new group of variables
- a group of variables

Delete - a variable group 
Clear - all variable groups

Or:

r-HELP-

Return to previous nenu

^INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confirm selection with the F2 key, or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:QB Accept :QQ Top:JE Quiet :QQ Xpad:|£ Cnhlp

Add a New Group of Variables

Select the "Add" option as many times as necessary to create the number of groups 
required. The "Add" option uses the "Edit (BTRVE)" screen to list the variables in the 
data file. Designate up to eight variables for the group by entering a number (1 to 8) in 
the appropriate "Select" fields. The variables may be selected in any order. A variable can 
be deselected by entering a "0" (zero).

Ed'rt or Delete Groups

Each variable group created is given a sequential number used by the "Edit" and "Delete" 
options to select the group to be edited or deleted, respectively. The "Edit" and "Delete" 
options use the "Which number" screen to specify the group number. If the "Edit" option 
is selected, the "Edit (BTRVE)" screen is used to modify the group by selecting or dese 
lecting (enter "0" (zero) in the "Select" field) the appropriate variables. If the "Delete" 
option is selected, the group specified is deleted and control is returned to the "Row 
(BTR)" screen.

Clear All Variable Groups

From the "Variable (BTRV)" screen, select the "Clear all variable groups" option. All 
groups will be deleted and the "Variable (BTRV)" screen is refreshed, permitting the user 
to add other groups. Select the "Return" option to return control to the "Row (BTR)" 
screen.
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Pattern Splits

From the "Row (BTR)" screen, select the "Pattern (BTRP)" screen. Enter a pattern defi 
nition for each specified group. Remember that the "Pattern Split" option requires split 
groups to have the same number of variables. To use the "Pattern" option, define text 
patterns in "regular expressions," which are the expressions entered in the "Pattern" field 
in the "Pattern" screen. Many "regular expressions" have been defined, with variations 
among UNIX and other operating systems. The RDB operator used to implement the 
QWGRAF "row2grp" operator accepts most of these expressions. The following meta 
characters can be used to form matching expressions:

Meta Character

(period) 
[] (Brackets)

A (Caret)

$ (Dollar) 

- (Hyphen)

Examples:

"a.c" 
"a[bc]d" 
"ab[Acd]e" 
[0-9]
"AStartofline" 
"EndoflineS" 
a-z]
A-Za-z] 
;AA-Za-zO-9]

Description

Matches any character except newline.
Defines a set of characters, any one of which will
satisfy the match requirement.
When the caret is used as the first meta character in an
expression, the expression matches only at the beginning
of the line. If the caret is used as the first character of the
set, it excludes the set from matching.
When the dollar sign is used as the last meta character, the
expression matches only at the end of the line.
If the hyphen is used between two characters in a set, a
range of ASCII characters is specified.

matches "abc" "a2c" or "a c" 
matches "abd" "acd" butnofaxd" 
could match "abac" or "ab4e" 
matches any single digit 
matches expression only when it begins a line 
matches expression only when it ends a line 
matches any lower case alphabetic character 
matches any alphabetic character 
matches any non-alphanumeric character

For a more detailed discussion of regular expressions, see the textbook Programming Perl 
(Wall and Schwartz, 1991, p. 24-29).
i-Pattern (BTRP)                                      DftTMGR 2.0-, 
Enter a regular expression pattern for each group. Variables whose naaes 
 atch a pattern uill be Included in its group.

Nu.ber
1
2
3
4
5
6

Pattern

r-HELP-

Enter the regular expression pattern for the variable naaes in the group.

i-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrou keys to enter data and aove between fields. 
Use 'Accept' co««and to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:|H flccept:QE Li-its :QB Top:||£] Quiet :|£ Xpad:|Q C.hlp Oops Hindou
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Index Variable
The "Index variable" feature is optional for "row2grp" and is used to create an extra 
column in the output file to contain a system-generated integer index number. This index 
relates the rows in the output file to their respective source rows and columns in the input 
file. Each sequential group of values in the "index column" represents, in sequential 
order, each group of variables in a given row in the input data file as defined by the "Split" 
groups. In addition, rows in the output data file with the same index value come from the 
same column in the input data file. The "index" values can be used with the values of any 
of the "collected" variables, that is, those variables not included in any of the "splits" 
groups, to identify the specific row in the input data file from which a row in the output 
file originated.
From the "Row (BTR)" screen, select the "Index (BTRI)" screen. Enter a name (12 char 
acters or less) in the field. This variable name must not conflict with any other variable in 
the input file. Use Accept (F2) or the Enter key to return control to the "Row (BTR)" 
screen.

r-Index (BTRD-

Enter the na»e of the index variable. It Bust not conflict 
uith any existing variable name in the data file.

Index variable naae:

-DATMGR 2.0-,

r-HELP-

Enter a 1-12 character na»e for the index variable. You «ay use any 
letter or nu»ber and the underscore character.

.-INSTRUCT                                                  
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

I Use carriage return or arrou keys to enter data and »ove between fields. 
I Use 'Accept' coMand to go to next screen uhen done entering data.

HelpigJ Accept :QE Li»its:|E Top:[H2 Quiet :[fgj Xpad:|j] C.hlp Oops
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Group to Row
From the "Transpose (BT)" screen, select the "Group (BTG)" screen, which presents the 
following options:

1. Select the file to process.
2. Specify the method by which the rows will be collected into groups: 

a. consecutive row groups 
b. value of index variable.

3. Specify the variables to be collected.
4. Specify the "Grouping" (or "By") variables and the sorting order.

r-Croup (BTG)- -OflTMGR 2.0-]

Select:
File - to process

and
Collect - aethod 
Variables - to collect (optional) 
Grouping - variables (optional)

Save as:
Data - save data in rdb file 
or

Script - save RDB script 
Then:

i-HELP-

Return to previous aenu

-INSTRUCT-
Select en option using arrow keys 

then confirm selection with the F2 key, or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:|) Accept :QQ Top:[HJ] Quiet :|£ Xped:^ Cahlp

Select input File
From the "Group (BTG)" screen, select the "File to process" option and use Enter to view 
the "File (BTGF)11 screen. This file could be a script file to which additional script for the 
"transpose" operator will be added. If a data file or script file was created by a previous 
"datmgr" operator, its file name will appear in the "Enter file name" field; otherwise this 
field will be blank. Select or type in a new file name and use either Accept (F2) or the 
Enter key to accept the file name and return control to the "Group (BTG)11 screen.
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Row Collection Methods

Two methods are available for collecting rows Consecutive Rows or Indexing Label 
Variable. From the "Group (BTG)" screen, select the "Collect method" option and use 
Enter. From the "Collection (BTGC)" screen, select either the "Consecutive (BTGCC)" 
screen (see discussion in "Consecutive Rows Method" section) or the "Label (BTGCL)" 
screen (see discussion in "Label Variable Method" section).

un n

or
Label - variable

Return - to previous aenu

Coabine a fixed nuaber of consecutive rows

Select an option using arrou keys 
then confirn selection with the F2 key. or

Type the first letter of an option. s*

Help:QQ flccept:|Ig Top:QQ] Quiet :Qg Xpad:[£ Cmhlp

Consecutive Rows Method

Row collection groups will be formed by sequentially collecting a fixed number of rows 
from the input file into groups. From the "Consecutive (BTGCC)" screen, enter the 
number of consecutive rows to be placed in each group and use Enter. To specify selected 
variables to be "collected" (the default is all variables), select the "Variables (BTGV)" 
screen (see "Variables to be Collected" section).

r-Consecutive (BTGCO- -OflTMGR 2.0-,

Enter the nunber of consecutive rous to coabine:

r-WELP-

Enter the nuaber of rous to be combined. The ainiaua nunber is 2.

r-INSTRUCT-
Enter data in highlighted field(s).

Use carriage return or arrou keys to enter data and aove betueen fields. 
Use "Accept" coBBand to go to next screen uhen done entering data.

Help: H flccept:Hg Units :[|j] Top:[fE Quiet :J£ Xpad:[g Cahlp Oops
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Label (Index) Variable Method

The unique values of a specified "Index" or label variable and a set of grouping (by) vari 
ables will be used as the basis for the number of rows and columns to be created. The 
"Index" variable can come from the input data file or an alternate file. From the "Group 
(BTG)" screen, select the "Row collection (BTGR)" screen followed by the "Label 
(BTGRL)" screen. The variable to be used as the index label is chosen from this screen 
followed by indicating the source file that includes this variable.

Choose a Label Variable

From the "Label (BTGRL)" screen, first select the "Label - choose a label variable" 
option and use Enter. The "Label (BTGRLL)" screen appears. Using the Enter and arrow 
keys, select one variable to be used as the "Label variable" by entering a "1" (one) in the 
appropriate "Select" field. Use Accept (F2) to accept the variable and return control to the 
"Label (BTGRL)" screen.

Specify Index Values

If the index variable is in the input data file, use the "Values" option to specify the list of 
unique values to be used. If no values are specified in the "Values" option, then all unique 
values will be used.

From the "Label (BTGRL)" screen, select the "Values" option and use Enter to view the 
"Values (BTGRLV)" screen. Use the arrow keys to position the cursor at the appropriate 
"Index value" fields, and enter values for the label variable that will be concatenated to 
the "Collected" variable names to form new column names in the output file. When 
finished, use Accept (F2) to accept these values and return control to the "Label 
(BTGRL)" screen.

Read index Values from Alternate Fite

If the index values are to be read from an alternate file, from the "Label (BTGRL)" 
screen, select the "File" option and use Enter to view the "File (BTGRLF)" screen. Use 
the arrow keys to select the name of the file containing the index values. The variable in 
the file containing the index values must have the same name as indicated in the "Label" 
option described previously.

Variables To Be Collected

From the "Group (BTG)" screen, select the "Variables (BTGV)11 screen. Select the 
specific subset of variables to be collected by setting the "Select" field in the order the 
variables are to be collected and arranged in the output file. Use the Enter and arrow keys 
to move between variables. When finished, use Accept (F2) to return control to the 
"Group (BTG)" screen.

Setect Grouping Variables

The "Grouping variables" option in the "Group (BTG)" screen defines the number of 
rows in the output file as the number of combined unique values of the "Grouping" ("By") 
variables (up to four, in sorting order). The program sorts the input file on these grouping 
variables. The grouping variables and the sorting order should be selected to prevent 
unexpected results in the output file. From the "Group (BTG)" screen, select the "Group 
ing (BTGG)" screen. Use the Enter key and arrow keys to highlight the "Select" fields in 
sequential sort order. Set the primary sort field to " 1" followed by sequential numbers (up 
to 4) for the other variables in nested order. When finished, use Accept (F2) to return 
control to the "Group (BTG)" screen.
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Save an RDB Data File
To create an output RDB data file from the "Transpose" operator, select the respective 
"Data (BTRD)" or "Data (BTGD)" screens from either the "Row (BTR)" screen or the 
"Group (BTG)11 screen. Enter a file name in the field. Use either Accept (F2) or the Enter 
key to accept the selection. The system appends the ".rdb" extension to the file name. The 
system prompts the user for permission to overwrite an existing file. Pathnames may be 
used to place the resultant file in a selected directory.

Save an RDB Script File
To save the script from the "Transpose" operator, save it to a new script file or append it 
onto an existing script file. From the "Row (BTR)" screen or the "Group (BTG)" screen, 
select the respective "Script (BTRS)" or "Script (BTGS)" screen and use Enter to view 
the "Script" screen. If the input file to this operator was an RDB script file, its file name 
will appear in the entry box. Use Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept this selection. 
The new file will contain the old script with the new script appended. If a new script file 
is required, enter a new file name and use Accept (F2) or the Enter key. The system 
appends the ".rqs" extension to the file name. The system prompts the user for permission 
to overwrite an existing file. Pathnames may be used to place the resultant file in a 
selected directory. Select the "Return to previous menu" option to return control to the 
"Transpose (BT)" screen and again to return control to the "Basic (B)" screen.

Merge Data Files
The "Merge" operator provides for creating an output file of merged records from two 
files. The available "Merge" operators are as follow:

Relational Join 
Relational Subtract 
Concatenation.

From the "Basic (B)" screen, select the "Merge (BM)11 screen.

-Merge <BM>- -DflTMGR 2.0-,

Select a function:
Join - two files 
Subtract - two files 
Concatenate ~ tuo files

r-HELP-

Return to previous nenu

r-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrou keys 

then confirn selection uith the F2 key. or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:U Accept :[£ Top:|JE Quiet :[Jj] Xpad:[|j] Cnhlp

Relational Joins
From the "Merge (BM)11 screen, select the "Join (BMJ)" screen. The "Join" operator 
provides three options for the matching criteria by which records from one file are 
merged (appended) horizontally to records of a second file. The output file may contain 
more records than either of the input files and some records may have several "missing"
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values if a record in one file could not be matched with a record in the second file. The 
matching criteria may involve up to eight variable pairs from the two data files.

r-Join (BMJ)- -BftTMGR 2.0-

Select: 
1st 
2nd 
Type

- file to Join
- file to Join
- of Join to perfor*

Variables - uhich define Match

Save as: 
Data - save aggregated data

or 
Script - save RDB script

Return to previous menu

-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrou keys

then confir* selection with the F2 key.
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:QD ftccept :Qg Top:[|E Quiet :Qg Xped:|£ C.hlp

Select Input Data Files to be Joined

From the "Join (BMJ)" screen, select the "1st (BMJ1)" screen to select the first of the two 
files to be joined. This file could be a script file to which additional script for the join oper 
ator will be added. If a data file or script file was created by a previous "datmgr" operator, 
its file name will appear in the "Enter file name" field; otherwise this field will be blank. 
Select or type in a new file name and use either Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept the 
file name and return control to the "Join (BMJ)" screen.

A similar process is used for the "Second file to join" operator. From the "Join (BMJ)" 
screen, select the "2nd (BMJ2)11 screen to select the second of the two files used in the 
join operator.

Select Join Type

Based on the type of join specified, records from the two input files that meet the match 
ing criteria are combined in the output file. From the "Join (BMJ)" screen, select the 
"Type (BMJT)" screen. Four types of "Join" are supported:

1. Natural - The output file from the two joined files will contain one record for 
each pair of matching records in the input files. Records from either input file 
may contribute to multiple matches in the other file.

2. One to One - The output file will contain one record for each pair of matching 
records in the input files. Each input record, however, may contribute to only 
one match.

3. Master/detail - Every record from file 1 is included in the output file. If there 
is no match in file 2 for a record, variables from the second file are set to 
missing in the output record.

4. Cartesian - Every record from each file is included in the joined file. If there is 
no match, variables are set to missing in the output file.

Use the arrow keys to select the option desired and use Enter.
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r-Type (BMJT)- -DflTMGR 2.<H

Select Join type:

Itol - one record per set of Hatched record pairs 
Master/detail - one record for each record in first file 
Cartesian - all records fron both files used. Hatched or not

r-WELP                                                      

The Joined file will contain one record for each pair of Hatching records 
in the input files, fi record fron either file can natch nultiple records 
froii the other file.

r-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confirm selection with the F2 key, or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:[E Accept :[£ Top:QQg] Quiet :[E Xpad:|H3 Cnhlp

Select Variables to Control Join

Selected pairs of variables (if values match in both input files) control which records are 
combined and added to the output file. From the "Join (BMJ)" screen, select the "Vari 
ables (BMJV)" screen. Variables from both files are presented in side-by-side columns. 
Using the Enter and arrow keys to highlight the "Select" column, select up to eight vari 
ables from the first file to be matched, one on one, with an equal number of variables in 
the second file by assigning the same number to the paired "Select" fields in each column. 
The variable names do not have to match.

Relational Subtract

From the "Merge (BM)" screen, select the "Subtract (BMS)" screen. The "Subtract" oper 
ator writes records from the first input file to the output file when there is no match in the 
second input file.

From the "Merge (BM)" screen, select the "Subtract (BMS)" screen.

Select : 
1st 
2nd 
Variables

ucri n

.-INSTRUCT      

Save as= 
~ file to subtract Data - save aggregated data 
- file to subtract or 
- which define natch Script - save RDB script

Return to previous nenu

Select an option using arrow keys 
then confirn selection with the F2 key, or 

Type the first letter of an option.

Help:[E flccept:[E Top:QQg] Quiet :[E Xpad:|H3 Cnhlp
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Select Input Data Files to Subtract

From the "Subtract (BMS)" screen, highlight the "First file to subtract" option and use 
Enter to view the " 1 st (BMS 1)" screen. This file could be a script file to which additional 
script for the subtract operator will be added. If a data file or script file was created by a 
previous "datmgr" operator, its file name will appear in the "Enter file name" field; other 
wise this field will be blank. Select or type in a new file name and use either Accept (F2) 
or the Enter key to accept the file name and return control to the "Subtract (BMS)" screen.
A similar process is used for selecting the second file for the "Subtract" operator. From 
the "Subtract (BMS)" screen, select the "2nd (BMS2)" screen to select the second of the 
files to be used in the "Subtract" operator.

Select Variables to Control Subtract
Selected pairs of variables from the two input files are used to control which records from 
the first input file are written to the output file when there is no match. From the "Subtract 
(BMS)" screen, select the "Varset (BMSV)" screen. Variables from both files are 
presented in side-by-side columns. Using the Enter and arrow keys to highlight the 
"Select" column, select up to eight variables from the first file to be matched, one on one, 
with an equal number of variables in the second file by assigning the same number to the 
paired "Select" fields in each column. The file names do not have to match.

Concatenation
From the "Merge (BM)" screen, select the "Concatenate (BMC)" screen. The "Concate 
nate" operator adds the observations of selected variables from one file (file 2) to the same 
variables in another file (file 1). Options include restricting the output file to those vari 
ables that are present in both files or including nonmatching variables in the output file 
with "missing values assigned to records from the file not having equivalent variables in 
the other file.
r-Concetenete (BMO- -DflTHGR 2.<H

Select: Save as:
1st - file to concatenate Data - save concatenated data 
2nd - file to concatenate or

and Script - save RDB script 
Options - for concatenation

r-UELP-

Return to previous Menu

-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrou keys 

then confirm selection uith the F2 key. or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:[f] Accept :(B Top:|Q] Quiet :|g Xpad:(B Cahlp

Select Input Data Files to be Concatenated

From the "Concatenate (BMC)" screen, select the "1st (BMC1)11 screen to select the file 
to which the second file will be concatenated. This file could be a script file to which addi 
tional script for the "concatenate" operator will be added. If a data file or script file was 
created by a previous "datmgr" operator, its file name will appear in the "Enter file name" 
field; otherwise this field will be blank. Select or type in a new file name and use either 
Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept the file name and return control to the "Concate 
nate (BMC)" screen.
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A similar process is used for the "Second file to join" operator. From the "Concatenate 
(BMC)11 screen, select the "2nd (BMC2)" screen to select the file that will be concate 
nated to the first file.

Options for Concatenation

Two options are available for selecting variables to be included in the output data file 
from the concatenation process:

All variables from both files
Only variables common to both files.

From the "Concatenate (BMC) 11 screen, select the "Options (BMCO)" screen. First, enter 
the name of a variable to be added to the output file that will contain the name (pathname) 
of the file from which the record (row) originates. Next, select the option desired and use 
the space bar to toggle the selection "On" as indicated by the appearance of an "X" in the 
field to the left of the option name.

Na«e of variable to receive file name'- C JHHHH3

Variable selection:

ucri n

Enter the ne»e

FAll variables fro* both files
CoMon variables only

of a NEH variable uhich will be set to the file
froa uhich each rou originated. Leave blank if you do not want 
variable to be created.

Tuc^Tni if*~r

1 Enter data in highlighted field(s). 
Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and »ove between 

1 Use 'Accept' coMand to go to next screen when done entering

na*e
this

fields, 
data.

Help:[E Accept :|E PreviJH Lialts :| Quiet :|g Xpad:[|s] C.hlp

Save an RDB Data File

To create an RDB file from the "Merge" process, select the "Data (BM*D)" screen from 
the appropriate "Join (BMJ)," "Subtract (BMS)," or "Concatenate (BMC)" screen, where 
"*" would be "J," "S," or "C," respectively. Enter a file name in the field. Use either 
Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept the selection. The system appends the ".rdb" exten 
sion to the me name. The system prompts the user for permission to overwrite an existing 
file. Pathnames may be used to place the resultant file in a selected directory.

Save an RDB Script Fiie

To save the script from the "Merge" operator, save it to a new script file or append it onto 
an existing script file. From the "Join (BMJ)," "Subtract (BMS), or "Concatenate 
(BMC)" screen, select the appropriate "Script (BM*S)" screen, where "*" would be "J," 
"S," or "C," respectively. If the input file to this ooerator was an RDB script file, its file 
name will appear in the entry box. Use Accept (Fz) or the Enter key to accept this selec 
tion. The new file will contain the old script with the new script appended. If a new script 
file is required, enter a new file name and use Accept (F2) or the Enter key. The system 
appends the ".rqs" extension to the file name. The system prompts the user for permission 
to overwrite an existing file. Pathnames may be used to place the resultant file in a 
selected directory. Select the "Return to previous menu" option twice to return control to 
the "Basic (B)" screen.
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Remove Replicate Rows
The "Merge" operator, and especially the concatenation option, can result in replicate 
rows in the output data file. The "Delete duplicate rows" operator removes replicate rows. 
The replication criteria may involve one, more than one, or all of the variables in the input 
data file.

r-Oelete (BD>- -OftTMGR 2.0--

Select:
File - to delete fro«

and 
Variables - defining Match

Save as:
Date - save data

or 
Script - save ROB script

i-HELP-

Return to previous Menu

r-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confirm selection uith the F2 key. or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help: B] Accept :QB Top:[|Q Quiet :(E Xpad:QB Cahlp

Select an Input Data File
From the "Basic (B)" screen, select the "Delete (BD)" screen. From the "Delete (BD)" 
screen, select the "File (BDF)" screen. If a data file or script file was created by a previous 
"dating?" operator, its file name will appear in the "Enter file name" field; otherwise this 
field will be blank. The file indicated could be a script file to which additional script for 
the "delete duplicate rows" operator will be added. Use either Accept (F2) or the Enter 
key to accept this selection or type in a new file name and use either Accept (F2) or the 
Enter key to accept the new file name.

Variables Defining Match
Any (or all) of the variables in the input data file can be used with the matching criteria 
for removing replicate rows. The variables can be selected in any order. Only the selected 
variables will be used to determine equivalent values between records. From the "Delete 
(BD)" screen, select the "Variable (BDV)" screen. Use the arrow and Enter keys to select 
the variables. Enter a positive number in the "Select" field or deselect a field by entering 
a "0" (zero). When finished, use Accept (F2) to accept the selections and return control 
to the "Delete (BD)" screen.

Save an RDB Data File
To create an RDB file from the "Delete duplicate rows" operator, select the "Data (BDD)" 
screen from the "Delete (BD)" screen. Enter a file name in the field. Use either Accept 
(F2) or the Enter key to accept the selection. The system appends the ".rdb" extension to 
the file name. The system prompts the user for permission to overwrite an existing file. 
Pathnames may be used to place the resultant file in a selected directory.

Save an RDB Script File
To save the script from the "Delete duplicate rows" operator, save it to a new script file 
or append it onto an existing script file. From the "Delete (BD)" screen, select the "Script 
(BDS)" screen. If the input file to this operator was an RDB script file, its file name will
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appear in the entry box. Use Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept this selection. The 
new file will contain the old script with the new script appended. If a new script file is 
required, enter a new file name and use Accept (F2) or the Enter key. The system appends 
the ".rqs" extension to the file name. The system prompts the user for permission to over 
write an existing file. Pathnames may be used to place the resultant file in a selected direc 
tory. Select the "Return to previous menu" option to return control to the "Basic (B)" 
screen.

Compute Ranks (Percentiles)

The "Compute ranks" operator converts a column of observed values to a list of values 
representing the following percentiles:

0.1 0.5 1 2 5 10 20 25 50 75 80 90 95 98 99 99.5 99.9

The output data file will contain 17 rows of data, one for each percentile. For small data 
sets, the data value for a particular percentile may be set to "missing" because the percen 
tile ranks at the lower and upper percentiles are undefined. An optional variable can be 
named to hold the percentiles (as percentages) in the output data file. The following 
options are provided for treating censored data:

Use detection (reporting) limit as a real data value
Treat censored values as missing values
Predict ranks below detection limit (Helsel MLE Technique).

Percentile Algorithm

The algorithm used to calculate the percentile values is defined as follow: 

Let:

X(n) = sorted (ranked) data values
n = total frequency (number of observations)
j = fraction of data less than or equal to the stated percentile

(0.001 0.005 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.25 0.5 0.75 ... 0.999) 
Pj = the data value corresponding to the stated percentile.

Then:

A = j * (n+1)
B = int(A) (integer value of "A")
C =A-B
P =X(B) + C

Note: For small data sets, values for Pj may be undefined at the lower and upper 
percentile values. Thus, values for Pj are only calculated when:

B >= 1 and
B<=n-l 

Undefined values for Pj are set as "missing" in the output data file.
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 Compute percentiles (BO- -DftTMGR 2.<H

Select:
File - to process

and 
Options - for computation

Save as:
Data - save percentile data

or 
Script - save RDB script

r-HELP-

Return to previous Menu

r-INSTRUCT-
Select an option using arrow keys 

then confirm selection with the F2 key. or 
Type the first letter of an option.

Help:[f] Accept :|B Top:||E Quiet :[g Xpad:QQ C.hlp

Select an input Data File

From the "Basic (B)11 screen, select the "Compute ranks (BC)" screen. From the 
"Compute ranks (BC)11 screen, select the "File (BCF)11 screen. If a data file or script file 
was created by a previous "datmgr11 operator, its file name will appear in the "Select a file 
for input" field; otherwise this field will be blank. The file indicated could be a script file 
to which additional script for the compute operator will be added. Use either Accept (F2) 
or the Enter key to accept this selection or type in a new file name and use either Accept 
(F2) or the Enter key to accept the new file name.

Options for Computing Percentiles

From the "Compute ranks (BC)11 screen, select the "Options (BCO)11 screen. 

Variable to Receive Percentile Ranking

A new variable can be added to the output data file to contain the percentile values as 
percentages. To select such a variable, type the variable name (12 characters or less) in 
the "Name variable" field.

Censored Data Handling Method

The following options are available for treating censored data in the computation of 
percentiles.

Use censored value as data value 
Treat censored value as a missing value 
Predict value below detection limit.

The first option disregards the remark code and treats the value in the field as a real value. 
The third option uses the same parameter estimation routine (Helsel MLE) as the 
"boxplt" program to estimate the percentile value below the detection limit. Use the 
arrow keys to select an option and toggle this selection "On" using the space bar. When 
finished, use Accept (F2) to accept these selections and return control to the "Compute 
ranks (BC)" screen.
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i-Options <BCO>-

Name of variable to receive percentile ranking: [

Censored data handling Method:
detection limit as data value 

-Treat as missing value 
Predict value belou detection limit

r-HELP-
Enter the name of a NEW variable which will be set to the percentile 
ranking (0.1 - 99.9) for each new data row. Leave blank if you do not 
want this variable to be created.

I
-INSTRUCT                                                

Enter data in highlighted Field(s).
Use carriage return or arrow keys to enter data and move between fields. 

I Use 'Accept' command to go to next screen when done entering data.

Help:||] flccept:[|J Prev:|H Limits :(H Top: BE Quiet :[£ Xpad:(H Cmhlp

Save an RDB Data File
To create an RDB file from the "Compute ranks" operator, select the "Data (BCD)" screen 
from the "Compute ranks (BC)" screen. Enter a file name in the field. Use either Accept 
(F2) or the Enter key to accept the selection. The system appends the ".rdb" extension to 
the file name. The system prompts the user for permission to overwrite an existing file. 
Pathnames may be used to place the resultant file in a selected directory.

Save an RDB Script File
To save the script from the "Compute ranks" operator, save it to a new script file or 
append it onto an existing script file. From the "Compute ranks (BC)" screen, select the 
"Script (BCS)" screen. If the input file to this operator was an RDB script file, its file 
name will appear in the entry box. Use Accept (F2) or the Enter key to accept this selec 
tion. The new file will contain the old script with the new script appended. If a new script 
file is required, enter a new file name and use Accept (F2) or the Enter key. The system 
appends the ".rqs" extension to the file name. The system prompts the user for permission 
to overwrite an existing file. Pathnames may be used to place the resultant file in a 
selected directory. Select the "Return to previous menu" option to return control to the 
"Basic (B)" screen.
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APPENDIX A. Special Files
Three files are associated with the interaction between the user and the program. The 
optional TERM.DAT file is used to change some aspects of how the program operates; 
the PROC.LOG file, for example, PIPER.LOG, records keystrokes entered during a pro 
gram session; and error and warning messages are written to the ERROR.FIL file if prob 
lems arise during a program session. The ERROR.FIL file also can contain messages that 
document the processing sequence of the program.

TERM.DAT The TERM.DAT file includes the user's preferences used to override the default values 
of parameters that define the configuration of the computer system. The program looks 
for a TERM.DAT file in the current directory. The parameters include terminal type, the 
program response to the Enter key, and graphics options. Table A.I describes the 
TERM.DAT parameters that show the default values as set for DOS-based computers, for 
DG/UX-based (Data General/UNIX) computers, and for other UNIX-based computers. 
A parameter is overridden by specifying its keyword and the new value in the 
TERM.DAT file. One record is used to define each parameter with the keyword begin 
ning in column 1 and the value beginning in column 8.
Many of the TERM.DAT parameters control graphical output, such as the specification 
of a graphics device, text font, symbol size, and background color. The values assigned 
to the graphics parameters depend on the software library used to implement the Graph 
ical Kernel System (GKS). For information on overriding the graphics parameters on 
DOS-based computers, see the README file distributed with the program. For other 
computer platforms, see the README documentation that accompanies the program and 
the GKS library documentation for your system.
Table A.1. TERM.DAT parameters

Default values
Parameter 
keyword

TRMTYP

MENCRA

USRLEV

GRAPHS

GKSDIS

GKSPRT

GKSPLT

GKSMET
GKPREC

GKSCFT
GKPRFT

GKPLFT
BCOLOR

BGRED

DOS

PC

NEXT

0

YES

1

2

3

4
CHAR

1
1
1
BLACK

0

DG/UX

VT100

NEXT

0

YES

1100

102

7475

24
STROKE

1
-2808
1
BLACK

0

Other 
UNIX

VT100

NEXT

0

YES

4

4

4

4
CHAR

1
1

1
BLACK

0

Valid values

PC
VT100
OTHER
NONE 
DOWN
NEXT
Oto2

NO 
YES
0-9999a

0-9999a

0-9999a

0-9999a

STRING 
CHAR
STROKE
-9999 to 9999a
-9999 to 9999a

-9999 to 9999a
WHITE 
BLACK 
OTHER
0 to 100

Description

Terminal type.

Program response to Enter key.

User experience level: 0=1 ots, l=some, 
2=none.
Is a software library for graphics 
generation available?
GKS code number for workstation type for 
display terminal.
GKS code number for workstation type for 
printer device.
GKS code number for workstation type for 
pen plotter.
GKS code number for metafile.
Text precision.

Text font for screen.
Text font for printer.

Text font for plotter.
Background color of graphics screen 
display.

Percent red for background of graphics
screen display if BCOLOR=OTHER.
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Table A.1. TERM.DAT parameters Continued

Default values
Parameter 
keyword

BGREEN

BGBLUE

SYMSIZ

TXTEXF
TXTCHS

DOS

0

0

100
133
0

DG/UX

0

0

100
100
0

Other 
UNIX

0

0

100
100
0

Valid values

0 to 100

0 to 100

1 to 10000

0 to 200
0 to 200

Description

Percent green for background of graphics 
screen display if BCOLOR=OTHER.
Percent blue for background of graphics 
screen display if BCOLOR=OTHER.
Symbol size ratio in hundredths.
Text expansion factor in hundredths.
Text character spacing in hundredths.

a. Refer to GKS documentation and README file supplied with the program to determine valid 
values for these parameters.

The value of the MENCRA parameter and the data panel type control how the program 
responds when the Enter key is pressed. Table A.2 describes the program response for the 
various combinations of MENCRA values and data panel type. The default value for the 
MENCRA parameter is "NEXT."

Table A.2. MENCRA values and corresponding program response

MENCRA Data panel contents Program response when Enter is pressed
NEXT

NONE

DOWN

menu

form

table

text

menu 
form

table

text 
menu

form 

table

text

Same as if Accept (F2) were executed: the highlighted menu 
option is selected and the program advances to the next screen.
For all but the last field on the form, causes the cursor to advance 
to the next field. For the last field on the form, the response is the 
same as for Accept (F2) the program advances to the next 
screen. (Note: usually the rightmost, lowest field is the "last" field 
in the form. Occasionally, however, it is not!)

For each row, the cursor advances across the fields in the row. For 
all but the last row, the cursor advances from the last field in the 
row to the first field of the next row. For the last row, the cursor 
advances to the beginning of the last row. (Use Accept (F2) to 
advance to the next page of the table.)
Same as if Accept (F2) were executed the program advances to 
the next screen.
No effect it is ignored.
Cursor is advanced to the next field. When the cursor is in the last 
field, the cursor cycles back to the first field.
For each row, the cursor advances across the fields in the row. For 
all but the last row, the cursor advances from the last field in the 
row to the first field of the next row. For the last row, the cursor 
advances to the beginning of the last row. (Use Accept (F2) to 
advance to the next page of the table.)
No effect it is ignored.
Same as if the down arrow were pressed: the highlight bar moves 
to the next menu option. When the highlight bar is on the last 
menu option, it returns to the first menu option.
Cursor is advanced to the next field. When the cursor is in the last 
field, the cursor cycles back to the first field.
For each row, the cursor advances across the fields in the row. For 
all but the last row, the cursor advances from the last field in the 
row to the first field of the next row. For the last row, the cursor 
advances to the beginning of the last row. (Use Accept (F2) to 
advance to the next page of the table.)
No effect it is ignored.
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Figure A.I shows an example TERM.DAT file that overrides the default BLACK back 
ground color of the graphics display. The parameter B COLOR is set to OTHER and the 
parameters BGRED and BGBLUE are set to 40 and 60, respectively. The resulting graph 
ics screen display background will be a shade of purple. In addition to the parameters 
described in table A.I, there are five parameters that can be used to set the foreground 
and background colors of parts of the program screen on DOS-based computers. These 
parameters are described in table A.3.

Figure A.1. Example TERM.DAT file.

BCOLOR OTHER 
BGRED 40 
BGREEN 0 
BGBLUE 60

Table A.3. TERM.DAT parameters for color display (DOS-based computers)

Parameter 
keyword
CLRFRS
CLRBKS
CLRFRE
CLRBKE
CLRFRD

Default 
value

15
1
7
4
14

Allowable 
values8
OtolS
OtolS
OtolS
OtolS
OtolS

Description

Standard foreground color.
Standard background color.
Foreground color for error messages in instruction panel.
Background color for error messages in instruction panel.
Color of first letter of commands in command mode.

a. 0-black, 1-blue, 2-green, 3-cyan, 4-red, 5-magenta, 6-brown, 7-light gray, 8-dark gray, 9-bright 
blue, 10-bright green, 11-bright cyan, 12-bright red, 13-bright magenta, 14-yellow, or 15-white

PROC.LOG A file named PROC.LOG, for example, PIPER.LOG, is created each time the program 
is run. This file contains the sequence of keystrokes entered during a program session. It 
may be used as an input to the program in a later session. To save the sequence of key 
strokes, you must rename the file because the program will overwrite the PROC.LOG file 
in the next session of the program. Keystrokes of nonprinting keys, such as the backspace 
and function keys, are represented in the file by special codes. Table A.4 lists each code 
and its definition. Menu options are chosen in one of two ways either press the first let- 
ter(s) of a menu option, or position the cursor with the arrow keys and then Accept (F2). 
The use of the first method will make the log file easier to interpret and modify. The use 
of the letter "x" for making option selections also will help. Table A.5 contains an anno 
tated example log file for a program session that opens a WDM file and gets a summary 
of the contents of the file.
Table A.4. Codes used for nonprinting characters in a log file

Code

#227
#208

#213
#301
#302
#303
#304
#307
#308

User's Associated 
keystroke command

; or Esca
Backspace

Return or Enter
T
i
  »
< 

Page Up
Page Down

Code

#401
#402

#403
#404
#405
#406
#407
#408
#409

#410

User's 
keystrokes

Fl
F2

F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
F10

Associated 
command

Help
Accept

Prev
Limits
Intrpt
Status
Quiet
Xpad

Top

a. The Escape key is only functional on DOS-based computers.
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Table A.5. Description of example log file

Line Contents Explanation _________
1 fotest.wdm The File option was selected from the Opening screen menu. The Qpen option 

was selected from the File (F) screen menu. The file name test.wdm was entered 
in the Open (FO) screen.

2 #402 Accept, function key F2, was executed, which causes the test.wdm file to be 
opened.

3 s The Summarize option was selected from the File (F) screen menu.
4 #402 After the summary of the contents of the test.wdm file had been viewed, 

Accept, function key F2. was executed.
5 rr The Return option was selected from the File (F) screen menu. The Return 

option was selected from the Opening screen menu.

Log files can be used to repeat a task, or they can be modified to perform a similar task. 
A log file may contain all of the keystrokes required for a complete program session, or 
the keystrokes for part of a program session. For example, all of the keystrokes needed 
to plot the results of a model run can be saved and then reused for the next model run. A 
subset of a session might consist of the keystrokes required to select a particular group of 
data sets; this log file would be used whenever that data were needed.
A log file may be entered at any point in the program by first typing "@"; then type the 
name of the log file in the small panel that appears. The program will run using the input 
from the file just as if it were being typed in. The program and the log file must be syn 
chronized; if the keystrokes in the log file get out of sync with the program, then the pro 
gram may produce unpredictable results. A common cause of synchronization problems 
involves output files. If an output file, which did not exist when the log file was generated, 
exists when the log file is read by the program, then the program may ask if it is OK to 
overwrite the existing file. Because the keystrokes required to answer this question are 
not in the log file, the program will probably do something unexpected.
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APPENDIX B. Glossary of Terms

Aggregation. The process of condensing multiple rows of a data file into a single row with the resultant 
value of each column representing a computed statistic of the condensed row values; for example, 
mean, median, or number of observations.

Attribute. An object used to characterize and identify an element in a data base.
Block. A string of data values in a time-series data set with a header value that indicates the date of the 

first value, number of values in the string, and quality code of the string.
Buffer. An array of data-set numbers.
Censored data. A data value remarked with a code that indicates a qualification of the value; for example, 

a "less than" (<) remark code would indicate that the actual value of the stored constituent is less than 
the value reported.

Command file. A text file of a sequence of responses to screens.
Concatenation. A vertical relation join in which a column of one file is matched and appended to a col 

umn in a second file. In QWGRAF the matching of columns is by the column name assigned in the 
column name line of the RDB file.

Data compression. When a sequence of time-series values are the same, the value and the number of 
those values are stored instead of repeated storage of the same value.

Data-set number. A number from 1 to 32,000 assigned to a data set on a WDM file.
Direct-access file. A file in which records can be randomly accessed, written or read.
Flat file. A sequential text file of rows and columns of data.
GKS (Graphical Kernal System). An ANSI and FTPS graphics standard implemented by many software 

vendors with a set of Fortran callable subroutines.
Log file. A file created by the program to store the sequences of responses to menus.
Menu. Text written to the terminal for requesting input.
Message file. A read only, direct-access file that stores the questions, help information, and valid 

responses for menus, as well as the attribute names, definitions, and characteristics.
Quality code. A number from 0 to 30 tagged to time-series data and used by some data process options to 

describe the quality of the data, with 0 being best and 30 being worst.
Partition variable. A variable in the data set whose unique values are used as the basis for grouping the 

rows in the data set. The grouped rows may or may not be further aggregated.
Relational join. The horizontal merging of records from two or more files that are written to an output file 

if there is a value match in each of one or more designated sets of common variables (not necessarily 
the same name) in the source files.

Relational subtract. Records from the first of two files are written to an output file when there is no value 
match between any of the designated pairs of common variables between the two files.

RDB file. A data formatting system based on TAB delimited ASCII files that contain comment and col 
umn definition information at the top of the file. The RDB system comes with a robust toolkit of math 
ematical and operator functions for modifying and managing the data. RDB functions are invoked 
through scripting languages such as Perl and Python.

RDB operator. Programs that perform unique functions on the data in an RDB file. RDB operators are 
grouped into data movers, report generators, and utilities.

Screen. The 24-row (line) by 80-column (character) image on the display monitor or in an X window on 
the display monitor.

Script file. A special RDB file that contains no data rows but a script of Perl commands imbedded in the 
RDB file comment lines. This file is read by the RDB operator "rdbqry," which then executes the 
script to perform a sequential list of operations on the RDB data file(s) specified within the script. 
Script files can be used as input files to any QWGRAF procedure.
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Specifications file. A file that contains the complete list of specifications, which includes the source data 
file name, that are passed as arguments to a QWGRAF program. There are three types of Specification 
files latest, default, and user defined. Specification files, of which there can be any number, can be 
called into a program at any time to replace the current specifications.

TERM.DAT file. User's configuration file used to modify the computer system options for the program.
Time series. Values of a measured or calculated variable over time at regular or irregular intervals.
WDM (Watershed Data Management). A binary direct-access file and associated software for storage, 

retrieval, and management of hydrologic and related data.
Window. A subset of a screen bounded by a drawn rectangle.
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APPENDIX C. The RDB System

QWGRAF programs operate internally on data files formatted in RDB. RDB is a public- 
domain relational data-base management system that is based on user-editable ASCII 
(flat) files and a library of tools for managing and modifying the data. RDB is highly por 
table and will run on UNIX, MS-DOS, or Macintosh computers. Scripting languages 
such as Perl and Python can be used in command line mode to access and modify RDB 
files.
The RDB system was chosen as the underlying data-formatting system for QWGRAF 
programs because of the potential use and transferability of files between QWGRAF pro 
grams and other UNIX and DOS based systems. RDB data-management functions also 
are used in selected options in QWGRAF programs.

The RDB system is generally accessible in command line mode through the use of rela 
tively complex syntax that requires a significant learning curve not suitable for all levels 
of potential users of the QWGRAF system. Thus, QWGRAF includes an interactive pro 
gram "datmgr" that provides a wide range of data manipulation capability, which with 
very minor exceptions, does not require the user to have any knowledge or experience 
with RDB syntax or any of the available scripting languages used with RDB. Functions 
available in "datmgr" include sorting, aggregation of data by a row grouping variable and 
a summarization statistic (mean, median, or sum), definition of algorithms for creating 
new variables, relational algebra joins with other data files, concatenation of files, 
Boolean logic selection of specific rows, column subsetting, and row-to-column and 
column-to-row transformations.

The RDB system views the form of the data file as that of a relation or table, with rows 
and columns of information. There is no effective limit on the number of columns (vari 
ables) or the number of rows in a data set. A unique aspect of an RDB file is the use of 
specialized lines of self-documentation inserted at the top of the file. This documentation, 
which also is editable, can serve informational needs as well as functional needs (see sub 
sequent section on "RDB FILE EXTENSIONS").

RDB Data File Structure
An RDB file is an ASCII file; therefore, it can be manipulated by regular UNIX utilities 
and edited with standard text editors. An RDB data file consists of comment lines, header 
lines, and data lines.

Comment Lines

Comment lines are indicated by a pound (#) sign in the first column, a space in the second 
column, followed by user supplied text. Any number of comment lines may be used. 
Comment lines also provide a functional role to store scripts generated by the "datmgr" 
program (see subsequent discussion on "RDB Scripts").

Header Lines

RDB files require two header lines. The fields in the first header line contain the variable 
names to be assigned to the data columns in the file. The second header line contains the 
characteristics to be assigned to the variables, such as field length, data type and variable 
description. Special RDB file extensions have been implemented for use by QWGRAF 
programs to provide additional variable definition capabilities (see subsequent discussion 
on "RDB Structure Extensions."

Column (Variable) Names

Variable names used in QWGRAF programs are limited to 12 characters. RDB file vari 
able names are separated by a TAB. Alphabetic, numeric, and the underscore ("_") char 
acters are the best choices for use in variable names. Variable names should include at
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least one alphabetic character and they are case sensitive; that is, "COUNT" is different 
from "Count."

Although other nonalphanumeric characters, such as, the percent sign (%), colon (:), the 
"@" sign, equals (=), comma (,), dot (.), and dash (-), are generally acceptable for use in 
RDB names, problems can arise when using these characters in names to be used by some 
of the RDB and Perl operators utilized by the "datmgr" program. The pound (#) sign is 
acceptable if it is not the first character in a variable name; otherwise, the line would be 
considered a comment line.

The TAB character is never to be used in column names, nor should internal spaces or 
UNIX I/O redirection characters (<, >, or I) be used.

Pats Definition Lines

The data definition line contains a repeating sequence of fields, one group of fields for 
each variable. The first field in each group defines the default RDB specifications for 
column width, data type, and alignment justification. The column width must be speci 
fied; data type and alignment are optional. The data definitions in this field take the form 
of adjacent characters in a single word (see subsequent discussion on "Example Data 
Type Definitions"). The remaining fields in a group contain additional definitions of the 
variable provided by RDB file extensions. Each variable definition group must be sepa 
rated by a TAB.

Field Width

The width of each field is specified by a numeric count and can have a maximum value 
of "12."

Data Types

Data types supported in standard RDB files include string (S), numeric (N), or month 
(M). Default is type "string." In RDB files used by QWGRAF, the column extension 
facility (see subsequent discussion of "RDB Structure Extensions") provides for more 
detailed data-type definitions including integer, real, double, or text (with defined field 
length).

Printout Justification

Printout justification is specified by "<" for left justification and ">" for right justification. 
If not specified, the string and month types will be left justified and numerics will be right 
justified. Printout justification is not utilized in QWGRAF programs.

Example Data Type Definitions

The following are examples of data definitions as they would appear in a standard RDB 
file.

8n< - The variable is an 8-digit numeric (integer or real) left justified.
8n - The variable is an 8-digit numeric (integer or real) right justified.
15S> - 15-character string right justified (default).

Data Lines

RDB file data lines consist of rows and columns of observations (values). There can be 
one or more columns (variables) in a row, and there can be any number of rows in an RDB 
file. QWGRAF programs, however, are generally limited to 10,000 rows. Data columns 
are separated by a TAB. Therefore, data values must not contain TAB characters. All 
rows in the data lines of an RDB file are terminated with RETURN (NEWLINE) charac 
ters. The missing values are indicated by consecutive TAB markers.
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RDB Structure Extensions

Keywords

RDB files can be implemented with extensions to provide additional column definition 
capability. Applications, such as QWGRAF, must be designed to utilize these extensions. 
Each column can have its own unique set of extensions; thus, the additional data defini 
tion field(s) provided in an RDB file extension follow the applicable default column def 
inition word field on the second header line.

The additional functionality provided by these extensions does not alter or compromise 
the functionality of the standard RDB column definition fields if the file is used in non- 
QWGRAF applications. Any QWGRAF data definition text that follows the default RDB 
data definition word field would simply be interpreted as miscellaneous text.

Each optional data definition field in an RDB file extension is identified by a keyword in 
angle brackets (<keyword>) at the beginning of the field. The keywords are recognized 
by the QWGRAF programs, which then interpret the information that follows the key 
word to assign the intended characterizations to the data in that column. The following 
extensions have been developed specifically for the QWGRAF programs.

Data Types <dtvoe>

Standard RDB supports only three types of variables numeric (N), string (S), and 
month (M). Through the use of the "<dtype>" extension, QWGRAF supports the follow 
ing additional data types:

<dtype> int (integer)
<dtype> real (floating point, single precision)
<dtype> double (floating point, double precision)
<dtype > text X (text, where "X" is field length).

Algorithms <oerl>

The <perl> extension permits the storage of algorithms for defining and computing new 
variables to be added to the data file. While this can be done manually with a text editor, 
the QWGRAF "datmgr" program also provides for defining the algorithms for new vari 
ables. The "datmgr" program presents a screen to the user in which the column charac 
teristics (name, type, and length), as well as the algorithm, are specified.

In either case, the column definition and the algorithm for the new variable are stored in 
the RDB file, but the actual data values are not stored. The values will be computed when 
needed by one of the QWGRAF programs. See Appendix D on "Conversion of Other 
Data to RDB" and the sections in Appendix F on the "compcol" and "perltbl" operators 
for more information and details on the Perl syntax used to formulate the algorithms. An 
example of an algorithm as stored in an RDB file follows:

<perl> $calcium_meq = $calcium * 0.0449. 

Variable Descriptions <descr>

The <descr> extension provides for user-supplied text to further characterize the vari 
able; for example,

<descr> Sodium, mg/L.

Example RDB Tables
Tables C.I and C.2 show examples of RDB files as viewed with an editor. The TAB char 
acter is represented by "<T>" and the RETURN character is represented by "<R>." It is 
important to note that only actual data are stored in the data fields, with no leading or trail 
ing blanks. Null values would be indicated by consecutive TAB characters.
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Table C.I is the simplest form of the RDB file and contains no comment lines (or imbed 
ded scripts) or column extensions. Note column names, column definitions, and data 
values are separated with TAB's (<T^>).
Table C.1 . A simple RDB table

NAME<T>COUNT<T>TYP<T>AMT<T>OTHER<T>RIGHT<R> 

6<T>5N<T>3<T>5N<T>8<T>8<R> 

Bush<T>44<T>A<T>l 33<T>Another<T>This<R> 

Hansen<T>44<T>A<T>23<T>One<T>Is<R> 

Jones<T>77<T>X<T>77<T>Here<T>On<R> 

Perry<T>77<T>B<T>244<T>And<T>The<R> 

Hart<T>77<T>D<T>l 11 l<T>So<T>Right<R> 

Holmes<T>65<T>D<T>l 11 l<T>On<T>Edge<R>

Table C.2 is an RDB file that contains a single comment line, a column name line, a 
column definition line that contains extensions for data type and algorithm definition, and 
15 data lines. Names in the variable name row and column definitions, which include the 
algorithm definitions, are separated by TAB's (<T>). Note that three algorithms are 
defined, but the data columns for these variables are empty. When required by another 
QWGRAF program, the variables will be computed. The slashes at the end of the column 
name and definition lines indicate that in the actual ASCII file information on the line fol 
lowing the slash would continue on the same line.
Table C.2. RDB table with column definition extensions

# RDB - with data definition extensions

STATION<T>STCODE<T>NA<T>K<T>CA<T>NA_MEQ<T> / 
K_MEQ<1>CA_MEQ<R>

12N<Txdtype>int<T>l 2N <dtype>int<T>l 2N <dtype>real<T> / 
12N <dtype>real<T>12N <dtype>real<T> 12N <dtype>real / 
<perl>$SODIUM = $NA_MEQ * 0.04348<T> / 
12N <dtype>real <perl>$POTASSIUM = $K_MEQ * 0.02558<T> / 
12N <dtype>real <perl>$CALCIUM = $CA_MEQ * 0.0499(kR>

22111111<T>22<T>30.0<T>15.0<T>40.3<R> 

22111111<T>22<T>28.0<T>18.3<T>46.8<R> 

22111111<1>22<1^33.7<T>17.3<T>52.4<R> 

22111111<T>22<T>39.6<T>21.3<T>50.3<R> 

22111222<T>22<1M2.7<T>24.2<T>114.3<R> 

22111222<T>22<T>56.8<T>21.9<T>96.3<R> 

22111222<T>22<1^61.7<T>27.4<T>99.4<R> 

22111222<T>22<T>57.2<T>29.0<T>107.4<R> 

22111333<T>22<T>34.7<T>31.6<T>64.2<R> 

22111333<T>22<T>29.3<T>28.7<T>57.2<R> 

22111333<T>22<T>45.8<T>34.6<T>74.9<R> 

36111111<T>36<T>48.0<T>33.4<T>35.6<R> 

36111111<T>36<1>36.7<T>41.7<T>44.7<R> 

36111111<T>36<1M1.9<T>37.3<T>39.5<R> 

36111111<T>36<T>37.6<T>36.1<T>42.7<R>
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RDB Scripts
As the user develops a data-management scenario in the "datmgr" program, the program 
captures the various RDB commands used and creates an executable script. This script 
contains the information a QWGRAF program needs to read the input data file, convert 
the data to the RDB format, and make the required modifications to the data. The result 
ant file that contains the script (described subsequently) can then be used as an input file 
to any QWGRAF program.
The "datmgr" program creates a script each time the program is used. Thus, the user does 
not need to know or use any RDB command line syntax or any of the scripting languages 
that operate on RDB files. Even though the script is being generated continuously, the 
user decides whether to save the script for future use. When saved, the script is stored in 
the comment lines of a special RDB file identified by the ".rqs" file-name extension. 
Script lines in this file are distinguished from the other comment lines (comment lines 
begin with the # sign) by the use of a beginning ("# begin script") and an ending ("# end 
script") keyword line.
A script file does not contain data lines, only the instructions to generate the data required 
by a QWGRAF program. Thus, it can be used as the input file to any QWGRAF program.
The "datmgr" program provides an option to execute a script. The output from this pro 
cess is an RDB data file that contains the data in its final form.
A more detailed discussion of the script function is given in the description of the 
"rdbqry" operator in the "OPERATORS" section in Appendix F.
Table C.3 is an example of an RDB script file that contains a Perl script in the comment 
lines. Note the absence of data lines. All data values whether populated in the original 
source file or to be computed by an algorithm in some step of the script process will be 
produced from this script for use by the QWGRAF program. Note that the slash at the 
end of some lines indicates that the following line is a continuation of the preceding line 
in the actual ASCII file.
Table C.3. RDB file used to store a script generated by QWGRAF "datmgr" program

# RDB - with data definition extensions
# begin script

# {C} = dtalrdb/srv3/hass/jcschorn/atmdep/nadp.dec94.dta

# {D} = {C} I sorttbl CALID DATE
# {E} = {D} I perltbl -e '&retain if &isNumber($RAINFALL) && / 

&isNumber($PH) && $RAINFALL >= 0.01 && $PH >= 0.01'
# {F} = {E} I modcol 'RAINFALL=,12N <dtype>real' / 

PH=, 12N<dtype>reaT
# {G} = {F} I column -v -a DUMMY '12N <dtype>double<descr>Dummy / 

variable used to calculate pH<perl>$DUMMY = $RAINFALL/(10**$PH)'
#{H} = {G} Icompcol-v
# {1} = {H} I aggtbl -ac CALID -am sum -xc -unique CALID=maximum / 

DATE=mean PRECIP_TP=maximum

# {J} = {I} I column -v -a PWMMPH ' 12N <dtype>real<descr>Calculated / 
pH value<perl>$PWMMPH = sprintf("%5.If', -&loglO($DUMMY / 
SRAINFALL))'

#{K} = {J} I sorttbl CALID
# {L} = sorttbl </srv3/hass/jcschorn/atmdep/nadp.header.rdb CALID
# {M} = {K} I jointbl CALID '{L} I'
# {N} = {M} I perltbl -e '&retain if $MAP = 1'
# {N} I compcol CALID DECLAT DECLON STCODE PWMMPH
# end script
CALID<a->DECLAT<T>DECLON<T>STCODE<T>PWMMPH 

4S <dtype>text(4)<T> 12N <dtype>real<T> 12N <dtype>real<T> 12N / 
<dtype>int<T>12N <dtype>real<descr>Calculated pH value
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APPENDIX D. Conversion of Other Data to RDB________

All programs in QWGRAF operate internally on RDB files; thus, it is often necessary to 
convert other data formats to the RDB format. Several options are available for convert 
ing other formats to RDB. Users familiar with RDB syntax and scripting languages, such 
as Perl or Python, can develop their own conversion routines. Selected RDB operators 
have been created to convert various file formats to RDB. Macros can be created to con 
vert files used with statistical programs to RDB. A procedure is described to convert 
spreadsheet files to RDB. Finally, special filter programs, implemented as RDB opera 
tors, have been developed that permit QWGRAF programs to detect selected data for 
mats and convert them to RDB format. The discussions in Appendix D focus on the 
descriptions of these other file formats and how the data and inherent functional utility in 
these files can be translated to RDB files to meet the data-management needs of the user. 
With very few exceptions, it should not be necessary for the typical QWGRAF user to 
use or even be aware of RDB, its operators, or complex command line syntax in order to 
prepare data for use with the QWGRAF programs. The QWGRAF interface provides 
most of the data-management tools required. For documentation purposes and for those 
so inclined, Appendix E provides detailed discussions on the command line syntax and 
use of the macros and RDB operators used by QWGRAF to create and modify RDB files.

RDB Tables from Third Party Systems
Some third party packages use data files that are not readable by regular text editors; thus, 
to create a filter to convert these formats to RDB is usually impractical. The alternative 
is to develop internal programs (macros) to output a file in RDB format. Conversion 
macros for the three packages listed below have been created and are described in more 
detail in Appendix E.

Package RDB Macro

Statit tblwrite
SAS sasrdb.sas
Tactician An RDB macro for Tactician is not available; but the procedure 

described in Appendix E will produce an RDB file from Tactician, 
as well as several other commercial spreadsheet programs.

RDB Table Conversion Operators
Several RDB operators have been created for converting common formats to RDB. These 
operators were created for the RDB user and are not a formal part of the QWGRAF sys 
tem. However, because the files created by these operators are RDB, they can be used in 
QWGRAF applications. These operators are described briefly below and in the section 
on "Standard RDB Operators for Data Format Conversions" in Appendix E.

Operator name: 2tabs
Description:

Converts an ASCII file with columns separated by delimiters other than TABS 
to an RDB tab-delimited file. The output file must be edited to add header lines 
that describe the column names (line 1) and the column type, width, and 
justification (line 2).

Operator name: f2tbl
Description:

Reads data by using a Fortran-style format string.

Operator name: tsql
Description:

Converts an Ingres table to an RDB file.
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QWGRAF Data Format Filters
QWGRAF programs detect and convert other selected data formats to RDB format. 
These conversions are accomplished by special filter programs that operate transparent 
to the QWGRAF user. These programs are implemented as RDB operators (see table D. 1 
below), and can be used outside of QWGRAF in command line mode to convert data files 
(see Section IE in Appendix E).
Each data file to be used by a QWGRAF program is identified as to its format by a special 
three-character extension to the file name. If a requested data file has no identifiable exten 
sion, then it is assumed to be an RDB file. If the file-name extension matches an available 
filter, then no additional action is required by the user as each QWGRAF program recog 
nizes the format type and invokes the appropriate filter to make the conversion.
The file format conversion process results in the creation of a temporary RDB file used 
by the QWGRAF program. If a permanent copy of the RDB file is required, then it can 
be created either by using the filter operator in command line mode or by invoking one 
of the functions in the QWGRAF "datmgr" program and outputting the result to a new 
RDB file. An RDB file created in "datmgr" will be identified by the ".rdb" added to the 
root file name. Table D.I lists the format filter programs currently available for 
QWGRAF. Also listed for reference purposes is the name of the RDB operator created to 
implement the filter. Each filter is discussed in detail subsequently.

Format Definition Fiies
Some data formats can use an accompanying file to provide information to characterize 
the variables in the data file. The Format Definition File provides for assigning names to 
data columns, specifying data types, adding additional descriptive information, and 
depending on the format, defining additional functionality, such as algorithms to create 
new variables. These files are associated with the data files by having the same root name 
as the data file and a unique three-character file-name extension (see table D.I).
Table D.1 . Input file formats recognized by QWGRAF programs

File-name 
extension

Format 
definition 
extension

RDB 
operator Description

.rdb none none Default format used by QWGRAF programs. RDB files are
ASCII data arranged in rows and columns delimited by 
TAB's. Special rows at top of file contain comments, 
variable names, and column definitions.

.dta .dtv dta2rdb Blank or text delimited files of rows and columns of real,
integer or text data. Use of format definition file is optional.

.qwd .qwv qwd2rdb ASCII files from NWIS-I QWDATA FLATOUT program.
Requires format definition file created by QWGRAF 
program, but extension name changed to .qwv.

.str none str2rdb NWIS-I 1 and * cards from USGS WATSTORE and NWIS-
I systems. Does not use format definition file.

.ftr .ftv ftr2rdb ASCII file output from Fortran program. Requires a format
definition file similar to .dtv file, but first line must contain 
the Fortran format statement.

.pst .psv pst2rdb PSTAT format output from USGS NWIS-I QWDATA
system. Requires format definition file created by 
QWDATA program, but extension name changed to .psv.

.pet none none ASCII file for the "boxplt" program that contains percentile
values along with axis label and other information in a non- 
columnar format.
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ASCII Flat File to RDB
QWGRAF provides a filter (dta2rdb operator) to convert ASCII flat files that are orga 
nized as simple rows and columns of numeric data values to RDB. An ASCII data file 
can exist alone or be accompanied by a format definition file (see discussion below), 
which provides additional capability to define the characteristics of the variables (col 
umns) in the resultant RDB file.

File-Name Extensions

The conversion of this type of file to the RDB format will occur when a QWGRAF pro 
gram detects a file name that has been appended with the ".dta" extension; for example, 
my_file.dta. If a format definition file is used with the ".dta" file, then it must have the 
extension ".dtv" added to the root file name; for example, my_file.dtv.

Missing Values

Missing values in a ".dta" file can be designated by any of the following indicators: 
11 *" "." "-" "--" "  " "-0-" "-999999" (leave quotes off).

In the newly created RDB file, a missing value is indicated by a null field; that is, two 
consecutive TAB markers.

Censored Data

Data values in a file may be accompanied by a single character remark code. For exam 
ple, values that represent an analytical detection limit (or reporting level) are preceded by 
the "less than" (<) sign; for example, <1. Other remark codes are permitted. If the data 
file is not accompanied by a format definition file (see discussion below), then the file is 
assumed to have censored data and the resulting RDB file will include indicators for the 
censored data.
If censored data indicators are to be included in the RDB file, then an additional variable 
(one-character text variable) is created in the RDB file for each real variable with at least 
one value remarked. Each new variable will have the same root name as its corresponding 
data variable but will have the name appended with the "_R" extension. For example, for 
a variable in a ".dta" file not accompanied by a format definition file, the corresponding 
remark variable name in the RDB file would have the form VAROOX_R; while a remark 
variable for a variable defined in a format definition file would have a form such as 
CALCIUM_R.

Format Definition File

An ASCII flat file can stand alone or be accompanied by a format definition file, which 
provides options for alternative column delimiters, assigning alternative column names 
and data types, defining algorithms for additional variables, handling of remarked (cen 
sored) data, and miscellaneous descriptive text.

Variable Names

In the absence of a format definition file, variables in the data file are assumed to be 
numeric (real). Upon conversion to RDB, the columns are given names in sequential 
order from left to right of the form:

VAR001 VAR002 VAR003 .....VARNNN.
If a format definition file is present, then the first field is used to define alternative names 
for the data columns in the RDB file. Variable names are limited to 12 characters and are 
subject to the same guidelines discussed under the heading "Column Names" in the sec 
tion on "The RDB File."

Keywords

The remaining functionality to be imparted to the RDB file via the format definition file 
involves the use of keywords to identify the beginning of a functional definition in the 
file. The currently available keywords include: <dtype>, <delimiter>, <descr>, <rmk>, 
<perl>. Note the use of the "< >" characters to enclose the keyword. Keywords and their
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associated functional descriptions can be strung together on a single line (separated by at 
least one space not a tab), or each can be placed on its own line for improved readabil 
ity. The keyword (with < > characters) must be the first item on any additional lines that 
follow the line with the variable name definition; otherwise, it will be assumed that the 
line represents a new variable definition.

Delimiter (<delimiter>)

In the absence of a format definition file or if the <delimiter> keyword line (first line in 
the format definition file) is not present, then the data columns in the data file are assumed 
to be separated by one or more blanks. The columns do not need to be neatly arranged.

If the data file is accompanied by a format definition file, then provision is made to define 
any of three data column delimiters one or more blanks, a TAB, or a single alphanu 
meric character. To define the delimiter, put the keyword <delimiter> in the first line of 
the format definition file followed by one or more spaces and one of the following space, 
tab, or X, where X is any single printable upper- or lower-case alphanumeric character.

<delimiter> space <delimiter> tab <delimiter> x. 

Data Types (<dtvpe>)

Valid data types are int, real, double, and text(x), where x is length of the text field. Data 
fields for text variables with embedded blanks must be enclosed in double quotes.

<dtype> int <dtype> real <dtype> double <dtype> text(35). 

Miscellaneous Text <descr>

The <descr> keyword provides for adding miscellaneous text to a variable description 
line. This text can be used to provide a detailed description of the variable. This text does 
not need to be enclosed in quotes.

Computed Variables f<perl>)

The format definition file also provides for the definition of variables to be added to the 
output RDB file. The form of the ASCII data file itself has no provision for indicating 
variables to be computed; however, the format definition file can contain the information 
required to define and compute the new variables. This information is transferred to the 
column definition lines of the output RDB file, which in turn is interpreted by the 
QWGRAF program for actual computation of the data values when required. The 
computed variables will be assigned a missing value code (null field) if any source value 
in the data file used in the algorithm is missing. A missing value also is assigned to a 
computed variable if a source value is remarked and remarked data are indicated by the 
program to be excluded from the current application.

The algorithm syntax involves RDB functions by using the Perl scripting language (see 
discussion of this syntax in the section "Row Selection" of the "datmgr" program docu 
mentation and the discussion of the "perltbl" operator in Appendix F). All variable names 
must begin with the "$" sign. Table D.3 shows an example of this syntax.

Remarked (Censored) Data (<rmk>)

If a format definition file is present and the <rmk> keyword is not present for a given vari 
able, then the program assumes the data for that variable are NOT censored, regardless 
of the existence of remark codes in the data column. The presence of the <rmk> keyword, 
which does not have any arguments, indicates that remark variables are to be included in 
the RDB file. The <rmk> keyword is ignored for TEXT and computed variables. Com 
puted variables can be associated with an appropriate remark code that use the "Modify" 
function in the "datmgr" program.
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Example Data File

Table D.2 is an example of a basic ASCII data file that contains space-delimited data. 
This table could be read and used without a format definition file.
Table D.2. ASCII space delimited data file

22111111 22
22111111 22
22111111 22
22111111 22
22111222 22
22111222 22
22111222 22
22111222 22
22111333 22
22111333 22
22111333 22
36111111 36
36111111 36
36111111 36
36111111 36

30.0
28.0
33.7
39.6
42.7
56.8
61.7
57.2
34.7
29.3
45.8
48.0
36.7
41.9
37.6

15.0
18.3
17.3
21.3
24.2
21.9
27.4
29.0
31.6
28.7
34.6
33.4
41.7
37.3
36.1

40.3
46.8
52.4
50.3
114.3
96.3
99.4
107.4
64.2
57.2
74.9
35.6
44.7
39.5
42.7

Example Format Definition Files

Table D.3 is an example of a format definition file that could be used with table D.2. 
Table D.3. Format definition file for use with data file in table D.2

<delimiter>
STATION
STCODE
NA
K
CA
NA_MEQ

SPACE
<dtype>
<dtype>
<dtype>
<dtype>
<dtype>
<dtype>

INT
INT
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL

<descr> SODIUM IN MG/L
<descr> SODIUM IN MG/L
<descr> SODIUM IN MG/L
<perl> $NA * 0.04348

<descr> Sodium in milliequivalents
K_MEQ <dtype> REAL <perl> $K * 0.02558
<descr> Potassium in milliequivalents
CA_MEQ <dtype> REAL <perl> $CA * 0.04990
<descr> Calcium in milliequivalents___________________

NWIS-I QWDATA QWFLATOUT File to RDB

Data files created by the QWFLATOUT option in the USGS NWIS-I QWDATA program 
can be converted to RDB format (qwd2rdb operator). The file created by the 
QWFLATOUT option also has an associated format definition file with the same root file 
name as the data file, but with the extension "PARNAMES."

The QWFLATOUT format is discussed in detail in Maddy and others (1989, p. 4-6 to 
4-11).

File-Name Extensions

For use with QWGRAF, the QWFLATOUT file name must have the ".qwd" extension 
added and the format definition file must have the "PARNAMES" extension changed to 
".qwv"; for example, my_file.qwd and myfile.qwv.

Format Definition File

The QWFLATOUT format definition file identifies variables in the QWFLATOUT data 
file in two ways. The USGS NWIS_I QWDATA database system identifies data elements 
by the five-digit parameter codes developed by the U.S. Environmental Protection
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Agency (EPA) for use in the EPA STORET system. These parameter codes are used as 
variable names in the ".PARNAMES" format definition file created by the QWDATA 
program. Upon conversion to the RDB format, the parameter code is prefixed with a "P" 
to form the RDB variable name; for example, P00430. As in the case of the ASCII data 
file, a variable with one or more remarked values results in the creation of a remark vari 
able in the RDB file of the form P00430_R.

Some QWDATA data elements require the creation of a special class of parameter codes 
not supported in the EPA parameter code system. These data elements, some of which are 
numeric and others which are alphanumeric, are assigned five-character names, such as 
STATE and HUNIT.

Parameter Code Conversions

Some of the alphanumeric parameter codes from the NWIS-I QWDATA system are con 
verted to alternate names and (or) data formats in the RDB file. For example, the 15-digit 
LATLG variable contains latitude and longitude in degrees/minutes/seconds. This vari 
able is converted to two variables, DECLAT and DECLON, which are the latitude and 
longitude decimal equivalents of degrees/minutes/seconds. The decimal form is required 
in the QWGRAF "mapping" program. Thus, when a QWDATA format definition file is 
encountered, NWTS-I variables are converted as shown in table D.4.
Table D.4. Conversion criteria for QWDATA alpha parameter codes

QWDATA 
name
STAID
SNAME
STATE
CNTYC
DATES
TIMES
EDATE
ETIME
LATLG

AGNCY
ASRCE
ASTAT
CTBDA
DISTR
GUNIT
HSTAT
HUNIT
LOCAL
MEDIM
SAMPL
SITEC
STYPE

RDB 
name
STATION
STA_NAME
STATE.CODE
CNTYCODE
BEGIN_DATE
BEGINJTIME
END.DATE
END_TIME
DECLAT
DECLON
AGENCY
ANAL_SOURCE
ANAL_STATUS
C_DRAINAGE
DIST_CODE
GEOLJJNIT
HYD.COND
HYD_UNIT
LOC_WELL_NO
SAMP.MEDIUM
RECORD.NO
SITEJTYPE
SAMPJTYPE

Data 
type
text(15)
text(50)
int
int
int
int
int
int
real
real
int
int
int
real
int
int
int
int
text(26)
int
int
int
int

Format change

(from) (to)

SSCCC CCC
YYYYMMDD YYMMDD
HHMM HHMMSSS
YYYYMMDD YYMMDD
HHMM HHMMSSS
DDMMSS DDD.DDDD
DDDMMSS DDD.DDDD

Miscellaneous Text

The format definition file from the QWDATA program includes variable descriptions, 
which are implemented as miscellaneous text identified by the <descr> keyword in the 
RDB file.
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Data File Format

The QWDATA data file consists of a series of 10 character fields, one for each variable 
retrieved from the QWDATA data base. The output file contains rounded numbers in the 
format shown in table D.5.
Table D.5. Output format from QWDATA FLATOUT program for data in a QWDATA data file 
identified with ERA parameter codes

Remark (1) - col. 1
Value (1) - cols. 2-10
Remark (2) - col. 11
Value (2) - cols. 12-20

Remark (N)
Value (N)___________

Some alpha parameter codes are exceptions to the above format (mainly text variables 
that require more than 10 spaces) and therefore use multiple blocks of 10 spaces to hold 
fields longer than 10 spaces. Table D.6 shows the format for alpha parameter code text 
variables. Note that the first column in the first block of a multi-block set is always blank.
Table D.6. Output format from QWDATA FLATOUT program for alpha parameter code text 
variables

LATLG Uses last 19 columns of two 10-space blocks; positions 3-9 contain the latitude and
positions 12-19 contain the longitude.

LOCAL Uses last 19 columns of two 10-space blocks. 
SNAME Uses last 49 columns of five 10-space blocks.

Missing Values

The missing value indicator for QWDATA (-999999) is recognized and is converted to a 
null field in the RDB file.

Remarked (Censored) Data

If remark codes are present in the data file, then an additional variable (one-character text 
variable) is created in the RDB file for each real variable with at least one value remarked. 
Each new variable will have the same root name as its corresponding data variable, but 
it will have the variable name appended with the "_R" extension; for example, 
P10010_R.

NWIS-I QWCARDS 1 and * CARDS to RDB

The NWIS-I QWCARDS program is used to transfer water-quality data from the 
National Water-Quality Laboratory to the NWIS-I QWDATA system. The data are trans 
ferred in sets of card images. A set of card types (1, *, 5,7, X, M, and #) contain the infor 
mation to describe each analysis record. Only the 1 and * cards are interpreted by the 
filter (str2rdb operator) that converts this format to the RDB format.

The QWCARDS 1 and *-card format is discussed in detail in the USGS publication enti 
tled "NWIS National Water Information System, User's Manual, Volume 2, Chapter 2. 
Water-Quality System, p. 4-6 to 4-11."

File-Name Extension

A data file that contains 1 and * cards must have the ".str" extension added to the file 
name. There is no format definition file used with the QWCARDS 1 and *-card format.
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Data File (Card Type 11

The Card Type 1 contains QWDATA header information in a fixed field format. Table D.7 
shows how the fields are interpreted for conversion to RDB. Fields not indicated are 
ignored.
Table D.7. Conversion criteria for 1 and * cards Card Type 1 fields

Column(s)
2-16
17
18-23
24-27
28-31
32-35
36-43
44
45
46
47
48
64-68

QWDATA
STAID
MEDIM
DATES
TIMES
EDATE
ETIME
GUNIT
ASTAT
ASRCE
HSTAT
STYPE

AGNCY

QWGRAF
STATION
SAMP_MEDIUM
BEGIN_DATE
BEGIN_TIME
END_DATE (Note: month and day)
END_TIME
GEOL_UNIT
ANAL_STATUS
ANAL_SOURCE
HYD_COND
SAMPJTYPE
HYD_EVENT (No alpha code defined)
AGENCY

Data File (Card-Type *1

Card-Type * contains the laboratory determinations for each of the parameter codes and 
any associated qualifiers (remarks, quality assurance codes, laboratory method codes, 
and precision codes). The filter captures only the remark code and laboratory method 
code, which are the first and third elements in the qualifier list that follow the value. Table 
D.8 shows a typical "1 and *" card format record.
Table D.8. Example of a single analysis in QWCARDS 1 and *-card format

101064140 98810180930 H9999 19 USGS
*P00010=11.700( :I: :3),P00020=14.000( :I: :2),P00025=760.000( :I: :3),
*P00027=1028.00( :I: :4),P00028=80020.0( :H: :5),P00060=415.00( :I: :3),
*P00076=3.200( :H:A:2),P00095=122.000( :I: :3),P00300=10.5000( :I: :3),
*P00400=7.100( :I: :2),P00403=7.6000( :H:A:3),P00410=26.000( :I: :2),
*P00452=0.00( :I: :2),P00453=29.000( :I: :2),P00608=.060( :H:B:3),
*P00610=.040( :H:B:3),P00613=.010(1:H:B:3),P00625=.600( :H:A:2),
*P00631=.100( :H:B:3),P00665=.040( :H:B:3),P00666=.040( :H:B:3),
*P00671=.020( :H:B:3),P00915=6.600( :H:D:2),P00925=1.100( :H:C:2),
*P00930=16.000( :H:C:2) )P00935=1.300( :H:B:2),P00940=14.00( :H:E:2),
*P00945=13.000( :H:D:2),P00950=.100(1:H:B:2),P00955=3.100( :H:D:2),
*P01000=10.000(<:H:A:2),P01030=2.000(<:H:A:2),P01049=25.00(::A)

Remarked (Censored) Data

If remark codes are present in the "1 and *" card data file, then an additional variable 
(one-character text variable) is created in the RDB file for each real variable with at least 
one censored data value. Each new variable will have the same root name as its corre 
sponding data variable, but the variable name will be appended with the "_R" extension; 
for example, P10010_R.

Fortran to RDB
ASCII files created by output format statements in Fortran programs are convertible to 
RDB (ftr2rdb operator). The filter requires both a data file and a format definition file.

File-Name Extensions

The data file output from a Fortran program must have the" .ftr" file-name extension. The 
format definition file must have the same root name and the ".ftv" file-name extension.
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Missing Values

Missing values in a ".ftr" file can be designated by any of the following indicators: 
11 *" " ." " -" " --" "   " " -0-"" -999999 " (leave quotes off).

In the newly created RDB file, a missing value is indicated by a null field; that is, two 
consecutive TAB markers.

Format Definition File

In general, the format of the ".ftv" file is similar to that of the ".dtv" file except that the 
<delimiter> keyword is not supported. Another difference is that the first line in the 
format definition file contains the Fortran style format statement used by the filter to 
define the field location, field size, and data type of each variable. This line may be the 
only line in the file or it can be followed by ".dtv" type format definition lines. If there 
are no format definition lines, then the columns are named VAR001, VAR002 ... 
VARNNN with their data types discerned from the Fortran format string.

Format String

The format string may contain any number of parenthetically nested groups each with an 
associated multiplier. The folio wing fields are supported:

I - Integer Value
F - Real
E - Exponential Form of Real
G - Floating Point Value
A - Text Value
X - Space
T -Tab
/ - New Record.

An example ".ftv" file for a six column data file would be as follow:
2(2I3,F6.2) 
VAR1 <dtype>int 
VAR2 <dtype>int 
VAR3 <dtype>real 
VAR4 <dtype>int 
VAR5 <dtype>int 
VAR6 <dtype>real.

The "/" field may be used to skip input records or to cause the logical input data record 
to span multiple physical input records. For example, if the format statement in the pre 
vious ".ftv" file was changed to the following:

2(2I3,F6.2)/,
then every other record starting with record 2 would be skipped. Similarly, a format state 
ment of the following type:

2I3,F6.2/2I3,F6.2,
would cause two input records to be joined horizontally into a single output record. 

Remarked (Censored) Data
For censored data, the Fortran format statement must include an additional alpha field for 
each variable that could be censored, for example,

I2,A1,F6.1 
STATE <dtype>int 
SODIUM <dtype>real <rmk>.

The 12 field is used to parse STATE, the Al field is assumed to contain the remark code 
for SODIUM, and the F6.1 field is used to parse SODIUM. Note that even though the 
format specified for the remark code must precede the data format specifier, the position 
of the remark code within the actual data record may be controlled by the use of the TAB 
field. In the previous example, if the data record contained a two-digit integer followed by 
a six-digit real with a trailing remark code, then the following format string could be used:

I2,T9,A1,T3,F6.1.
The position of the "T9, Al" format relative to the "T3, F6.1" format in the string tells 
the program to get the remark code from the field that follows the data value.
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Data File Format

The data file produced as output from a Fortran program is a fixed-format, space- delim 
ited ASCII file. It is important to retain the column alignment defined by the Fortran 
format statement in the format definition file.

PSTAT (from QWDATA1 to RDB

The PSTAT file output from the QWDATA system and the accompanying format defini 
tion file are convertible to RDB (pst2rdb operator). The remark code summary statistics 
file is not utilized in the conversion.

File-Name Extensions

The data file from the QWDATA PSTAT option does not have a specified file-name 
extension. For use with the PSTAT to RDB filter the file name must have the ".pst" exten 
sion added to the root file name. The format definition file is initially created with the 
extension, CMND, which must be changed to ".psv" for use with the filter. The resulting 
file names would be of the form: my_file.pst and my_file.psv.

Format Definition File

The first line of the format definition file is ignored by the filter. The five fields indicated 
on the second line represent the five alpha parameter codes STAID, DATES, TIMES, 
EDATE, and ETIME from the NWIS-I QWDATA system. Upon conversion, these 
variables, which represent the five fields on the header line of each analysis in the PSTAT 
data file, are assigned the following variable names in the RDB file:

STATION, BEGIN_DATE, BEGIN_TIME, END_DATE, and ENDJTCME

The remaining lines of the format definition file consist of 80-character records that con 
tain five-digit EPA parameter codes (prefixed with a "P"), each separated by a space (not 
a TAB). As with the ".qwd" filter, the parameter codes prefixed with a "P" constitute the 
variable names assigned to the data columns in the RDB file; for example, P00010.

Data File Format

The PSTAT data file consists of multiple analyses, each consisting of a header record and 
one or more data records. The header record consists of five fields for the variables  
STATION, BEGIN_DATE, BEGIN_TIME, END_DATE, and ENDJTIME as dis 
cussed above, with respective field lengths of 16, 8,4, 8,4 and space in between. Each 
data record contains a maximum of eight fixed-length data value fields. The field length 
is nine spaces and each field is preceded by a blank space. Table D.9 is an example of a 
PSTAT format definition file and table D.10 is an example of a PSTAT data file.

Missing Values

Missing values in a PSTAT data file are indicated by a single dash (-). 
Table D.9. Example of a PSTAT format definition file

BUILD file_name.pstP, FILE file_name.pst
VARS STATION.NUMBER:C DATE:C TIME:C END.DATE:C END.TIME:C 

P00010 P00025 P00065 P00076 P00080 P00095 P00300 P00301 P00310

Table D.10. Example of a PSTAT data file

0140850019940315 1115 --
6.200 752.00 6.320 - - 72.00 10.400 85.069
1.500 

01408500 19940623 1025 -
20.00 758.00 3.350 - - 81.00 7.500 82.964
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Remarked (Censored) Data

Remark codes in the PSTAT data file are placed to the left side of the value, not at the 
beginning of the field (see last value in table D.10). If remark codes are present in the data 
file, then an additional variable (one-character text variable) is created in the RDB file for 
each real variable with at least one value remarked. Each remark variable will have the 
same root name as its corresponding data variable but will have the name appended with 
the "_R" extension; for example, P00010_R.

PSTAT Filter Extension

The PSTAT output from the NWIS-IQWDATA system supports only five alpha param 
eter codes STAID, DATES, TIMES, EDATE, and ETIME. The QWGRAF PSTAT 
filter, however, supports all the alpha parameter codes defined by the QWDATA system 
except ADDPC and CALCV. Thus, the user has the option of editing a PSTAT file to 
include data identified with other alpha codes. The variable names used in the output 
RDB file use the same alpha code names used in the ".qwd" filter and are converted to 
the appropriate format used in QWGRAF programs; for example, LATLG to DECLAT 
and DECLON. Any values for text variables must be enclosed in quotes, whether the text 
string has imbedded spaces or not.

Percentiie Data for "boxplt" Program to RDB
The QWGRAF "boxplt" program reads an additional specially formatted file that con 
tains percentile values instead of observed values. This file contains text strings for use 
as plot titles and axis labels, an indicator for the number of plots to be generated, and a 
detection limit value to be applied to all variables.

File-Name Extensions

An input data file with the percentile format must have the extension ".pet" appended to 
the end of the file name; for example, myfile.pct.

Format Definition File

The ".pet" file format does not require a format definition file. 

Fiie Format

The format for an input data file that contains data as percentiles is as follow:
Line 1: Plot title, 1-72 characters beginning with first non-blank.
Line 2: X-axis title, 1-72 characters beginning with first non-blank.
Line 3: Y-axis title, 1-72 characters beginning with first non-blank.
Line 4: Number of Plots (N), integer from 1 to 25.
Line 5: Detection (reporting) limit, a real number.

In the current version of boxplot this value applies to all 
variables.

Lines 6 - N+5: One line for each variable. Line order represents plot order.
Columns 1-12 contain the label for variable to be diagrammed.
The remaining fields are for the statistics and are free format 
except the numbers must be separated by at least one blank.

The first field after the label contains the number of 
observations for this variable from the original data file. 
This number is also used as a label.
The next five fields contain the values that correspond to the 
P10, P25, P50, P75, and P90 percentiles. The P10 and P90 
fields are optional and can be replaced with a single dash (-).
The final field, also optional, is used for the arithmetic mean 
of the observations. It is not necessary to use a single dash 
if the mean is missing.
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APPENDIX E. Data Format Conversion Macros and RDB 
Operators __ __ ___

I. RDB Files from Third Party Packages

RDB from 
Spread 
sheets

Description: There is no macro or RDB operator involved here, just a process to create 
the RDB file definition within a spreadsheet file.

Example: Using the spreadsheet cells, do the following:

1. Put 0 or more rows at the top as comments starting with a pound (#) sign.

2. Add a row of RDB column names.

3. Add a row of RDB column definitions.

4. Add 0 or more rows of data. (Do not worry about delimiters here, just 
use Tactician cells. RDB Tab delimiters will be specified in the "Save 
As" function.)

5. Pull down the "File" menu and select "Save As ...."

6. Change "Save File of Type" to "Delimited File."

7. Click on "OK."

8. Edit the pathname to save the file, if necessary.

9. Make sure delimiter is "Tab" and click on "OK."

RDB from Description: The Statit macro, tblwrite, takes the resident file in Statit and outputs it to 
an RDB file.

Statit
Syntax: tblwrite output.rdb variable list

II. Standard RDB Operators for Data Format Conversions
The following RDB operators are not utilized by the QWGRAF programs, but can be 
used in command line mode to create RDB files from the source file types indicated.

2TABS Description: Converts an ASCII file with columns separated by delimiters other than
TABS to an RDB tab-delimited file. The output file must be edited to add the RDB header 
lines describing the column names (linel) and the column type, width, and justification 
(line 2).

Syntax: 

Options:

2tabs <input_file [options] >output_file.rdb

-s Data columns separated by single space.

-ss Data columns separated by two or more spaces.

-d "x" Data columns separated by delimiter text identified within 
the double quotes.

*************
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F2TBL Description: Reads data using a FORTRAN-style format string. The format string is 
specified using the -format option. Column names may also be specified using the 
-names option.

Syntax: f2tbl [options] <input_fOe >output_file.rdb

Example:
f2tbl -f "x, a!5, i4, 2i2, 8f7" \
-names stn year month seq vl v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8 \ 
<myfile >myfile.rdb

Options (abbreviations are in parentheses):

-(f)ormat "string" FORTRAN format string
Field types - n, N, f, F, e, E, g, G, i, I 
Skip option - x, x2, 3x6, x8, 4x8 
Tab option - t, t4, T4, T15, 3T15 
Skip line option - /

Definitions and control options can be grouped 
using parentheses and the groups can be repeated 
by preceding them with a number.

-names list List of column names.

-pattern "reg exp" When reading files with fZtbl, lines can be filtered 
using a regular expression specified with the 
-pattern option. The expression between the 
delimiters (" ") can be simple text strings or more 
complex patterns can be specified using the full 
range of meta characters with regular expressions.

-missing Specify a pattern used to recognize missing values. 
If the missing option is used, then any data values, 
regardless of type, that match the pattern are 
converted to missing values; that is, null values 
(two consecutive TAB markers).

If the pattern begins and ends with a "/," then the 
text between the slashes matches values containing 
that substring. Without the slashes the pattern string 
must match the entire value being compared.

TSQL Description: Converts an Ingres table to an RDB file.

Syntax: tsql databasename -rdb -table tablename >outputfile.rdb

III. RDB Operators for Data Format Conversions
With the exception of the "rdb2dta" operator, the following data format conversion 
filters   implemented as RDB operators   are utilized by the QWGRAF programs to 
convert other data formats to the RDB format used internally by all QWGRAF programs. 
The filters are invoked automatically when a QWGRAF program recognizes a three- 
character extension at the end of the file name. The descriptions below are intended to 
supplement the functional information given in the main text of this report and to describe 
the syntax used in command line mode of RDB and the various scripting languages. See 
the section entitled "Conversion of Other Data to RDB" for detailed discussion of the 
various data and format definition files recognized by QWGRAF.
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RDB2DTA Description: Although most data conversion operations conducted by users of the
QWGRAF programs involve getting data converted to RDB, there may be an occasional 
need to convert an RDB file to ASCII form. The "rdb2dta" filter is not formally available 
within QWGRAF programs (including "datmgr") at the present time; however, it is avail 
able in command line mode as an RDB operator.

DTA2RDB

operator. 
Syntax: rdb2dta <infile outfile -dim [options] -fw [X]

Arguments:
The source file, which is read from STDIN, must be 
preceded by the "<" sign.
The output file is written to STDOUT and does 
NOT require the file name to be preceded by the ">" 
sign. A ".dtv" (format definition file) with the same 
root name will also be created.

The following options are available for the "-dim" 
delimiter option:

-dim space

-dim tab
-dim x ("x" may be any ASCII character)

"-fw" is the field width of numeric variables. The 
default value for "X" is 12.

rdb2dta <myfile.rdb myfile.dta -dim* -fw 16

input file 

output file

-dim [options]

-fw [X]

Example:

*************

Description: The ".dta" format applies to files that are essentially rows and columns of 
data as ASCII characters. These files, which can be read with any text editor, contain no 
header records or other self-defining information. All fields are considered to be numeric 
(floating point) and are separated by at least one space. In the absence of a format defini 
tion file, all variables in the resultant RDB file are assigned generic names such as 
VAR01, VAR02... VARnn. For each column containing at least one remarked (censored) 
data value, an additional variable will be created in the RDB file by appending "_R" to 
the variable name; for example, VAR01_R. Missing values in the ".dta" file may be indi 
cated by any of the following:

ii * ii ii ii ii _ ii ii __ ii ii __ ii " _Q_ ii ii _OQQQQQ »

If the file is accompanied by a format definition file (same file name but appended with 
the extension ".dtv"), then several options are available to the user to impart special char 
acteristics to each variable. The rows in the format definition file represent in sequential 
order each variable in the data file. The columns in the format definition file consist of the 
name of the variable in the first field (12 characters or less) followed by zero or more key 
words and keyword arguments. Keywords must be enclosed in "< >" characters. The fol 
lowing keywords are available.

Keywords:
<delimiter> - Unlike the other keywords, the <delimiter> keyword

applies to the file as a whole and therefore is placed on the 
first line of the format definition file. The <delimiter> 
keyword provides for specifying the delimiter between 
the columns in the input data file. The following 
delimiters are supported.

<delimiter> space
<delimiter> tab
<delimiter> any single character

Note: "any single character" means any single printable 
character, such as "*", "I", "&",".","_", "\", etc.
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<dtype> - This keyword defines the data type to be assigned to the 
variable. The following data types are supported:

<dtype> int 
<dtype> real 
<dtype> double 
<dtype> text(x)

Note: Text variables with embedded blanks must be 
enclosed in double quotes. The "x" in the "text" data type 
indicates the maximum width of the text variable.

<rmk> - If a data file is accompanied by a format definition file but 
the <rmk> keyword is NOT present for a given variable, 
then the system assumes that the corresponding column in 
the data file does not have any remarked data even if the 
data are actually remarked. The presence of this keyword 
tells the system that if the corresponding column in the 
data file has at least one remarked value, then a remark 
variable is to be created in the RDB file for this variable. 
The form of the remark variable name consists of the data 
variable name appended with "_R"; for example, 
calcium_R. The <rmk> keyword has no arguments.

<rmk>
<descr> - The <descr> keyword provides for adding miscellaneous 

text as a descriptor of the variable. This text does not need 
to be enclosed in quotes and has no functionality within 
the QWGRAF programs.

<descr> Calcium, water, filtered, mg/1
<perl> - The <perl> keyword provides for the definition of new 

variables to be added to the RDB file. A new variable is 
created using the algorithm which follows the <perl> 
keyword. The algorithm can use the values from any of 
the other variables in the input data file. In the algorithm, 
all variable names must begin with the "$" sign. The 
algorithm syntax mimics the Perl scripting language, 
which in turn utilizes RDB functions. For a discussion of 
this syntax please refer to the discussion of the "perltbl" 
operator later in this appendix. See also the textbook 
Programming Perl (Wall and Schwartz, 1991).

<perl> $ca_meq = $CALCIUM * 0.04990

<perl> $DISCH_LOG = &loglO($DISCH)
Note: In the above example the "loglO" function is 
preceded by the "&" sign, which means it is not a standard 
RDB function and was created for use in the local 
implementation of RDB.

The command line syntax does not require including the format definition file name on 
the command line as the operator looks for the same root file name with the ".dtv" exten 
sion. The ".rdb" extension for the output RDB file is also optional in command line mode.
Syntax: dta2rdb input_file >output_file 
Example: dta2rdb myfile.dta >myfile.rdb
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OWD2RDB Description: The NWIS-I QWDATA system provides an option for producingan ASCII 
^ output file for use in applications not integrated with the QWDATA system. The output 

file is accompanied by a format definition file (".PARNAMES" file-name extension must 
be changed to ".qwv ) similar in function to the ".dtv" format definition file used with a 
".dta" file. The "qwd2rdb" filter reads these files and converts the format to the RDB 
format used by QWGRAF programs. In command line mode the use of the ".rdb" exten 
sion for the output RDB file name is optional.
Syntax: qwdZrdb input file xmtputfile [rmk_switch]
Arguments:

rmk_switch - The following options are available to specify how 
remarked (censored) data are to be handled.

-xr- Exclude remark codes from output file

-ir- Include remark codes as separate variables
-fr- Flag remarked variables as missing 

Example: qwd2rdb myfile.qwd >myfile.rdb -xr

*************

STR2RDB Description: The "str2rdb" operator converts files with the 1 and *-card format used in 
the NWIS-I system to RDB. Only the Type 1 and Type * cards are supported. This format 
does not provide for the use of an accompanying format definition rile. The file-name 
extension used with the 1 and *-card files is .str." In command line mode the ".rdb" 
extension for the output RDB file is optional.

Syntax: str2rdb inputjfile >output_file 
Example: str2rdb myfile.str >myfile.rdb

PST2RDR Description: The "pst2rdb" operator converts files created in the PSTAT format by the 
PSTAT option in the NWIS-IQWDATA system to RDB. The output from this option 
does include a format definition file. The data file must have the .pst" extension added 
to the root file name and the format definition file name must have the ".CMND" exten 
sion replaced with the ".psv" extension. The command line syntax does not require 
including the format definition file name on the command line as the operator looks for 
the same root file name with the ".psv" extension. The ".rdb" extension for the output 
RDB file is also optional in command line mode.

Syntax: pst2rdb inputJTile >output_file 
Example: pst2rdb myfile.pst >myfile.rdb

*************

FTN2RDB Description: The "ftn2rdb" operator converts files created by Fortran programs using
Fortran formatting lines to RDB. The output file from this process is an ASCII file similar 
to a ".dta" file with spaces as the delimiter. Thus, this file type can be associated with a 
format definition file which is exactly the same as the ".dtv" format definition file except 
for the inclusion of the Fortran formatting statement on the first line of the file. The filter 
then sets data types based on this format string. The "delimiter" function is not supported. 
If the formatting line is the only line in the file, then the variables are assigned generic 
names of the form: VAR01 VAR02 VAR03 ... VARnn. Otherwise, the format definition 
file has the same potential functionality as the ".dtv" format definition file; that is, vari 
able names, data types, and keywords.
The command line syntax does not require including the format definition file name on 
the command line as the operator looks for the same root file name with the ".ftv" exten 
sion. The ".rdb" extension for the output RDB file is also optional in command line mode.

Syntax: ftn2rdb inputjfile >output_file 
Example: ftn2rdb myfile.ftn >myfile.rdb
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APPENDIX F. RDB Operators

The RDB operators described below are used by the QWGRAF programs to perform the 
indicated modifications of the data in the input data file. The purpose of the descriptions 
given here is to supplement the functional information given in the main text of this 
report and to describe the syntax to use these operators in regular command line of RDB 
and the various scripting languages. The QWGRAF interface incorporates the indicated 
options available with each operator.

SORTTBL Description: The "sorttbl" operator sorts a data file by one or more columns. Each column 
can be sorted in ascending or descending order using the "-r" option

Syntax: sorttbl [options] [-r] column [[-r] column] ... < input file

Options (abbreviations are in parentheses):

-c Check that the RDB file is sorted on the selected columns. Give 
no output unless the file is out of sort.

-(h)elp Print this "help" information.
-r Descending order. Applies to the column following only.
-u Retain only those rows that have a unique set of values for the 

indicated key columns; that is, remove replicate rows.
Example: sorttbl COUNT -rTYP < sample

Explanation: Sort the file "sample" first by column "COUNT" in ascending 
order and then by column "TYP" in descending order.

COLUMN Description: The "column" operator selects (subsets) columns (variables) by ordered
name and outputs an RDB file with these columns. This can be used effectively to select, 
order, add, delete, or duplicate columns.

Syntax: column [options] list

Options (abbreviations are in parentheses):

-(e)dit Edit option used by "etbl" operator (not a QWGRAF function).
-(h)elp Print this "help" information.
-v Inverse option. Selects all columns except those named in "list." 

The "list" argument is normally a list of column names.
If "list" contains a name in a triplicate of the form "-c NAME NEWNAME," then the 
column name specified in the input RDB file as NAME will be changed to "NEWNAME" 
in the output RDB file.
Note: The above name change function is handled in the "Modify" function in "datmgr."
If "list" contains a name in a triplicate of the form "-a NAME DEFN," then a new (null) 
column is added to the output RDB file at that point in the output name list. It will be 
assigned the name "NAME" and the definition will be indicated in the "DEFN" field; for 
example, 12N.
Note: The above name change function is handled in the "Create" function in "datmgr."

Example: column STATID DATE STCODE -c HCO3 BICARBONATE 
SODIUM

*************
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COMPCOL Description: The "compcol" operator selects columns by name and order and outputs an 
RDB file with just these columns. This operator can be used to select, order, add, delete, 
or duplicate columns.
The operator "compcol" is essentially the same as the RDB "column" operator except that 
null fields for newly defined columns can be populated with computed data values. With 
the "column" operator, new variables can be defined, but the data fields are "null" fields 
requiring them to be populated externally with an editor. The "datmgr" program in 
QWGRAF provides for the creation of an RDB file similar to the type created with the 
"column" operator, except that the algorithm to compute the actual data values is stored 
in the optional documentation area of the second header line in the RDB data file, an RDB 
extension created for QWGRAF. The operator "compcol" evaluates all computed vari 
ables and outputs a file containing the computed values. The output file does not contain 
the algorithm definition as there is no point in keeping it once the values are computed. 
The user has the option to overwrite the original file or create a new file.
Below is an example of an RDB file configured by "datmgr" for input to "compcol." The 
columns "Na" and "K" are populated, but the column "Na_K" is only defined; that is, 
there are no data for this column in the data rows. Note, in the output file the data field 
for "NA_K" is populated and the algorithm definition is no longer stored.

Syntax: compcol [options] list <input_file >output_file

Options (abbreviations are in parentheses):

-(e)dit Edit option. Used by "etbl."
-(h)elp Print this "help" information.
-v Inverse option. Selects all columns except those 

named.

-a aName aType Add a column name "aName" with type "aType."

-c oldname newname Change name of a column. 

Example: compcol <input.tbl >output.tbl

# input file
#
Na K NA_K
8N 8N 8N <perl>$Na_K = $Na + $K <\perl>
15.0 18.0

17.0 19.7

16.6 18.4

# output file

#
Na K
8N 8N
15.0 18.0
17.0 19.7

16.6 18.4

NA_K
8N

33.0
36.7

35.0

Explanation: The original file had two variables "Na" and "K" plus a
definition for a third variable "Na_K." The output file will have 
three variables "Na", "K", and "NA_K." The algorithm to
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compute the new variable is included (via editor or by the 
QWGRAF datmgr program) to the right of the column definition 
for the "Na_K" variable. Note the syntax relative to the <perl> and 
<\perl> delimiters. Multiple statements can be included between 
these delimiters, including IF/THEN/ELSE clauses. RDB variable 
names must have the prefix "$."

The value "list" in the syntax is normally a list of column names. 
If "list" contains a triplicate of the form "-c NAME NEW," then 
column name "NAME" will be changed to "NEW." If "list" 
contains a triplicate of the form "-a NAME DEFN," then a new 
null (empty) column is added to the data set, with name "NAME" 
and column definition "DEFN." An algorithm (preceded by a 
space) can follow the "DEFN" in which case the actual data values 
will be computed for the output file.

Example: compcol NAME COUNT < sample >new_sample

Explanation: Select from the data set "sample" all observations in columns
named "NAME" and "COUNT." Output result to "new_sample."

Example: compcol -a LENGTH 10 < sample >new_sample

Explanation: Add a new column named "LENGTH" with a size of 10 to the data 
set called "sample." If an algorithm is specified for computing this 
variable, then the computations are done prior to outputting to the 
new file "new_sample."

MODCOL Description: The "modcol" operator changes the attributes of a column in an RDB file. 
This operator is used for the "Modify" function in the QWGRAF "datmgr" program. The 
column attributes that can be changed with "modcol" include the variable name, the stan 
dard RDB attributes for data type and field length, for example 8N, and the keyword 
attributes implemented as RDB file extensions in the QWGRAF system, that is <dtype>, 
<descr>, and <perl>.

Syntax: modcol <input_file >output_file oldname=[newname] [, newattri]...

Example: modcol <in.rdb xmt.rdb V1=DATE V2=TIME, '8N <dtype>real' 
V3=, '8N <dtype>int'

Explanation: Changes the name of column VI to DATE, the name of column 
V2 to TIME and its type to real. The name of column V3 remains 
unchanged, but its type is changed to integer. Note the use of 
single quotes in the attribute descriptions. Quotes are required to 
enclose the inclusive attribute descriptions for a given column 
because each attribute description (meta data) is followed and 
preceded by one or more blanks.
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JOINTBL Description: The "jointbl" operator provides for relational joins Natural, One to One, 
Master/Detail, or Cartesian of two or more RDB data files based on specified columns.

Natural - The output file from the two joined input files will contain one record for 
each pair of matching records in the input files. Records from either input file may 
contribute to multiple matches in the other file.

One to One - The output file will contain one record for each pair of matching 
records in the input files. Each input record, however, may contribute to only one 
match.

Master/Detail - Every record from file 1 is included in the output file. If there is 
no corresponding match in file 2 for a given record, then the variables from the 
second file in the output record are set to missing.

Cartesian - Every record from each file is included in the output file. If there is no 
corresponding match in the other file, then the variables from the other file are set 
to missing.

The -fill option can be used to request that rows without matching cases be included, but 
does not request cartesian product.
File joins can be based on different column names in the two RDB files by using the 
[=col.name] option.
The order of columns in the output RDB file will be (1) the join columns from the RDB 
file_l, (2) the other columns from RDB file_l, then (3) the other columns from RDB 
file_2.

Syntax: jointbl [options] <file_l col.name[=col.name_2] ... file_2

Options (abbreviations are in parentheses):

-c Do a cartesian cross-product join.

-(h)elp Print this "help" information.

-md Do a "Master/Detail" join rather than a natural join.

-Itol Do a one-to-one join. If duplicate key values are found in the 
two files, then rows are matched in order of occurrence.

-fill 1 Fill in null values for variables from file 2 if no match for row in 
file 1.

-fill 2 Fill in null values for variables from file 1 if no match for row in 
file 2 (implied by -md or -c).

-fill Fill in with null values for unmatched rows. 

Examples:

RDB file named sample:

name

6

Bush
Bush
Hansen
Hobbs
Hobbs
Jones
Perry
Perry

nr

2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

typ

4

A
A
A
B
B
C
D
D

amt

4

133
134
143
144
144
155
244
311
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RDB file named samplej2:

name cnt typ amt

6 5N 4 5N

Hobbs 41 A 141
Hobbs 42 BB 142
Hobbs 51 BB 144
Hobbs 43 CC 143

The command to do a natural join of samplej and samplej2 on column 
name is as follow:

jointbl <samplej name samplej2

and the result is shown in table F.I.

Table F.1 . Natural join of rdb files samplej and samplej2

name
6
Hobbs
Hobbs
Hobbs
Hobbs
Hobbs
Hobbs
Hobbs
Hobbs

nr
2
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5

typ
4
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

amt
4
144
144
144
144
144
144
144
144

cnt
5N
41
42
51
43
41
42
51
43

typ
4
A
BB
BB
CC
A
BB
BB
CC

amt
5N
141
142
144
143
141
142
144
143

The command to do a "master-detail" join of the same two rdb files on 
column name is as follow:

jointbl -md < samplej name samplej2

and the result is shown in table F.2.

Table F.2. Master-detail join of rdb files samplej and samplej2

name
6
Bush
Bush

Hansen
Hobbs

Hobbs

Hobbs
Hobbs
Hobbs
Hobbs
Hobbs
Hobbs
Jones
Perry
Perry

nr
2
1
2
3
4
4

4
4
5
5
5
5
6
7
8

typ
4
A
A
A
B
B

B
B
B
B
B
B
C
D
D

amt
4
133
134
143
144
144

144

144
144
144
144
144
155
244
311

cnt
5N

41

42

51
43
41
42
51
43

typ
4

A
BB

BB

CC
A
BB
BB
CC

amt
5N

141

142
144

143
141
142
144
143
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Using the original two files, the command to do a one-to-one join is as 
follow:

jointbl -Itol <samplej name samplej2

and the results are shown in table F.3.

Table F.3. One-to-one join of rdb files samplej and samplej2

name

6
Hobbs
Hobbs

nr

2
4
5

typ
4

B
B

amt

4
144
144

cnt

5N
41
42

typ
4
A
BB

amt

5N
141

142

The command to do a one-to-one join with fill is as follow: 

jointbl -Itol -fill <samplej name samplej2

and the result is shown in table F.4.

Table F.4. One-to-one join of rdb files samplej and samplej2 with fill

name
6
Bush
Bush
Hansen
Hobbs
Hobbs
Hobbs

Hobbs
Jones
Perry
Perry

nr
2
1

2
3
4
5

6
7
8

typ
4
A

A
A
B
B

C
D
D

amt
4
133

134
143
144
144

155
244

311

cnt
5N

41
42
51

43

typ
4

A
BB
BB

CC

amt
5N

141
142
144

143

*************

SUBTBL Description: The "subtbl" operator writes to an output file only those rows from the first 
of two designated input files based on a "no match between the (Key) column(s) speci 
fied. The designated Jkey columns between the two input files need not have the same 
name.
Note: The two RDB files must be sorted on the key columns in order for a subtract oper 
ation to function correctly.

Syntax: subtbl <rdbfile_l column[=column_2] ... rdbfile_2

Options (abbreviations are in parentheses):

-(h)elp Print this "help" information.
-m Use all matching column names. Both files must be sorted on the 

matching names in the order that they appear in the "rdbfile_l"

Example: subtbl <file_a cost = price file_b file_c

Explanation: Exclude all rows from file_a in the output file, "file_c," where the 
value of "cost" in "file_a" is equal to me value of "price" in 
"file_b"; that is, only those rows from "file_a" that do not have a 
match are written to "file_c."

*************
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CATTBL Description: The "cattbl" operator concatenates two or more files vertically, copying all 
column names or just those columns common to all files to the output file (standard out 
put). In command line mode, the syntax permits any number of files to be concatenated 
in a single step, while the "datmgr program permits only two files to be concatenated at 
a time. Thus, the use of the "-pattern" option to select all files with common text in file 
names is not permitted in "datmgr."

Syntax: cattbl [options] filel file2 ...

Options (abbreviations are in parentheses):

-p(attern) reg expression
-m(etal)

-u(nion)

-inter(sect)

Create an additional variable in the output 
file, named ""name," that contains the name of 
the file from which that particular row comes 
from.
Use files that match the regular expression.
Only use the column definition information 
from the first occurrence of a column name 
(in the first file read) in constructing the 
column characteristics of a column appearing 
in the output file. This option is turned on in 
"datmgr" and cannot be turned off. If this 
option is not specified in command line 
mode, then all column information for all 
occurrences of a given column name are 
combined together.
Copy all column names which appear in all 
input files. If a column name in one file is not 
matched with a column name in another file, 
then the rows in the file not having the 
column name are populated as "missing".
Copy only the column name which appears 
in all input files.

Example: cattbl -1 source -i apples oranges

PERLTBL Description: Similar to the "compute" operator, except that "perltbl" uses the Perl script 
ing language, while "compute" uses the Python language. The "perltbl" operator provides 
for data transformations and data selection in an RDB file using C- or Fortran-like syntax. 
The operator "perltbl" includes the ability to add and rename columns as in the column 
command, and the ability to select rows, as in the row command.
"pertbl" statements consist of variable names, functions, and operators. 
Each statement is applied to each row of data in the input data.
Variable names in "perltbl" statements begin with "$." Using this prefix allows variables 
to be distinguished from the many predefined Perl functions and keywords.

Perl operator tests:

Numeric Test

<= 
<=>

String Test
eq 
ne 
gt

f 
le 
cmp

Description
Equal to
Not equal to
Greater than
Greater than or equal to
Less than
Less than or equal to
Not equal to, with signed return
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Perl logical operators :

Operator

$a && $b

$a II $b

!$a

Function

And

Or

Not

Description

True if $a is true and $b is true 

$a if $a is true, otherwise $b 

True if $a is not true

Perl arithmetic operators:

Operator Function Description

$a + $b Add $a to $b

$a - $b Subtract $a and $b

$a * $b Multiply $a and $b

$a ** $b Raise $a to the power of $b

10**$b Raise 10 to the power of $b

$a / $b Divide $a by $b

$a % $b Remainder of $a / $b (Modulus)

$a = $b Assign value of $b to $a

$a += $b Increment $a by $b

$a -= $b Decrement $a by $b

++$a ($a++) Increment $a by 1 before reference (after reference)

~$a ($a~) Decrement $a by 1 before reference (after reference)

$a .= $b Append string $b to $a (see ($a . $b) below

$a. $b Values of $a and $b as one long string

$a x $b Value of $a strung together $b times

Functions in perltbl: There are two kinds of functions used in "perltbl": Perl 
functions and "perltbl" functions. Perl functions have ordinary names without a 
prefix, such as "log" and "exp"; "perltbl" functions have a "&" prefix, which is 
used by Perl to distinguish non-built-in functions, such as &loglO.

Numeric functions:

Function

cos($a), sin($a)

log($x)

&loglO($x)

exp($x)

int($x)

rand($v)

Description

Trigonometric functions

Log base e

Log base 10

Raise "e" to the power of $x

Get integer part of $x

Return a random number between 0 and $v

String functions: In the functions below "string" can represent a real character 
string, a variable containing a string, or a computed character string value. String 
literals can be enclosed in single or double quotes.
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Function 

len(string)

Description

Get the length of a value

substr(string, start, length) Get a substring; if length is omitted, then get
to end of string

index(string, substring) Get position of substring in string

Date_Time Functions: The Perltbl date function provides considerable 
flexibility for formatting the $date variable, which can include both the date and 
time. This is basically a text variable, where the date is listed first followed by 
time (if present). Some common examples of date formats supported in the $date 
variable would include the following:

Oct 12,1994 

15 November 86 

01/01/94 

941217 

06/17/85 16:45

(Jan. 1, 1994)

(Dec. 17, 1994)

(4:15pm on June 17,1985)

Function 

&canonical_date($date)

&year($date)

&month($date)

&day($date)

&hour($date)

&minute($date)

&water_year($date)

&dow

&date_parts($date)

&days($date) 

&date_time($days)

Data Validation Functions:

Function

&isNumber(expr)

&isDate(expr)

Description

Convert a date to canonical form 
(yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss)

Extract the year from the date 

Extract the month from the date 

Extract the day from the date 

Extract the hour from the date 

Extract the minute from the date 

Extract the water year from the date 

Get the day of the week (1-7) from date

Get array of date components from date 
($y, $m, $d, $h, $mn, $s) = 
&date_parts($date)

Get the number of days between 
1901/01/01 and $date

Get the date that is $days later than 
1901/01/01

Description

Tests whether expression is a number

Tests whether expression is a date
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Miscellaneous Functions:

Function 

&delete 

&retain 

for loops

sprintf("%m.nx," exp)

Description
Delete rows based on condition statements

Retain only those rows that meet conditions

"DO" loops for iterations over integer 
indexes, e.g.

(for $I=l;$i=10; $! = $! + !)
or for iterations over elements of an array, 
e.g.

(for $v( ©array)

Used to specify the output field format for 
variables, where m & n are optional sizes of 
the output field format whose interpretation 
depends on the type of field specified by x.

x Value Description

s String
c Character
d Decimal number
Id Long decimal number
u Unsigned decimal number
lu Long unsigned decimal number
x Hexadecimal number
Ix Long hexadecimal number
o Octal number
lo Long octal number
e Exponential format floating-point

number 
f Fixed point format floating-point

number 
g compact format floating-point

number

Syntax: perltbl -e [options 'statement!; statement2;...; statement'

Options (abbreviations are in parentheses):

-(h)elp

-(b)egin 'code'
-(l)ast 'code'

-(e)xecute 'code'

-begin_file name

-last_file name

-(a)dd variable_name

-(c)hange variable name 

new name

Print this 'help' information. 
Perl code to execute at start of file. 

Perl code to execute at end of file.

Perl code to execute for each row. 
Perl variables are used for each column.

File of Perl code to execute at start of file. 
May be abbreviated to -bf.

File of Perl code to execute at end of file. 
May be abbreviated to -If.

Add a variable to dataset, as in column. 

Change a variable name
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-(d)ebug Print out generated code for row, but do not
execute.

-(w)arn Print diagnostic warnings on standard error.
-(n)oprint Do not write an output data file. This is similar

to the Perl -n option.

Examples:

Code: perltbl -e '$fl=&loglO($fl); $f2=&loglO($f2)' 
Explanation: Convert fl and f2 to logs base 10.

Code: perltbl -e '$total=$fl+$2' 
Explanation: Set 'total' to sum of fl and f2.

Code: perltbl -e '$s += $flow; $flow = #s' 
Explanation: Replace 'flow' with a running sum of flows.

Code: perltbl -e '$flow = $flow + 100 if &isNumber($flow)' 
Explanation: Add 100 to all non-missing flow values.

Code: perltbl-e'&delete if ! &isNumber($flow)'
Explanation: Delete rows with missing data for 'flow'.

Note: ! is 'Not' operator, that is, if ! &isNumber means 'if 
not true'.

Code: $pH = sprintf ("%5.2f', $pH)
Explanation: Overwrite the existing value of $PH but restrict the length 

of the field to 5 characters rounded to 2 decimal places.
Code: $Ca = ($Ca < 0) ? 0.0 : $Ca
Explanation: A conditional assignment.

Set all negative values of $Ca to 0.0.

*************

ROW2 Description: The Row2Group function splits a row of data into several rows. One or more 
groups of columns (variables), called "split groups", are defined in the input file. All

GROUP groups have the same number of variables. This number determines the number of rows 
to be created in the output file for each row in the input file. For example, consider the 
example below where the input file contains three rows with two split groups, each con 
taining three variables. There is also one other variable not assigned to any split group. 
The output file will have nine rows (there are three rows in the input file and the size of 
the split groups is three). There will be three columns in the output file, one for each split 
group and one for the other column, which is "carried" over. The data values from a given 
line and split group in the input file are now in the same column. The values of the vari 
able not assigned to a split group are repeated in each line of the output file corresponding 
to the originating line in the input file.
The "-split" option is used to specify a list of variables in a split group. The variables in 
a split group need not be contiguous in the input file. By using the "-pattern" option, an 
expression (usually in quotes) can be passed as an argument for finding those variables 
whose names contain or match the expression. Caution should be used with the "pattern" 
option because split groups must have the same number of variables.
The "index" option is used to request the creation of a column in the output data file con 
taining an integer index whereby each row generated in the output data file from a given 
row in the input data file has a unique index number and all rows in the output data file 
with the same index number represent the same column grouping established by the 
"split" groups.
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Syntax: 

Options:

row2group <input_file >output_file [options]

-(i)ndex name

-(h)elp

-(s)plit list

-(p)attern varname

Name of index variable (to be created). 

Print this "help" information. 

Specify list of variables to split.

Specify a list of variables using a variable name 
"varname."

Example: For the following file called sample.rdb:

date

2n

1
2
3

varOlp

9n

0.8
0.3
0

var02q

9n

14
25
18

var03p

9n

0.3
0.2
0

var04q

9n

1.019
1.469
0.988

varOSp

9n

0.5
0.1
0

var06q

9n

0.487
1.844
0.376

the command:

row2group <sample.rdb -split varOlp var02q varOSp \ 
-split var04q varOSp var06q

produces:

date

2n

1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3

varOlp

9n

0.8
14
0.3
0.3
25
0.2
0
18
0

var04q

9n

1.019
0.5
0.487
1.469
0.1
1.844
0.988
0
0.376

Explanation: Two "split" groups are defined in the command line resulting in 
the creation of two columns in the output file. An additional 
column is produced for the variable not in a "split" group (date). 
The size of the split group is three; thus, three rows are created in 
the output file for each row in the input file. The names of the 
columns representing the "split" groups are based on the column 
name of the first variable in each split group; that is, varOlp and 
var04q.

Note the output data set is written to the screen because there is no 
redirection (">") command to a file.

Example: The following command:

row2group <sample.rdb -index col -pattern 'p$' -p 'q$' \ 
> new.rdb
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produces the following data file, new.rdb:

date 

2n

1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3

col 

6n

0
1
2
0
1
2
0
1
2

varOlp 

9n

0.8 
0.3 
0.5 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0

var04q 

9n

14
1.019
0.487
25
1.469
1.844
18
0.988
0.376

Explanation: The output is directed to a file, new.rdb, containing four columns, 
one for each group defined by the "pattern" option, i.e., variable 
names ending in "p" and "q", respectively, one for the "carried" 
variable (date), and one for the "index" column (col). The index 
column serves as a cross index of rows in the output file to rows 
in the input file. All values in each sequential group of rows in the 
output file come from the same row in the input file. All values in 
each column of the output file having the same index column 
value come from the same column in the input file.

GROUP2 Description: The "group2row" operator combines data from several rows into a single 
row, which has more columns than the input file. An output row consists of a column for

ROW each "carried" variable, a column for each grouping ("by") variable, plus a column for 
each "collected" variable multiplied by a factor whose value depends on which method 
of row selection is used.

"Carried" variables are specified in the "-carry" option. They are assumed to have the 
same value for each composite value of the "collected" variables. If the "carried" values 
are not the same, then data are lost in the output file. There will be one column created in 
the output file for each carried variable.

Grouping variables are specified in the "-by" option. The input file should be presorted in 
grouping variable order. There will be one column created in the output file for each 
grouping variable.

Certain of the columns (variables) in the input file are designated "collected." Each col 
lected variable will form the basis of several columns in the output file, the number of 
which will depend on which method of row selection is used.

There are two approaches to collecting rows from the input file. First, the rows are 
divided into groups each containing the same number of rows. Use the "-rows" option to 
specify the number of rows in a group. The number of rows in the output file is equal to 
the number of groups collected. The number of columns created in the output file will be 
equal to the size of a row group multiplied by the number of variables collected (-collect 
option).

The second approach to collecting rows is to use the unique values of an index or label 
variable. A column is created in the output file for each collected variable multiplied by 
the number of unique values of the index or label variable (-labels option). Index values 
can also be read from an alternate file using the "if file (col)" option. If the "if option is 
used, then the index variable can be specified using either the "-labels" option or the "if 
option. Specific values of the index variable can be specified using the "-index list" 
option.
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The number of rows created in the output file is based on the number of unique composite 
values of the grouping (by) variable(s) and the number of index values that equate to a 
given grouping value. There may be multiple occurrences of a given "index" value for a 
given grouping value.
The output column names for those columns based on collected variables will be a con 
catenation of the index value to the end of the collected variable name.

Syntax group2row [options] list

Options (abbreviations are in parentheses):

-(r)ows number

-(l)abels Iname

-(b)y list

-(i)ndex list

-(in)put file

-sorted sfile

-if file [col]

-(h)elp

-(ca)rry calist

-(co)llect list

Specify number of rows to collect from input file, 
which in turn will determine the number of columns 
to be created in the output file for each collected 
variable.
Specify a variable whose unique values will be used 
to create a column for each collected variable. 
These values will also be concatenated to a 
collected variable name to form the new column 
name. These values must be capable of forming 
valid RDB names.

Specify grouping variables. Data will be collected 
by groups defined by consecutive rows with 
identical values of the grouping (by) variables. 
Each unique value of the "by" variable results in a 
row in the output file.

Specify select values of the "labels" variable to 
collect. Each listed unique value of the "index" 
variable is used to create a new column in the 
output file for each collected variable from the 
input file.

Read input from the specified input file, rather than 
from standard input. If the "-labels" options is used, 
then column indexes will be derived by finding all 
unique values in column "Iname" of the input file.

Same as -input option, but data are already sorted, 
so suppress automatic sort. 
May be abbreviated -si.

Read index values from file.
Read values from "col" if specified, otherwise read
from column specified with the "labels" option.

Print this "help" information.

Carry variables are listed in "calist." Carry 
variables are assumed to have the same values for 
each of the collected variables, and thus are not 
duplicated on output. Use of the -carry option could 
result in loss of data on output.

Specify list of variables to collect. Each "collect" 
variable will form the basis of a column for each 
unique value of the specified label variable. The 
names of the new columns will be a concatenation 
of the "collect" column name and the value of the 
"label" variable. If more than one "collect" column 
name is listed, then the number of new columns
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created will be the product of the number of unique 
values in the "label" column and the number of 
"collect" variables listed. If this option is not used, 
then all columns not mentioned in the -by or -carry 
options will be collected.

Example: For the following input data set, sample.rdb:

station year flow 

8s 4n lOn

013985 
013985 
013985 
013985 
013985 
013985 
013981 
013981

1980 100 
1981 120 
1982 125 
1983 200 
1984 50 
1985 500 
1980 10 
1981 20

the command:

group2row <sample.rdb -r2 -co year flow

produces:

station
8s

013985
013985
013985
013981

year_l

4n

1980
1982
1984
1980

year_2
4n

1981
1983
1985
1981

flow_l
lOn

100
125
50
10

flow_2
lOn

120
200
500
20

Explanation: The RDB command used the -r option telling the system to use 
two row groups from the input file. The "collected" columns were 
"year" and "flow"; thus, each of these columns now forms the 
basis for two columns in the output file. Note the concatenation of 
the "_1" and "_2" to the column names "year" and "flow."

Example: Using the same input file, the following RDB command:

sorttbl <sample.rdb year I group2row -1 station -b year \ 
-i 013985 013981 -co flow

produces:

year flow_013985 flow_013981

4n lOn lOn

1980 100 10
1981 120 20
1982 125
1983 200
1984 50
1985 500
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Explanation: The input file is first sorted by year and the results piped to the 
"group2row" operator. The -by option specifies that a row in the 
output file be created for each unique value of "year" in the input 
file. Three columns were created in the output file, one for the "by" 
variable ("year"), and one each for each unique value of the label 
'station' (-1 option). These new columns are based on the 
"collected" column "flow" from the input file. Thus, the column 
names are concatenations of "flow" and the unique values in the 
"station" column. Note, that missing values are placed in the fields 
where no "flow" value exists for a given station.

AGGTBL Description: The "aggtbl" operator generates an aggregated version of an RDB file.
Aggregation of a data file involves either of two approaches; (1) all records that have a 
unique set of values within one to four grouping variables (columns) will have a statistic 
computed for each group of records that share the same value of the composite grouping 
variable; or (2) a statistic is computed for each group of records that fall into each of the 
defined ranges of the designated interval variable. The aggregated data file output will 
contain fewer rows than the input data file.

Aggregated values are computed by one of the aggregation methods mean, median, 
sum, minimum, maximum, observation range (maximum minus minimum), observation 
count, standard deviation, variance, or coefficient of variation.

For example, starting with a data set containing several years of water-quality sample 
data, create another data set with the mean values of major constituents by year within 
each county. Or, using the intervals function (-user or -equal) compute the maximum 
value for each constituent in the year intervals 1970-74,1975-79,1980-84, and 1985-89.

Syntax: aggtbl <input_file [options] [Intervals] [Methods] >output_file

Options (abbreviations are in parentheses):

(h)elp Print this "help" information

-ac COL1[/DIV1] [..., Specifies the name of up to four variables, whose 
COL4[/DIV4]] unique composite values control the aggregation 

and a divisor for each variable for extracting a 
higher level of aggregation.

Note: Only one variable may be selected when 
either the -equal or -user option is selected.

If the -unique option is selected, then an optional 
argument may be specified for each variable 
(DIV1...DIV4). The primary purpose of this 
argument is to attain a higher level of aggregation 
by reducing the value of the variable by powers of 
ten; that is, truncate the variable from the right side. 
For example, to aggregate on the basis of the 
Accounting Unit (first six digits of the Hydrologic 
Unit Code), use a divisor of 100 to truncate the last 
two digits. To aggregate on Hydrologic Region 
(first two digits of the Hydrologic Unit Code), use 
a divisor of 1000000.

Example syntax: -ac HUNIT/100
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-am METHOD

-unique

-equal

-auto

-user

-niNUM

-xc

Interval Options:

-intv MN MX

Methods:

Example:

Specifies the default aggregation method. 
METHOD may be one of the following: mean, 
median, sum, minimum, maximum, range, count, 
stdev (standard deviation), variance, cv (coefficient 
of variation). Different methods may be specified 
for individual variables. Minimum and maximum 
are the only valid aggregation methods for text 
variables.
Generate a single aggregated record for each unique 
set of values of the specified aggregation variables. 
This is the only option available for multiple 
aggregation variables or for aggregation on a text 
variable. Not to be used when either -equal or -user 
are specified.
Selects equal width aggregation intervals. Requires
the -ni option and either one interval specifier
(-intv) or the -auto option.
Note: Not applicable when aggregation involves
more than one variable, that is, when -unique is
specified.
Used in conjunction with -equal to specify 
computation of interval limits based on range of the 
aggregation variable.
Selects user specified aggregation intervals.
Requires the -ni option and one interval specifier
(-intv) for each interval.
Note: Not applicable when aggregation involves
more than one variable, that is, when -unique is
specified.
Specifies the number of aggregation intervals. Used 
in conjunction with the -equal and -user options.
Exclude censored data from aggregation computa 
tions. The default is to include censored data.

Specify the lower and upper bounds of an 
aggregation interval. Used in conjunction with the 
-user option. The number of -intv arguments 
required is specified by the -ni option.

Specify aggregation method on a per variable basis. 
Use this option for those variables for which a 
different method is desired than is indicated as the 
default method for all other variables, that is, as 
specified in the -am option. NAME is an RDB 
variable name, Method is the aggregation method 
(see -am option).

aggtbl < project -ac STATE, COUNTY, YEAR -unique 
-am mean -xc >project.agg

NAME=METHOD

Explanation: Group the records in the file "project" by STATE, COUNTY, and 
YEAR. Compute the mean of the data values within each group 
within each column. Exclude all censored data. Output results to a 
new file "project.agg."
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PCTLRDB Description: The "pctlrdb" operator generates a percentile version of an RDB file. The 
output file will contain only the numeric variables from the input file. The output file 
should contain exactly 17 rows corresponding to the following percentile values.

0.1 0.5 1 2 5 10 20 25 50 75 80 90 05 98 99 99.5 99.9 

Syntax: pctlrdb <input_file >output_file

Options (abbreviations are in parentheses):

-(h)elp Print help information on this operator

-re NAME Specifies a column name (up to 12 characters) to be added 
to the output file to contain the percentile ranking for each 
row.

-xc Exclude remarked (censored) data from the percentile 
computations.

-ic Include remarked (censored) data in the percentile 
computations.

-pc Include remarked (censored) data in the percentile
computations, but use Helsel's (1990) statistical technique 
to predict what the censored value will be. This technique 
utilizes regression and a combination of robust probability 
and distributional MLE procedures for computing the mean, 
standard deviation, median, and interquartile range (IQR).

Example: pctlrdb my_input_file.rdb -re Percentile >my_output_file.rdb

*************

RMKFILT Description: The "rmkfilt" operator is used as a specialized routine within the QWGRAF 
programs as part of the remark code function. If the user decides to exclude remark codes 
for consideration in the analysis, then a decision is made to either remove all rows in the 
file that contain at least one remarked value or replace the value in each remarked field 
with a "missing value" indicator; that is, a NULL value in an RDB file. In the latter case 
the number of rows in the data file does not change.

Syntax: rmkfilt <input_file [-m] output_file

Options (abbreviations are in parentheses):

-m Set data value to missing (NULL) for all remarked 
(censored) observations. If this option is omitted from the 
command line, then any row containing at least one 
remarked value will be removed from the output file.

-(h)elp Print help information on this operator.

When the option to exclude remarked data from the file is selected, the columns estab 
lished in the RDB file to hold the remark codes are removed from the output file.

*************
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RDBORY Description: The "rdbqry" operator executes an RDB query (script) file created in the 
^ QWGRAF "datmgr" program. An RDB query file contains a query script imbedded in 

the comment area of an RDB file. Although this is by definition and formatting an RDB 
file, it contains no data rows, just the comment lines containing the script, the column 
name line, and the column definition line. The query script is distinguished from other 
comments by the beginning and ending script lines - "#begin script 1 and "#end script." 
Non-script comment lines may appear before and after the section containing the script 
lines. The script may consist of any number of token definition lines and must contain 
exactly one base pipe definition line.
A user-defined token consists of any alphanumeric string within curly brackets. A token 
definition line consists of a token followed by an equal sign followed by RDB commands, 
which may include references to other token definition lines. The pipe definition line per 
forms the last operations leading to the creation of the output file; that is, the data file 
actually used by the program using the script as an input put file. The token definition 
statements and base pipe definition may appear in any order. Tokens may be referenced 
before they are defined, but each referenced token must be defined. Circular references 
will result in an error.
The syntax that follows is for command line use and the "execute an RDB query file" 
option in the "datmgr" program. Its use in this form would result in the creation of an 
RDB data file. The use of a query file as an input file to a QWGRAF program, however, 
does not result in the creation of a permanent RDB data file. A temporary data file that 
disappears when the program ends is created.

Syntax: rdbqry [options] <rdbquery >output_file.rdb

Options (abbreviations are in parentheses):

-(h)elp Print this "help" information

Example: The following is an example of a script that can be imbedded in the 
comment lines of an RDB file either with a text editor or by using the 
QWGRAF "datmgr" program.

#rdb
#
begin script
# {A} = sorttbl <tl.rdb name
#
#
#
# end script

B} = sorttbl <t2.rdb name
C} = {B} I perltbl -e '&deleteif SnameeqMike'
A} I jointblname '{C} I'

tfsorttl.rdb
# sort t2.rdb
# filter
#join result

# The following two lines are the column names (first line), and data width
# and type groups (second line) of the output file from the above script, 
name rank serial 
16 8 12N

Explanation: The above script, which would be found in the file identified in the 
argument < rdbquery (see syntax), sorts two RDB files (tl .rdb and 
t2.rdb), filters (deletes) from the second file rows where column 
name equals "Mike," and then joins the two files outputting the 
result to a new file identified in the argument > output_file.rdb. 
Note the syntax of the {C} token in the pipe definition line. The 
jointbl operator is expecting a file name here. In this case we are 
piping the result of the {C} token operation as the input file to 
jointbl. Thus, the entire expression {C} I' must be enclosed in 
quotes in order to be passed as a single argument to jointbl.

Following the comment area (no more # signs) the RDB query file 
should contain a standard RDB header defining the column 
names, data widths, and types. While this header is neither 
required nor used by "rdbqry," it can be used by application 
programs to determine the contents of the query without incurring 
the overhead of executing the script.
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APPENDIX G. Importing QWGRAF Graphics into FrameMaker
QWGRAF programs have the option of creating three output file formats.

Postscript File
HPGL File (can be used with in-line plotters)
COM File

Postscript files can be imported into FrameMaker; however, the graphic images cannot be printed from 
FrameMaker. HPGL and COM files also can be imported into FrameMaker, however these images can be 
modified and scaled with the FrameMaker graphic tools and then printed. The procedures for importing 
HPGL and CGM files into FrameMaker are as follow:

I. QWGRAF HPGL to FrameMaker 

A. Create HPGL file
1. Complete and verify plot specifications.
2. Make the plot on the screen to confirm plot specifications.
3. Select "Device" option in "Modify" screen.
4. Select "Plotter (HPGL)" option. Use Accept (f2) or the Enter key to accept selection.
5. Enter a file name with the ".hpgl" file-name extension.
6. Use Accept (F2) to return to main screen.
7. Make the plot again.

B. Import HPGL file into FrameMaker
1. In the FrameMaker document place the cursor at the desired insertion point.
2. From the "File" menu click on "Import."
3. With the left mouse button down drag the cursor to "File" dialog box and release button.
4. From the import file dialog box single click on the file to be imported (must have ".hpgl" 

	extension).
5. Click on "Copy into document."
6. Click on "Import."

C. Modify frames and objects
At this point you may want to use the imported graphic as is or you may want to prepare it for 
subsequent modification or scaling by using the FrameMaker graphic tools. The preparation 
procedure involves removing extraneous text frames and rectangles; making modifications to 
individual objects; grouping the objects; scaling the grouped object; and then positioning the 
object. The steps to import and modify a HPGL files into FrameMaker are as follow:

1. The imported graphic has two text frames. Remove the outer frame as follow:
2. Click left mouse button on edge of inner text frame to select it.
3. From "Edit" menu click on "Cut" to temporarily remove the inner frame and place it on the 

clipboard.
4. Select the remaining text frame and delete it with the backspace key (do not cut it).
5. Paste the cut text frame from step 3 above into same location.
6. With the text frame selected, drag the side and top handle bars to expand the sides of the text 

frame away from any objects within the frame.
7. When sufficient space has been provided, select all of the graphics objects within the frame 

(use a Marques selection). Then from the Graphics menu click on "Group."
8. With the grouped object selected, use the "Scale" option in the "Tools" dialog box to resize the 

grouped object within the text frame. From the "Scale" dialog box select a scaling factor (in 
percent). Click on "Scale" to set the new scaling. Scaling can also be done by dragging the 
handle bars of the grouped object.
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9. As required, reposition the rescaled grouped object within the text frame by clicking the left 
mouse button while holding down the "Ctrl" key and then dragging the object to the desired 
location within the text frame.

10. If required, resize the text frame by first selecting it and then dragging the handle bars to effect 
the appropriate size. If desired, fill in the text frame border with an appropriate line type, 
thickness and color by using the "Pen" menu box, color menu box, and "Pts" menu box in the 
"Tools" dialog box.

11. Color graphics can be printed on a color laser printer. For a gray scale effect, print the 
document on the regular laser printer.

12. When the grouped graphic object has been "ungrouped"; individual objects can be selected 
and modified by using the graphics tool box. Depending on the graphics program used to 
generate the graphic, objects that were expected to be filled may appear to be unfilled. Click 
on the opaque (black) square in the fill menu box. If the object does not fill or does not fill with 
the right color, then click on the color box and then click on the appropriate fill color when the 
box that lists the available colors comes up.

II. QWGRAF CGM to FrameMaker 

A. Create a CGM File
1. Complete and verify plot specifications.
2. Make the plot on the screen to confirm plot specifications.
3. Select "Device" option in "Modify" screen.
4. Select "CGM" option. Press "Enter" key to accept selection.
5. Enter a file name into the space indicated and add the ".cgm" file-name extension.
6. Return to main screen and make the plot again.

B. Import CGM file into FrameMaker
1. In your FrameMaker document place the cursor at the desired insertion point.
2. From the "File" menu click on "Import."
3. With the left mouse button down drag cursor to the "File" dialog box and release the button.
4. From the "Import file" dialog box single click the left mouse button on the file to be imported 

	(must have ".cgm" extension).
5. Click on "Copy into document."
6. Click on "Import."

C. Graphic is missing
The first thing you will notice with an imported CGM file is that the intended graphic does not 
appear to have been imported into the document. The graphic is indeed there, but you have to 
go through some additional steps to bring it forward.

D. Modify frames and objects
1. The imported graphic appears to be an empty text frame. Note that the text frame is selected 

with the handle bars displayed.
2. Just inside the text frame click the left mouse button. The text frame is deselected and another 

set of handle bars appears, which indicates the presence of an invisible text rectangle (not a 
text frame) inside of which is also the invisible graphic from QWGRAF.

3. Use the backspace key to delete (do not cut) the text rectangle.
4. Click on the text frame to select it.
5. From the "Edit" menu click on "Select all in frame." The handle bars for all the individual 

objects of the graphic from QWGRAF now appear, but not the graphic objects themselves.
6. From the "Graphics" menu click on "Tools" or click on the triangle in the upper portion of the 

right scroll bar to bring up the "Tools" menu.
7. Click on "None" in the "Fill" box. Nothing will happen at this point.
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8. Click on the desired pattern (usually opaque(black)) in the "Pen" box. Nothing happens.
9. Click on the "Color" box and then click on the appropriate color in the "Color" box (usually 

black). The QWGRAF graphic now appears as several individual objects and they are still 
selected.

10. If the graphic is satisfactory, then click on the "Group" option in the "Tools" menu.
11. Usually a CGM file is not brought into FrameMaker as cleanly as a HPGL file. It may be 

necessary to modify and move individual objects. With all of the objects selected, click on an 
empty area to deselect the objects. Click on individual objects to select them and make the 
necessary modifications.

12. When finished click on "Select all in frame" from the "Edit" menu and then click on "Group" 
in the "Graphics Tools" menu.

13. With the grouped object selected, use the "Scale" option in the Graphics Tools dialog box to 
resize the grouped object within the text frame. From the "Scale" dialog box select a scaling 
factor (in percent). Click on "Scale" to set the new scaling.

14. As required, reposition the rescaled grouped object within the text frame by clicking the left 
mouse button while holding down the "Ctrl" key and then dragging the object to the desired 
location within the text frame.

15. If required, resize the text frame by first selecting it and then dragging the handle bars to effect 
the appropriate size.

16. Color graphics can be printed on a color laser printer. For a gray scale effect, print the 
document on the regular laser printer.
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APPENDIX H. Concentration Conversion Factors

Concentration to Normal/Molar Form

Grams to Equivalents/Moles
Milligrams to Milliequivalents/Millimoles

Micro grams to Microequivalents/Micromoles

Constituent

Alkalinity (as CaCO3) 
Aluminum (Al+3) 
Ammonium (NH4+1 ) 
Antimony (Sb) 
Arsenic (As ) 
Barium (Ba+2) 
Beryllium (Be+2) 
Bicarbonate (HCO3~ l ) 
Boron (B+3) 
Bromide (Br' 1 ) 
Cadmium (Cd+2) 
Calcium (Ca+2) 
Carbonate (C03 ~2) 
Cesium (Cs+1 ) 
Chloride (CF 1 ) 
Chromium (Cr) 
Dichromate (Cr2O7~2) 
Cobalt (Co+2) 
Copper (Cu+2) 
Fluoride (F 1 ) 
Hydrogen (H+1 ) 
Hydroxide (OH' 1 ) 
Iodide (r 1 ) 
Iron (Fe+2) 
Iron (Fe+3 ) 
Lead (Pb+2) 
Lithium (Li+1 )

Normal Molar

0.01998
0.11119
0.05544

0.06674
0.01456
0.22192
0.01639
0.27750
0.01252
0.01779
0.0499
0.03333
0.00752
0.02821
0.1154
0.00926
0.03394
0.03147
0.05264
0.99212
0.0588
0.00788
0.03581
0.05372
0.00965
0.14407

0.00999
0.03706
0.05544
0.00821
0.01335
0.00728
0.11096
0.01639
0.0925
0.01252
0.0089
0.02495
0.01666
0.00752
0.02821
0.01923
0.00463
0.01697
0.01574
0.05264
0.99212
0.0588
0.00788
0.01791
0.01791
0.00483
0.14407

Constituent Normal

Magnesium (Mg+2) 
Manganese (Mn+2) 
Manganese (Mn+3) 
Mercury (Hg+2) 
Molybdenum (Mo*6) 
Nickel (Ni+2) 
Nitrate 
Nitrite

Molar

Phosphate (P04') 
Phosphate (HP04'2) 
Phosphate (H2P04' 1 ) 
Phosphorus (P+5)
Potassium (K+ )

+1Rubidium (Rb+ )
+6Selenium (Se+ ) 

Silica (SiO2) 
Silver (Ag+1 )

+1Sodium (Na+i ) 
Strontium (Sr+2) 
Sulfate (S04'2) 
Sulfide (S'2) 
Thorium (Th+4) 
Titanium (Ti+3 ) 
Uranium (U^6) 
Vanadium (V) 
Zinc (Zn+2)

0.08229
0.0364
0.05461
0.00997
0.06254
0.03408
0.01613
0.02174
0.03159
0.02084
0.01031
0.16143
0.02558
0.0117
0.07599

0.00927
0.0435
0.02283
0.02082
0.06238
0.01724
0.06267
0.02521

0.03059

0.04114
0.01821
0.01821
0.00499
0.01042
0.01704
0.01613
0.02174
0.01053
0.01042
0.01031
0.03229
0.02558
0.0117
0.01267
0.01664
0.00927
0.0435
0.01141
0.01041
0.03119
0.00431
0.02089
0.0042
0.01963
0.0153
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APPENDIX I. Conversion Factors

To convert from To Multiply by

Milligrams per liter
Milligrams per liter
Quarts (U.S.)

aSecond-foot days
Second-foot days 

bSecond-feet
Gallons per minute

cAcre-feet
Acre-feet
Acre-feet
Cubic feet
Cubic feet
Ca+2 
Mg+2 

HCCV 1

4°3<y
NO3
N
NO?" 1

N 
NH4+1 

N 
P04'3 

P

Tons per acre-feet
Tons per day
Liters
Acre-feet
Gallons per day 
Gallons per minute
Liters per second
Gallons
Cubic feet
Cubic meters
Cubic meters
Gallons
CaCO3 
CaCO3 
CaCO3
CaCO3c<V2
N
NCV 1

N
NCV 1 

N 
NH4+1 

P 
P04'3

0.00136
second-feet x 0.002697
0.9463
1.983471
646,317 
448.8
0.06309
325,851
43,560
1,233.5
0.028317
7.481
2.4973 
4.118 
0.8202
1.6679 
0.4917
0.2259
4.4268
0.3045
3.2845 
0.7765 
1.2878 
0.3261 
3.0662

a 1 sec-foot/day = 1 cubic foot per second for 24 hours
b 1 sec-foot = 1 cubic foot per second
c 1 acre-foot = an area of 1 acre 1 foot deep

1 TIn the reaction 2 HCO3 + H2O = CO3 + H2O + CO2(g) for computing total dissolved solids
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